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T

his book continues the survey of Islam in Africa which was
initiated with Islam in the Sudan. Its aim is to study as a whole
the history and institutions of the Islamic peoples of north-east
Africa, that is, the region which embraces the present-day countries of
Eritrea, the Empire of Ethiopia, and French, British, and Italian
Somaliands. It gives the story of the impact of Islam upon the nomadic
and settled peoples of the region, the reaction of the indigenous cultures
to that impact, and the existing state of the Islam professed by those
peoples who have been won over to it. An attempt has been made to
assess the influence of Islam in the history and present-day lives of
these peoples, to show how it has moulded their lives, and how they
in turn have moulded the Islam which they received. Further, since
the Christian state of Ethiopia has for centuries been surrounded by
Islamic peoples, it deals with the effect of Islam upon that State and
the centuries of conflict between the two civilizations.

This task of giving a clear picture of the influence of Islamic culture
in such a vast region is complicated because account must be taken of
the fact that its Islam presents the greatest possible diversity, ranging
from fanatical orthodoxy to the merest veneration, from the learning of the
scholast to the semi-pagary patterner of a few Arabic formulae. I hope
that this study will at least serve to bring together the material upon
which a genuine estimate of the depth and influence of Islam in north-
east Africa may be based.

To avoid confusion the word ‘Abyssinia’ is employed to designate
the historic kingdom of the highlands which was influenced by the
Semitic civilization of South Arabia and afterwards adopted Chris-
tianity, and whose peoples expressed themselves through the Semitic
languages, Geez, Tigriña, and Amharic. The word ‘Ethiopia’ is used
in a much wider sense to embrace the whole region included in this
survey. It has also been necessary to use ‘Ethiopia’ when referring to
the modern state of this name founded by Menelik II and ruled today
by Häyla Selassé. The word ‘Abyssinia’ is used, therefore, for the
historical region of the Christian kingdom and ‘Ethiopia’ for the wider
geographical region, except when it refers to the modern state.

I have given sufficient indication of my sources to enable me to
dispense with a bibliography, but in particular I wish to acknowledge
my debt to the admirable work done by Italian scholars in various
aspects of my subject, and especially to the studies of Carlo Conti Rossini, whose death in August 1949 was a great loss to Ethiopian scholarship, and Enrico Cerulli, now the foremost exponent of Italian scholarship in this field.

J. S. T.
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INTRODUCTION

As a basis for the genesis and expansion of a higher type of civilization the most favourable areas in Africa in regard to climate, type of soil, and receptivity to the radiations of the eastern civilizations were the Mediterranean and the Ethiopian-plateau regions. But the expansion of the Mediterranean civilizations, Egyptian, Phoenician, Hellenic, Latin, and Islamic, into Africa has always been blocked or diluted to vanishing-point by the desert and the steppe. The physical conditions of the Sudan, the great desert and steppe plain between the Atlantic and the plateau, with its long story of tribal migrations in search of land for stockbreeding or cultivation, have never been favourable to the formation of a civilized society. Thus the Christian, pagan, or Muslim kingdoms of this great plain (Maqrura and 'Alwa of the Nile, Gāna, Māli, and Songhay of the Niger, Ashanti, Dahomey, and Benin) have never achieved true cohesion, and have remained on the level of derived or primitive cultures.

The plateau region of Ethiopia, however, can offer everything that is conducive to a stable occupation, whilst its position has exposed its inhabitants to the radiations of oriental civilizations. During the first millennium B.C. they had an influx of Semitic colonists which led to the formation of a highly developed civilization. This movement, coming originally from the Yaman, spread throughout the northern Ethiopian highlands, and the bond of a common Semitic civilization was established across the Red Sea. These colonists and the Arabs, associated in a unity of culture, with Arabia as an inexhaustible source of new blood, when united later in the religious unity of Christianity, might well have influenced other parts of Africa. But when Abyssinia and Arabia were indeed associated in religion, a new religious idea came to birth in the seventh century in Arabia which was destined to replace Christianity as the creator of the spiritual unity of the Near East and North Africa. This new religious system, Islam, caused a break between the two associated regions as clear-cut as the physical fracture of the Red Sea, and completely divided Abyssinians and Arabs. These two peoples, opposed from henceforth in mutually hostile camps, barred the road to outside influence upon the interior of Africa until the era of Western expansion, and exhausted their energies in futile struggles with one another.

The two religious cultures did not at first come into decisive conflict.
During one of the most obscure periods of its history the Christianity of northern Ethiopia expanded over the highlands in such a way that it completely claimed the souls of the Hamitic Aga'o inhabitants. During the same centuries the Arabs also exerted an Islamic influence upon Africans all along the east coast—an influence which spread inland, since the need of many Africans for a system that would integrate life was so great that many were ready to exchange the fear and insecurity of primitive religion for the confident assurance of Islamic citizenship. Islam is a religion which, because of the territorial freedom of its worship and its low ethos, has appealed especially to Hamite or Negroid-Hamite pastoral nomads, and there is scarcely a nomad tribe in Africa north of the Equator which has not accepted it. Christianity, on the other hand, tied to its priesthood and its high ethos, has utterly failed to attract any such tribe. At the same time, with the decay of nomadism, Islam appeals just as vividly and exerts an equally strong hold upon the Hamite when he adopts a settled agricultural or urban life.

North-east Africa was the only African region where Islam had a rival in the presentation of a new religious conception of life to Hamites and Negroses. Consequently, had Abyssinia become Muslim, either violently as a result of the conquest of the Imam Ahmad Gräf in the sixteenth century, or pacifically through centuries of gradual infiltration, and had a strong Hamitic-Islamic civilization established itself in the highlands, nothing could have stopped the spread of Islam throughout the whole of the continent, for in North Africa and the Sudan it was the Islamized Hamites who were the most effective missionaries.

Around the Ethiopian plateau stretch vast territories, roaming by nomadic peoples to whom its great bastions have presented an almost insuperable obstacle. The weakest defences are in the north and west, but this wide steppe area has been able to absorb waves of pastoralists who, even after they received droplets of Islamic culture, never built up states sufficiently powerful to constitute an overwhelming menace. The Abyssinians, in the security in their natural fortress, allowed their once vigorous and expanding Christianity to stagnate at a low cultural and spiritual level, and the challenge of Islam did not evoke any response comparable to that which it evoked among the Christians in western Europe. The shock of the Islamic conquest of Ahmad Gräf, followed by the still more devastating Galla invasions and the precipitate propaganda of the Jesuits, instead of stimulating the Abyssinians, led to exhausting internal struggles and a withdrawal upon their moribund Christianity as the symbol of their national independence to be guarded at all costs, so that it degenerated still further into a form of higher tribal religion isolated in a sea of Islam.

Yet Abyssinia, by its purely individualistic resistance, for its people had no conception whatever of Christian unity, has helped to change the course of African history. Its highland fastnesses have been a rock against which the waves of expansion of the Islamic civilization from the Arabian Peninsula and East African coast on the one hand, and from the Nile valley on the other, have dashed themselves in vain endeavour, so that Islam could not establish that stable rule on the east coast which would have led to interior expansion and possibly the religious unification of Africa under Islam. A certain inland movement was apparent because many African peoples were ready to respond to the values inherent in the Islamic civilization, but, once the desert and Nilotic Nubia had been conquered, such expansion was chiefly from the north, so that almost the whole of the Sudan from the Atlantic sea-board to the frontiers of Abyssinia is now Muslim. On the other hand, another vigorous religion, Western Christianity, was presented by the forces of Western expansion during the last century and has spread throughout Africa south of the Equator. The rapidity of its expansion and the tenacity with which it is held show that even now, before it has freed itself from what is purely Western and not intrinsic in its heritage, Christianity can fulfill the longings of the African soul and become the unifying force of Southern and Central Africa, as opposed to the unifying force of Islam in the north and the Sudan.
The Region and its Folk

I. THE LAND

The phrase *north-east Africa* is used in such a variety of ways that it is necessary to define the way in which it is used in this survey. For our convenience it is limited to the following political divisions: the former Italian Eritrea, the Empire of Ethiopia, and the French, British, and Italian Somaliland. These form a great triangle bounded on the north-east by the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, on the north-east by the Indian Ocean, on the south by Kenya Colony, and on the north-east and east by the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. This vast area does not constitute any natural homogeneous region, and its peculiar geographical conditions, especially the contrasting cool humid highlands, the home of agriculture and sedentary life, and the hot dry steppe or desert plateaux and plains, the home of animal breeding and the nomadic life, explain much in the Ethiopian history which we shall be treating.

It is necessary to distinguish five principal regions. The first is the Ethiopian-Kaffa plateau, which includes the northern plateau now part of Eritrea and the whole of Tigray, Amhara, Gojam, Shoa, and Jimma-Kaffa; that is, the historical region of Abyssinia and of the Sidama kingdoms. It is a vast irregular tableland of volcanic reefs having a general elevation of 6,500 feet in which terrace rises above terrace to form high wide plateaux. It is clearly defined on the east by the steep edges of a mountain wall which is the western edge of the great East African rift, having an average altitude of 8,000 feet. This acts as a vast retaining wall which drops abruptly into the sea at the Gulf of Arafal or into the low, arid, and hot Dankali depression. A parallel rift runs from Lake Ṭāna along the Blue Nile canyon to the southern lakes. The Ethiopian highland is tilted towards the west and descends more or less regularly in vast terraces towards the plains of the Nilotic Sudan, but in the north-west and south-west there is a rapid descent of several thousand feet. The great line of the escarpment overlooking the Red Sea to the east and the Sudan plains to the west has acted as a barrier protecting the inhabitants against the migratory movements of other peoples. Towards the south-east beyond the Abäy, access is less difficult,
the altitude diminishes, the valleys grow more numerous and give an
individuality to smaller massifs which is reflected in the history and
social life of their inhabitants. Deep ravines divide this great massif into
many subordinate plateaux, above which as bases, rise several mountain
chains.

The highlands have often been compared with Switzerland, but
there is a very characteristic difference:

In Switzerland, the heights are barren peaks, the valleys fairly broad and
fertile. In Abyssinia, all this is reversed. The heights are mostly open plateaux,
the valleys jungle-choked gorges or canyons of great depth. The population
lives on the plateaux, and the lines of communication follow the high ground,
the valleys being formidable obstacles to traffic.¹

Characteristic of this relief are the ambas, which are steep and bare
mountain cones whose summits are crowned by plains furnished with
abundant water where herds of cattle can pasture and crops can be
grown. These ambas have played an important part in history, for they
form natural self-supporting fortresses whose few approaches could be
held by a handful of men. They have been the last strongholds of
the original unmodified Hamitic population, of rebels against the central
authority, and of Abyssinians themselves when their country has been
invaded; whilst they have been used as prisons to segregate males of the
royal house and political offenders. Equally characteristic are the abrupt
and deep ravines which intersect the surface of these plateaux and have
been caused by the concentration of heavy rains in a short space of time.
Many of the rivers flow thousands of feet below the general level of the
plateaux, sometimes through wide valleys, sometimes through precipi-
tuous canyons. These canyons, too, have played their part in history, for
movements involve either hazardous descents and climbs or else a long
and slow detour. The tremendous gorges which the Abáy and its tribu-
taries have carved for themselves have proved great obstacles to com-
munications between Gojám and the southern highlands and have given it
the characteristics of an island. But all the Abyssinian regions and not
only Gojám are defined by great river gorges. Thus each region has
been a unity in itself whose people have maintained their own individual
characteristics. For centuries some of these regions have resisted incor-
poration into the empire and have often been ready to break away. It is
these natural regional divisions which have made the unification of the
country such a difficult problem, so that Abyssinia has always been a

¹ Handbook to Abyssinia compiled by the British Foreign Office.

federation of countries whose ruler has rightly styled himself 'king of
kings'.

Another region is the Eastern Rift valley which runs from the Dang-
kali depression in the north where it is defined by the River Hawásh,
through Lakes Zway, Shala, Margherita, and Chamo, which separate
the Ethiopian and central massifs, thence through Lakes Stefania and
Rudolf to its continuation in the great equatorial lakes. In the north,
with the lower course of the Hawásh, the valley enlarges into the third
region, the plain known as the Dangkali depression which includes
Eritrean Dangkali, 'Afar (or Ethiopian Dangkali), and Assa. It is
defined in the north and east by a mountain chain running along the
coast from the Bay of Thio to the Gulf of Tajura; in the south by the
mountains of Harar, and in the west by the formidable line of the escarp-
ment of the Ethiopian plateau. This depression is an arid, sandy, and
rocky waste in which some rivers like the Hawásh disappear. It includes
volcanic cones, some of which are still active, and encloses a great
depression 120 metres below sea-level with a succession of salt lakes at
the bottom. In this depression even nomadic tribes can barelyexist.

Next comes the central massif between the Rift valley depression
and the Galla-Somali plateau. It starts abruptly at the Rift valley frac-
ture with a great wall of basalt, punctuated by peaks, and extends
through the high tablelands of Chercher, Boke, and Didda which are
incised by numerous deep depressions. Stretching from Lake Chamo to
beyond Harar the great chain descends into the last region, the Galla-
Somali plateau, in gentle slopes through which flow the river Webi
Shabelli and the three rivers which form the Juba. The Galla-Somali
plateau has three distinct regions, the interior plateau, a middle steppe,
and a coastal region.

The physical structure and relief of north-east Africa explain the
directions of the migratory movements of its peoples. It was easy to
move about the Galla-Somali plateau or the 'Afar plain, it was possible
to reach the heights of the central massif, but it was a very different
matter if migrants wished to attain the Ethiopian massif against the
wishes of its inhabitants, for the walls of Tigray, Shea, Guragé, Gamo,
and Baroda offer almost impenetrable obstacles to migratory move-
ments.

If the physical structure has affected the movements of men, the
varieties of climate and vegetation in that broken surface have exercised
a still more profound influence upon the kind of life lived by its
peoples. Its geographical position, the great differences of altitude in
the mountain complex, the abundant rainfall of the central region and
lack of it in the lowlands, give it every variety of climate from that
characteristic of equatorial regions to that of temperate climates.

The region of the Red Sea coast and Gulf of Aden is one of the hottest
in the world, where the temperature varies very little, but as one enters
the plains inland the climate becomes that of desert regions with great
variations between the heat of the day and the cold at night. On the
highlands of the Ethiopian plateau and central plateau owing to the
abundant rains we get temperatures less high than the first but subject
to less variation than the second.

Five climatic regions have been distinguished. In the north-east that
of the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea, affecting the Mijurtin, Warsang-
gali, 'Afar, and Eritrean coast, is a torrid climate with scanty rains
falling in winter. In the south-east the climate of the Indian Ocean
afflicting much of the Somali plateau is similar except that the weak rains
fall in summer. In the centre, south, and west the climate of Ogaden,
Boran, and the basin of Lake Rudolf is characterized by excessive tem-
peratures with low rainfall. In the north-west, the Ethiopian climate,
ruled over all the plateau of that name, is distinguished by temperatures
varying with the altitude from extreme heat to cold. The people
of the plateau, following the height, climate, and vegetable products,
recognize three zones: the lowlands (galla) from 2,000 to 5,500-6,000
feet, which are hot, humid, and unhealthy and consequently are the
most sparsely populated; the uplands (tseima dege) from 5,500 to
7,500-8,200 feet, which is the most favourable region for man; and
the highlands (dege) above 7,500-8,200 feet. The central massif has
a similar climate but with less variation in heat and cold, the rains are
regular but not so heavy.

In general the plateau regions have a single rainy season from April
to September, but the intervention of periods when the rainfall is
slighter has caused references to the 'greater' and 'lesser' rains. October
to March is generally rainless, except in the south-west (Shoa-Gimirra,
Kaffa, and Jimma) where it may rain at any time of the year. On the
south-eastern slope towards the Indian Ocean and over a large part of
Boran the rains are divided into two periods: March-May and Octo-
ber-November.

The general tilt of the Ethiopian plateau being towards the west its
drainage is in that direction. The only river that flows east is the
Ha'wash. This rises near Addis Ababa, flows with a great curve towards
the Gulf of Aden, and finally loses itself in the sandy wastes west of

Jibuti. One river, the Omo, flows south into Lake Rudolf. The greater
part of the rainfall drains into the Nile which is fed by three tributaries,
the Takkazë in the north (called the Sseti in its middle and the Athara
in its lower course) flowing into the main Nile, the Sobat in the south
flowing into the White Nile, and the Abay between them. The Abay
flows from Lake Tana some 3,000 feet below the level of the plateau,
then turning south-east it describes a huge loop and runs north-west
through the Eastern Sudan as the Blue Nile. It is this river which is
mainly responsible for the annual rise of the Nile. From the Somali
plateau two great rivers flow southwards, the Juba (Ar. Al-Jubb, Som.
Webi Gandama) which reaches the sea, and the Webi Shabell which is
swallowed up in sand-dunes near the coast.

2. THE PEOPLE

(a) Ethnological and Cultural History of the Region

This region presents a heterogeneous variety of ethnical, cultural,
and linguistic types, and Abyssinia has been well styled by C. Conti
Rossini und museo di popoli. This diversity is in keeping with its mor-
phological and climatic conditions. Although the Arabic term for the
Abyssinians, habash which means 'a mixture', is not the actual deriva-
tion of the word, it does show how they presented themselves to the
Arabs. In this region the concept of kinship has little meaning as a
guide to the grouping of peoples, rather we have to talk of peoples using
a language and culture of Hamitic or Semitic or Nilotic origin, or
sometimes of a mixture of cultures.

Our knowledge of prehistory in Ethiopia is yet in its infancy. The
earliest inhabitants yet known to us seem to have lived in the lowlands,
leaving the plateaux uninhabited. It has been suggested that the pariah
caste of primitive hunters scattered all over the region is a remnant of
these earlier inhabitants.

At some undetermined epoch Africa was invaded, possibly from
South Arabia, by waves of Hamite-Caucasians belonging to the same
branch of mankind as most Europeans. The predynastic Egyptians in

2 The name is actually derived from the chief tribe of immigrant Arabs who colonized the
country about the seventh century B.C. The Arabs of later times as usual tried to give the name
a popular derivation.
3 They are known to the Abyssinians as Wash, to the Galla as Wadd, to the Kafficho as
Masq, to the Gimira as Kunguf, and to the Somali as Mijin, Tumal, and Yibir. It is
probable that these are all genetical names for a low caste and that they are of diverse ethnical
groups.
the past and the Beja today are the almost unmodified representatives of this race. The Bani ‘Amir, who are characteristic representatives of the Beja, show them as long-headed, of medium height, with regular features of European type, nose straight and narrow, skin yellowish to coppery-brown, hair wavy or frizzy but never woolly, lips often thick but never everted, and the beard thin and scanty. These Hamites of north-eastern Africa are usually known under the term of Kushites or Cushites.

These Hamites came in waves and through intermarriage with the aborigines gave rise to groups of hamitized Negroes. Each incoming wave pushed their predecessors farther inland to other negrolands where they formed aristocracies amongst the peoples upon whom they imposed themselves. The purest Hamites today are the Beja of the north, the Biléén (an Aga migration) of the Keren region of Eritrea, the Aga in the heart of the highlands (northern Kushites); and the various south-western Sidama tribes (southern Kushites), to mention only the more important. These invaders occupied the Abyssinian highlands proper, and though their lives have been completely changed by Semitic invaders, the mixture was such that Hamitic blood still predominates amongst the Tigréans, Amhara, Gojämites, and Shoans to the proportion of 80 per cent. In the course of centuries the Aga peoples came to adopt the languages and outlook on the life of the Semitic invaders but a few have remained almost unmodified and Aga languages still linger on in central Abyssinia (Khamar and Khamta), in the south-west (Dambya, Wagara, and Quara), in Agawmeder south-west of Lake Tana, and in the neighbourhood of Dâmôt. The Sidama tribes once occupied the whole of the western and southern regions of Ethiopia, but they were decimated or absorbed either by waves of Abyssinian conquest or by invading Galla hordes, and reduced to the small groups which now exist around the River Omo.

Some Hamites who mingled more profoundly with the Negroes, like the Gimira of the lowlands south-west of Kaffa, lost their racial identity and are classed by the Abyssinians with Sháŋqélá.

1 The hamitized Negroes having the largest proportion of Hamitic blood are the pastoral half-Hamites (so called by C. G. Seligman, Races of Africa, pp. 157 ff.) such as the Niasi, Nandi, Suk, and Turkana, who occupy the greater part of Kenya. The Nilotes (Shibuk, Meru, Luo, and Turbo), speaking Sudanic languages, are predominantly Negro in blood, but Anuski, Langi, Jubus, speaking Sudanic languages, are also differentiated from the true Negro culturally more Hamitic than Negro. The Bantus are also differentiated from the true Negro culturally more Hamitic than Negro. They once occupied the region between Lake Marooka by mixing slightly with Hamites. They have occupied the region between Lake Marokka and Stephania and a few groups such as the Wa-Giksha and Adàke were left by the Niasi Semali invasion and have formed some large federations of agriculturalists in the lower Juba and middle Shabelle regions.
whilst at the same time absorbing many pagan Kushite and Jewish elements.

The Somali, Galla, and 'Afar-Saho also belong to one of the waves of Kushitic migrations which have already been mentioned who crossed the Báb al-Mandab and the Gulf of Aden in early times into the coastal regions of East Africa. They belong fundamentally to the same Hamitic stem and are usually classified as 'Low Kushite'. Their original African homeland seems to have been between the upper course of the Webi and the coast of the Gulf of Aden. In consequence of migrations and fractionings, and through mixing in varying degrees with Negroes, they became differentiated ethnographically into three great groups. Those who spread northwards into the Dankali depression and its coastal region are distinguished by the linguistic group names of 'Afar and Soho. The Somali, who are probably the most recent Hamitic immigrants into East Africa, were confined for centuries to what is now British Somaliland. From this inhospitable region they began to push south and south-west towards the valleys of the Webi Shabelli and Jūba, repelling Galla in the south-west and aboriginal Bantu tribes to the south, absorbing elements of both groups into their own tribal system. Whilst remaining a distinctively Hamitic ethnic group, the Somali, Soho, and 'Afar have taken to the spiritual conquest of Islam become subject to a certain Semitic influence. The migration of the Oromo or Galla, as they are more generally called, had a more important effect upon the population of Abyssinia proper. The Galla were living in central Somalia, from whence they had expelled or absorbed the former Bantu inhabitants, from whom they adopted non-Hamitic institutions such as the gada-system of 'age-groups'. In the sixteenth century those eastern Kushites ('Afar and Somali) who had been islamized from Arabia began a great movement of expansion. The Galla were pushed by the Somali from the valleys of the Shabelli and Jūba southwards towards the River Tana in north-west Kenya and from there spread northwards fanwise, following in the wake of the Muslim (Somali-'Afar) invasion of Abyssinia in the middle of the sixteenth century. They spread in the east throughout the Arūsi and Harar regions, in the west towards the Diddessa river, overwhelming the existing Sidāma peoples in both directions, whilst the very crest of the wave washed into the highlands of the Shoa and Wallo country, where they settled between Christian peoples as pagan islands. The Galla of the plateau regions (Wallo, Shoa, Jimma, and Harar) became settled agriculturalists and pastoralists in the main, some adopted monarchical institutions from the Sidāma, and later the religion of Islam began to undermine their pagan beliefs. Those of the south (Borana and most of the Arūsi) who remained nomadic pastoralists and those of the west who settled down to agriculture cling to their republican institutions and their paganism.

The history of migrations in the region shows that quite a small group of immigrants can, given certain conditions, completely modify the cultural life of the peoples amongst whom they settle. We have seen that the population of this region possesses a general ethnic unity, being some 80 per cent. Hamitic, but that the Abyssinians proper have been strongly influenced by the Semitic culture of South Arabia, which has made more profound difference than racial origins. Other Kushite tribes, however, have retained their own cultures; such are the Beja, Bilān, and Soho in Eritrea, islands of Agao on the central plateau, and the Kafficho, Walamo, and many other Sidāma tribes in the south-west. The Galla, Somali, and 'Afar who are Hamites are quite distinct ethnographically from the other Kushites. The nomadic Galla have retained characteristic elements of their own culture; so have the Somali and 'Afar who have also been subject to a certain Semitic influence, though in quite a different way from the Abyssinians since it came through the Islamic cultural system.

(b) Social and Economic Life

To understand the history of religion in north-east Africa we have to distinguish between two great spheres of peoples: the highly developed peoples of the plateau regions (Tigreans, Amhara, Agao, and Sidāma), and the nomadic pastoralists of the lowlands comprising the Beja, 'Afar-Saho, Galla, and Somali.

The nomadic and settled life of human societies does not depend upon ethnic factors, but is conditioned by the environment. Mountain and forest dwellers in general tend to be settled whilst the people of the desert and steppes, forced to move about in search of pasture for their flocks and herds, are nomads. The Galla who invaded Ethiopia were formerly all nomadic pastoralists, but those who migrated into plateau regions are now settled herders of cattle and agriculturalists living in villages, whilst those who, like the Boran, migrated into southern Ethiopia, were not affected in their economic and social life. However, between the two extremes are many gradations, for there are intermediate categories of semi-nomads who move only short distances, principally on the peripheries of the mountains, who also have settled
The influence of the environment is shown in the mosaic of tribes who live in the Samhar region of Eritrea. These tribes show great ethnic diversity, but are uniform in their mode of subsistence, social organization, customs, and religion. Most of them are semi-nomadic and pastoral, but cultivate in the winter season.

The plateau is essentially the land of the sedentary peasant who gains his food supply by field culture or animal husbandry, or, more generally, by a combination of the two. The surrounding steppe and desert regions are the domain of the nomads. In the region towards the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean the Afar and Somali, who are true nomads, inhabit the zone between the plateau and the coast. In the west the region which descends from the plateau towards the Nile is traversed by peoples with nomadic or semi-nomadic habits until one comes across settled societies again in the vicinity of the river.

The pure nomad has been called the parasite of the camel, but the camel, the goat, the sheep, and the ox are rather members of his own community like his wife and children, and for the same practical reasons; and his organized life is wholly centred round his flocks and herds. But though he has provided him of sustenance yet, since they too are food gatherers, he has to wander with them in search of pasture and water. Still he is no aimless wanderer, it is he and not the animal who searches; he leads, not follows, his flocks.

The nomad lives in a tent because it can be easily dismantled and transported; consequently the true nomad possesses great mobility and can traverse vast areas in his search for animal sustenance. With people who live a semi-nomadic life the tribe, or more usually sections, have definite assembly places at wells or rivers to which they return from time to time. Others make periodical migrations with their flocks, spending the winter period in the lowlands or low-lying valleys and the summer on the plateau. This form of semi-nomadism is common amongst the peoples of the Sahil and Samhar regions of Eritrea who migrate between the high regions and the low eastern maritime plain.

1 The Italian census of 1931 for Eritrea showed that 73 per cent. of the people were settled and the remainder were nomads and semi-nomads in equal proportion. For Italian Somaliland 17.4 per cent. were sedentary along the coast and great rivers, 42 per cent. were nomads, and 40.5 per cent. semi-nomads. Nomads, too, prevail in British, French, and Ethiopian Somaliland, and amongst the Southern Galla, whilst many peoples on the western periphery of the plateau are semi-nomads.

2 The Samhar is the coastal region around Massawa extending inland to the foothills and some fifty miles north of Massawa. The region north of the Samhar as far as the Sudan border and deep into the hills to the west is known as the Sahil, but is called Bajil in Abyssinian books.

or the western and northern plain. The Samhar tribes travel with their flocks and herds in the summer and cultivate along the rivers in the winter.

The kind of animal bred also has its effect on migrations. The Afar, for example, are essentially nomadic herdsmen, but the few cattle-owners among them, such as those of the Buri peninsula, are less mobile than the camel-owners and cannot move far from the richer grazing lands. On the other hand, those who breed camels, which can live on herbage that is almost invisibly scanty, are not so dependent upon seasonal pasture and migrate over great distances from the sea coast to deep within the Abyssinian plateau. Such is the life of the semi-nomadic Bani Amir of Eritrea, whose camel-owners during the dry season wander far to the east and south towards and into the hills, whilst the cattle-owners have to remain close to the banks of the Gash. But during the rains each has its own well-defined grazing area. Since nomads rarely subsist entirely upon their flocks and herds, they and the cultivators are economically interdependent and exchange their commodities. Some semi-nomads cultivate during certain seasons, others possess slaves who grow crops for them, others have agriculturists of a different race living amongst them, whilst the loss of their flocks and herds or other reasons may force a section of a tribe to turn to agriculture.

In comparison with the rest of Africa, Abyssinian agriculture is very advanced. The agriculturists are attached tenaciously to the land, which passes from father to son as patrimony. Two types of farming are found in the region; farming by hand with the hoe, dibble, or mattock; and farming with the plough and livestock. The plough with its ploughshare formed from a heavy spear-head or nail and drawn by bulls or horses is used by the Abyssinians, and the cultivation after ploughing is done by hoes, forks, and mattocks. The implements of people such as the Galla, who have been introduced to agriculture only since they arrived in the country, still remain very primitive; the hoe, for instance, often consists merely of a pole with a nail fixed in its head, but many of the Galla of the highlands have adopted the plough and more advanced implements.

However different the forms of the dwelling in the region may seem they fall into only a few main types. The architecture and form of dwellings are tied to the resources of the country where they are built, to its climate, and to the occupation of its people. In nomadic regions the homes are simple since they must be easy to pull down, transport,
and re-erect. The semi-nomadic Somali and the 'Afar use a hemispherical hut, intermediary between a tent and a house, formed of flexible boughs and palm ribs covered with matting and skins. The prevalent type of permanent house amongst the Abyssinians is the tukul ('Tigré agdo), a cylindrical structure with a conical roof supported by a central pole. They also have rectangular stone houses (budmo) derived from the ancient Axumite type. In the highlands the houses are usually found in little groups of from four to six surrounded by a thorn fence, near a spring, and perched on a height well away from main roads. On the highest point the church, which is simply a larger hut, will be seen standing within its own walled enclosure. The sedentary Somali build much the same kind of hut. The Southern Galla make huts of straw, with hemispherical domed roofs, grouped in fives or sixes in a circle and surrounded by a thorn fence. The conditions imposed by their mode of life affect other elements besides their dwellings. The vessels used by nomads must not be fragile, so they use such things as gourds, calabashes, and vessels of wood, skin, or basketry. They do not make their own weapons and a smith-caste is a common thing in nomad society, as, for example, the Tomáil amongst the Somali and Tumtú amongst the Galla.

The social and political organization of the Muslim tribes will be discussed in the sections dealing with the particular tribes, but the main types of organization that are to be found in the region may be sketched.

The pivot of social organization amongst the sedentary Christian tribes on the central Eritrean plateau and the northern part of Abyssinia is the large kinship group (enda) which consists of a number of families all claiming descent from a common ancestor whose name the enda bears. Because of the hereditary form of land tenure (esiti), each enda is also a definite territorial unit. Social distinction is found between the restenyatat (land-owners) and makhelai-alat (people amidst who hold land as tenants (sedbi) or by right of purchase (worki). Similar to the franchise right in England before the Reform Act of 1832 is the rule that only the restenyatat can be elected to the offices of village chief (cheqa-shum) and district chief (shumonya or melanê, 'prefect'), but this distinction is in no way comparable to that between masters and serfs which we get in the Tigré-speaking tribes of Eritrea.

Since Imperial Ethiopia dominates much of the region the main principles of political organization may be indicated. The enda has no chief and the permanent factor is the traditional authority of villages


and districts embodied in the village headman and district chief who have just been mentioned. 'These village chiefs,' Miss Perham writes, 'representing continuity of tradition and the sedentary agricultural life, were the stabilizing factor in a system in which changing governors, roving armies, and a distant Emperor played the more dramatic, but often the more superficial, parts.' Then there has always been the leadership of powerful local families which has often cut across all other authority, for the particular form of feudal system which developed neither destroyed the patriarchal system nor completely amalgamated with it. And finally, the direct military or civil administration by the tax-gatherers or regent-delegates who were the representatives of the emperor. The result was that the village chief was in fact under both a local chieftain and the emperor's representative. Today, however, the emperor is ruling by direct administration and the provinces are under governors appointed by him who are not of the old local families.

A completely different type of social organization is that of the Bilên- and Tigré-speaking tribes of Eritrea which are tribal federations possessing both a ruling-caste and a serf-caste. These tribal federations (Bilên, Marya, Mansa, Bair Asgâde, and Bani 'Amir) are organized as sub-tribes and kinship-groups linked together in a very loose fashion; they are all Muslim and mostly nomadic herdsmen. Since the nomadic organization is one of great fluidity, a continual process of exchange takes place amongst the members and sections of tribes. The serfs (tigré) are the descendants of various groups upon whom a more advanced clan imposed itself, or who, in order to gain protection or for economic reasons, attached themselves to a strong tribe and to which they now regard themselves as belonging by common political association. The relationship between the two classes varies from tribe to tribe, but in general a reciprocal relationship, whereby the serfs received protection and the right to use their master's land and livestock in return for services rendered, kept this system working for centuries. During recent years the system has been undermined in varying degrees by the economic and political changes brought about under the new conditions of European rule. The 'Afar nomads, who like these tribes are a mixture of racial elements, are also a political rather than an ethnic unit. But the two types of 'Afar have coalesced into two classes, noble and plebeian, without too sharp distinctions, rather than into definite castes. Little consciousness of unity exists between the

various tribes although they possess in common the same language, mode of life, religion, and mutual hatred of Galla and Abyssinian raiders.

The social structure of the pagan Galla tribes again is totally different from the preceding, the contrast between a democratic and an aristocratic organization. They are today under the political organization of the Abyssinians, but they formerly had a highly complex republication organization, much of which still survives, whilst their social organization continues but little modified. Each tribe is divided into a number of 'age-groups', which after a fixed term of years pass successively from one grade of political capacity to another. The group which is in the last grade but one provides the chief and all the minor magistrates. Thus the various offices pass every so many years from one group to another. In contrast to other peoples the organization of the Somali approximates more closely to the historic conception of the Arab tribes. Although the foundation of society is the kinship-group, the individual's loyalty is not confined to this smaller unit but extended to the whole tribe of which it is a part, to which he belongs by birth and in which he has definite rights. The organization of all the Sidama tribes again varies. The Kafficho, for instance, possessed a highly complex centralized structure. At its head was the divine king, high priest of the State religion, owner of the land and supreme war-lord. The seven aristocratic clans and their chiefs constituted with the king the summit of the structure of the state. They limited the authority of the king and had power to depose him. The land was divided into crown land and hereditary fiefs, the latter only owned by free Kafficho.

Amongst these tribes also the old political organization has suffered considerable change since they came under Amharic rule whilst the general structure of their social life remains much what it was before.

Finally, the organization of the sedentary Kunama may be mentioned as an example of a more primitive negroid people which has remained uninfluenced by the highly developed peoples who have exploited them. It is based on clans which are exogamous. Descent is counted in the female line and after marriage a man lives in his wife's home until the first child is born. The clans have a totemistic background; the Gumma, for example, have an elephant, the Karka the moon, and the Semma the buffalo, for their symbol. Some clans are invested with magical powers which, though of little political significance, play an important part in the social life of the whole tribe. Sovereignty was

formally based on the assembly of village elders, but today the Kunama are divided politically into subtribes based on territory, each under its own chief, which are subdivided again into smaller units under chief's deputies. The clans which have been mentioned are scattered throughout the territorial units.

(c) Religions and their Distribution

As north-east Africa is a museum of ethnic types and languages so it is a region of religious confusion. Occupied originally chiefly by pagan Kushites, it has been decisively influenced in its religious complexion by the vicinity of the Near East, the birthplace of the three great monotheistic religions, and the peoples who profess Christianity and Islam are much more numerous than the pagans. The proportion of adherents of the various religions is roughly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Christian</th>
<th>Muslim</th>
<th>Jew</th>
<th>Pagan</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>390,000</td>
<td>359,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>765,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinia</td>
<td>2,600,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,260,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harar Prov.</td>
<td>306,700</td>
<td>780,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darfuria</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>437,663</td>
<td>550,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW. Margin</td>
<td></td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>155,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW. Margin</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>490,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>750,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>760,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>245,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>265,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>49,391</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49,391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>3,845,392</td>
<td>3,545,392</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>1,718,163</td>
<td>8,889,924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In treating of the three 'higher' religions we shall find that we have always to take into account a residuum of paganism which gives a distinctive character to the Christianity, Judaism, or Islam which they profess. The essence of religion in this region, as amongst all primitive peoples, is less belief than practice; the primary aim of the Christian and Muslim, as well as the animist, is to act in such a way as to win the assistance of the supernatural or to avert its wrath. Consequently in our study of Islam we shall be concerned not with the whole body of doctrine and practice in orthodox Islam but only with that part of it which actually enters into the lives of the Muslims of north-east Africa. Our aim is to give a picture of the actual religious life and thought of these African Muslims.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Christianity</th>
<th>Islam</th>
<th>Paganism</th>
<th>Judaism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Abyssinians (of</td>
<td>Tigre-speaking tribes: Bani</td>
<td>Qamant</td>
<td>Falashi (Kayla)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamaseh, Akele</td>
<td>Bari: Agasic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goural, Shumera,</td>
<td>Manfa, Bait Jaf,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Serai)</td>
<td>Marya, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mensa</td>
<td>Bilen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilen (Bogos)</td>
<td>Wajari</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Abyssinians (of</td>
<td>Jabarti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tigray, Amhara,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gojam, and Shoa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Gurage</td>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>Gurage</td>
<td>Gurage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sidama (Kafficho,</td>
<td>Eastern Sidama (Tamboro,</td>
<td>Sidama (Western, Qemeto, some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kambata, Chabo,</td>
<td>Hadiya, Garo, and</td>
<td>Eastern, Northern)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walamo, Yamma &amp;c.)</td>
<td>Alba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wollo</td>
<td>Wollo, Yejiga,</td>
<td>Leqa tribes</td>
<td>Arusi tribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shoar Tribe (Abichu, Gom-</td>
<td>Raya</td>
<td>Arusi tribes</td>
<td>Beran tribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bicha, Galo,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tullama, Harro,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jimma Bare, Sibu, Chella,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libon, Mecha,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motta, Bechoo,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keke, Hillu,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soddo, Chabo,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amiya)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>‘Afar (Danakil):</td>
<td>Maya and</td>
<td>Gubber Migo,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>‘Afar Mara and ‘Aio Mara</td>
<td>‘Afar</td>
<td>Garrura, Barre,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sahlu: Azubita,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gurra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hasu, Mini-Fofo,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tero’s, &amp;c.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somali</td>
<td>Somali:</td>
<td>Dared, Hawiya,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daro, Hawiya,</td>
<td>Rahawoon, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gurra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuna</td>
<td>Gubara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuna</td>
<td>Gunsa (Gumse)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Gubba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woyo</td>
<td>Suri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baati Shangul</td>
<td>Como</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Berta, Watawit Gangosha)</td>
<td>Gimira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somalized Bantu</td>
<td>Nuer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Shibla, Shaxelli, &amp;c.)</td>
<td>Ma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Majo (Masango)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yambu (Amok)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mekan (Eburo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turkana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Konso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gudhula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Banta (various groups)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Paganism

D’Almeida, writing about 1622, gives a description of Agao paganism:

The Agaws of Gojam are pagans and much given to fetishism. They adore a single Creator of Heaven, whom they call Doban, but have no idols. They also worship river springs, al also some species of trees and groves, sacrificing to them and offering cows, milk and butter. They bury their bodies in woods, making chambers for them and placing near their heads hydromel and the cups which they were accustomed to use in drinking when alive.1

The chief characteristics of Kushitic paganism from which many of the peoples of the region were converted to monotheistic religions are sketched in this extract. Groups of the Agao retained their paganism until very recent times, but today they are either Jews or Christians with the exception of the Qamant who are the last remnants of the pagan Agao. The Qamant live in the mountains around Gondar, in Wogera, Kerker, and Chalga. Most of them are agriculturalists. Emperor Theodore considered forcing them to become Christians2 and did make them wear the mirdich cord of the Christians.3 Little is known about their religion for they are regarded as little better than lepers by Christians and Muslims and consequently conceal it. It has been suggested that it is a form of sun worship, because at daybreak they all turn to the east praying and chanting in celebration of the rising of the sun. Their religious gatherings take place in sacred groves, knowledge of whose existence is jealously guarded since no one other than themselves is allowed to enter. In these groves they gather on their knees around a leader whom they call the weumbe (stool) probably because he is the only one so seated. Their religious ceremony seems to consist of a series of prayers said by the leader and repeated by the others.4 The residue of the cult of the pagan Agao also survives in many of the customs of the Christian Agao, Amhara, and Tigreans.

Kushitic peoples which still remain pagan comprise the majority of the Sidama tribes, many of the Galla tribes of the south-west such as the Leqa, and the great Boran group of the south between Lake Stephanie and the Jilba. Each of the Sidama tribes have their own distinctive religion, an amalgam constituted primarily from Hamitic conceptions, together with derived elements such as neo-Sudanese beliefs

---

1 Quoted from W. B. Dumbell, The Royal Chronicles of Abyssinia (1921), pp. 513-74.
2 H. A. Stern, Wanderings among the Falashas (1862), pp. 43-51; C. Lejean, Theodore II, pp. 192-93.
3 H. Rassam, British Mission to Theodore, i, 208-9.
4 A. Lusana, 'L’Uoghera e l’alto Semien', Annali dell’Africa Italiana, i, 172.
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in a divine king and Christian ideas absorbed from the Abyssinians. Their chief deity is the sky-god, in addition to whom flourishes a supernatural realm of local nature-spirits associated with natural features such as mountain peaks, streams, and trees. Some of these became minor deities such as Atete, the Gala goddess of fertility, and Talaha, the Ométi goddess of the River Omo. Many of these spirits become incarnate in the priests who bind them by means of exorcism and magical rites. Since the Shoa conquests between 1890 and 1897 the religion of the Sidama is in a state of flux, and large numbers have become Christians, but this has simply added to the complexity of their beliefs and practices.

Besides these Kushitic peoples who remain pagan, all the negroid tribes called Shānqāla by the Abyssinians are pagan. These include a remnant of some 3,000 of the Kunama of south-western Eritrea, the tribes of the north-western margin of Abyssinia bordering on the Sudan (150,000, comprising the Gunza or Gumuz, Guba, Sur, Tuma, Murk, and Giye), and all the negroid tribes of the south-west (some 500,000, comprising the Como, Abigar (Nuér), Mao, Majano (Masongo), Yambio (Anuak), Mekan (Shuro), Dama, Turkana, Konso, and Gardulla). No attempt can be made here to give even a brief sketch of the types of belief among these tribes, about which little is known, nor is it necessary as a background to the study of Muslim tribes, and a general sketch of the beliefs of the Kunama should be sufficient as an example of the paganism of a Nilotic tribe.

The chief feature of Kunama worship is ancestral conciliation which has as its object the maintenance of the link that secures supernatural support in the conduct of the clan's affairs and has resemblances to the rites of certain Nuba peoples of Kordofan. They have a remnant conception of a high god, Amen, who created the heavens and the earth, but having done that takes no further interest in the clan's affairs. Far more effective are the spirits of their dead who, though freed from the body, remain imprisoned on earth and bring good and evil to the living, wherefore they are propitiated with offerings and sacrifices. Their chief rites are agricultural, and two great annual festivals mark the beginning of cultivation and of harvesting. These are the festival of the 'dura' (kina furda) and that of the 'fera' at the end of the rains before the harvest, during which beverages are prepared from dura and honey and are placed on the tombs of their ancestors. They have no order of priests, sacrifices and other rites being performed by elders, the second festival by the oldest man of the family, the first by the oldest of the clan who is called Furta Manna, chief of customary observances. Certain clans have special functions in controlling the spirits. Such clans are the Awla Manna who control the rain spirits and the Ulama Manna who protect against locust migrations.

(8) Judaism

We have seen that the settlement of Semites from overseas has profoundly changed the cultural characteristics of the people of Abyssinia. The languages of the dominant peoples are Semitic and they have adopted the three monotheistic religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The Semite makes no distinction between the religious and secular aspects of life; for him social, political, and religious institutions have no separate autonomy, but are contained in religion and are aspects of it. Thus the Semite deeply influenced the life of the Kushite because he brought him a unified conception of life embodied in religions based upon revelation.

The first Semites were the pagan colonizers of Axum, but whilst these Semitic colonies were still acquiring cohesion, Judaism was introduced amongst the primitive Aga. Nothing is known about these early Jewish immigrants. Traditionally the Jewish people of Abyssinia claim to be descended from the companions of Menelik I, son of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and also from those Jews who fled to Egypt under Johanan in 581 B.C. at the time of the Babylonian Captivity, where they reorganized the cult of the Queen of Heaven. The tradition that they are descended from the Egyptian diaspora may not be without grounds because they know nothing of the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmud compiled between the third and fifth centuries A.D., nor do they observe the Feast of Purim, the festival commemorating the deliverance of the Jews from Haman instigated in the days of

1 Jewish communities were widely scattered over Egypt before Johanan's time (Jer. xlv. 1) from Tahpanhes in the north where he settled (Jer. xlvii. 7-9) to Pathros and Elephantine in the south. Aramaic papyri dating from the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. show that there was a Jewish military colony at Elephantine who knew nothing of the religious reform effected by Josiah in 622 B.C., and whose Judaism was still full of polytheistic elements (see A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C., Oxford, 1932, Psp. 30, 35, pp. 10-16, Petition to the Governor of Judah). The dispersed priests and some of their community may well have travelled southwards and so reached Abyssinia. If the interpolation (c. 540 B.C.) in the prophecies of Zechariah is more than empty rhetoric, from beyond the rivers of Cush (i.e. Nubia) my supplicants, even my dispersed community, shall bring mine offering (Zeph. iii. 10), it may refer to Jews in Abyssinia.
are sacrificed. They are therefore the only Jews in the world whose worship is focused upon the sacrifice on the altar. Their priests, as is the practice of the Eastern Churches, are not allowed to marry a second time. Both sexes are circumcised. Monday and Thursday, the new moon, and the vigil of the Passover are fast days. Their feasts are the Passover, Harvest, and Tabernacles (during which no booths are built), the Day of the Covenant, and Abraham’s Day. The Sabbath is very scrupulously observed, their cattle, for instance, being left in the care of Christians. The laws of purification are also strictly enforced by the priests, so much washing being required that their villages are generally situated near a stream.

From Christianity they have adopted a monastic system. This is said to have been introduced in the fourth century by one Abba Sábrá who lived as a hermit in the Cave of Hohàlêwa in the Province of Armâchéhà, which ever since has been their chief religious centre. Both monks and nuns live strictly regulated lives, they must prepare their own food and no lay person is allowed to enter their huts.

The Falásha have no knowledge of Hebrew, but their priests, who alone are literate, use the canonical and apocryphal books of the Old Testament in Ge’ez, which they have borrowed from the Abyssinians. In the same language they possess a volume of extracts from the Pentateuch; the Arde’et which is read during the ceremony of purification of the newly born by immersion (Temqat); lives of Abraham (Gadá Abreher), Moses (Gadá Mást), and other patriarchs and prophets; a translation of Josephus (Sana Aihud), and the Laws of the Sabbath (Te’zána Sanháth) in which the Sabbath is personified as the daughter of God and mediatrix between God and man. With the exception of the last and of collections of prayers, none of the books are of Jewish origin, but are adaptations of Christian Ge’ez works.

The Falásha, who are said to number about sixty or seventy thousand, live as agriculturalists in little villages in the provinces of Dambya, Wogarà, and Armáchéhà, but the complete elimination of their independent kingdoms has also led to a dispersion. They thus display the characteristic features of a penalized religious minority. They are found in many of the towns, occupying a separate quarter of their own, despised by the Christian Amhara with whom they are

---

1 An attempt has recently been made to revive their knowledge of Hebrew, and a Falásha schoolmaster, Tamrat, had fifty young Falásha from the north-west region learning Hebrew at Adda Abba at the time of the Italian entry.

forbidden to eat and whose houses they are forbidden to enter. They are monogamous, and most people who know them observe that their moral standards are higher than those of their Christian neighbours. They are very industrious workers, skilled in agriculture and the trades such as building, iron-work, weaving, and pottery, but even though they have to this extent left the land they have not adopted the normal characteristic occupation of a Jewish dispersion, that of commerce.

(y) Christianity

A somewhat fuller account of the Christian Church of Ethiopia will be necessary since Christianity is the official religion of the empire and the bulwark of Ethiopian nationality. Without some knowledge of it the history of Ethiopian Islam would be incomprehensible, whilst the student of living Islam will be confronted by its influence wherever he goes, even in the Muslim citadel of Harer, where the octagonal Church of the Saviour of the World, built upon the site of the chief mosque which was destroyed by the Abyssinians, and the most central object catching the visitor’s eye, plays its full part in emphasizing the national aspect of Monophysite Christianity.

Christianity became the official religion of the Axumite kingdom in northern Abyssinia about A.D. 350, largely as a result of the preparation of the field by the diffusion of Greek culture, but it did not spread far beyond its borders. The Axumite Church from the first was in close touch with Alexandrian and to a lesser extent Byzantine and South Arabian Monophysite Christianity, and when the larger part of the Byzantine Empire and the Red Sea coasts were conquered by the Muslim Arabs, its relationships with the Church of Egypt became still closer and have been maintained till this day. During the historically obscure period from A.D. 650 to 1270 Christianity by some miracle spread southwards and the Monophysitarianism of the defunct Axumite kingdom was, by a process of assimilation and adaptation to Judaic-Aramaic traditions, turned into an effective medium for the expression of the spiritual aspirations of the Abyssinians. Since the foundation of the ‘Solomonic’ line in A.D. 1270 Christianity has been dominant in the highland fastness of Abyssinia proper, though outside it Islam has made persistent progress. Cut off from outside influences the vital forces of this Christianity ebbed, it became more and more degenerate, and reached its lowest spiritual level during the disruptive period from the middle of the eighteenth to the middle of the nineteenth centuries. But even after that, when Western influences began to affect the country more and more in other spheres of life, its religious life remained petrified and moribund in its traditional ceremonies and customs, with little influence upon the moral life of the people. At the same time Christianity has been the most important cultural factor in the lives of the Abyssinians; it was the sole repository of traditional learning, it maintained village and monastic schools, it entered fully into the lives of its adherents in the observances of feast or fast, from birth to death, but was rigidly excluded from the moral sphere.

Abyssinia has steadfastly maintained its faith as a remote outpost of the Church, cut off from all relationship with outside churches except that of the Copts. This enforced seclusion, the development of a purely indigenous form of Christianity, and the integration of the Church as the symbol of Abyssinian nationality, enabled it to preserve its faith against many dangers, although at the same time these factors paralysed its spiritual life.

Distribution. Reference to the map1 will show that Christianity is practically coextensive with the homeland of the Abyssinians proper, which is the great plateau divided by the canyons of the Blue Nile and the Tækkææ and their lateral riffs. This includes almost all the Tigrinya- and Amharic-speaking peoples. Tigrinya, for instance, is often called zarawd kheittan (or ḥegā ketšān in Tigraš), ‘the language of the Christians’. It should be remembered that the Eritrean political boundary is not a natural one, and that the central Eritrean plateau known as the Mareb Mellash, ‘Beyond the Mareb’ (comprising Ḥamāshén, Akalê-Guzăi, and Serāl), and the northern part of Abyssinia known as Ṭigraj, form a large cultural and ethnic block whose people are sedentary agriculturalists, speak Tigrinya, and are Ethiopian Christians. In eastern Agam a large Šaho group, the Ṣōb, is Christian. Amhara, which is Christian in general except for settlements of Jabarti, Galla, Sebei, and Jewish remnants, comprises some twenty provinces of which the best known are Angot, Bëgamer with Debra Tabor, Walfát, Dambya, Wagara, and Sek. Sho, which has a large Galla population, is Christian. These Galla tribes of Sho were christianized during the nineteenth century from the small state of Sho, comprise the Abbichuch, Gombichuch, and Galla between Ankober and Entoṭto; the Tulama, Horro, northern Jimma tribes (Rar, &c.),

1 The actual area distribution of religious shown by the map will not give a correct picture of the strength of the religions unless it is realized that the plateau regions are the most thinly populated areas and the surrounding lowlands very sparsely populated. In Kirez, for instance, the central plateau which is Christian comprises more than half its total population.
Church (abuna) has consequently always been a Copt appointed by the Patriarch of Alexandria from among the monks of the monastery of St. Anthony. Rarely has there been more than one bishop and often long periods have elapsed after the death of one before the see of Alexandria and the Muslim rulers of Egypt could be communicated with and another arrive. The Ethiopian Church is, however, no mere satellite of the Church of Alexandria. It is a mistake to call the Abyssinians, from the religious point of view, Copts, as many people do, for although their Church receives its bishop from the Coptic Church it is a distinct national Church in which the spirit of the nation has found intense expression. This long dependence upon Alexandria is surprising in view of the strong nationalist feeling of the Ethiopians, but in 1929 four Abyssinian bishops were consecrated to serve along with Qerillos, the new Coptic metropolitan. The link with Alexandria was broken during the Italian occupation but restored again on the return of Haila Sellassie. After the war a strong party favoured the breaking of this dependence upon Alexandria, and the exact relationship between the two churches remained unsettled for some time until agreement was reached between the Coptic and Ethiopian Churches and signed on 13 July 1948. This agreement provided for the immediate consecration of five Ethiopian bishops by the Patriarch and of any subsequent bishops who might be needed during the lifetime of Archbishop Qerillos; and, after his death, the appointment by the

the medium of Coptic-Arabic literature, been slightly affected by Muslim influence. The Ethiopic corpus iuris called the Fath Negast (The Law of the Kings) was translated in the fourteenth century (according to C. Conil Rossini, "Il Senodo etiope", R. A. A., ser. vii, vol. iii, 1945, pp. 41-48) from the code of the Coptic Church. This code was compiled in Arabic c. A.D. 1258 by Abu-Safi Ishaq al-Astali when the Coptic Church felt the need to collect together the decisions of the Councils and the canonical and civil law governing the Monophysites of Egypt. The compiler, as well as some of his authorities, made use of manuals of the Millekite maddhâb for many sections of law for which they had no precedents (see C. A. Nallino, "Riviste di Storia", iv, 371-4; A. D'Emilia, "Insulti e disprezza musulmani nel capitolo XVIII. 3 del Nenomadane arabo cristiano di Ibn al-Astali", R. S. A. O. xii (1941-2), 1-15). The Fath Negast was only used in the emperor's court and has too artificial a character to have greatly influenced the character, customs, and history of the Abyssinians. Although, as Giuli observes, the collection of Ibn al-'Astali had served merely 'as a guide for the lawyers of his co-religionists, it was regarded by the Abyssinians as a true ecclesiastical and civil code, especially since they regarded it as of Constantinopolitan origin' (L. Giuli, Fath Negast, 1899, p. vii). Since Ibn al-'Astali's code included three apocryphal canons of Nicaea the Ethiopians accepted as a genuine decree of the Council the rule that Ethiopia was a single bishopric of the Coptic Church.

Abuna (lit. 'our father', the Ge'ez title; abbataschen in Amharic) denotes bishop, and not metropolitan, and confusion was caused when more bishops were consecrated since they also were abunas.
Patriarch of an Ethiopian as archbishop with authority to consecrate Ethiopian bishops. The link with the Coptic Church is therefore maintained only through the succession of archbishops.

Priests, who are chosen from traditional priestly families, are ordained without any training and are therefore ignorant, greedy, and lazy. A theological college was opened in 1943 but has not yet had time to influence the clergy. These are supported by the voluntary offerings of the people, by tithe, and by the land conceded to them by the State tribute-free as usufruct (the well-known ecclesiastical giif). The regulations for the administration of the Church promulgated in 1942 provide that all landed property belonging to the Church or clergy shall pay land tax which shall go into the Church Treasury and be used for the extension of the Church, for schools, and similar purposes. In spite of these sources of income the reports of the wealth of the churches and monasteries are much exaggerated, and priests and monks do not live at a higher level than the peasants whom they serve. The Church wields great power because it enters into the whole life of the people and the threat of excommunication is greatly feared, but at the same time the peasant of today is well aware of its weaknesses. Economic needs often make him resist many of its claims upon him, land-hunger forces him to encroach upon its property, and land disputes are common.

A church (bata kristyan) may serve one large village or in some parts a group of three or four smaller ones. It is usually perched upon an eminence overlooking the village. The construction of the most prevalent type of church scarcely differs from that of the huts of the people. It is round, often with stone walls, but a thatched roof. The better-built ones in the cities are eight-sided. The sketch (p. 31) shows a typical church. The sanctuary (maqdar, sancta sanctorum) into which only priests, deacons, and the king may enter, is in the centre, completely hidden from the view of the communicants in the surrounding ambulatory (the qeddest). In the outer ambulatory (qenë mahdot) are the doktara (choirmen) and the privileged, whilst the mass of the congregation, who are technically ‘excommunicate’ because they are not sacramentally married, stand outside the church altogether. That not even the communicants should be able to see is of small account for they come ‘to assist’. On the ‘throne’ (mambar) is placed the ‘ark’ (tabulet), which like the tabliitha, is a portable altar-slab of wood or stone inscribed with symbols and divine names and kept in a flat box. It is the tabot and not the church building which is consecrated by the bishop and gives sanctity to the church in which it is placed. At the great festivals it is carried in procession around the church.

Monasticism plays a very important part in the life of the Church. In its form it is at an arrested stage, intermediate between anchorrism and the fully developed conventual life. Theoretically the monks have a rule of life, but it is undeveloped and does not include a rule of prayer. Some are extreme ascetics cut off from the common life, but the majority work on the land or perform the general chores of the monastery such as the preparation of food. Monasteries exist in every region, most of which are of great age, though this does not apply to the visible buildings which consist of groups of ordinary huts. The monasteries used to hold large territorial fiefs but these have now been abolished and all their revenues have to be paid into the general Church Treasury. There are two great orders of monks, those of Takla Haymnit whose head is the echqes, the Superior of the Monastery of Debra Libanos and the second ecclesiastical dignity, and those of Ewostatwos who have no vicar-general.

Pagan and Jewish Elements in Ethiopian Christianity. The peculiar practices of the Ethiopian Church to which so much attention has been drawn are due to the isolation in which this Christian outpost developed and spread amongst pagan peoples, cut off as it was by its adherence to Monophysitism and its geographical isolation from the developing tradition of the Church. The gods of the pagans were not rooted out of the people’s lives, but continued underground in a modified form as good or evil spirits. But Abyssinian Christianity never compromised with paganism; it never attempted to reset pagan elements in its orthodox worship, and they have always remained illegitimate, however much priests have believed in them and acted as witch-doctors. Dr. Cerulli has shown how in recent times the gods of the Kushitic tribes of southern Ethiopia conquered by the Abyssinians continued to be worshipped by both conquered and conquerors, but were changed in the process into minor deities or nature-spirits, whereas the God of the conquerors became supreme even in the religion of the conquered. So it happened that zeq, the sky-god of the Agao, became a possessive spirit in the popular belief of the Abyssinians. In this way Christianity, having acquired many of the elements of Kushitic paganism, could easily be accepted by subjected peoples. Cerulli writes of the

1 Qerillos died in October 1950 and the Ethiopian bishop Basiliyos was made archbishop on 14 January 1951.

2 E. Cerulli, E.O. ii. 15.
Chabo of south-west Ethiopia, who speak Oromo but are of mixed Guragē and Sidama origin:

As amongst all the other Galla groups, so also with the Chabo their Monotheistic Christianity, accepted as a result of Abyssinian domination, has superimposed itself upon the local paganism without destroying their ancestral beliefs and practices. And I have already noted how, in the same extraordinary syncretism of the Galla, Islam once adopted has always been able to substitute itself for paganism less superficially than Monophysite Christianity. This, on the other hand, depends not only on the character of the Muslim religion but also, and in great part, on the fact that Monophysite Christianity (as it is practised by the Abyssinians) had already acquired by itself many elements of the pre-existent paganism of the peoples of the northern Ethiopian plateau.¹

The use in church services of the sistrum (a kind of rattle) has been acquired through the Nubian Church from the pagan worship of Egypt. The sacred groves around the churches have come down from pagan Agaö cult. The excessive cult of the Virgin Mary reflects the worship of a pagan goddess, perhaps the Earth-Mother. Mary haunts high mountains, springs, and sycamore trees, the former abodes of pre-Christian genii. Christians, like everyone else, believe in a whole host of evil spirits (genii, jāne). The buda (tabib in Tigriña) is an evil influence which possesses the devil called Wadd-genni in Tigre and Tegirda or Tigerti in Tigriña is a spirit in which possesses and makes people mad or ill; whilst Werzela, the Abyssinian Likhī, kills or injures children. For protection against these and other spirits everyone carries amulets, which are magical prayers and formulae written by priests on scrolls or in little booklets and carried in leather cases around the neck and arms, and Muslims will be found wearing these Christian amulets as well as others obtained from their own holy men. Much of the Ethiopian magical literature has been influenced by and even in part translated from Arabic books on magic.² The daβūra and the priests (or wizards, for the two words are interchangeable according to the type of rite being performed) perform many rites of exorcism; one is by burning the root or branch of the ghost tree with appropriate incantations. At the rite of dedicating a church four oxen, four sheep, and four goats are sacrificed. The book attributed to Abū Șallīh refers to the sanctioning of this practice by the Patriarch Cyril about A.D. 1682, although such was not the practice of the Coptic Church.³ Certain feasts (Naṭivity, Our

¹ E. Cerulli, L. ii. 161–6.
³ Churches and Monasteries of Egypt (trans. E. T. A. Elvetts, 1895), p. 391. This work was actually written by a Copt, Sa'ad Allah bin Jurjus ibn Mālīd.

Lady, St. Michael, and others) are celebrated once a month, a practice which probably goes back to the ancient Semitic lunar calendar.

Many Jewish practices are observed by the Christians: such are the distinction between clean and unclean animals, which in the main follows the Old Testament ruling, and the duty of a man to marry his deceased brother's wife. The keeping of the Sabbath (Qaddīm Ṣanḥat) as well as Sunday (Ṣanhatā Krestīyēn) is not a survival from Judaism but a practice which had grown up and was finally enforced by Emperor Zar'a-Yaqōb because controversy over it was upsetting the unity of the Church. It is probable that some of these practices are direct survivals of Judaism as a result of the absorption of Jewish Agaö tribes, especially since a number of religious words (e.g., gahannam, hell; f'dōt, idol; fiṣṭ, Easter; athara, purification) were taken directly from Hebrew or Jewish Aramaic. On the other hand, some of these Jewish practices, like the observance of the Sabbath mentioned above, may be due to excessive and uncritical reverence for the Old Testament since their Semitic culture would make much of the Mosaic Law appear natural to the Christians of Abyssinia.

Roman Catholicism. The Roman Catholics of the Ethiopian rite should be mentioned. In the eighteenth century an Italian Lazarist, Giustino de Jacobs (d. 1860), realizing how dearly the attempt of the Jesuits to latinize the Ethiopians at the beginning of the seventeenth century had cost them, brought a new spirit into Roman propaganda by retaining the Ethiopian liturgy and insisting only upon the observance of the Roman canons and dogmatic unity. His first concern was to form an indigenous ministry which is the indispensable preliminary to church life of any permanence. In this way he succeeded in spreading a form of Roman Catholicism which was indigenous in liturgy and ministry, depending upon its own Eritrean bishop with his see at Assmara. It has now some 40,000 members in Eritrea chiefly in Akel Gūzāi, Agamē, Serāj, Ḥamāsān, amongst the Bilēn, and in all the towns. In 1916 a large church was erected over the grave of de Jacobs at Hebo near Saganetti, on the slopes of 'Addi Gabrū, which is visited by both national Church and Catholic Christians to pray for rain. Roman Catholic missions were begun in southern Abyssinia in 1847 by Guglielmo Massia, the great missionary to the Galli, and strong churches have been built up from pagans in the southern regions.²

¹ On Jewish survivals in Abyssinian Christianity see C. Rathjens, Die Juden in Abyssinien (Hamburg, 1921), pp. 42–59.
² The regional distribution of native Roman Catholics in 1940 was as follows: Eritrea
(8) Distribution of Islam.

The region which is the subject of our survey is almost entirely surrounded by Muslims, for Islam is the religion of the Northern Sudan, Egypt, Arabia, and the coastal region of Kenya; only in the south and south-west does it border on pagan countries in the Southern Sudan and the north-west frontier province of Kenya. Owing to the proximity of Arabia Islamic influence has been felt since the days of the Prophet Muhammad, with the result that today half the people of the region are Muslims.

In the north all the indigenous tribes of the low-lying districts of Eritrea and the Red Sea coast are Muslim. They comprise the negroid Baria, Beja tribes such as the Bani ʻAmir and Bait Asgede (Habab, Ad Takles, and Ad Tamaryam); two-thirds of the Bilān; the Mansa, Bait Juk, Marya, and Saho; that is, all except the pagan and Christian Kunama, a minority of the Bilān, and the Monophysite Christians of the highlands of Ḥamāsān, Akele Guzāl, and Serālī. In the Abyssinian highlands of entrenched Christianity there are many villages of Muslims, whilst Muslim colonies are found in all the towns. This Islamic diaspora in the highlands we shall call Jabarti for convenience' sake, though the Abyssinians use the term in a much wider sense for any kind of Muslim. In general, except for Yamanite colonies, these highland Muslims are of the same racial stock as the Abyssinians and the islamization of some groups goes back to early waves of Islamic penetration; but though of the same race as the Abyssinians they are psychologically aliens, their difference being that between the son of the house and the child of the ghetto. They are mainly merchants and artisans with some peasants. Apart from the Jabarti a large Muslim block exists in the highlands, comprising the Galla groups known as the Raya (Azbe), Yaju, and Wallo. The hunting caste called Wayto who live on the southern and western shores of Lake Ṭana are Muslims, but they are despised by their co-religionists.

In the extreme west the Islamic current from the Sudan has entered into the Bani Shangul country where most of the Berta of that province and some of the western Galla are Muslims. In the east the nomadic ‘Afar (Danakil) and Somali, roaming over vast stretches of desert and steppe, are entirely Muslims. In the southern pagan area a strong influx
The Conflict of Christianity and Islam in Ethiopia

1. HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE REGION BEFORE THE RISE OF ISLAM

(a) Semitic Colonization in Abyssinia

We have already shown how the pastoral Kushitic tribes who formed the predominant racial element in northern Abyssinia suffered a profound cultural modification through Semitic migrations. The main Semitic influx was around the seventh century B.C. The most important group was the Habashat who, migrating from the Saharan Province of Yaman, gave their name to the whole country affected by the settlement and occupied the northern parts of Tigray. Another important group was the Ge'ez, whose language was to become the literary vehicle of Christianity, who settled in the Shimezânn, Akele-Guzâi, and Agâmê.

Agriculturalist mountaineers never became nomad shepherds and the Yamanites crossed the plains and settled on the plateau. In Yaman their rural economy depended upon artificial irrigation. Their method of cultivation was by terracing along the steep slopes of the mountains, they had systems of canalization and used elaborate hydraulic devices. The dam of Ma'rîb, whose construction is recorded in an early inscription (c. 750 B.C.), was particularly famous, and its breaking soon after A.D. 542 is traditionally associated with the failure of irrigation in Southern Arabia, although it was actually the result of the decline of the Sabaeans kingdom. The colonization of the northern highlands, therefore, took place when South Arabia was in a high state of civilization, and the colonizers after leaving the inhospitable coastal zone behind them and ascending to the plateau, found a country which possessed the same temperate climate and vegetation as their own land. At the beginning of our era these immigrant Arab tribes had become fused with the original Kushites whom they had infused with Semitic culture. The Sabaean language was changing to the Ethiopic form known as Ge'ez. The Habashat had assumed predominance over all the other tribes, and its chief took the title of negus nagasti (chief of chiefs). The kingdom of the Habashat consolidated itself about the third century B.C., when its rule extended over the plateau regions of Eritrea and northern Tigray. An ancient city of this Sabaeans civilization was Ava (now called Yeâ) where monoliths, a temple to the sun-god, and Himyaritic inscriptions dating from the seventh to the fifth century B.C. have been discovered. Axum subsequently became the capital where 'a highly perfected form of stone-worship, associated with sacrifices to the sun,' flourished.

The Semitic migrations from Arabia, we have said, were not of nomad tribes but the immigration of peasants and agriculturalists who came as settlers and colonizers. This is shown, not only by the fact that in Yaman they were organized not as tribal but as territorial units (ashâb) who brought their regional names with them, but also because they settled, not along the coastal plains which would attract nomads, but in the regions most suitable for agriculture on the plateaus of what are now called Eritrea and Tigray. With them they brought the fully developed civilization of the Sabaeans. They introduced the use of metals, certain domestic animals, new plants, advanced systems of irrigation and agriculture, new forms of communal organization, and the art of writing. Thus these highlands became the diffusion centre of a new civilization. This South Arabian immigration into Africa cannot be compared in any way to the later Muslim Arab infiltrations. By their policy of allowing only Islam in Arabia, the Muslim rulers of Arabia completed the destruction of the Yaman begun by the Abyssinians and Persians. Their action within Arabia differed from their policy in the lands of the former Byzantine and Persian Empires where the Arabs were very tolerant towards 'the People of the Book', taking over much of their civilization, to which Islam gave a new orientation. On the other hand, the Islamic immigrants from Arabia to north-east Africa were relatively small groups of traders, adventurers, and refugees.

1 See above, p. 7.
3 Ge'ez, plur. Ag'myqem, 'emigrants' and so, 'the free', from root ge'az, to emigrate.
4 In the ruins of Yehâ see Benk, The Sacred City of the Ethiopians, chap. viii, and Littmann, D.D.A.E. II, 75-89; III, 72-74; IV, 57-61.
5 Benk, op. cit., p. 161.
6 The Christians of Yaman were expelled by Umar ibn al-Khattâb in A.H. 201; cf. Ciaccari, Annali dell'Islam, iv, 334-9.
whose creed had lost the vitalizing elements which gave an irresistible impulse to the earlier Muslim Arab bands and spread them over the civilized lands of the Near East. They were isolated elements which either set up trading colonies or inserted themselves into groups of Hamitic pastoral Beja, Afar, and Somali in the desert and steppe plains. Being without women they took African wives and gave birth to an aristocracy of Arab blood which aided the spread of Islam as a factor in the Arab heritage. This aristocracy soon became a mere fiction, leaving traces in the genealogy and customs of the indigenous folk, but scarcely altering the rhythm of their lives. In contrast to this Islamic immigration, the pre-Islamic, South Arabian Semitic migrations of large groups of agriculturalists together with their women put down deep and permanent roots. The moral force of the civilized Yamanite over the Hamitic tribes permeated and revolutionized the very rhythm of life of the peoples amongst whom they settled and with whom they intermarried, and thereby created a social and cultural order which endures to this day. The cultural achievements of the ancient Axumite kingdom can still be appreciated through the remains of temples and towns, steles and obelisks, reservoirs and dams, scattered over the region where they settled, whilst the influence of its culture was felt in regions which were extremely remote from the original centre of radiation.

The Axumite population was formed by the fusion of the immigrant South Arabsians with the original Hamites. Political and social institutions were introduced fully developed from Arabia, and Semitic institutions such as the patriarchate, the right of primogeniture, territorial organization, and collective ownership took the place of the Hamitic social organization based upon the patriarchate, the authority of the maternal brother, and the assembly of elders, still retained by some of the Hamitic tribes of the region. The position of women was high among both the South Arabsians and the Hamites with whom they coalesced. The farther away one gets from the original centre of cultural radiation the weaker becomes the strength of the Semitic element in the social life and individual characteristics of the people.

(b) The Kingdom of Axum

When the various groups of Semitic, Kushitic, and negroid tribes had fused into a racial and cultural homogeneity and a ruling house had been recognized by the feudal chiefs, the kingdom of Axum, securely established in the mountains, could influence the plains and coastal areas, encourage commerce, develop the Red Sea ports, and make expeditions into the Nubian plains and south-western Arabia.

The colonizing Semites came into contact and conflict with many tribes inhabiting north-eastern Africa who all play an important part in subsequent history. They were in contact with the derived Egyptian civilization of Meroë along the Nile, with nomadic Beja tribes and Nilotics such as Bary in the north-western plains, and with Aga tribes in the mountains. These external contacts had little influence upon the social, cultural, and political life of the kingdom, but provided a continual record for the inscriptions of nomadic raids and Axumite punitive or predatory expeditions.

Whilst the Axumites had developed a characteristic indigenous civilization which owed little to outside influences other than the Sabaean civilization from which it was derived, its commercial development was to bring it into more direct touch with the outer world. The two most important external cultural influences on the Axumite world were those of the Greeks and Jews. The profound influence which Greek culture had upon the world in general affected even this region. The Ptolemaic founded commercial bases along the Red Sea coast, and their very number shows the good relationship that existed between their merchants and the Axumites. Such colonies, acting as centres from which Hellenism was diffused, influenced Axum in a variety of ways. The unknown author of The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, who visited Axum about the middle of the first century A.D., writes of its commercial relations with the Graeco-Egyptians and observes that Zosikales the king was "acquainted with Greek literature". Greek influence was especially felt in the organization of commerce and the development of ports and trade-routes, but it also affected the organization of the army and the educational and administrative systems. The Ptolemaic practice of recruiting coloured troops for service in the ports on the Red Sea introduced the Axumites to the Greek military system, whilst Christianity was later introduced through the Graeco-Egyptian commercial colonies.

The influence of the Jews was also considerable, not so much upon Axum itself as upon groups of unsemitized Aga. The Jewish diaspora was scattered throughout all the commercial centres of the Ancient World and the activities of these colonies extended along the Red Sea coasts and up the Nile through the kingdoms of Meroë and Axum. These Jewish commercial centres became cells of religious propaganda.

Perhaps before the consolidation of Axum, but more likely between the first and sixth centuries A.D., Judaism penetrated through the diaspora to remote centres in the interior where it became an ethnical characteristic of groups of Agaô who continued to maintain their national integrity against the other stream of semitizing influence radiating from Axum. Most of these Judaized Agaô later became Monophysite Christians and were the primary source of the Jewish customs which are found in Abyssinian Christianity.

These commercial and cultural currents, together with the unsevered link with South Arabia, combined to throw the Axumite kingdom into the wider current of affairs outside its own borders and the result was the undertaking of a number of military expeditions both into the western plains and across the Red Sea. Those into the Sudan against Bara, Beja, and Nubians were sometimes predatory, but they were primarily intended to assure the security of the kingdom; those across the Red Sea resulted in their becoming the political masters of their former kinsmen in Yaman from whom they were now strongly differentiated.

For the first three centuries A.D., the kings of Axum had been extending their boundaries westwards and northwards. Their raids reached as far as Meroë where at least one Axumite king set up a throne to celebrate his victory and receive tribute. The first campaign into South Arabia is recorded in the inscription of Abdal (c. A.D. 277–93) which relates how the King of Axum waged war against Lekâ Komé (al-Ḥawrā) southwards as far as the land of the Sabaeans and from the Land of Incense in the east to the lands of Ethiopia and Saū in the west. The inscription also records three other expeditions: one towards the east against tribes like the Ge’ez and across the Ta’akkáț into Sémén; others were against nomads such as the Beja in the north and the Saho in the south-east. The date and duration of this conquest is uncertain, but an interruption in the series of royal inscriptions in South Arabia from c. A.D. 300 to 378 and especially the trilingual inscription of ‘Ezânâ, who calls himself ‘King of the Axumites, Himyârites, Râdvân, Sabaeans, Šāhīn, ‘Iyamâ, Beja and Kasâl’, seems to show that a little before the accession of ‘Ezânâ the Arabs of Yaman had come under Axumite rule. Their occupation did not last long

1 D.E.E. 42–43.
3 The dates of ‘Ezânâ’s reign are uncertain, but it probably commenced shortly after A.D. 300 and lasted until after 345.
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for records of Yamanite kings appear on inscriptions in A.D. 378 and last until A.D. 524 when the Axumites again conquered south-western Arabia. ‘Ezânâ himself, the greatest of the kings of Axum, turned his energies inland towards the Nile in a number of campaigns recorded on the inscription and included most of the nomadic Beja in his rule. One campaign was directed against the negroid Nîba who by the beginning of the fourth century had occupied the kingdom of Meroë (Eth. Kasâ, Meroitic Q’ī). We know little about the religion of the Axumites save the names of their chief deities. The deities and cults of the Sabaeans varied from place to place and many could not survive the transmarine migration without suffering profound modification. Deities whose power was coextensive with a particular locality could not emigrate at all; those that could were the more universal ones like planets and the earth and these moulded themselves to suit the new environment. The chief god was probably ‘Astar, god of the sky, who could survive migration. He was a male deity like the ‘Astar of the Minaean-Sabaean and Himyârite inscriptions, whereas the North Arabian ‘Astâr (Heb. ‘Aštēr) was feminine. It was probably this god which was by syncretism turned into the Christian ‘God of the Heavens’ of the later inscription of ‘Ezânâ. Mâhrem, the god of the royal house, was an important figure in all state functions for the kings call themselves ‘ Sons of Mâhrem’ in their inscriptions. He was also the god of the war and appears in the Greek inscriptions under the name of ‘Apsâ (Mars). ‘Bêhêr is the god of the land and probably of the sea (Arab. bahr) since he is called Ποιησίων in the Greek inscriptions. He also appears to be identified with ‘Medêr, the Earth-Mother. The Ethiopian Christian word for God, egē’ta bêhêr, probably meant originally ‘Lord of Bêhêr’ as well as ‘Lord of the World’. All these names appear together on one inscription of ‘Ezânâ in which the throne is dedicated to ‘Astar, Bêhêr, and ‘Medêr; whilst thanks are offered to Mâhrem, the god ‘who begat the king’. Little is known of the practice of the official cult. Certainly the whole of the communal life of the Axumites was impregnated with their religion. Being a agricultural people they accompanied the stages of the year with their appropriate religious ceremonies. The temples were great foundations with colonies of priests, which received the offerings of the people who wished to propitiate and obtain the favours of their gods. ‘Thrones’ and statues were erected to the various gods and one inscription shows that bulls and captives were sacrificed to Mâhrem.
(c) The Introduction of Christianity into the Kingdom of Axum

During the first centuries of our era Christian communities had grown up in North Africa, and in Egypt, where by the reign of Constantine (A.D. 306–37) the mass of the people had become Christian. In North Africa the Church never became truly indigenous, but in Egypt its triumph over the emasculated cult of the old gods and its absorption by the Egyptians was such that it became an integral part of Egyptian life, stimulated a vernacular Christian literature, and, in its Monophysite form, became the bulwark of Egyptian nationalism.

Christianity was introduced into the kingdom of Axum at an early date through its commercial and maritime relations with the Byzantine Empire, but the actual founders of the Axumite Church were the castaway Syrians, Frumentius and Aedesius, although those early Christian merchants gave them a foundation upon which to build. An unusually good source for their history is the Ecclesiastical History of the monk Rufinus (d. A.D. 410), who states that he got his information directly from Aedesius himself (ipse Aedesius referente).

Rufinus relates that Meropius, a philosopher (more probably, a merchant) of Tyre, set out on a voyage of exploration in the direction of 'India' accompanied by two young relatives, the elder of whom was Frumentius and the younger Aedesius. During the voyage the boat touched at a port on the African coast of the Red Sea for water. The inhabitants of the place, as a result of injuries received from the crew of a trading vessel, had recently broken their alliance with Byzantium, and massacred Meropius and the whole of the crew, with the exception of the two boys who were discovered sitting quietly under a tree, reading and meditating. These two were sold as slaves to the king. They quickly gained his interest and won his confidence and he made Aedesius his cup-bearer and Frumentius keeper of his finances and rolls (rations suas scribinae). On his death-bed the king appointed his wife regent during the minority of his son 'Ezēnā and released the two Syrians, but at the queen's request they agreed to remain to assist in the administration of the country. During his stay in Axum, Frumentius was led by some divine impulse (Deo mentem eject video animis insigilari) to make diligent enquiry whether there were any Christians among the Greek merchants who frequented or resided in the country, to give them authority and advice about building prayer-houses... and to adopt all necessary and opportune methods whereby the Christian seed might spring up among them'. When the minority of the prince was over the two brothers left the country and shortly afterwards Aedesius became a presbyter of the Church of Tyre where later he met Rufinus and told him the story. Frumentius, however, went to Alexandria where Athanasius had recently been appointed bishop, to urge him to send a bishop to supervise the Christians who had been gathered in Axum. Athanasius in council with his brother bishops carefully considered the request and then appointed Frumentius himself as the most suitable man to build up the Church in the Axumite kingdom.

Within the lifetime of Frumentius and 'Ezēnā Christianity became the official religion of Axum. During the first century and a half after the official conversion the masses do not seem to have been greatly influenced by the new faith and continued in their worship of the old gods. The 'Lord of the Heavens' of 'Ezēnā's inscription would not

---

1 Confusion about the foundation of the Church in Abyssinia has often been caused because the term Ethiopia is used by classical writers sometimes in a broader sense to indicate the whole of East Africa south of Libya (Herod. iv. 197), sometimes in a narrower sense to indicate the Nubian kingdoms with a derived Egyptian culture (Albana et al. Axumum, Herod. ii. 149). India and Arabia are also often confused with it. The Ethiopian church was of Acts v. 24ff. was an officer of Queen Cynia of the Nubian kingdom of Merid, whom Eusebius (Church History, iii. 4, § 15) and others claim as a missionary to his people. Other church historians make one or other of the Apostles the first preachers to the Axumites; thus Jerome (Cat. Script. s. 262) gives St. Andrew, Rufinus (Ecc. Hist. x. 9) and Socinus (i. 19) give St. Matthew, and St. Chrysostom (Hom. 31) gives St. Thomas as the first preacher to the Ethiopians. Origen's remark, 'we are not told that the Gospel has been preached among all the Ethiopians' (Origenes Opera Omnia, ed. Lemmerts, 1834, vi. 371) merely implies that Christianity had reached some African people. The term Ethiopian was not appropriated by the Abyssinians until after the time of the Axumite king's inscription quoted by Cosmas Indicopleustes where the king records that he released amongst others the peoples 'to the west as far as the country of Ethiopia and Saba' (The Christian Topography, trans. M'Grinon, 1897, p. 651; Patr. Or. iv. 195). Here he refers to the kingdom of the Nile as Ethiopia.

appear to them to be other than 'Astar. But when about a.D. 480 in the reign of Amida the monastic movement reached Ethiopia, the Axumite fusion of immigrants and aborigines, Semites and Kushites, were influenced in such a way that they became intolerant and fanatical adherents of Christianity. Tradition states that nine monks came from Syria as missionaries to reform the faith in Axum. They founded monasteries, introduced the Alexandrine liturgy and liturgical music, translated the Greek-Syrian Gospels into Ge'ez, and, after their death, came to play a great role in local hagiography. These monks were Monophysites for this anti-Hellenic reaction was very strong in the district of Edessa and West Syria from whence the 'nine saints' came. They taught the Monophysite doctrine to the Axumite Christians and this cemented a tendency which had commenced earlier, for, from the beginning, Axumite Christianity was dependent upon Alexandria and followed it in dogma and ritual. Cosmas Indicopleustes confirms that at the beginning of the sixth century A.D. the court and country of Axum were largely Christian. The establishment of Christianity was the most revolutionary event in the history of Abyssinia. The way had been prepared by the tradition of the Hellenic civilization whereby Axum gained a cultural link with the Mediterranean world. The official conversion of Axum under Ezānā constituted a political link with the Byzantine Empire which regarded itself as the protector of Christendom. At the same time Christianity had been spreading in South Arabia, and its former home once again drew Axum into South Arabian architecture.


2 The Church of Egypt ceased in a.D. 452 after the condemnation of the Patriarch Dioscorus for heresy by the Council of Chalcedon. Since the sixth century Monophysites have often been known as Jacobites, after James Baradus, Bishop of Edessa, but the Monophysites of Egypt should not be called Jacobites since their theological position antedates that of the Syrians.

3 Patriarh. Grec. lxviii, 1693 tr. McCrellie, p. 120.

4 The conversion of South Arabia to Christianity is veiled in obscurity. It is obvious, as Greek and Syriac writers report, that commerce must have carried Christians there at an early date, but the first definite account of a Christian mission is that of the Abun Theophilos in the reign of Constantius II about a.D. 354–5 which has already been mentioned. Theophilos founded three churches: one at the capital Télega (Zafar), another at the Roman market of Kána (Aden), and a third at a colony on the Persian Sea which may have been Hormus or Kane. As-Sam'ani considers that Theophilos merely converted the Christians who were already there to Arianism (G. S. Assenovici, Bibliotheca Orientalis Clémentina-Patricia, 1719–25, vol. iii). Other sources (Chronica of Sel’ti; Patriarh. Grec. v. 350–1) show that Nestorianism was also introduced early in the fifth century through the agency of a merchant of NázBesides called Ḥāṣa (or Ḥanā). He was converted at al-Fīhbān in Egypt which changed officially from paganism to Nestorianism in a.D. 450.

5 THE CONFLICT OF CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM

The Himyarites with their capital at Zafar (near Yarm) had become powerful after the expulsion of the Axumites, and at the same time Judaism, by diffusion from the Hijâz colonies of Yathrib and Khaibar, began to make rapid progress in Yaman. During the reign of Justin one Masrûq or Dhu Nuwâs became King of the Himyarites, embraced Judaism, and persecuted the Christians. The virtual extermination of the Himyarite Christians of Najran in a.D. 523 caused them to appeal to Ela-Aṣbâh, King of Axum, to intervene and defend his persecuted co-religionists. His army crossed the straits in a.D. 524, overthrew Dhu Nuwâs, and installed prefects or governors. Axum, now at the height of its power, possessing the richest port in Arabia, whose commercial relations reached as far as Persia, Ceylon, and China, had become a recognized member of the circle of Christian powers.

The Axumite conquest of Yaman as usual was but transitory. Abraha, viceroy of Gabra Masqa’s son of Kâleh, made himself virtually independent. He built a church at Šan’a which he called al-Qulqas (Qala’aj) as a counter-attraction to the pilgrimage to Mecca and, according to Muslim tradition, as the result of the assassination of a Hijâzian ally of his, attempted an expedition, which included a number of elephants, to destroy Mecca itself. According to one account the Quraysh concealed a third of the Tihâma to save the sanctuary; according to another, to another, to another, the Black Stone was saved by a miracle. A chapter (Surâ cv) is named after this expedition in the Qur’â’ and it plays a great part in later Muslim tradition: the year of the Prophet’s birth, for instance, is called ‘the year of the elephant’, though this does not agree with the chronological facts.

1 There were numerous Jewish communities in Yaman in the time of Constantius II (337–61), cf. Philostorgius, Hist. Eccles. vol. iii, chap. 4.

2 He is called ‘Masrûq King of the Saracens’ in The Book of the Himyarites (ed. A. Moberg, Lund, 1934); Juonand, i.e. Dhu Nuwâs, in Acta S. Arethas. Professor Moberg regards this episode as naturalistic and political rather than religious, part of the long rivalry between Persia and Byzantium, represented in this case by Masrûq and the Axumites (op. cit., p. lxxx).

3 The constancy in faith of the martyrs of Najran appears to be referred to in the Qur’ân (1xli. 4–5), but this interpretation is now proved to be untenable.

4 In the Acta S. Arethas and in The Christian Topography of Cosmas he is called Elebaam and by the Ethiopian chroniclers Kâleh, which does not mean ‘dog’ as has often been stated, for that is held in Ethiopia as in Arabia, but is the Ethiopic form of Caleb (Num. xii. 6).


6 This expedition took place between a.D. 540 and 546. Proto-Islamic tradition attributes the campaign to Kâleh (a.D. 514–42), yet dates the Prophet’s birth, which was between a.D. 570 and 580, from it, and C. Coni Rossi has suggested that al-Fih was conflated with the name of the third-century Axumite King Atlâs (Atlâs) who conquered Yemen (cf. Expéditions et possessions des Arabes en Afrique, J. A. J. J., 1921, p. 31–32), but there is no
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The expedition of Abraha was a great mistake for it led the Ḥimyarite chiefs to invite the Persians into the country. By A.D. 590 the Persians were masters of Ḥimyar, Aden, Mukha, and other parts of Arabia, and even ports on the African coast. By A.D. 602 they had conquered the whole of Arabia, and Yaman remained in their control until its conquest by the Muslims in the eighth year of the hijra (A.D. 629/30). As a result of the Persian conquest of Yaman the Red Sea trade-routes became insecure and from that time began the decline of the kingdom of Axum.

2. FIRST CONTACTS WITH ISLAM

(a) Rise of Islam: Turning-Point in the History of the Region

The seventh century, which saw the birth and unique expansion of Islam, marked a decisive turn in the history of Axum. Through the influence of their prophet Muhammad the Arabs were united for the first time by the bond of loyalty to one God. This politico-religious unity cutting across all tribal ties enabled the nomad masses, pressed by the need for expansion, by lightening-swift feats of conquest to occupy the lands of civilized peoples. The two great eras of the day, Byzantium and Persia, which for more than a century had wasted their energies warring against each other, and were weakened internally by divided loyalties and religious strife, collapsed under the onslaught of the Arabs, animated and unified by their new and ardent faith. Palestine and Syria were occupied in A.D. 636 and Egypt in 640–2. Under the new unity brought by Islam the conquered peoples were able to construct the new social and religious system which we understand by the term Islam today.

Christian Africa was abandoned to its fate. Egypt remained a Christian country for a long time with the Muslims as the dominant ruling minority, but through the machinations of the State the Church was slowly strangled and more and more of her peoples were absorbed into the new religion until in the course of time Egypt became a Muslim state with the Christians the subject minority they remain to this day. The Monophysite Church and the Christian minority, however, were not eradicated and have maintained their relationship with Christian

reason to suppose that the Axumites did not have trained elephants for Ptolemy (Geogr. ii. 19) and Adulis (Annesley Bay) were centres during the Ptolemaic period for the export of elephants (cf. The Christian Topography of Comenius, trans. McCrindle, pp. 57–58; The Peripatems, trans. Schofield, p. 60). These would be the forehead species which could be trained (see Sir W. Gowers, ‘African Elephants and Ancient Authors’, African Affairs, lxi. 173–86).
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 Abyssinia throughout the centuries. Christianity had also penetrated to the kingdoms south of Aswan through the missionary enterprise of the Egyptian Monophysite and Melkite Churches. Nobatia, the most northerly of these kingdoms, was converted by Monophysites about A.D. 540–5, the middle kingdom of Makaria by Melkites in A.D. 560–70, whilst the southernmost, Alodia, which bordered on Abyssinia wherein Christianity first penetrated into it, was officially converted by Longinus, Bishop of Nobatia, in A.D. 580. These kingdoms defended their independence and their faith for many centuries until finally the northern kingdom of Maquarra (Nobatia and Makaria) came to an end during a period of internal troubles at the beginning of the fourteenth century, whilst that of ‘Alwa (Alodia) was finally destroyed in A.D. 1504 and Christianity was so completely erased from the lives of the Sudanese that not a trace remains.

The conquests of Islam marked a turning-point in Axumite history. Before the rise of Islamic power, although a remote and barbaric country, Axum had been on the margin of a friendly civilization, in touch with the Byzantine Empire whose rulers, though they might persecute Monophysites in their own dominion, regarded themselves as the champions of Christendom. But as a result of the Arab conquests the Christian kingdom of Axum suffered almost complete isolation and Europe so far forgot its existence that for centuries its very geographical position was unknown. Encumbered on all sides by the enemies of its religion, Gibbon writes, ‘the ÀEthiopians slept near a thousand years, forgetful of the world by whom they were forgotten.’ Axum’s only relations with other Christians were with the Coptic Church of Egypt; those with the Sudanese kingdoms of Maquarra and ‘Alwa were of mutual hostility or indifference, although all were Monophysite Christians threatened by the same menace. Civilization had come to northern Ethiopia from across the sea and once its people lost control of the sea-routes they relapsed into semi-barbarism. Being primarily an agricultural and warrior people with no maritime or commercial instincts

1 John of Ephesus records (Ecl. Hist. pt. iii, trans. R. Payne Smith, 1860, p. 213) that Longinus found in Alodia Abyssinians who had adopted the heresy of Julianus of Helias-

2 Decline and Fall, chap. xvi.

3 In the history of the patriarchs of Alexandria we read that Isaac (A.D. 686–9) sent a message to the Kings of Nubia and Ethiopia exhorting them to concur (Hist. of Patriarchs of Ef., trans. B. Evetts, Patr. Or. vi, fasc. 1, p. 24). We also read in the Life of Isaac (trans. E. Porcher, Patr. Or. xi. 377) that the King of Maquarra sent letters to the Patriarch complaining of the diminution of his bishops owing to the difficulties of the journey due to the hostility of the King of Maquarra (Marcus). These notions probably refer to Nubian states and the war which led to the unification of the kingdom of Maquarra rather than to Abyssinia.
they did not realize the dangers of isolation. The settlements along the trade-routes and the coastal towns were full of Yamanites, Jews, Egyptians, and Greeks who controlled Axumite commerce, and when central control weakened and the pagan Beja and Saho tribes between the plateau and the sea made the trade-routes so dangerous as to be almost impracticable, the whole system broke down. Most of the foreign traders left when the ports fell into the hands of Beja or became lairs of pirates. This completed the isolation of Axum for its economic foundations were based primarily upon control of the trade-routes. Strangled by the isolation caused through the rise of the Islamic Empire, Axum relaxed its grip upon the physical environment and allowed itself to be cut off economically and culturally from its connections with the outside world by the pressure of Beja tribes; and the ruins of great temples and public buildings point the contrast between its splendid past and the sordid future which it was to experience.

The cultural decline of Axum, due to the atrophy of the constructive ethos of its Christianity cut off from outside stimulus through the isolation caused by Islam, led to the resurgence of the pagan cults which had been forced underground or fossilized in mountain fastnesses and eventually brought about the political ascendency of the pagan Hamitic Beja and Agao population. At the same time, during these dark ages the cultural translation of the alien Christianity into indigenous terms was proceeding which resulted in its naturalization and ultimate victory in the souls of the Agao.

First contacts with Islam. When the Arabian Prophet’s followers were being persecuted in Mecca by the Quraish, the Prophet beathought himself of a refuge in the country which had sent such effective help to the persecuted Christian Arabs of Yaman. He told his followers, if you go to Abyssinia you will find a king under whom none are persecuted. It is a land of righteousness where God will give you relief from what you are suffering. So in the fifth year of his call (A.D. 615) refugees began to cross the straits in small groups. This is referred to by Muslim writers as the first hijra (emigration). The story goes that the Quraish, dismayed by this defection, sent a deputation to the

---

1 Ibn Hisam, Swa (Cairo ed., 1917), i, 143. The number of Ethiopian words in the Qur’an shows that Muhammad himself must have been in contact with the Axumite traders, artisans, and soldiers resident in Mecca (see K. Ahrens, ‘Christlich im Qeurs’, Z.D.M.G. lxiv, 1930, 15–68, 148–90).

2 The traditions which speak of two hijras to Abyssinia are very vague and misleading. It is clear that the refugees did not go in one batch and one group may have been of such proportions that it was called a second hijra.

---

Najashi to ask that the refugees might be returned. The Najashi summoned the refugees and said to them, “What is this religion for which you have abandoned your people and yet have neither adopted mine nor any other known religion?” Ja’far b. Abi Talib answered in words which, though apocryphal, reflect the early message of Islam and show the moral revolution wrought by Muhammad upon pagan Arab life:

O King, we were a barbarous nation, worshipping idols, eating carrion, committing shameless deeds, killing our blood-relations, forgetting our duty towards our neighbours, the strong amongst us devouring the weak. Such was our state until God sent us an apostle, from amongst ourselves, with whose lineage, integrity, trustworthiness and purity of life we were acquainted. He summoned us to God, to believe in His unity, to worship Him and abandon the stones and idols which we and our fathers had worshipped in His stead. He commanded us to speak the truth, to be faithful in our trust, to observe our duties to our kinsfolk and neighbours, to refrain from forbidden things and bloodshed, from committing immoralties and deceits, from consuming the property of orphans and from slandering virtuous women. He ordered us to worship God and associate no other with Him, to offer prayer, give alms and fast. (Then after enumerating the duties of Islam he said): So we trusted in his word and followed the teachings he brought us from God. . . . Wherefore our countrymen turned against us and persecuted us to try and seduce us from our faith, that we might abandon the worship of God and return to the worship of idols.  

Ja’far also quoted appropriate texts from the Qur’an (jv. 169; xix. 16–34) which made it appear that Islam was a form of Christianity, and after hearing his defence the Najashi saw no reason to listen to the demands of the Quraish and gave his protection to the refugees. Later, when Muhammad had exchanged his religious mission for a political career, he arranged for those exiles who wished to return to Arabia. Some of them, however, had become Christians and were therefore the first converts from Islam to Christianity. Sir William Muir remarks: if an Arab asylum had not at last offered itself at Medina, the Prophet might have himself have emigrated to Abyssinia, and Mohammedanism dwindled, like Montanism, into an ephemeral Christian heresy. Of one of these converts, ‘Ubayd Allah ibn Ja’fis, we read:

With regard to ‘Ubayd Allah b. Ja’fis he remained in doubt until he became

---

2 Arabic loan-words from Ethiopian Ḥaṭb, ‘king’. Tabari makes no mention of this defection and Casseri (Annali, i, 278) doubts its authenticity. The Quraish were well acquainted with Axum through trading relations (cf. Tabari, i, 188) and Islamic tradition associated one of their delegations with a demand for the extradition of these refugees.

3 Ibn Hisam, op. cit. i, 358–9.  
3 W. Muir, The Life of Mohammed (1913), p. 70.
a Muslim, then he emigrated with the Muslims to Abyssinia with his wife ‘Umm Habiba, daughter of Abī Sufyān, who was a Muslim. But after he married her he became a Christian. Ibn Jāḥiṣq said, M. b. Jaʿfar b. az-Zubair told me, ‘Ubudī Allah b. Jāḥiṣq, after he became a Christian, used to pass by the Companions of the Prophet when they were there in Abyssinia and say to them, ‘We now see clearly, but you are still blinking’; that is, we have true sight but you are groping for sight and do not yet see clearly. The word he used is applied to a puppy when it tries to open its eyes to see.

The accounts which give the Prophet’s references to the Abyssinians are not very trustworthy, but they do show that he held them in considerable affection, for there was nothing fanatical and exclusive about early Islam. ‘Leave the Abyssinians in peace’, he is reported to have said, ‘so long as they do not take the offensive’. At any rate in the great days of the initial impulse which spread the Arabs over country after country no jihād was directed against Abyssinia.6 The Khalifah ‘Umar b. al-Khaṭṭāb is reported to have dispatched a small naval expedition against an Abyssinian fleet in a.d. 642, but the Arab fleet suffered so disastrously that ‘Umar would have no more to do with the sea. It is probable that this expedition was really directed against piratical raids on the Red Sea coasts, but the accounts are too vague for any reliance to be placed upon them. In a.h. 83 Abyssinian pirates raided and sacked Jidda6 and caused such a scare in Mecca that the Muslims were forced

---

1 Ibn Hishām, iii. 417–18. ‘Umm Habiba returned to Arabia with other exiles in a.h. 7, after having been first betrothed to the Prophet at his instance by the King of Abyssinia. It was the who described the wonders of the Abyssinian Cathedral of St. Mary to the Prophet on his deathbed (Muir, op. cit., p. 460).

2 See his words in a.h. 630 on hearing of the death of the King of the Habash (Tabari, i. 1720), whose name Harmann restored to Ella Salm (‘Der Naqījih Aṣḥāma und sein Sohn Arnīl’, Z.D.M.G. xiv (1895), 290–300). Muslim legend says that the Naqījih declared his belief in the Prophet’s mission (Tabari, i. 1759) and that the Prophet prayed for him at his death (al-Wahhāb, Alás al-ansābī, ed. Cairo, a.h. 1315, pp. 103–4; Bukhārī, Sahīh, iv. 251). Another apocryphal report places a nephew of the Naqījih by the Prophet’s side at Madīna (Ibn al-Āṣir, ed. a.h. 1352, ii. 1443; v. 273). These legends had considerable effect upon the Muslim attitude towards Abyssinia, whence such eulogies as Ibn al-Jawzi, Taʾrīkh al-ḥukmāh fi sīlah al-Galīl wa l-Habash, As-Suyūṭī, Ras’sha’s al-Habash, and M. b. ‘Abd al-Baqi al-Habashī (d. a.h. 991), at Tūrit al-Mursīlah fi maḥāzin al-Habash (Cairo, M.S. No. 289).

3 Ibn Daʾūd, ii. 137; Ibn Dā’ūd, Taʾrīkh al-ʿulamāʾ, iii. 110.

4 On the painting which adorns the palace of Al-Walid (a.h. 705–15) at Qasr‘ Amra in Transjordan the Negus is pictured among the rulers represented by the Muslims: Caesar, Chosroes, and Rodemick, the last of the Visigothic kings of Spain (see A. Mauz, Kleine ’Abra (1907), Pausanias and Symmachus, Mittheilungen aus Arabien; and, for the date, Nöldeke, Z.D.M.G. i (1907), 222–35). Since, however, no Muslim historians mention any campaign the painting may be part of the fiction that the Negus embraced Islam in the time of Muḥammad.6 See Castani, Annali dell’ Islam, iv. 219, 356–7.

5 Wüstenfeld, Chron. der Stadt Mekka, ii. 44; Spranger, Mohammed, iii. 430. Jidda took

---
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into taking active measures against them. In order to protect the Red Sea commerce they decided to obtain anchorages on the opposite coast and occupied the Dahlab archipelago which lies off Maṣṣawā. Thus Islam established the first bridgehead which was to lead to the occupation of other coastal bases and the gradual penetration of Islam into East Africa.

But the isolation caused by the conquests of Islam was not solely responsible for the decline of Axum and the reorientation of the Christian kingdom southwards in the first half of the eighth century. This decline was also due to the expansion of pagan Beja nomads. The Beja are one of the most important ethnic factors in the region between the Nile and the Red Sea. Owing to the relative poverty of their country, they were subject, like other nomadic tribes, to waves of expansion which carried them into the richer lands of the Nile valley and the northern Ethiopian plateau. One of these waves had resulted in the formation of the Blemmy state on the Nile between Egypt and Nubia which was destroyed by Silko of Nubia about a.d. 543. Towards the end of the seventh century a powerful Beja tribe, the Zanāfāj, had acquired a unified structure and penetrated the Eritrean plateau by way of the valley of the Baraka. They poured over the frontiers and pillaged the villages of the farmers at a time when the Axumite kingdom was at the most depressed period of its history and could do little to maintain its sovereignty over the plains. Much of the Ḥamāṣen was overrun and many of the displaced Axumites dispersed southwards. Axum itself was not abandoned as the cultural capital, but the Beja occupation of the coastal regions and the insecurity of trade-routes westwards to the

...
Nilotic kingdom of Alodia and eastwards to the Red Sea ports strangled its life, and its distinctive culture survived only by a miracle. All connexion with Byzantium being broken, Greek died out as the cultural language of the capital and the Hellenic cultural veneer was soon worn away. Churches and public buildings ceased to be built, the vassal nobles warred against each other, and, still more significant, Judaism, which had probably received new accessions after the expulsion of the Banū Israil from the Hijāz colonies in A.D. 640, gained a greater hold over groups of Agao, whilst pagan cults resurrected themselves from under the veneer of Christianity. The last coins struck were those of Geresm and Haha II whose dates may be anywhere between the beginning of the eighth and the beginning of the tenth centuries. The Agumites were able to maintain their independence only in the mountain districts of Tigray, but from then their influence spread, not as before over the easily accessible plains in the north-west, but into the almost inaccessible regions to the south and south-west occupied by many independent groups of pagan and judaized Agao. The history of the following crucial period is most obscure chiefly owing to the lack of indigenous sources.

(b) The Birth of the Abyssinian Nation

These obscure centuries are most important in the history of Abyssinia because out of them the Agumites proper emerge. The Agao, inhabiting the highlands of what are now Tigray, Bēgamed, Damay, Gojam (Guašam), Agaw-Meder, Dimot, and Amhara, are the most ancient population of the country. Those in the north, as we have seen, had fallen under the influence of Semites from South Arabia who had formed a ruling caste and extended their rule mainly to the west and north over Beja and negroid tribes. During these obscure centuries assimilated Agumites peoples driven into the hills of Tigray by the Beja invasion extended their civilizing activities to the wild regions south of the capital.

The link between the Axumite Empire and the emergent Abyssinian State was provided by this semitized population of the northern mountains who, dispossessed of their homes by the invasion of Beja nomads, settled in inaccessible districts of the interior of Tigray, Amhara, and Shoa (Sháwá), amongst pagan Agao. These Christian peoples, inheritors of the Axumite tradition, spread the Ge'ez language and the Christian religion deep into the interior and there began that process of fusion which produced the Abyssinian nation.

The modern Abyssinian type is the result of the complete fusion of the two elements: the Semitic aristocratic class and the indigenous Hamitic peoples, chief amongst whom were the Agao. In this fusion the Semitic language Ge'ez, Tigrinya, and Amharic prevailed over Agao languages and their social structure was transformed, although from the ethical point of view the Hamitic element was completely dominant. The Abyssinians, in fact, are the Agao who had never been dominated by the Axumites, but who had received a second-hand Christian heritage from the Axumite fusion of Semite and Hamite.

The Challenge and the Response: The Conversion of the Abyssinians to Christianity. Al-Ya'qūbī, in his history which was composed about A.D. 872, gives a description of the political situation in the north of this time after the Beja overrunning part of the Axumite kingdom. Between the Nile and the Red Sea were five independent kingdoms. The first, called Naqš, extended from the Nile near Aswān to the lower Baraka. Its capital, Hajar, was visited by the Muslims for trading purposes. The various Beja tribes in the kingdom were the Hadareb, Hijāb, Amā'ar, Kawbar, Mañās (Manse), Rastfa, Arbarba, and the Zanāfā. In their country were mines of gold and precious stones worked by Muslims with whom they were on good terms. Next came the Baqlin (Rora Bāqla?), covering the Eritrean Shill, the Rora region of the plateau, and the middle course of the Baraka. Their religion resembled that of the Magians and Dualists.

---

1 See al-Ya'qūbī, Historian (ed. Houtsm, 1833), i. 17-19.
2 Al-Ya'qūbī, Kābul al-Bulūd, ed. D'Oherty, in R.G.A., vii (1891), 336. Hajar has not been identified, but it was probably in the Red Sea hills in the neighbourhood of Sinkat.
3 Possibly the Amā'ar who now live in the region around Port Sudan.
4 In his Kābul al-Bulūd (pp. 336–9), which was composed a little later in a.d. 891–2, Al-Ya'qūbī places the Zanāfā in the country of Baqlin, the town where the king of the Zanāfā resides is called Baqlin which the Muslims visit occasionally for trading. Their rite (maddhāb) is like that of the Ḥaddaṭa. They have no revealed law and merely worship an idol called al-Abūhān.
They called God Az-Zahir⁵ and the Devil Suhay Ḥarāqa.⁶ The third kingdom was called Ḍaʿūl in the region between the Christian Nuba kingdom of Alwa and the Bāqilin with whom they were formerly at war. The Bāqilin were no doubt the Kundāma who are called Bāzīn by the Abyssinians. The fourth, called Jāriḥ, had a powerful king whose rule extended from a coastal town called Būḍī⁷ as far as the Barakas and from the kingdom of Bāqilin to a place called ʿHall al-Daṣṣīr. The fifth, called Qat'a, was the last Beja kingdom and extended from the border of Būḍī to a place called Faykūn. They were a brave and powerful people and had a military training school called ḍar as-suṭur where the young men were trained in arms. These tribes were all pagan with the exception of the southernmost who were Christians subject to the Abyssinian King.

The gradual spread of Islam amongst the Beja began with the settlement of Muslims in the mining district. Maqrizi records that the excursions of the Beja against Egypt led to the governor of Aswān sending 'Abd Allāh ibn al-Jahm against them. He concluded a treaty with their chief, Kanūn ibn 'Abd al-Azīz, whose headquarters was at Hājar, in the year A.H. 216 (A.D. 831).⁸ His account shows that the Arab traders and mine owners who were active in northern Beja territory may have influenced the chiefs, and that mosques for the benefit of these Muslims existed, two of which are named, one at Hājar, capital of Naṣīq, and another at Śīnjāt.⁹

After describing the five kingdoms which now occupied much of the territory of the former Axumite kingdom, al-Yaʿqūbî goes on to say that south of them was the kingdom of the Najāši, who was a Jacobite Christian. He ruled an extensive territory which stretched to the coast and included Dahlab.⁶ In his kingdom were a number of

---

⁴ v. i. Ḥarāqā. The first word may be related to Eth. ṣāḥīs, sun.
⁵ Crowfoot identifies Būḍī with Aqīr (Ar-Rūth) near 'Aqīq ("Some Red Sea Ports..."); Greg. Farn., xxxvii, 1911, 542 E.) whilst Wiet identifies it with Maṣwāwa, which even today is called Būḍ in Tigrī Ṣīrī and Būḍī in Beidawī (Khitīs, ed. Wiet, iii. 1927 n. 10).
⁶ Ḫibāṭ, ed. Wiet, iii. 274; Cairo edn. A.H. 1324, l. 175-175.
⁷ There seems little doubt that Śīnjāt can be identified with the modern Sīnkūt. The place is also mentioned by Tabārī, in an account of the relations of the Caliphate of Abū al-Walid al-Balūqī with the northern Beja in A.H. 241 (A.D. 855/6). Annals, ser. iii. 145.), and by Ibn Miskawī (in Fragm. Hist., ed. De Goeje, p. 555). It was in Khāb Nubīs west of Sīnkūt that the earliest Arabic inscriptions found in the Sudan were discovered. Two of them are now in the Khartoum Museum which date A.H. 147 (564/5) and 153 (A.H. 789), whilst the others belong to the fourth century A.H. The nature of their buildings that have been discovered is as Al-Allījī and near Sīnkūt show that their relationships with the Beja were not very friendly at this early period.
⁸ Al-Yaʿqūbī confirms this in K. al-Baladīn, B.C.A. vii. 427.
whom and the Yamanite Muslims peaceful trading relations existed. He repeats the saying that Abyssinia is territory not subject to the jihad.\footnote{Is \textit{Al-Qur'an} 4:94.}

The new Abyssinian kingdom, no longer confined to the northern part of the plateau, but in the very heart of the Ethiopian massif, was in a state of continuous warfare with the Agao peoples of the interior, whose resistance more than once menaced its very existence. Not only did it survive during these perilous years, but it continued the long process of the conversion of the Agao to Christianity.

It is recorded in the \textit{History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria}\footnote{It was written by the Patriarch of Alexandria, a century after the death of Sobne. \textit{Gregory X, Historia Sacra \(1.4\).}} that shortly after a.d. 979 the King of Abyssinia wrote a letter to George, King of Nubia, for transmission to the Coptic Patriarch Philotheos (a.d. 979–1003), saying that a queen of the Banu`l-Ham\u0161uya was ravaging his country and hunting him and his followers from refuge to refuge. Christians and their clergy were being exterminated and Christianity was in danger of being wiped out.\footnote{\textit{Ibn Hawqal}, \textit{Op. Cit.}, p. 59.}

The contemporary Arabic writer, Ibn Hawqal, confirms that there was a queen dominating Abyssinia:

As regards Abyssinia, for many years it has had a woman as its ruler. It is she who killed the king of Abyssinia who was known under the title of \textit{judun} (Eth. \textit{adhun}), and she continues to this day to dominate her own country and the neighbouring regions of the land of the \textit{judun} in the west of Abyssinia. It is a vast, limitless country, rendered difficult of access by deserts and wastes.\footnote{\textit{Ibn Hawqal}, \textit{Op. Cit.}, p. 59.}

C. Conti Rossini has suggested\footnote{\textit{C. Conti Rossini}, \textit{Storia dell'Etiope}, i, p. 102.} that the country of this queen may be identified with Grand Damot, inhabited by Gurt\u00e6g and Sid\u00e2ma, lying south of the Blue Nile and south-west of Shoa, between it and the Gib\u00e8, which country was threatened by the expansion of the Abyssinian kingdom. This invasion, assisted possibly by an uprising of partially subjected Agao peoples, was a very grave danger to the embryonic Abyssinian Christianity, far greater even than the Muslim conquest of the sixteenth century when Christianity had become of the very warp and woof of Abyssinian life. In this uprising the kingdom almost came to an end, the country was devastated, churches were burnt, Christians enslaved, and the practice of the cult abandoned. The invasion led to migrations of Agao tribes, amongst them the Bil\u00e6n who now live in the Keren district near the river Am\u00e6ha and still speak an Agao language.\footnote{\textit{C. Conti Rossini}, \textit{Storia dell'Etiope}, i, p. 102.}

This Christian king of Abyssinia\footnote{\textit{C. Conti Rossini}, \textit{Storia dell'Etiope}, i, p. 102.} who made contact with the Patriarch Philotheos through George of Nubia attributed his desperate position to a long-standing breach between the Patriarchate and the Abyssinian court, for, since Petros who was sent under the Patriarchate of Cosmas (a.d. 923–34), no \textit{abuna} had been nominated,\footnote{\textit{C. Conti Rossini}, \textit{Storia dell'Etiope}, i, p. 102.} and in his letter he asked the King of Nubia to induce the patriarch to send another \textit{abuna}. This was done, Abuna Daniel was consecrated and sent to Abyssinia where he was welcomed with great enthusiasm; the queen was subdued and a period of slow recovery ensued. But the power of the kingdom remained weak and its influence restricted for a long time, and it is during this time that Islam made considerable progress in the region.

The challenge of the pagan Agao was met by the embryonic Christianity of the new kingdom in a way which resulted in the fusion of political and religious interests. The conversion of the Agao became a political necessity if the State were to survive. The desperate appeals to Alexandria to send an \textit{abuna}, for these all seem to be connected with dynastic or internal troubles, give the impression of a people living in a messianic atmosphere of crisis in which the overthrow of kings and the scourge of invading armies is regarded as a divine retribution for unfaithfulness, whilst the arrival of a new \textit{abuna} is hailed as a manifestation of divine forgiveness. In such an atmosphere the missionary urge came to life. The vast development and missionary activity of the


\footnote{\textit{According to theEthiopic Lives of the Patriarchs} (\textit{Habembahtu Atesha}) he was named \textit{Sebs Ar\u00e6d} and ascended the throne in a.d. 977 see \textit{C. Conti Rossini}, \textit{\'I manoscritti etiopici della Minumate Cattolica di Cherico'}, \textit{R.R.A.D. ser. iv, vol. xiii} (1904), p. 266.}

anchoritic-monastic system during the later period of the Zāġwē dynasty and the first period of the Solomionid which resulted in the victory of Christianity, cannot be understood if the gravity of the threat of Agao paganism to Abyssinian Christianity had not evoked a desperate response from the vital element of Abyssinian Christianity.

Without reading too much into the stereotyped effusions of their later hagiographers, it does seem that these missionaries of the Zāġwē and early Solomionid periods manifested a genuine self-sacrificing zeal for the spread of the Gospel which led to the building up of a new society. But the Abyssinian Agao did not allow Christianity to break up their native tradition; instead they moulded the alien religion to suit their own barbarian religious heritage. The ancient shrines were transformed into Christian sanctuaries, the high places dedicated to saints, and the sacred sycamore trees to the Virgin Mary. The result was a cult deeply steeped in Agao mythology both pagan and judaic. Its ritual and hagiography, its literature and ecclesiastical organisation, show the originality of this native Christian cult, against many of whose indigenous practices such as polygamy the Church of Alexandria was

1 The development of Amharic through the centuries was a similar process in the linguistic sphere, since in Amharic one gets a non-Semitic mode of thought blended with Semitic linguistic usage. Armbruster writes that the Semitic features of Amharic 'give one the impression of having been superimposed on a Semitic (possibly Hamitic) base', Japin Amharic, P. 3.

2 Abyssinian tradition asserts that the ancient Abyssinians were converted to Christianity from Judaism. This tradition has been thought to be wrong because the Axumites who were first converted were undoubtedly pagan. But the tradition is partly true in the sense that many of the Agao of the interior, who had never been under Axumite rule and were converted at this period during the birth pangs of a new empire, were adherents of a form of Judaism. The first mention of Jews in Abyssinia is in the strange account of Enkid the Demite who lived in the latter part of the ninth century and wrote a letter to the Jews of Spain in a.d. 832 giving an account of his adventures amongst savage coastal tribes and of the Ethiopian Jews who knew him (see Ekan Adler, 'Jewish Travellers', 1930, pp. 4 ff). The subject of the Agao was a very long process and when the 'Solomonnid' dynasty of semitized Agao rulers emerged the process still went on. Dimaq was occupied at the beginning of the fourteenth century, Wagga in the fifteenth, Dambya in the sixteenth, Agao-Meder in the seventeenth, and, most formidably of all, Semia in the eighteenth century, after which they were scattered over the north-western provinces. The Abyssinians are these Christianized Agao peoples. That explains the association of the old Agao legends, like that of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, with the Axumite kingdom, which, as Budge remarks, preserves a christianized echo of the belief in the divine origin of the kings of Abyssinia (The Queen of Sheba, pp. xi-xii). It also accounts for many of the pagan and Jewish customs and ritual in Abyssinian Christianity. Certain Agao groups, although they have become Christian, still remain as a distinct element from the surrounding population. They speak various Agao dialects among themselves, but are familiar with the dominant Semitic language of their region, Tigre, Tigurin or Amharic.

3 See Abo Salihi, The Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, trans. Everett and Butler, p. 290, and Remondot, op. cit., p. 453, for the attempt of Savius to enforce monogamy on the

The conflict of Christianity and Islam to struggle in vain throughout the centuries. At the same time the creative reaction of the Abyssinians to Christianity enabled them to assimilate it naturally and cling to it tenaciously, whilst the symbolical status of the Church in the divinely ordained monarchy enabled the State to rise again and again triumphant over the vicissitudes of fortune.

The missionary activity of the Church was 'cellular', carried out through the monasteries and hermitages scattered about the country. But whilst the work of the monks and anchorites was very effective it lacked true cohesion owing to the weakness of the ecclesiastical organization, and the Church became so completely dependent upon the State that the relationship between them was actually feudal. Consequently the Church of Abyssinia has always felt the repercussions of political crises, and the times when Islam has expanded have corresponded with periods when the State was weak. Islam's first period of expansion was during this time of internal troubles out of which the indigenous Christian State emerged.

During these formative centuries considerable changes took place in the social organization of the Abyssinians. The migrants from Yaman had there been organized by law and locality as territorial units (ash'âb) not as kin-groups, and this type of organization survived migration overseas. But the influence of the Hamitic organization of the partially semitized aboriginals led eventually, during these centuries when the Christian culture was spreading southwards, to the triumph of the more primitive form of the kinship-group (endu) as the basic organization of society, whilst the wider organization continued in the villages of the community and regional governors of widely varying functions and authority.

The Zâgâwâ Dynasty. In a.d. 1137 the royal power passed to an Agao family of Lâšâ called the Zâgâwâ who founded their capital at Roja in their own homeland. This change of dynasty marked a change of political power from the semitized Abyssinians who had inherited the Axumite tradition to the more recently christianized Agao. It would appear from an incident related in the account of the patriarchs of

Abyssinians about a.d. 1026. Sacramental marriage (huwâlîn) which is indissoluble is rarely contracted by the Abyssinians, and the common civil form may be derived from the temporary marriage (mu'â) of the pre-Islamic Arabs. The mu'â union is very common today amongst Arab immigrants into East Africa.

ISLAM IN ETHIOPIA

Alexandria that strong resistance was at first offered to the new dynasty by the clergy under Abuna Michael. It is recorded that the first Zaguë king sent a deputation to Alexandria to ask the Patriarch John (A.D. 1148–67) to appoint a new metropolitan on the grounds that Abuna Michael was too old to exercise his ministry. The patriarch refused since the ecclesiastical canons did not allow him to appoint a new metropolitan whilst his predecessor was still alive, and the king applied to the wazir Ali ibn Sahili who put pressure upon the patriarch to get him to agree, and, when he persisted in his refusal, imprisoned him. It seems clear that Michael had at first refused to recognize the new king, who therefore tried to get him replaced. Succeeding members of the Zaguë dynasty successfully disarmed the opposition of the Church by intensifying missionary propaganda amongst the Agao and building churches and monasteries. At any rate they were soon regarded as legitimate and inheritors of the Solomonid tradition.1

In Egypt the period of persecution through which the Copts had been passing was now ended and new commercial relations were being established between Abyssinia and Egypt. Immigrant Copts who had settled in Abyssinia during the persecution of Al-Hakim (A.D. 996–1022) contributed in such a way that a literary and religious revival took place. We learn from a Greek source that after Sahil ad-Din had taken Jerusalem in 1189 he requested the sultans of the Zaguë empire to threaten the Holy Sepulchre and an altar in the Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem for the Abyssinians.2 In spite of the difficulties of the journey pilgrims flocked from Abyssinia to Jerusalem and these contacts with other Christians contributed to the development of the sacred literature of the Ethiopian Church.

Lalibela (c. A.D. 1190–1225), the most celebrated of the Zaguë and possibly the builder of some of the monolithic churches at Roha which now bears his name, has passed into tradition as a great saint. He used
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the influence of the clergy to consolidate his dynasty, but his policy did not find sufficiently able successors. Church and State became divided, the Church was jealous of the position accorded to Roha by the kings, and the way was prepared for the appearance of another adventurer to initiate a new phase in Abyssinian history. This was Yekuno Amlak, a local chiefman of Geshen and Amba-Sel whose father was an ancient Amhara family and his mother a slave. He revolted against the last Zaguë king, was joined by dissident elements, defeated and eventually killed the king in the Church of St. Qiros where he had taken refuge, and ascended the throne as the first of the 'Solomonid' dynasty in A.D. 1270. The stress which the new dynasty laid upon this name meant a return to the semitized Ethiopian tradition. In Babylonia himself from the ancient line of Menelik, a claim which was recognized by the Church, and, thus incorporating in himself the old Agao legends, gave to his line stability and strength.

The Zaguë rulers could hardly call themselves 'kings of the kings of Ethiopia' for the sphere of their rule was very circumscribed. Tigrai, Lästä, and Angot were certainly under their control and perhaps part of Beqander. In the north on the Eritrean plateau and its lowlands roamed independent pagan Beja tribes amongst whom were interspersed Agao groups such as the Bilen who had migrated recently from the south. In Geshen and Amba-Sel reigned the local dynasty from whom came the so-called restorer of the Solomonid line, whilst beyond the Abay was the powerful independent kingdom of Dämot. In the north-western regions were strong independent Agao tribes, some of whom were Judaic in religion, about whom Benjamens of Tudea, a Spanish-Jewish traveller who travelled from 'Aidhāh to Aiswān in A.D. 1171, gives us some information.2 The islands of Dahlah and the

2 The fact that the wazir Ali was killed shortly afterwards in A.D. 1150 gives us a definite date within the reign of the first Zaguë.
3 Abu Sahli (op. cit., p. 188), writing during the reign of Lalibela, definitely regards them as the true line.
4 This is not improbable, but it rests solely upon the unconfirmed statement of Neophyto of Cyprus (c. A.D. 1844); cf. A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Μοναστήρι Ερευνητικά 1896; D. Alisinha, Ληστές... (St. Petersburg, 1899), ii, 450.
5 Vercingetorix was an Agao practice. Besides the ten churches at Lalibela (Roha) there are some 100 other Monolithic churches in the same region; cf. A. Rafray, Les Églises monolithiques de la ville de Lalibela, Paris, 1882; A. Monti della Corte, Lalibela, Rome, 1940.

1 Later tradition which does not go back earlier than the seventeenth century says that the last king abdicated peacefully in favour of Yekuno Amlak at the instance of Abuna Tadla Hymnaron of Debra Libanos. On this question see C. Conti Rossini, "La calata della dinastia Zagoul," pp. 38.
2 From Zidi, Benjamen writes, 'it is eight days' journey to India, which is on the mainland, called the land of Aden, and this is the Eden which is in the desert. The country is mountainous. There are many desert there, and they are not under the yoke of the Gentiles, but possess cities and castles on the summits of the mountains, from which they make deserts down the plain-country called Libya, which is a Christian Empire. These are the Lybians of the land of Libya with whom the Jews are at war. The Jews take spoil and booty and retreat to the mountains, and no man can prevail against them. Many of these Jews of the land of Aden come to Persis and Egypt. Thence to the land of Assuan is a journey of twenty days through the desert. This is Suez on the River Plulse (Blue Nile) which descends from the land of Cush. And some of these Jews of Cush have a king whom they call the Sultan Al-Hakim.' (Elkan Adler, Jewish Travellers, 1930, pp. 60–61). The plain country of Libya upon which there
various coastal settlements were Muslim, whilst in south-eastern Shoa and the whole of southern Ethiopia Islam was progressing with great rapidity.

Islamic Kingdoms in Eastern Shoa. New light has been thrown upon the history of Islam in Abyssinia by Dr. E. Cerulli's recent discovery of a short Arabic history of the last days of a Muslim sultanate in eastern Shoa at the end of the thirteenth century. During the Ṭāqwī period of Christian Abyssinia, eastern Shoa was the seat of a Muslim sultanate under a dynasty called Makkūzŭmi which had been founded according to tradition in a.h. 283 (A.D. 896/7). This document shows the sultanate in the last stages of decadence, torn by internal strife and weakened by struggles with neighbouring Muslim states which were seeking to throw off their allegiance to Shoa. In A.D. 1277 the Wālī Asma', sultan of one of these states, made his first attack on Shoa and after some years of struggle deposed the Makkūzĭmite sultan in A.D. 1285. During the next few years the conqueror 'Alī ibn Wālī Asma' imposed his rule over other Muslim countries of Adal, Mūra, Hōbat, and ḽ̄id̄yā. It was whilst this change of authority was taking place in Shoa that Christian Abyssinia passed from the rule of the Ṭāqwī dynasty to that of the Solomonids.

The earliest account we possess of the new State of the Walashma', which was called Ḥāfīz by the Abyssinians and Wāfīz or Awīfīz by Arabic writers, is that of Ibn Sa'id (A.D. 1214–87) preserved by Abūl-Fidā. He says that the region is also called Jabara (i.e. Jakarta). Wāfīz is the capital of an autonomous king. Its population, who are Muslim, are very mixed. The city is situated upon an elevated place and below it is a valley through which flows a little stream. The royal palace and citadel are built upon hills. The country is fertile since it rains almost every night and the inhabitants cultivate the banana and sugar cane. He calculates that the astronomical position of the city is 8\(^\circ\) 59\('\) 52, according to Arab computation, which brings us to the eastern edge of Shoa.

Israelites descended was probably the eastern lowlands of the Sudan roamed over by Beja under the suzerainty of the Christian kingdom of 'Alwa. Seta (920) must be Sōta, the capital of the kingdom of 'Alwa.

1 See E. Cerulli, 'Il Sultano dello Shoa nel secolo XIII.', R.S.E. i (1945), 5–42.

2 The Makkūzîmi were the famous Meccan tribe to which Khalîl b. al-Walîd, conqueror of Syria, belonged and were great rivals of the Ṣumayyids. The ancestors of the Shoa dynasty are supposed to have emigrated across the sea during the Caliphate of 'Umar b. al-Khaṭṭāb.

3 So most Arabic writers spell the name. They are called Walashmi by Ethiopian writers (cf. Chronicles of Bul'da Marqâm, ed. Firmware, p. 112).


5 Ibn Khalidūn, Hist. des Berbères, trans. de Sagne, ii. 103–8; Ḥāfīz al-'Umar, Cairo, vi. 199. He derived most of his material from Ibn Sa'id, but the reference to Sa'd ad-Din brings it up to his own time, the end of the fourteenth century.

6 Ibn Khalidūn, op. cit. vi. 199; de Sagne, Berbères, ii. 108. Ḥāfīz is derived from Etiopian Ḥālid (A.D).


8 The death of Ḥāfīz ad-Din and the succession of Sa'd ad-Din occurred in A.D. 1336. The campaigns of these two sultans against Abyssinia will be treated later, see below pp. 74–75.

9 Ibn Khalidūn, Berbères, ii. 108; 'Umar, vi. 199.


The Conflict of Christianity and Islam

Ibn Khalidūn provides additional information about the early days of the Walashma', whom he calls Wāṣma'. He does not mention the Sultanate of Shoa, but after stating that Ka'bah was formerly the capital of the Abyssinian kingdom he writes, 'west of the states of this king (the Ḥāfīz of Abyssinia) is the town (principality) of Dāmot where a great chief used to reign in control of a powerful empire'. The pagan kingdom of Dāmot lying south-west of Shoa must have been very powerful for reports to have reached Arabic geographers, whilst from Abyssinian sources we read of an expedition made during the thirteenth century by a Ṭāqwī prince called Zena-Ḥeynūs into Dāmot where he was defeated and killed. At one time the Muslim Walashma' State of Ḥāfīz which had established itself in eastern Shoa paid allegiance to it for Ibn Khalidūn goes on:

to the north is another of their kings called Ḥāfīz ad-Din b. M. b. 'All b. Wāṣma'. He inhabits the town of Wāfīz and his forebears embraced Islam at some unknown time. Since his ancestor Wāṣma' had recognized the authority of the King of Dāmot, the Ḥāfīz was offended and attacked him and took possession of his kingdom. But as the war dragged on the power of the Ḥāfīz weakened and the sons of Wāṣma' succeeded in regaining their lands from the Ḥāfīz and his sons. They took possession of Wāfīz and laid it waste. We have heard that Ḥāfīz ad-Din has died and has been succeeded by his brother Sa'd ad-Din. This family professes Islam; sometimes they recognize the authority of the Ḥāfīz, and at others reject it.

By the time Māqrīzī is composing al-Imām in A.D. 1434/5 the Walashma' claimed an Arab ancestry, for he writes:

the first of them came from the Ḥijāz and settled in the land of Jabara, now called Ja'bar, which is part of the regions of Qal`ala'. They settled there and dwelt in the town of Lāfik (Wāfīz). Some of them gained a reputation for their philanthropy and piety, until they came to pass that one 'Umar, also called Lashma', was appointed by the Ḥāfīz governor of the town of Wāfīz and the surrounding country.
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He left four or five sons, each of whom succeeded in turn, the last being Sāhr ad-Dīn b. Nāhif b. Maṣṣūr b. 'Umar Walashma' who became King of Ifát about A.H. 700 (A.D. 1300/1). Maqrīzī continues his account of the history of Ifát until the reign of Sultan Badlay (849/1445).

The First Expansion of Islam. During this time of troubles which witnessed the emergence of the Abyssinian nation and the triumph of Christianity, when the State had to contend on the home front against pagan or judaized Agao, it had also to defend itself against Muslim penetration, which first cut it off from the sea by securing coastal bases, then gradually converted and organized against it the nomad tribes between the sea and the plateau, and afterwards began to penetrate the Sidama kingdoms and eastern Sha. This period between the tenth and twelfth centuries when the Abyssinian kingdom was weak and confined and continually at war with the Agao was the first period of systematic expansion of Islam into north-east Africa. In the north Islam was making but slow progress amongst the Beja. The influence of the Christian kingdoms of Maqurra, 'Alwā and Abyssinia had introduced Christianity amongst certain of the Beja, for al-Idrisī wrote in A.D. 1154 that the Bālīyyīn, a nomad tribe between the Beja and the Habash, were 'Jacobite Christians as well as all the peoples of Nubia, Abyssinia and most of the Beja'. Yāqūt says that Sawākīn was inhabited by blacks of the Beja who were Christian, whilst Ibn Sa'īd says they were 'partly Christian, partly Muslim'. Ibn Sa'īd also speaks of 'Afris' who live on the coast being Muslims. But the majority of the Beja still remained pagan, and Maqrīzī (1366–1442) says the only exception was the Hādārī who 'had become Muslim, though their faith was weak'. Certain groups of the Shā and 'Afar were converted by the fourteenth century and Somali tribes were being influenced.

These tribes, and especially the Somali, all link their

2 Yāqūt, Geographica Wörterbuch, ed. Wüstefeld, iii. 182.
3 Ibn Khaldūn, ed. de Slane, ii. 109; cf. i. 199.
5 Maqrīzī, Kitāb i, l. 315. See also p. 318 in which he describes the practices of the Shāmān of the Hādārī still retained by those who had become Muslims.
6 The 'Afar or Danakil are first mentioned by Ibn Sa'īd, Sawākīn and their environs immediately appartionnement au Beja; mais tout le pays situé au delà jusqu'à Mandīb appartient à une espèce de negro appelés Danakel. Au delà de Mandīb, le pays est aux Zai'ī (Abūl-Ḥīfīda, ii. 12.18). The 'Afrs were therefore on the move northwards whence they gave rise to the Shā groups.
7 Ibn Sa'īd (1214–87) mentions kābara tribes next to the Zai'ī amongst whom Islam had spread (Abūl-Ḥīfīda, ii. 234; Ibn Khaldūn, Berbères, trans. de Slane, ii. 106–7). These were

Islamization with the coming of an Arab or Arabs from Arabia who married into a leading family and whose descendants formed an aristocracy.

Throughout this period there was a great expansion of the slave-trade and a corresponding development of Muslim coastal trading centres built up by waves of colonizers and traders from across the sea. Such centres were Sawākīn, Bādī', Dahlak, Zaila', Barbara, Maqāshī, Merka, and Brava, with Mombasa and Zanzibar farther south. These towns were mainly composed of huts of grass with few permanent buildings. This accounts for the rapidity with which towns like Zaila' which were within reach of the Abyssinian armies were able to recover and came into use again after their frequent sackings.

The isles of Dahlak from the first became active centres of the trade. Al-Ma'ṣūdī (writing in A.D. 935) and Ibn Ḥawqal (writing in A.D. 977/8) tell us that Dahlak and the towns of the coastal plain were Muslim places tributary to the Abyssinians. At the same time Ibn Ḥawqal, when writing of the revenues of Abūl-Ja'āsh ibn Žiyād, King of Žaman, in the year 976/7, reports that in token of tribute he received slaves, amber, and leopard skins from the chief of the islands, whilst the queen then dominating Abyssinia sent him gifts. Abū Muhammad 'Umārī specifies these slaves as a thousand head, of whom half were Abyssinian and Nūba women. This report conflicts with the statements of Abyssinian sovereignty. The volume of the trade must have been enormous, for there was a dynasty of Abyssinian slave mamliks (Banū Najīh, fl. A.D. 1022–1159) reigning in Žādīb. They and the Banū Žiyād carried on the trade assiduously, thus making many regions of Arabia ethnically similar to the Hamites of the opposite coast. Ibn Sa'īd writes in the thirteenth century that the King of Dahlak was an Abyssinian Muslim who was trying to maintain his independence against the ruler of Žaman. Abyssinian sovereignty over Dahlak must undoubtedly Somali. He says they possess Maqāshī, 'a town on the Indian Ocean inhabited by Muslim merchants'. South-west of these kābara are the Qādām, a savage people who wear neither shoes nor clothes. These invaded Abyssinia and Nubia at the time when the Tartars penetrated into 'Iraq (Jenījī Khān, A.D. 1220) and, after having devastated these countries, returned to their country' (quoted by Ibn Khaldūn, op. cit. ii. 106–7, and Abūl-Ḥīfīda, p. 161, trans. ii. 225). The Arabs used the onomastico of Sāmīrī for any tribe of the caninell bail. 1 Al-Dīnī (A.D. 1356–1377), Nukhbat ad-Dahr, ed. M. A. F. Mehren, Leipzig, 1925, p. 165) mentions that the island of Berbera is inhabited by black Muslims who are Zalizites and Žādībean.

1 Prūs et regna (ed. de Goeje, 1873), i. 241; cf. Ibn Sa'īd, quoted by Ibn Khaldūn, 'Ibar, 313.
2 Ibn Ḥawqal, ed. Kramers, i. 24.
have been but transitory. Zaila was also lost and became a great centre for the slave-trade and Islamic propaganda, influencing the 'Afar and some Somalis. Farther south Maqdishu and Kilwa were founded by waves of Qarmatians from al-Ahsa, the first between A.D. 900 and 950 and the second in A.D. 984. Merka is first mentioned by al-Idrisi who states that the fertile banks of the near-by river (Webi-Shableh) are 'subject to flooding like the Nile'. Ibn Sa'd says that Merka, capital of the Hawiyya Somalis, is a Muslim town. Brava is mentioned by al-Idrisi under the form Barwawat. He also says that the Barba (i.e. Somalis) possess the towns of Qarawa, Marka, an-Najja, and Bagdanda which marks the border between them and the Zanj.

The link with the Islamic world was strong along the coast through the slave-trade, the pilgrimage, and the common practice of those who sought religious posts travelling to centres like Al-Madinah and Cairo for study. A rīṣāq (portico) in the Āzhar and a section of the Mosque of the Unayyad at Damascus were reserved for students from Zaila.

At the same time, as we have seen, Islam was spreading inland from the coast throughout the Sidama kingdoms of southern Ethiopia and into the highlands of eastern Shoa where a sultanate seems to have existed for a long time. In the document describing its last days mention is made of the conversion to Islam in A.D. 1108, of the country of Jubbah (Argobba) which was included in the sultanate. This Shoa dynasty was succeeded in A.D. 1285 by that of the Walasma of the neighbouring Muslim State of Ifat. Other Muslim states which are mentioned are those of Adal, Mōra, Hōbat, and Jīdāya. Farther south what may have been slavery expeditions developed into regular conquests, and a whole series of Muslim states (Hadda, Fajāf, Ifat, Dāwār, Bilī, and Māra) grew up along the coast and inland in 'Afar.

1 Al-Ya'qūbī is the first Arab writer to mention Zaila. (Kītāb al-Buldān, trans. G. Weil, 1937, p. 159); then in the second half of the tenth century we first hear of al-Iṣkābī, B.G.A. i. 43, 56; Ibn Hawal, ed. Kramer, i. 43, 56 and al-Muqaddasi, B.G.A. iii. 102, 242. Ibn Sa'd describes its heat, the bad quality of the water, its lack of gardens and fruit, and says that it is governed by shālah (spotted in Maqrīzī, Dimām, pp. 35-36; AḥṬ al-Fidī, Gīrā, ii. 161). Al-Iṣkābī (writing before A.D. 1154) mentions it under the name of Zalqah as a port frequented by the ships of Qādirān who export slaves from Abyssinia (Descripción de la Africay de l'Espagne, text, p. 25). AḥṬ al-Fidī writes of the people of Zaila as Muslims in the first half of the 14th century (Gīrā. ii. 231-2).


4 Géographie d'Aboulfīdān, ii. 230.

5 Al-Idrīsī, Kītāb al-muḥāj ira wa rāh al-farāj (1884), see R.S.O. ii. 340-2.

6 Ibn Baṭrīq, Rihla (Cairo, 1939), i. 73.

---

The conflict of Christianity and Islam

regions, in Harar and Arūsī territory as far as the lakes, thus ringing the east and south of the Ethiopian massif.

Muslim colonies had even established themselves in the Christian part of the highlands, as is shown by references in the History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria and by epigraphic evidence. Abū Shalīl (fl. A.D. 1170-1220) mentions that there were many Muslims in Abyssinia in the early years of the thirteenth century, each of whom was required to pay a tax of three aqiqātāt (ingots of iron), which was the Abyssinian currency. The struggle with Islam was further embittered by the fact that the Coptic Church in its dark days sometimes took the side of Islam. Acting in collusion with the Muslim rulers of Egypt, the Church sometimes appointed abūnās who worked for the promotion of Islamic interests in Abyssinia itself. For instance, after the death of the Abūnā Daniel mentioned above, the Patriarch Christodulos (A.D. 1047-78), during a fresh wave of persecution, professed himself unable to fill the vacancy and an adventurer named 'Abdūn got himself recognized in Abyssinia by means of forged documents. The next Patriarch Kierlos II (A.D. 1078-92) wished to nominate a bishop regularly consecrated, but Badr al-Jamālī, the waṣir of Al-Mustanṣir Bilād al-Jīlī (A.D. 1035-94), openedly intervened in the choice in favour of his nominee, one Abūnā Sawīros (c. A.D. 1080). When this bishop arrived in Abyssinia where he was welcomed with great rejoicings, he proceeded to fulfil the terms of his agreement with the waṣir to favour the propagation of Islam by constructing mosques. A general uproar followed. The bishop tried to appease it by saying that mosques for the use of Arab merchants compromised nothing, whilst refusal to build would draw reprisals upon the Copts of Egypt. But hatred of the abūnā reached such a pitch that the king put him in prison and destroyed the seven mosques that had been built. Restrictions were placed on the activities of Muslim merchants which led to reciprocal action.

---

1 This is confirmed by the epigraphic evidence from the Arūsī region collected by P. Assal, Cinq Années de recherches archéologiques en Ethiopie, appendix, 'Table et inscriptions arabes du Harar' (1931), pp. 283-309. Two Arabic inscriptions are dated A.H. 666 and 675 (A.D. 1267/8 and 1276), during the last days of the Shoa sultanate.

2 Grevetones bearing Arabic inscriptions have been discovered at Weger Hariba in Enderta (southern Tigre), one of which is dated 8 Dhū’l-Qa’dah 356 (6 Aug. 1006); see C. Conti Rossini, 'Necropoli musulmane ed antiche chiese cristiane presso Ugo! Hariba', R.S.O. xvi (1925), 409-40; C. Pinza, Quattro storie musulmane presso Ugo! Hariba nell'Enderta', Studi, Etc., iv, n. 712. C. Conti Rossini (1942), p. 56.


being taken in Egypt and a rupture in the relationship of the two countries.¹

Whilst open propagation of Islam within the Christian kingdom itself did not have much success, commercial relations with the Red Sea ports and Egypt and the influence of Muslims in eastern Shoa did result in the conversion of families or small groups of Abyssinians in the interior, some of whom, like the Walasha', were of noble families. But as the Abyssinian State gradually consolidated itself after the end of this period of historical obscurity, it began to expand southward over Muslim regions and a protracted struggle broke out between Christians and Muslims, the chief cause of which was not zeal for religion but territorial expansion.

(c) The 'Solomond' Dynasty

The period of Abyssinian history for which we have native chronicles begins with Yekuno Amlak (1270-85), the first of the Solomonid line of 'kings of kings' of Ethiopia. The stabilization of the rule of the new dynasty was accomplished rapidly and the centre of the State changed from Ë́st to Amhara, but the policy of the early Solomonids was directed less towards the consolidation of the highlands under one rule than towards containing the menacing expansion of the Sultanate of Ifát over the fertile regions of Shoa. The struggle which broke out between the Christian and Muslim kingdoms was not a war of religion but a struggle for political predominance, and the consequent expansion of Amharic sovereignty which led to the formation of a great empire was the result of the challenge of Islamized-pagan societies which caused it to seek to dominate those societies.

The conversion of the Abyssinians, who were still largely pagan in the thirteenth century, received a great impetus under the early Solomonids. A missionary who began the conversion of the pagan regions of western Shoa and Dámot beyond the Àbyã was St. Takla Háymanot (d. c. A.D. 1321), the Benedict of Abyssinia, in whose name, fifty-seven

¹ See Renandor, Hist. Pav. Àlie, pp. 461-2. No credence can be attached to the various legends circulating in Egypt at this time which attribute exceptionally low Niles resulting in famine to Abyssinian interference with its source, and their restoration to a visit of the Patriarch to Abyssinia. Such a patriarchal visit in the year A.D. 45 (A.D. 1659/60) is recorded by Ibn Fáy on the authority of Ibn Wáṣif Sháh (Nashy al-Ashur fi Ḥalál al-Astár, ed. L. Langlés in Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliothèque Impériale, vol. 14, 1819, pp. 47-48, 78-79. Another in the time of the Patriarch Michael (IV) al-Hāš (1092-1102) is mentioned by al-Makhfín (Ibn al-'Ámíd, c. 1205-73), reproduced by Maxi, in Geschichte der Kopie, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 27; Köhler, ii. 476. Quispand (Subh, ed. A.A. 1333/1915, v. 373), who also derives his material from Ibn al-'Ámíd, denies its accuracy.
years after his death, the great monastery of Dabra Libanos in Shoá was founded. Another founder of a monastic order and missionary to pagans was St. Ewostätewos (d. c. 1332) who we are told destroyed twelve sacred groves dedicated to pagan deities. At the same time the new orders set themselves with equal energy and some measure of success to reform Abyssinian Christianity and social life.

The Muslim Sultanates. We have seen that whilst Christianity was slowly expanding throughout the Highlands Islam had been making more rapid strides from the coastal regions over the southern part of the country and a line of sultanates now extended from the Red Sea to the region of the great lakes, pressing into southern Shoá. These, had they been united, would have been a menace to the very existence of the resurrected Christian kingdom in the highlands, surrounded and penetrated by pagan Agao groups entrenched in impregnable fastnesses. In the reign of Yekuno Amätí this kingdom was still of little account for he had to devote his energies to the consolidation of his rule, but under his successors it became the dominating power throughout the whole of Ethiopia, the Negus being literally a king of kings; al-Umai, for instance, speaks of him figuratively as reigning over ninety-nine kings. The most westerly of the Muslim principalities was that of Hayda which covered a very large extent of territory between the rivers Hawash and Gibe. Its ruling class were Muslim but their subjects, who were Sidama and included the semiticized Gorga and the Chabo, a fusion of Gurage and Sidama, were pagan. Hayda was noted in Muslim lands as an important supplier of eunuchs, a practice forbidden by the

3 West of the Gibe-Omo were pagan Sidama kingdoms. The Sidama had migrated to this region at some remote epoch in distinct groups who imposed themselves first on the aboriginal negro tribes and then on former Sidama settlers. In their evolution they lost their Hamitic democratic organization and developed into monarchical states. The ruling classes of the Sidama east of the Gibe adopted Islam, but these west of the region who extended northwards well beyond the Abyss maintained their independence and their paganism in a number of states. One of the strongest kingdoms, by reason of the external threat from the Muslim states, was Yama or Zizjaro, west of the Gibe, who were considerably mixed with negroes; then came the Manche (in Kefa region) west of the Omo, south of the Gogeb; and the Gafat, who now spoke a Semitic language, on the banks of the Abay; and the Shinsha in the Wallega region.

THE CONFLICT OF CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM

King of Amhara. Two small kingdoms, 'Arababhi and Shorkha, seem to have intervened between Hadya and Dawaro.

On the western loop of the Hawash was Fatjjar occupying the extreme south-eastern buttresses of Shoá. North of Fatjjar was the sultanate of Ifát. Ifát proper was the plateau region of eastern Shoá which included the slopes down to the valley of the Hawash, but its sphere of influence was much wider and extended to the region around Zaila' on the Gulf of Aden, whilst the nomadic Afar tribes of the plain of Aussa also paid its ruler some kind of allegiance. Ifát was the most powerful of the Muslim kingdoms by reason of its control of the trade-routes connecting the interior with Zaila', and as we have seen was governed by a dynasty of Abyssinian origin (though they now claimed to be 'Alids') having the title of qab and the family name of Walashma, who had their seat in eastern Shoá. By the middle of the thirteenth century the majority of the population, who spoke a Semitic language, were Muslims. Included in Ifát were two emirates called Mora and Adal. These three kingdoms, Hadya, Fatjjar, and Ifát, were the bridgehead of Muslim expansion into Shoá.

Of the other Muslim-Sidama kingdoms, Dawaro was situated south of Shoá, bordering on Ifát on the right bank of the Hawash, stretching southwards as far as the river Webi which marked the border with the neighbouring state of Bali. Dawaro therefore corresponded roughly to the present Arusi region. Although not as large as Ifát it is said to have been able to raise an army equal to that of Ifát. South of Dawaro was Bali, between the Webi in the north and the Ganale Doria in the south, thus controlling the Somali plain. It was inhabited chiefly by Sidama with Galla nomads to the south of them. In the interior of this region was a mountain (later called Abul-Qaisim) which had been a famous place of pilgrimage from early times whose cult was to be associated with

1 Cf. Aboulfsa, p. 239; Al-Uma, op. cit., pp. 16-17.
2 Al-Umai, op. cit., p. 5. Ibn Batuta who visited the town of Zaila' about 1350 describes it in most unflattering terms. 'It is the capital of the Berbers (harda as he calls the Somali), a type of blacks who are Shali in madhub. Their land is desert for a two months' journey from Zaila' to Mogadishu. Their heads are camel and they have sheep renowned for their fat. The people of Zaila' are black and most of them Raddi (Zali-Saliite). It is a large town with an important market. On the other hand, it is the filthiest and most wretched town in existence and possesses the most awful stench. The cause of its stench is the quantity of fish and the blood of the camels they slaughter in their alleys. When we arrived there we chose to sleep on board ship in spite of the strong sewel and never slept in the town on account of its filthiness' (Rihla, 1995, i. 195).
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Islam. On the extreme buttresses of the Ahmar mountains was Harar; an ancient city which must originally have been founded either by a Semitic military colony from the north or by immigrants from Arabia, because its people to this day speak a Semitic language. The inhabitants of Harar had been converted to Islam and it soon became an important centre of commerce and Islamic propaganda. In Egypt the whole region was known as the country of Zaida. Al-‘Umari writes, ‘this is the region which is called in Egypt and Syria “the land of Zaida”’. This, however, is only one of their coastal towns and one of their islands, whose name has been extended to the whole. Along the coast of the Somali-Galla territory were a whole string of Muslim trading-colonies, of which Maqdishi was already ruled by a hereditary sultanate. These colonies were influencing some of the Somali tribes.

The actual area of these Muslim kingdoms was much larger than that of the Christian kingdom, and the Muslim rulers, as we shall see, were in touch with unsuspectedAga, always ready to make common cause with invaders. In the coming struggle, however, the Abyssinians had the advantage of being able to move on interior lines, whilst the Muslims were dispersed over a vast region with poor communications, much of it sparsely populated by nomads, the more fertile regions cultivated by peace-loving Sidama. The Muslim powers were not well organized, mobilization was difficult, they had little power of resistance, and were liable to sudden collapse. Ifat, which so far had been subject to no external threat since the Sidama kingdoms were on the defensive, had assumed predominance amongst the states and was in process of organization towards a more consolidated power. Ifat was a good base for attack, but only if it kept the initiative. In the reign of ‘Amma Syon, however, the initiative passed to the Christians and Ifat found itself exposed to the shock of the whole Abyssinian army. Whenever it was attacked by surprise without being able to bring up allies it was forced
to capitulate and the other kingdoms were destroyed one after another. All the campaigns of the Abyssinians against the Walashma resulted in continual reverses to the latter and the situation only changed when Harar became the chief Muslim base, for then the Abyssinians were far from their own highlands, Harar was in direct contact with the warlike ‘Afar and Somali tribes ever seeking to expand out of their inhospitable regions, and the offensive was again taken up successfully by the reorganized forces of Islam.

The Struggle with the Sultanates. Abyssinia had been without an abuna since A.D. 1250 and one of the first acts of Yekuno Amlak, the founder of the new dynasty, was to correspond in 1274/5 with Rubk ad-Din Baybars through the Hamdardik sultan of Yaman concerning the appointment of an honest bishop who would not be solely concerned with amassing money. He also took immediate precautions on the frontier menaced by Ifat. This caused Baybars to break off relations with the kingdom and refuse to allow an abuna to be consecrated. The next king, Yigebe’s Sion (1285-94), if we can trust Marco Polo, began
1. Mufid al b. Ali, Al-Fadhi, Hist des Sultan de Mamlouks, trans. Boccheroi (Par., Or., xiv (1920), 385-6. See also Mafidi, Hist. des Sultan Mamlouks (trans. Quatrondre, 1837), ii. 122-151 n. The account of the correspondence between Baybars and Yekuno Amlak recorded by Mufid b. Ali, Al-Fadhi, a copeck in the employ of the Sultan of Egypt, gives some information about Abyssinia: ‘Amharah is one of the regions of Abyssinia and it is the biggest. Its lords rule over the greater part of Abyssinia such as the countries of Dimaq and Hassa. The ruler of Amharah is called Haja, that is to say daga, and all who have ruled over it have borne this title. One of the kings of Abyssinia was Yousuf ibn Arsamkia who was lord of Jajya, Shawa, Qalhur, and their dependencies, which are all Muslim principalities. As for the region of Zalla and its tribes, they have no kings but are divided into seven tribes. These are Muslims and their preachings recite the kalms in the name of their seven chief priests’ (op. cit., pp. 386-7). Yousuf ibn Arsamkia is not mentioned elsewhere and it is impossible to say whether he was one of the kings of the Muslim dynasty in Shoa or one of the Walashma’s.
3. Marco Polo obtained some information about Abyssinia from Arab pilots; its principal king is a Christian. Of the others, who are six in number, and tributary to the first, there are Christians and three are Saracen’ (Travels, Everyman’s ed., p. 398). He mentions that the Jews are also numerous there. The capital of the Negus is in the interior whilst the dominions of the Negus are near the Province of Aden. The people of Abyssinia are constantly engaged in wars with the Sultan of Adal, the people of Nubia, and other neighbouring countries. He says also that in the year 1238 the Negus sent a bishop to Jerusalem when the Sultan of Adal tried to convert to Islam when he passed through his dominions, and when he refused had him forcibly circumcised (this is impossible since he would already be circumcised). After his return to Abyssinia the Negus invaded Adal with the assistance of two of his Muslim tributary princes and sacked the city of Adal (previously Zalla)’ (op. cit., pp. 395-8). Although Marco Polo confuses Aden and Adal it is certainly the latter which is meant here. That Yigebe’s Sion sent an embassy to Jerusalem which arrived in Cairo a.d. 685 (a.d. 1290) is confirmed by Arab sources (cf. ‘Life of Qasim’, quoted by Quatrondre, ‘Memoires geographiques et historiques sur l’Egypte’ (Paris, 1811), ii. 287-8.)
his reign with a successful campaign against Adal (presumably Zalla). Later he accepted a truce with his powerful neighbours and reopened the frontier to Muslim merchants in consequence of Abyssinia reacquired its sites in the Holy Land and an abina was consecrated. The Amhara kingdom was not yet securely established and the years 1294–9 saw a succession of five of Yägbe’s Šyön’s sons. The internal troubles are reflected in the following story from Muslim sources. In a.h. 696 (A.D. 1298/9) a Muslim sheikh called Muḥammad Abū Abd Allāh was inspired by angelic visitants to collect a considerable army and conquer Abyssinia. The invasion fanned out and the king arranged a treaty with him whereby he conceded several frontier districts to the Muslims on condition of the recognition of his suzerainty. It is impossible to tell from the text where this took place; it may have been an incident in the conflicts with Ifat or with the Muslim Balaw of Walqaya.

Yägbe’s Šyön’s policy of appeasement with the Islamic world showed itself ineffectual to stop the steady advance of Islamic influence. The people of Ifat, taking it to be a sign of weakness, changed their policy to one of open aggression. Islamic pressure, however, evoked in the Abyssinians a dogged nationalism which was to prove more than a match for Ethiopian Islam.

The new Amhara kingdom was stabilized and began to expand in the reign of ‘Amda Šyön I (1314–44) who may well be called the founder of the Abyssinian State. The Mamluk sultan, An-Nâṣir Muhammad b. Qala’un, began a new persecution of the Copts of Egypt and demolished many churches. This brought forth a strong protest from the Abyssinian king who sent envoys to Cairo in a.h. 726 (A.D. 1321) to ask the sultan to restore the churches and refrain from persecuting the Copts; otherwise, he threatened, he would take reciprocal measures against the Muslims in his dominions and starve the


peoples of Egypt by diverting the course of the Nile. The sultan was only amused and dismissed the envys. This again came as a pretext to Haq ad-Din, Sultan of Ifat, to change his policy from one of casual raids and gradual penetration to a definite war of aggression. He invaded Christian territory, burnt churches, and forced Christians to apostatize. He captured an Abyssinian ambassador returning from Cairo and, after failing to make him abjure his faith, killed him. This act roused the Abyssinians. In 1328 ‘Amda Šyön overwhelmed the outposts of Ifat and then sent columns in all directions, paralysing Muslim opposition. Haq ad-Din was taken prisoner and both Ifat and Fatṣjar annexed as one vassal state under Sābr ad-Din, brother of Haq ad-Din.

The other Muslim states of Hadja and Dawaro now rallied around Sābr ad-Din who planned to overthrow the long and narrow kingdom of Amhara by attacking it from as many points as possible. He therefore invited the co-operation of the, Judaised Agao in Wagar, Dambya, and Bégamer, who were to divert the attention of the king whilst the Muslims were to invade at three points into Amhara, Angot, and Shoa simultaneously. But the king learnt of his plans and attacked his enemies separately. One army attacked Hadja whose sultan Amano was being incited by a ‘false prophet in the guise of Bāla’ama; the country was ravaged, many of its people carried off captive, and the ‘false prophet then fled to Ifat where he continued to spread his false doctrines. Fatṣjar was next reduced, followed by Dawaro and Ifat, whose sultan was forced to submit though his life was spared.

Thus ended the independence of Hadja, Fatṣjar, Dawaro, and Ifat which were all placed under Jamāl ad-Din, another brother of Sābr ad-Din, as ruler tributary to Abyssinia. The boundaries of Ethiopia proper were carried to the edge of the plateau along the River Hawish. At the same time some Shano regions such as Manz (Manzh) and Zega were definitely annexed by the Christian kingdom. Islam must have declined very rapidly amongst the imperfectly Islamized Sidama for the mass of the people were pagan, though Muslim colonies still

1 Al-Maqrizi, *Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks*, trans. Quatremère, Paris, 1837–44, cf. R. Babest, *Études*, notes 63, 68. It was no doubt this incident which caused Al-‘Umar to write, ‘the Abyssinians claim that they are the guardians of the course of the Nile for its descent to Egypt and that they further its regular arrival out of respect for the sultan of Egypt’, Al-‘Umar, op. cit., p. 39.

2 Perruchon, op. cit., p. 314.

3 Ducati, op. cit., p. 8.


Between A.D. 1332 and 1338 the Muslims of Ifat sent an embassy under 'Abd Allāh az-Zāli‘a to Cairo to ask the Sultan of Egypt, An-Nāṣir Muḥammad, to intervene with the Abyssinians on their behalf. The sultan asked the Coptic Patriarch to write a letter to the Negus, on which Al-‘Umarī comments, ‘ses exhortations furent excellentes, mais cet incident est caractéristique de la situation’.\footnote{Al-‘Umarī, op. cit., pp. 2-3.}

We will dispense with any detailed account of the wars of Amda Swayne which make tedious reading. The two petty Shoa chiefdoms of Mōra and Adal had become alarmed at this expansion of Abyssinian power at the expense of Muslim kingdoms, and now joined in, together with Ṭiqqo, Pāgūma, Labakalā, Wārgār, and Gabālā, which were probably nomadic tribes nominally subject to the two kingdoms.\footnote{Mār is first mentioned in the document discovered by Cerulli on the early Shoa sultanate (R.S. E. i. 13) and appears in the Chronicle of Amda Swayne (tr. Perroux), pp. 34-6, 70) as situated beyond the Ḥawash near the River Yāsū.}

Again they were defeated and ’Amda Swayne marched triumphantly through Ifat, captured and killed its king and Imām Sāliḥ, and destroyed its town and mosques.

’Amda Swayne now ruled a conglomerate of principalities with hereditary vassal princes. The central kingdoms in the highlands which were still being conquered were reduced to the status of provinces whose governors were not necessarily hereditary. The king had no fixed capital, but always went to the holy city of Axum to be crowned. The most valuable account of the tributary Muslim sultanates that is of Ibn Faḍl Allāh al-‘Umarī who wrote his maṣālīk al-aḫbār between A.D. 1342 and 1349, which was towards the end of the reign of ’Amda Swayne. He obtained his information from Shaikh ’Abd Allāh az-Zāli‘a, leader of the embassy mentioned above, and tells us that:

The Muslim kingdoms in Abyssinia were seven in number: Awfāt, Dawārō,
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’Arābīnī,\footnote{J. Hadya, Sharḥa, Šabā, and Dārā. These kingdoms, which belonged to seven kings, are weak and poor, because the cohesion between the inhabitants is weak, the produce of the country is not abundant and the king of Ambāja imposes his authority on the other kings of Abyssinia; not to mention the religious antipathy which exists between them and the disputes which separate Christians and Muslims. Thus the authority of each is isolated and their unity is changed in its very essence. I heard from Shaikh ’Abd Allāh az-Zāli‘a and other learned men of this country that if these seven kings maintained a united front and replaced their rivalry by a solid union, they would have the power to defend themselves and to resist; but, in addition to their weakness and the dispersion of their authority, they are jealous of each other. Some of them throw themselves into the arms of the king of Ambāja and are under his authority; and in their abasement and poverty, they pay him a fixed tribute.}

He says of the Islam of these kingdoms, ‘they have cathedral mosques and ordinary mosques, where they perform the ḥutba, the Friday prayer, and congregational prayer. They observe the precepts of religion, but they have neither madrasa, khānqāh, riḥā, nor zāwiya’.\footnote{The King of Ifat and most of his subjects were Śafī’i, the other kingdoms were all Ḥanafī.}

The extension of Abyssinian power by ’Amda Swayne had repercussions in the surrounding Muslim lands and his successor, Sayfa Ar’ād (A.D. 1344-72), who consolidated his work, appears to have assumed the role of protector of the Patriarchate of Alexandria. The account which has come down to us is very unreliable, but it is related that when Amīr Shakhšūn, tutor of Sultan al-Malik as-Sāliḥ, persecuted the Christians and imprisoned the Patriarch Marcus in A.D. 1352, Sayfa Ar’ād retaliated by seizing the Egyptian merchants in his dominions, putting some to death, and forcing others to embrace Christianity.


\footnote{Sharḥa is probably the Sīkā’ mentioned in the wars of Amda Swayne (Perruchon, p. 48) which took part in the revolt of the people of Dawārō. Sharḥa may have been part of the kingdom of Enziya whose capital was Sikā’. Sayfa Denge on his way to attack Muhammad al-‘Alī in 1577 passed through Wajj (Gelse country) and then Sharḥa (C.S.C.O., vol. iii (1907), p. 57). This would place it just east of Hadya and is the more likely identification.}

\footnote{Dārā is mentioned in the Gada Artor (1374; C.S.C.O., Ser. Aeth., ser. ii, vol. xx, pp. 1, 24, 76-7) as a Muslim province (tawbalī), was probably situated east of the Aby ḍ, cf. Wedl Mundali, The Royal Chronicle of Abyssinia, p. 358. Al-‘Umarī (op. cit. p. 19) says it bordered on Bilī.}

\footnote{Al-‘Umarī, Maṣālik (trans. Gaudrery-Demombynes, 1927), pp. 1-3; cf. Qalqashandi, Šahīd (1333-1415), v. 332-3.}

1 Hībī, p. 31 quoted by Qalqashandi, Šahīd, v. 324.

\footnote{Hībī, pp. 5, 14, 15, 18, 193 cf. Qalqashandi, Šahīd, v. 324.}
An-Nasir Hasan (d. A.D. 1361), one of the puppet Bahri sultans of the time, asked the patriarch once more to intervene. An embassy of bishops was sent and the Negus was so delighted with them that he refused to allow them to return.1

In A.D. 1376 internal struggles between pretenders to the throne of Ifat resulted in the accession of Haq ad-Dir II who declared himself independent of the Abyssinians, but was conquered and killed in battle against them in A.H. 788 (A.D. 1386/7). His successor Sa’d ad-Dir II recommenced hostilities. He gained initial successes, but the Negus Dawit I (A.D. 1382–1411) sent an expedition against him under a general called Bawri. Maqriti writes in terms which make the campaign sound like a jihad:

With Sa’d ad-Dir were jurists, dervishes, peasants, and all the inhabitants of the country. They all made a death-covenant. A fierce battle took place between them. Four hundred godly skalshas, each with his ablation jug and having under him a great number of dervishes, fell martyr. The slaughter of the Muslims continued until the majority had perished and the remainder were broken to pieces.2

Sa’d ad-Dir took refuge on the island of Zaila’ where he was besieged and killed in A.H. 817 (A.D. 1415) during the reign of the Negus Yeshaq.3 The occupation of Zaila’ brought to an end the kingdom of Ifat which was permanently occupied by the Abyssinians and is heard of no more.4 The ten sons of Sa’d ad-Dir took refuge with Ahmad b. al-Ashraf Isma’il, King of Yaman. When shortly afterwards they returned to Africa the Walashma3 dynasty took the title of kings of Adal and chose a lower platform for their capital at Dakar, farther removed from the threat of Abyssinian armies.5 Thereafter the protagonist of the struggle against Abyssinia was this kingdom of Adal.6

The conflict of Christianity and Islam

Inheritor of the tradition of Ifat, which also came to be called Bor Sa’d ad-Dir, ‘the land of Sa’d ad-Dir’, in memory of the martyr in the holy war.7

Relations with Egypt became friendly during the reign of Dawit I, since we read that in A.H. 788 (A.D. 1387) he sent an embassy to the court of Barqiyy which was accompanied by twenty camel-loads of gifts.8 During the reign of Dawit’s second son, Yeshaq (A.D. 1414–29), Turkish mamluks settled in Abyssinia and established workshops for making coats of mail, swords, and other weapons; an exiled Egyptian mamluk, at-Tabungha (Altabuniga) Mufriq, reorganized Yeshaq’s army and taught the Abyssinians to make Greek fire; whilst a Copt, Fakhr ad-Dawla, reorganized the system of tax collection.9 Sa’d ad-Dir II (d. A.H. 825/A.D. 1422), son of Sa’d, returned from Africa, but was defeated after some initial victories.4 The same happened with his successors, Mansur (d. A.D. 1424/5) and Jamhal ad-Dir (d. A.D. 1433).

The Solomonid dynasty reached the peak of its power in the long reign of Zar’a Ya’qub (A.D. 1434–68). He consolidated the conquests of his predecessors, built numerous churches, endowed monasteries, and encouraged literature and art. He was involved in the usual struggle with Adal whose sultan, Badlay b. Sa’d ad-Dir, after a successful preliminary campaign, in A.H. 849 (A.D. 1445) invaded the Province of Dawar, but was defeated and killed.5 Zar’a Ya’qub realized the danger to the State of these endemic incursions from Adal, for although con- climate (i.e. region) of Adal al-Umard, ‘the Adal of the amirs’. Whilst not referring to any actual State of Adal, he mentions an ‘Adal as one of the ‘mother cities’ of the kingdom of Ifat, like Shawal and Rasul-sar, which implies that it is a region of Ifat like Shoa. One may conjecture that Adal then was a district or a nomad tribe more or less subject to Ifat, and that when the Walashma dynasty were eventually dispossessed of Ifat they took the title of sultans of Adal. Alvaro says the Adal kingdom in 1520–7 bordered on Fatjjar and Shoa and extended as far south as Cape Guardanica (Narratives of the Portuguese Embassy to Abyssinia, trans. Lord Stanley of Alderley, 1882, p. 346). Later a Roman Catholic missionary writes of Adal as the region west of Zaila’, ‘vociferate (latosc) regna Dancallium et Adjantu, australis patrius Gallasum niictus’ (Beccari, R.A.S.O. viii. 26).

1 It is so called in the Futuh-al-Habsa (text, p. 3). The tomb of Sa’d ad-Dir was on Zaila’s island, site of the ancient Zaila where he was killed, but it has now been washed away; cf. R. F. Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa, pp. 72–73.


3 Source, Ibn Hanbel, p. 4.

4 This may be linked with events recorded by Adal-Masalih in A.D. 1425 (A.D. 1423) when Yeshaq, annoyed by the closing of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, massacred the Muslims of his country, destroyed their mosques, and raised the country of the Jaffa. The Memlik Sultan Barsayah thought of taking reprisals on the patriarch and Copts in Egypt but refrained; Adal-Masalih b. Tash-Taghht, op. cit. vi. 572; see also p. 392.

port of Maqdshi, and in 1507 a settlement was made on the island of Socotra, near the entrance to the Red Sea. All the Muslim powers surrounding the Arabian Sea then combined to make one effect to crush the Portuguese, but failed. Qaṣrūr al-Ghawri, the last Mamlūk ruler of Egypt, organized expeditions as far as India in 1507 and 1515. Lope Suárez took and burnt Zaila in 1517 and Saldanha sacked Berbera the following year. But now they came up against a new and vigorous power, that of the Ottoman Turks, and Portugal embarked upon a naval war with the greatest military power in the world.

During the first quarter of the sixteenth century the invasion of Islamic territory by the nomad horde of the Ottoman Turks had resulted in the political unification of a large part of the Islamic world. By the conquest of Syria, Egypt, North Africa, and the Arabian coasts between 1512 and 1519, the Ottomans acquired a combination of strategic and commercial points of vantage of which they failed to make effective use because, on the one hand, they did not proceed to the conquest of the Maghrib which might have enabled them to close the sea-route round Africa; and, on the other, when they did arrive in the Red Sea and the sea-route to India was for the first time open to them they found the Portuguese already holding strategic points in the Indian Ocean. The failure of the siege of Diu in A.D. 1538, which left the Portuguese in command of the open waters of the Indian Ocean, finally brought to an end the Ottomans' dream of universal empire.

The struggle between the Portuguese and Ottomans for mastery of the Arabian Sea was destined to have a profound effect upon the fate of the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia. Although they did not secure control of the Indian Ocean the Ottomans maintained their power in the Red Sea, as was shown in 1641, when the Portuguese viceroy, Estêvão da Gama, attacked the Turkish naval port of Suez. This expedition, which failed in its main purpose, was destined to contribute, through the quixotic but heroic adventure of Christovão da Gama, to the preservation of Ethiopia from destruction at the hands of coastal nomadic tribes who had been furnished with firearms by the Turks.

The Empire of Ethiopia. Christian Abyssinia approached the most dramatic stage of its history as a composite human aggregate with an autochthonous civilization under an autocratic ruler. The State was supra-national, its bonds of allegiance were loyalty to the person of the sovereign and the Ethiopian Church. The masses were barbarous, uncultured, and fanatical, deeply dyed with the outward forms of their indigenous Christianity, and equally deficient in its spirit, but clinging
to their independence and destined to be equally resistant to Islam and to Roman Catholicism.

During the period of expansion which we have been considering the Negus had acquired a vast empire. In the north he extended as far as Mašawwa' and the Sudan plain, overawing the nomadic Tigré and Beja tribes of the Sāhil and upper Baraka. The southern provinces included the former Muslim kingdoms of Ifat, Fāṣajār, Dawāro, and Bālī. In the rich and fertile south-western region it ruled the former Sultanate of Hadya and the numerous pagan Sidama kingdoms as far as and including the Walamo, most of which had been conquered by the Negus Yeshēq (1414–29).

With the death of Zar'a Ya'qōb a new phase begins. Over many of these outlying regions the sovereignty of the Negus was but nominal, fear of reprisals alone holding the governors to an allegiance expressed merely by the payment of a yearly tribute. The primitive political organization of the Abyssinians was unable to cope with this vast expansion. As a rule, each conquered Muslim territory was self-governing, under a Muslim governor called al-jārād. In many cases he was a member of the family of the former ruler, with the result that the governorship was often hereditary. The inhabitants of the conquered territories were not compelled to become Christians, though some of their rulers did so from motives of policy. Muslims were still found in Sho'a and even eastern Tigray for Álvarez observes: 'in this country there are villages of Moors, separated from the Christians; they say that they pay much tribute to the lords of the country in gold and silk stuffs. They do not serve in the general services like the Christians: they have not got mosques because they do not allow them to build or possess them.'

The Province of Hadya, in addition to other forms of tribute, was required to hand over every year a maiden who had to become a Christian. When this province was taken by the Imām Ahmad,

he questioned them concerning their practice, although they were Muslims, of handing over every year a maiden chosen for her beauty, grace and noble birth. They answered, 'He (i.e. the Negus) imposed this on our forefathers for he was the stronger. He forbade us to wear war-apparel, bear arms, or ride saddled horses though we might ride bare-back. He enacted that we should hand over a maiden, and this we did for fear he would put us to death and

1 Álvarez, Narrative, p. 95, see also pp. 103-4. The locality of these Muslim villages was about a day's journey from Agro (i.e., Wagurō) where was the tomb of Muhammadan-Najjīb, patron saint of the Jabalī. That the tomb goes back to this period we know from the statement that it was visited by the Imam Ahmad (Furūkh, tr., pp. 419-20).

destroy our mosques. When he sent his people to collect the girl and the tribute we used to place her on a bed, wash her, cover her with a shroud, recite the prayers of the dead over her, and then hand her over.'

The organization of Abyssinian territory proper was little more unified than that of subject provinces. At first the kin group had been the only stable unity in the social structure, but in time districts and then regions began to acquire regional consciousness under some local chief. In these days of expansion the peculiar form which feudalism took was successfully dragged into the service of the Negus, but the social and economic differentiation which the system entailed, allied with regional animosities, was to cause internal stresses and strains which hindered the formation of a stable and peaceful highland society. Whenever the grip of central authority began to relax, feudal chieftains, such as those of Tigray and Lāsta, raised their heads aggressively against the central authority. It is true that unless of royal blood they never aspired to the throne because the aura of the divine origin of the monarchy exercised such a powerful hold over the hearts and minds of the masses, but a regency period or the rule of a weak king was inevitably a time of troubles.

At this time the struggle with the Muslims chiefly occupied the attention of the king and forced him to be near the threatened frontier; and the more the external threat intensified the more the feudal barons profited to make themselves virtually independent, so that feudalism came more and more to exercise an effective influence in internal affairs. The empire therefore presented a superficial appearance of strength and vigour and the initiative in the struggle began to pass to the Muslim coastal powers whose force of expansion was the nomad tribes ever seeking to escape from their inhospitable homeland.

The Jihad and Tribal Movements. Behind all these struggles between Ethiopia and the Muslims was a movement of expansion of the 'Afar (Dankali) and Somali. The movement appears to have been initiated by the 'Afar who lived in the region of the oasis of Aussa and the valleys descending from the eastern districts of Sho'a. Their seasonal migrations carried the tribes westwards and they were ready, given the required stimulus, to burst out of their desert plains and flood over the sedentary societies on the plateaux. This irruption of 'Afar and Somali hordes failed because it was primarily a military operation led by fanatical leaders seeking to extend their domain by imposing their political and religious dominion upon

1 Furūkh, text, pp. 275-6.
equally fanatical Christian highlanders who could never be subjected by armies operating far from their home base. Only secondarily was this erosion of nomads a displacement and migration of population. The Galla migration, however, which immediately followed, succeeded because the Galla had been so utterly uprooted that the very whereabouts of their former home can only be conjectured and they migrated en masse to find new ranges.

The leaders of this 'Afar tribal movement were not the old hereditary sultans of Adal, but fanatical Muslim amirs who began by carving out for themselves principalities within the Sultanate of Adal itself in the regions between Harar and the sea and relegated the Walsama' dynasty to the position of nominal rulers. Shahab ad-Din, the historian of the Muslim conquest, writes, "it was the custom in the country of Sa'd-ad-Din that every amir had power to prosecute or withhold action, to carry out raids, and to make holy war. Most of the soldiers were under him and the sultan had nothing but his share of the taxes." These amirs first recruited their forces from the 'Afar tribes who were feeling the urge to expand and were lured by visions of loot, but they were soon joined by the Habr Maqadi, Jirri, Zerba, and Marrehann Somali tribes, followed later, as the movement accelerated, by the Harti and many others. These leaders, of whom the most famous were Mahfuz and Ahmad b. Ibrahim, did not have the feudal title of amir, but the religious title of imam. Shahab ad-Din was told by a friend of his dream of two saints who said of Ahmad b. Ibrahim, the future conqueror of Abyssinia, "Call him neither Sultan, nor Amir, but call him the Imam of the true believers." "The Imam of the Last Days?" I asked, and they answered, "Yes." This change of title signified a change in the character of the war against Ethiopia. It was transfigured by an ardent fanaticism and transformed into a jihad, a religious war. The invisible meanings which lay behind the 'vain repetitions' of the Islamic formulae now struck a responsive spark in the hearts of the populace and kindled fire to emulate the swift conquests of early Islam.

With the rise of these amirs and the firing of the spirit of the populace, two parties grew up in Harar State: the one a popular party, 

1. Ibid. p. 13.
2. Legally the Imam is the leader of the whole Muslim community as khalifa of the Prophet. The title, however, was normally used by the Sh'ites (sects which recognised the rights of the descendants of Ali). At this time it was used in Abyssinia to denote the elected one, the leader of the jihād, but in its later use in the region came to mean no more than tribal leader.
3. Ibid. p. 13. Imam ahl al-namaz is the Mahdi, but there is no evidence other than this that Ahmad was ever regarded as such.
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fanatical and militaristic, whose leaders were these amirs; and the other an aristocratic party, whose concern was with commerce and the cultivation of the arts of peace, which surrounded the court of the sultan. This internal split was to be the cause of the final break-up of Islamic power in this region.

(b) Abyssinia before the Conquest

Ba'eda Maryam (1608-78) who succeeded Zar'a Yaqib, pursued the traditional Solomonic policy of converting the pagan Agao of the interior both by force and propaganda and repressing the Muslim coastal powers. The Adalite sultanate was now worn out after the continuous wars and to ensure a respite from the wearisome round of raids and counter-raids Mu'hammad ibn Badlay (1445-71) sent a delegation to Ba'eda Maryam at the beginning of his reign to promise the payment of an annual tribute.1 This truce enabled Ba'eda Maryam to send an expedition against the Falasha and lead one himself against the Dob's, an islamized-pagan tribe inhabiting the mountain region of Woggerat around Amba Alagi and infesting the caravan routes.2

The new Adalite policy of equilibrium did not appeal to the more intransigent Muslim elements in the sultanate with whom the jihād ranked as the primary duty of Islam and political power began to pass

---

1. In this account the Ethiopian chronicles for the first time call the Walsama' King of Adal, instead of the Ibb (Perruchon, Chron. de Zar'a Yaqob, pp. 131-3).
2. Cf. Piergain, op. cit., pp. 143-6. The Dob's are first mentioned in the Acts of St. Macarius (fifteenth century?) which refers to one Yahya, a Muslim chief of the Dob's during the thirteenth century (cf. Acta Martirioumum, C.S.C. Soc. Ath. Ser. ii, vol. xxii, 1936, p. 19). They are mentioned by Alvarez (op. cit., pp. 108-12, 345) in 1520 as occupying the extreme eastern edge of the plateau and infesting the route from Debark to Lake Hayq. He says that they are called Dobasa after the name of their country and that they were all Moses (i.e. Muslims). From his description they are obviously nomads and a captain called Xum Jaamara (i.e. the Shum of Zani Amor, the name of a district) had the duty of keeping them in order. Barradas (a.d. 1653) writes of them as subject to the emperor, 'io es moures obedientes . . . os moures Dobasa todas sogestos os Empereure' (R.A.S.O. iv, 1906, 83-85). They are often mentioned in the Ethiopian chronicles (cf. Pereira, Hist. de Meno, n. 149; Pereira, Sanejatu (1900), ii, 65) as bitter adversaries of the Abyssinians and of their religion. They were defeated by the army of Tzakou (1575-35), I. Godi, Annales Regum Isyku II et Ay'as, C.S.C. Soc. Ser. ii, vol. vii, pp. 141-2, 150) after which they seem to have been absorbed into the Yaqju Galla who were established amongst them in the time of Barradas (cf. R.A.S.O. iv, 83). Remnants still exist in the Sambat in the time of Bresou (Piergain, iv, 136, 204) and south of Woggerat in the time of Fera (cf. Sale, A Voyage to Abyssinia, 1814, p. 275). After that they disappear completely. They were probably of 'Afar stock who had penetrated the eastern spur of the plateau where they maintained a precarious existence, enemies of all the world including the 'Afar of the sections below, subjected to expeditions after expeditions by the Abyssinians whose routes they menaced, until they were finally displaced by the Qoda and disappear from history. The Muslim population just north of Qurum are still shown on some maps as Dobas, but it is doubtful if this represents more than the name of the district.
from the lesser resolute hands of the Walashma' to that of the new amirs. The first of these was Ladî 'Uthmān, governor of Zaila', who began preparations for renewing the war in 1471 immediately after the death of Sultan Muḥammad. Ba'eda Māryām took the offensive, routed the Adalite army and captured many of its amirs. But the battle was not decisive for soon afterwards the semi-pagan 'Afar who had been subjected by Ba'eda Māryām made common cause with the Muslims and the whole eastern frontier flared up in revolt. Two Abyssinian armies were sent into Adal in 1473/4 and both were defeated. This marked the turning-point in the military supremacy of the Abyssinians.

Ba'eda Māryām's young son Eskender (1478–94) also took the field against the Adalites, then under Shams ad-Dīn b. Muḥammad (1472–87), but in spite of some ephemeral successes, during which he sacked their capital Daḵar, he was surprised and defeated. From that time the raids of Muslim amirs were continuous. During his reign (1481) an embassy was sent to Cairo to demand a new riba from the Sultan Qāit Bāy. The embassy, which afterwards went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem for the Easter festival, obtained concessions for the Ethiopian community in Jerusalem.

The next king Nā'od (1494–1508) was a mature and experienced man who made use of the advice of the Empress Helena (Illini). This queen was a daughter of al-Jarād Abūn, tributary King of Dāwārō, who had become a Christian when she became one of the four wives of Ba'eda Māryām. Brought up in contact with the wider Islamic world she was conscious of the dangers to which Abyssinia was exposed through its isolation. At first she sought alliances with the Muslims, but when this method failed through the intensified Islamic propaganda of the fanatical amirs who had acquired control of Adal, she made contact with the Western Christian power which was now operating in the Indian Ocean.

During the reign of Nā'od, Muḥammad ibn Azghar ad-Dīn, who reigned over Adal for thirty years (1488–1518), tried to remain at peace with the Christian kingdom; but, according to Álvares,' his efforts were nullified by the raids which Mahṣūf, amīr of Harar, constantly made into Christian territory during the strict Abyssinian Lent when the people were weak through fasting. Nā'od, determining to put an end to this, reorganized the Abyssinian army, cleansed it of Muslim elements, led it against the amīr, and defeated him decisively. The Sultan Muhammad hastened to assure Nā'od of his neutrality. An uneasy truce followed; both adversaries were weary of war, the Muslims were divided, and, though Mahṣūf still made spasmodic raids on Christian territory, the policy of Helena appeared to have gained some degree of success when Lebna Dengel (1508–40) came to the throne at the age of eleven and she was made regent. Muḥammad was still on the throne of Adal and both he and Helena preferred peace and the commercial prosperity which resulted. Missions were sent to other countries along with great trading caravans, one of which was to the last Mamlūk Sultan of Egypt, Qansūḥ al-Ghawrī, in 1516.

But Helena realized that the uneasy peace would not long endure and her outstanding political project is her attempt to form an alliance with Portugal. This was first suggested by Pedro da Covilha, an envoy sent by John II of Portugal in 1487 when he first heard of the existence of a Christian kingdom in Africa. Pedro had eventually (1494) reached Abyssinia, but was not allowed to return. He suggested that it was to the interests of Abyssinia that a great naval power like Portugal should occupy the coastal commercial centres and cut off the Muslims of Abyssinia from contact with the Islamic world. So in 1509 Helena sent an Armenian called Matthew to Dom Manuel I. A Portuguese mission was eventually sent, but it did not arrive until 1520 when the situation had changed.

In the meantime Lebna Dengel had come of age and reversed the policy of Helena. The frontier situation had deteriorated. Since the death of Nā'od, Mahṣūf, who was governor of Zaila' and de facto ruler of Adal, having recovered from his defeat, had renewed his raids into Abyssinian territory. In this he was stimulated by emissaries sent from Arabia who proclaimed the jihād, presented him with a green standard and a tent of black velvet and brought help in arms and trained men. In 1516 the Adalites under Sultan Muḥammad moved into Fāṭṭār for a regular invasion, but Lebna Dengel was prepared and organized a

2 Ibn Jala', ed. Kahlé; events of Muḥarram a.m. 886 (a.d. 1480); Al-Ulaim (note 1494/5), Kitāb al-mu'āmāt al-fātih fī al-Quds wa'lh-Khalīl (Cairo, a.m. 1283), pp. 657–8.
3 Zari's Ta'āb was the first Negus to take a wife from a Muslim tributary, that of Haiya. Another wife of Ba'eda Māryām, Romance-Wazy, mother of Eskender, had also been a Muslim. Álvares writes, 'the preceding Prenters, until the father of this one who now reigns i.e. Lebna Dengel) always had five or six wives, and they had them from the daughters of the neighbouring Moorish kings, and from the Pagans ... and from the King of Dāwārō another; and from the King of Adel, and the King of Adea (Hadiya)', Narration, p. 110.
successful ambush. The Adalite army was decisively defeated, Mahfūz was slain, and the emperor invaded Adal and destroyed the castle of the sultan at a place called Zankar. At the same time the fleet of Lope Suarez surprised Zaila whilst its garrison was away with Mahfūz and burnt the town.\footnote{\textit{Le Progrès} (descendants of the Prophet), jurists, dervishes and sheikhs.}

It seemed then that the Muslim menace was eliminated for some time to come.

When the Portuguese mission arrived, therefore, it met a king flushed with success and suspicious of Portuguese motives. The old Queen Helena had retired to her domain of Gojām and the king denied that the Armenian Matthew had received any official sanction to solicit an alliance. The mission remained in Abyssinia six years\footnote{\textit{Le Progrès} (descendants of the Prophet), jurists, dervishes and sheikhs.} and it sailed away in 1526 shortly after a youth of nineteen named Ahmad ibn Ibrahim had won a notable victory over an Abyssinian expedition at a time when Adal had relapsed into a state of anarchy.

\textit{(c) The Great Conquest}\footnote{\textit{Le Progrès} (descendants of the Prophet), jurists, dervishes and sheikhs.}

After the victory of Lebna Dengel the internal weaknesses in the kingdom of Adal soon showed themselves. The older generation of Muslims headed by the Walshama, living in settlements and towns, interested in commerce, indifferent in religion, and ready to come to terms with Abyssinia, were opposed by newly converted 'Afar and Somali tribes, moved by motives both religious and migrational and led by warlike fanatical \textit{amirs}. The Sultan Muhammad was murdered in 1518 on his return from a campaign against Lebna Dengel, and Adal was torn by intestinal struggles during which five sultans succeeded in two years, which we do not need to consider in detail.

One outstanding figure who brought order out of chaos for three whole years was that of al-Jarād\footnote{\textit{Le Progrès} (descendants of the Prophet), jurists, dervishes and sheikhs.} Abūn b. Adāsh who re-established law and order, affirming the right and forbidding the wrong.

---

\footnote{\textit{Le Progrès} (descendants of the Prophet), jurists, dervishes and sheikhs.}
In 1529 Ahmad won a decisive victory over the Abyssinians at Shember Kure, but his nomads were still unreliable and difficult to control, and after the campaign, in spite of all his endeavours, many of them dispersed with their booty. At the same time he was faced with opposition at home in Harar from the conservative party. He set about eliminating these weaknesses by building up an army owing allegiance to himself alone and not to their tribal leaders, and two years later had so reconstructed his forces that he was able to begin the definite invasion and permanent occupation of Abyssinia. From then the story of the conquest is a succession of victories, spoils and burnings, and massacres. In 1531 Dawaro and Shoa were occupied, the latter in the midst of the rainy season, and Amhara and Lasta in 1533. The former Muslim kingdoms of Balli and Hadya, and the Sidama and Gurage kingdoms were taken almost in his stride. The conquest was devastating in its destruction, irresistible in its ferocity, and appalling in its cruelties. In 1535 Ahmad, in control of the south and centre of Abyssinia, for the first time invaded Tigrai where, though he encountered fierce opposition from the hardy mountain tribes and suffered some reverses, his advance was not stopped. His armies penetrated along the coast and lowlands and as far as the north-west as Tika (Kasala) where they made contact with the Muslim Sultan of Mazaq, lower Walqyt, a Nuba province probably under a Beja ruling class, which had formerly been tributary to Abyssinia. King Lebna Dengel became a hunted fugitive, harried from one mountain fastness to another; from Tigrai through Wagar, Damby, Bega, Gogam and back again to Tigrai. Too late he realized the wisdom of Queen Helena, but in 1535 as a remote chance he had sent John Bermudez, a member of the former mission who had been detained in Abyssinia, to the King of Portugal to ask for assistance. The King of Portugal eventually sent ships with four hundred musketeers, but when they arrived in 1541 Lebna Dengel was dead and his son Galawdwewos (1540-59) reigned in his stead.

The impression is given in the Muslim chronicle that almost all the Christian population of the highlands embraced Islam out of expediency. The following accounts are typical:

The people of Jan Zaleq had not embraced Islam, but had hidden themselves in the plains and mountains. The Imam, therefore, sent Khalid al-Warradi with a force of cavalry to attack them. [He sent a messenger calling them to Islamize and] they consulted together and said, "If we disobey Khalid he will report to his master the Imam and the Imam will send against us an
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army from here and there. Most of the Abyssinians have islamized and the Muslims are scattered over all the land. If they hear that we have refused they will not let a single one of us escape alive. Our master Wasa Sa'īd has been killed, let us now join Islam.1

The wazīr 'Adī received information that the Imām had encountered the king and that the Muslims had been routed and killed to the last man. This rumour was an absolute lie. Nothing of the sort had happened, but when the wazīr and the Muslims heard it they were cut to the heart, whilst those who had joined Islam from fear of death, rejoiced.2

The Ethiopian Chronicler asserts that 'hardly one in ten retained his religion'.3 Some preferred to pay the jizya, but most were not given the choice, whilst those who resisted the Muslim arms were ruthlessly exterminated. Here is a typical account:

On the second day they arrived at Abbār Jārīma, which is two parasangs from Akūm, and encamped there. Some of the inhabitants said to the Imām, 'The polytheists of Abbā Jārīma have fortified themselves in three strongholds, but they cannot resist you'. When the Imām received this information he encamped there and marched against them. The men of two of the castles agreed to his terms and he imposed upon them the jizya, but those of the third castle resisted, so he fought them and God routed them and exterminated them to the last man.4

Chiefs of Muslim districts such as Ifīt, Fāṭāfār, and Hadya which had been conquered by the Abyssinians, naturally favoured the invaders and made their people change over to Islam. The Batrīq of Ifīt, Awrā'ī Uthmān, wrote to the Imām:

I was once a Muslim and the son of a Muslim, but the polytheists captured me and made me a Christian. Yet at heart I remained steadfast in the faith and now I seek the protection of God, His Prophet and yourself. If you accept my repentance and do not punish me for what I have done I will return to God, whilst these armies of the king which are under my command I will deceive so that they may come over to your side and embrace Islam.5

Some, however, preferred death to denying their faith:

They captured two batrīq and returned to the Imām's encampment and presented them before him. He said, 'What is the matter with you that you haven't become Muslims when the whole country has islamized?' They replied, 'We don't want to become Muslims.' He said, 'Our judgment on you

1 Farḥā, ii. 175.
2 Ibid. 248.
3 Consolimes, Chroniques de Gallawidewos (1859), p. 127.
4 Farḥā, ii. 321; see also pp. 335, 337, 343.
5 Ibid. 181-2.

THE CONFLICT OF CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM

is that your heads be cut off.' They said, 'Welcome.' The Imām was surprised at their reply and ordered them to be executed.1

The news of the arrival of the Portugueze at Maṣawwa acted like a ferment throughout northern Abyssinia. Yeshaq, the Bāhēr Nagāsh, who was still holding out in Tigray, claimed assistance from the Portugueze in the name of Lebna Dengel's widow Saba Wangel. All Tigray declared for the monarchy and Ahmad's immediate efforts were concentrated upon hindering the junction of the 400 Portugueze, reinforced by Tigréans, with the troops of the king far away at Tequlet in Shoa.2 The first encounter took place in 1542 at Anāi between Amba Alūg and Lake Askare. When Ahmad was defeated and wounded, and in a battle which followed a few days later he only escaped capture because the Portugueze had no cavalry with which to pursue him. Some kind of demoralization must have overcome his nomad followers for Ahmad then retired to the Zobul mountains overlooking the Dankali plain to reorganize, and sent a request to the Turkish Pasha of Zabid for reinforcements of Arab, Turkish, and Albanian mercenaries to stabilize his troops. Nine hundred musketeers and ten cannon were obtained and Ahmad again took the offensive and at an early encounter in the valley of Affa (Wofla) the Portugueze leader Christovão da Gama was separated from his followers, captured, and beheaded. At this battle the Portugueze lost many of their leaders, 200 of their rank and file, and a large quantity of arms and ammunition. The Imām, thinking that his position was now unassailable, dismissed the Turkish contingent and returned to his earlier headquarters near Lake Tānā. But Ahmad's military prestige had been weakened and in October 1542 Gallawidewos was able to join up with the Portugueze and the northern army in Semīn. He did not hesitate to take the offensive and won a decisive victory at Waynā Dagā near Lake Tānā when the fate of Abyssinia was decided by the death of the Imām Ahmad and the flight of his army. The force of the invasion collapsed like a house of cards. All the Abyssinians who had been cowed by the invaders returned to their former allegiance and the reconquest of the Christian territory proceeded without encountering any effective opposition.

Effect of the Conquest on Christians and Muslims. The immense toll that had been taken in human lives and material wealth was one of the least important consequences of the conquest. The rapid disruption of

1 Farḥā, ii. 180 (272).
2 He was at Tequlet according to tradition; see Combis and Tansier, Voyage en Abyssinie . . . 1835-37 (Paris, 1839), iii. 217.
the old political organization showed that za'a Ya'qob and his successors had built up a great empire before all the Ethiopian Aqso peoples had accepted a uniform allegiance to one king and one religion. The complete overthrow of the armies of warlike mountaineers by Ahmad's forces cannot be explained solely by the genius of the Imam's leadership and his ability to organize and spur on nomad hordes to the jihâd; we must also take into account the fact that these armies had been weakened by a profound relaxation of their moral fibre.

The moral consequences of the conquest upon the Ethiopian soul were profound. The people had joined Islam en masse and one cannot reject one's faith for another and return to it again and remain immune to the moral consequences. To cope with such a situation was beyond the powers of a Church which had too closely associated itself with the things of this world. The short fifteen years of Muslim rule also weakened the bonds of allegiance to the monarchy, against which conscription into the Muslim army had forced many to fight, and from henceforth the lives of the emperors were to be wasted in repressing feudal chieffains and provincial risings.

The monarchy and the Church, however, had never submitted to the invaders nor betrayed their faith and traditions; consequently these two emerged again as the dominating powers, but often in conflict with each other: the monarch for a time seeking to reconstruct the religious basis of the empire by adopting a progressive policy of co-operation with Western Christian powers, whilst the Church remained isolationist, conservative, and immobile.

The effect of the war upon the Muslims was equally disastrous for it left the Islamic aggressor even more seriously enfeebled than his Christian victim. Far from having gained by devastating the Christian state the Muslim state was left impoverished and the ground cleared for its occupation by the Galla hordes. The Imam had gambled all the potentialities of the 'Afar and Somali nomadic regions in his great adventure. The gamble failed, as it would probably have done without the Portuguese intervention, for the high altitudes and inclement rainy seasons sapped the morale of his desert- and steppe-nurtured followers, whilst his levies left a social vacuum in the Muslim towns and nomad tribes, which, owing to the famine and pestilence which succeeded, could never be filled sufficiently to offer resistance to the Galla invaders.

(d) Partial Recovery

Whilst Galâawiwos was busy reorganizing his kingdom after the death of Ahmad, the sa'id 'Abbas attempted to form a state from the provinces of Dawaro, Fatjar, and Bâlî, but in 1545 Galâawiwos settled the issue by a single battle and reoccupied the region. Abyssinian control of these provinces, however, was destined to be but ephemeral, for about this time the advance-guard of a new nomadic horde, the Gall, arrived in Bâlî, and made it their base for the incursions of succeeding waves.

A new sense of unity had grown up in Harar during the conquest, and its peoples, urged on by the Imam Ahmad's widow, Bâti Del Wanbarâ, were inspired with the desire to avenge him and again take up the conquest of the highlands which they still believed to be vulnerable. But the old spirit had vanished and the forces of Barakît ibn 'Umâr Din and 'Ali Jayd ibn al-'Imâm Ahmad which invaded Dawaro were defeated by those of the governor of the province and its leaders captured. This catastrophe dismayed the Muslims, but Bâti Del Wanbarâ succeeded in getting the leaders exchanged for Minâ, brother of Galâawiwos, who was a prisoner at Zâbih. The Abyssinians having completed the reoccupation of the territories beyond the Ḥawash turned to the conquest of pagan regions south of the Abây.

Whilst the reconquest of Dâmot was going on, the kingdom of Harar made another attempt against the Christians, this time under a new leader, Nûr ibn al-wazir Mûjâhid, son of Ahmad's sister, who became amir in a.H. 959 (A.D. 1551/2). Nûr had been recognized by the people of Harar and the widow of Ahmad as 'the leader of the new conquest' (jâhib al-fâth ath-thânî) and she made him promise to devote himself to avenging Ahmad before she agreed to marry him. Nûr identified himself with the city of Harar in a new way, strengthening its defences by building the wall which still encircles the city, and became its national hero. His first ventures against the Abyssinians were unsuccessful and resulted in Harar territory being invaded and the city itself sacked in 1550. But the blow was not mortal and Harar soon recovered to take the offensive once more.

The situation was now complicated by the appearance in both the

---

1 The conquest had literary consequences since it led to the composition of the Masōkha Qidr, an Ethiopic ritual for the reception of apostates, and the Assira Aisin (Gateways of the Faith), a manual of anti-Muslim polemics, written (c. 1550) by the safeh 'Emîlîqâm (Habîkâ), himself a Yemenite Muslim merchant converted to Christianity, who succeeded in becoming Abbot of Daba Libanos.


3 R. Sén. ii. 2671 C. Fori, 'La Cronaca Abbreviata dei Re d'Abyssinia', R.S.E. i. 103-4.
There is no image or text to transcribe.
tions of the regions of Sim, Shoa, Najab, Jidaya, Dakar and most of Harjaya. At this time they began to form their famous cavalry by acquiring horses from the Somalis. The invasion of Harar was followed by a three years' famine. The Amir Nur exerted every effort to help his people to recover, but after every respite the Gallal would again descend like locusts and scourge the country, and Nur himself died (975/1567–8) of the pestilence which spread during the famine.

The cycle of gadais which began with the gada Harmufu or Dulu (1562–75) carried the invasion into the very heart of the empire; after reaching the Hawash some columns turned north-west, whilst others travelled north-east by its valleys, and, at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries, occupied fertile regions in the east of the plateau. The invasion poured over the Province of Ga‘in, then into Angot; whilst some even penetrated into Amhara and Begemder, the heart of the empire.

Whilst this horde poured northwards from the Wehi, another invasion current, consisting of the Gimbichu, Ada, and Maha tribes, flowed towards the sources of the River Gibe. Wallegga became their new homeland which they sanctified by making Wadi their sacred mountain. From Wala the Masha swarmed over the Sidama states into the provinces of Shoa. The forces of the Negus were quite unable to stem the flood. When Minas died (1563) a third of the empire had been invaded, and by the beginning of the seventeenth century the southern territories south of Shoa had been definitely lost and the borders of the empire carried back to the natural defences of the Abay and Hawash, with Gallal groups inserted on the eastern spurs of the plateau.

The normal effect of such a vast nomadic migration and encroachment upon an alien sedentary society might have been expected to superimpose the new race on the old leading to social assimilation, but until the last century the Gallal remained distinct and impervious to Abyssinian cultural and social influence. This was due to the nature of the Gallal political structure and the peculiar environmental conditions offered by Abyssinia. The pride of the Amharic ruling race caused the Christians to withdraw to more restricted territories, leaving the invaders inserted in intervening regions and, though living side by side for centuries, the peoples remained divided and at enmity one with another, each retaining its own identity comparatively unmodified.

---

2 Cf. F. M. E. Pereira, Cronica de Saraqoa, p. 60.

(f) Complete Elimination of the Muslim Threat

When Minas, who had succeeded Galawdeos, died in 1563 the condition of the empire seemed desperate. The southern territories were in the hands of the Gallal hordes, in the north turbulent feudal nobles like the Ba‘r Nagash were in revolt and in alliance with the Turks in Masawwa who constituted an ever-present threat. But Minas was succeeded by his son Sarsha Dengel (Malak Sagad) who turned out to be one of the greatest warrior kings who ever occupied the throne. His reign was chiefly occupied with wars. His conquests, however, were bought at the price of the impoverishment of the empire and proved ephemeral. He was only nineteen when he succeeded to the throne and had first to break up a formidable coalition of chiefains under a pretender to the throne, Hamalinal, a descendant of Nao‘od. He then tried to form a defensive organization in the south by retaking the Sidama kingdoms to act as buffers against the Gallal menace. The most formidable focus of rebellion, Yeshag the Ba‘r Nagash of Hamaseen and Tigrai, who had remained faithful to his king throughout the whole period of the war with the Imam Ahmad but had rebelled against Minas, was left until Sarsha Dengel had fully established his rule within the country and taken measures against the Gallal in the south. But the Ba‘r Nagash knew that his time would come and began negotiations with the Turks of Debawwa and the Muslims of Harar to try to form an offensive coalition against Sarsha Dengel. The king learnt of his plans and decided to settle accounts with the weakest first.

Full of the Kingdom of Harar. In the meantime the State of Harar, reduced to the last degree of weakness and decadence, was dying. Fratricidal strife had weakened its internal unity and its population, drained of its most virile elements by the Imam Ahmad’s armies, was in no state to resist the devastating Gallal incursions, which also imperilled its commercial link with Zaila and brought upon it a state of economic decline.

Nur had been succeeded as amir by one of his slaves, an Abyssinian convert called ‘Uthman, who had risen high in his service and whose detachment from the partisan strife made him for the moment acceptable to both the aristocratic and popular parties. But having succeeded to power he pandered to the aristocracy, authorizing wine-drinking and other abominations in the eyes of the zealots of the proletariat who were attached to fanatical rigorist shaihkhins inspired by memories of the great Imam.
Islam in Ethiopia

Uthman negotiated a treaty with the Galla and induced them to attend the markets in Hararian territory. This was the first attempt made to weaken the nomadic warriors with the sublimate of civilization and bring them into contact with Islamic propaganda. He put Jibril, Nur’s son-in-law and an austere and fanatical adherent of the old school, in charge of one of these market centres. Jibril went to Zajjarbar in Aessa where popular opposition centred around him and he was joined by many partisans. A trivial incident caused revolt to flare out. One of the stipulations in the agreement with the Galla had been that all refugees should be restored to them. A Muslima, daughter of a noble of Harar, who had been taken by the Galla, turned up at Aessa. Jibril refused the Galla demand for restoration, but ‘Uthman ordered her to be handed over. Revolt burst out, but ‘Uthman’s general defeated and killed Jibril. Talha, a son of the wazir ‘Abbás, now became the centre of revolt and, whilst ‘Uthman was in Aessa, conquered the militia left in Harar and was elected sultan (1569), being the first of these amirs to take that title. In 1571 Talha was deposed since, says the Muslim chronicler, ‘he did not during his reign go out to war or the jihad’. The militaristic party brought the family of ‘Uthman back to power by electing his son Nasir as sultan and it was Nasir’s son, Muhammad IV, whom the Bahr Nagash invited in 1572/3 to join the coalition against the Negus.

The call to arms for a jihad against the Christians was immediately popular, for it was the last desperate attempt of the Hararian militaristic society to turn its weapons from the internecine strife, soon to annihilate its own social structure, to external conquest. Muhammad took considerable pains over the reorganization of his army and went out to meet the Abyssinians in 1577. After a hard-fought battle on the River Wehi he was defeated, captured, and executed together with the flower of the Hararian nobility, and Harar as a military power was extinguished for ever.\(^1\)

Whilst the army was away the Galla took the opportunity to raid Hararian territory, destroying a hundred villages and even besieging Harar city. One, Mansur b. Muhammad, organized new forces and was able to restore some semblance of order and regain the territory of Aessa. Mansur fell a prey to the usual internal partisan strife and was succeeded by Imam Muhammad Jasa, a member of Grani’s family, who, leaving his brother in charge of Harar with the title of wazir,\(^2\)

The Conflict of Christianity and Islam

The conflict of the sultanate in 1577 to the oasis of Aessa in the middle of the scorching Dankali desert which he thought would be less accessible to Galla raids. Thus begins the miserable history of the Imamat of Aessa. It did not prove to be secure from the Galla who raided it continually, and in 1583 the Waarra Daja’s killed Muhammad Jasa. The struggle between the partisans continued and during the next five years there was a succession of eight sultans. Surrounding nomad tribes gave the state little respite and one Somali raid penetrated into and pillaged Zaila which from 1630 became dependent upon the sharifs of Mukhā. Aessa degenerated to a barbaric state controlled by the nomadic Afar, and its dynasty finally disappeared sometime after 1672.\(^1\) Nomadism had completely reclaimed the once powerful Muslim kingdom.

So ended the existence of the most powerful Muslim state of north-east Africa. Known first as Ifat with its seat in eastern Shoa, it had passed into Adal with Zaila as the chief centre, and finally Harar, whence it degenerated into nomadism in the Dankali desert. Behind the rather sterile accounts of the rise of adventurers, exhortation to the jihad, wars, turbulence, and partisan strife, we catch glimpses of the once brilliant civic life of Harar, the richly laden caravans from the coast, the crowded and well-stocked markets, the enthusiasm of the religious procession, the brilliance of the sultans’ courts, and the encouragement of Islamic learning and the arts. We see more clearly the strength of the religious passions of the masses, their fervour for the jihad, unextinguished until the reversion to nomadism, and above all the formidable characters and military genius of the amirs.

With the break up of the Harar State the vital force of the old Islam in north-east Africa ebbed. Islamic power at one time had seemed capable of expanding over all the provinces of Abyssinia and drawing its medley of peoples into its fold. Its political extinction, so complete and irretrievable, was due chiefly to its own internal weakness.

Harar itself continued to exist as a city-state which became independent of the Imamat of Aessa in 1647 under ‘Ali b. Da’ud. It no longer attempted to spread Islam by extending its political power, but through peaceful propaganda was to be the chief agency for its dissemination throughout southern Ethiopia during the ensuing centuries.

Elimination of the Ottoman Threat. Having destroyed the power of Harar, Sarasa Dengel moved against Yeshag, the Bahr Nagash, who

---

2. Ibid., text, p. 57.

---

was in alliance with the Ottomans.¹ In 1578 he defeated their combined armies at ‘Addi Qorro in the Tigrai when both Yeshag and the Pasha were killed. The Negus then moved into the fortress of Debārwa, broke down its walls, and destroyed its mosque.

For some years the Negus was occupied in wars against Agao, Falasha, Nilotic, and Sidama tribes, and above all in repelling Galla invasions. Whilst he was in Sidama Erarya, which he converted to Christianity, a minor chief of the Tigrai allied himself to the Turks and helped them to reoccupy Debārwa. The king returned and advanced against them, but the Turks retired into Arkiko and he decided to try and evict them once and for all from Abyssinia. He failed in this. The fortress was attacked but so strongly held that it could not be taken, and the Abyssinian army being without reinforcements had to retire to the mountains to eliminate the rebel Tigrean chief. After accomplishing this and returning to Debārwa the Negus found rich gifts awaiting him from the Pasha Kadawert. He accepted these and made peace, and from that time (1589) the menace of Turkish conquest was lifted, for with the decline of Ottoman power, Arkiko and Masawawa¹ were handed over to a local Beja (Balaw) chieftain to act as nādīb (deputy) of the Ottoman government.

The last years of Sarṣa Dengel were passed in comparative tranquillity, his conquests proved ephemeral, and after his death in 1597 the old troubles started again, for feudalism was becoming the real master of a country in which regional loyalties counted for more than loyalty to a state suffering continual disintegration through the strong Galla federations moving ever deeper and deeper into the country.

4. PERIOD OF ISOLATION AND REGIONALISM
(a) Roman Propaganda and Nationalist Reaction

After the defeat of Ahmad Grāh the remnants of the Portuguese had settled down and intermarried with Abyssinians and their numbers had been augmented by Jesuit priests sent to convert Abyssinia to Roman Catholicism. These received a fairly friendly reception and in 1622 Pedro Paëz, the most able and tactful of them, succeeded in persuading the Emperor Susenyo (1607–32) to join the Roman Church. Susenyo, however, guided by the bigoted and overbearing Alphonso Mendez who succeeded Paëz in 1626, tried to make the new faith the national one, but only succeeded in bitterly antagonizing both the priests and the mass of Abyssinian Christians. The reception of a Latin patriarch made Roman Catholic religious propaganda look like an attempt at foreign domination. He completely alienated the Abyssinians by suppressing their most sacred customs; they were rebaptized as though they were pagans, their priests were reordered and churches reconsecrated, graven images and the Latin rite and calendar were introduced; whilst deeply rooted customs, like circumcision and the observance of the Sabbath, were prohibited.

The revolts which broke out against this latinization of the Church were genuine popular insurrections.¹ So bitter was the feeling aroused that some chiefs declared that they would prefer a Muslim ruler rather than submit to a Portuguese domination. At length Susenyo, worn out by the strain, could endure the popular reaction no longer and issued this proclamation:

Hark ye! Hark ye! We first gave you this faith believing that it was good. But innumerable people have been slain on account of it. Voxos, Qeberyl, Takla Gijorgis, Sarṣa Krestos, and now these peasants. For which reason we restore to you the faith of your forefathers. Let the former clergy return to the churches, let them put in their tabets, let them say their own liturgy; and do ye rejoice.²

He then abdicated in favour of his son Fasiladas (1632–67) and soon afterwards died. Fasiladas completely reversed his father’s religious policy and Ethiopia returned to the old Church-State tradition upon which the Solomonic throne was based. The feelings which had been aroused were such that toleration of alien religious propaganda such as had been allowed by Galawdewos and Sarṣa Dengel was no longer possible. Fasiladas expressed the popular feeling when he wrote to the Latin Patriarch:

They detested nothing more than the reiteration of Baptism, as if we had bin Heathens, before we had bin Baptiz’d by the Fathers. They re-ordain’d our Priests and Deacons, they burnt the wooden chests of our Altars, and consecrated some Altars of their own, as if ours had not bin consecrated before. Those things (i.e. concessions) are offer’d now too late, which might have bin easily at first allow’d: For now there no returning to that, which all the whole Nation abhors and detests: for which reason, all further colloquies and disputes will be in vain.³

¹ This is made especially clear from the life of the woman saint Walatta Pitikon; see the edition by C. Conti Rossini, C.S.C.O., 1912.
³ Job Ludolphus, op. cit., p. 364.

¹ For a detailed account of this campaign, see C. Conti Rossini, ‘La Guerra turco-abisiana del 1578’, G.M.I., 634–6, 684–91; ii, 43–57.
Abysinia was a military occupation of the country. All Abyssinians who did not return to the fold of their own Church were banished and their property confiscated. Further attempts on the part of Rome to send French Capuchins caused Fasiladas to make an agreement in 1648 with the pashas of Sawakin and Masawwa to execute all priests who tried to enter the country.

Abyssinian Christianity had suffered a profound spiritual crisis through the invasion of Imam Ahmad when apostasy had been general, and succeeding rulers had dallied with the idea of adopting a gradual policy of reconstructing the religious basis of the empire if necessary with the help and stimulus of the Western Church. But the extent to which Susenyos went in this reconstruction made him seem a traitor to his sacred calling as head of the national Church and he was bitterly opposed, not only by the clergy, but by the feudal governors and the masses of the people.

Roman Catholicism was thus robbed of its prospective religious conquest of Abyssinia on both political and religious grounds. On the one hand, the policy of complacency shown by earlier kings towards the alien religious propaganda was turned into sharp and bitter persecution when the Abyssinians realized that it was being used to undermine their religious tradition and national independence. They believed that European missionaries and their converts were being adapted to an illegitimate use by Portugal in preparation for an attack upon Ethiopian independence; and it was in order to anticipate this supposed danger that Fasiladas proceeded to stamp out Romanism so thoroughly and brutally.

But the chief reason for the failure of Roman propaganda was not political. It was above all rejected on religious grounds. The short-sighted Jesuit policy of latinizing the national Church evoked the spontaneous reaction of the people themselves. It was the refusal of the Jesuits to adopt a long-term policy of moulding their Western religious culture into Abyssinian forms which dealt Romanism its death blow, for only a long and patient process of cultural adaptation could have transformed it to suit the Abyssinian’s own peculiar mentality.

(b) Atrophy of Abyssinian Christianity and Renewed Progress of Islam

Fasiladas’s agreement with Muslims to secure Abyssinia against Western influence was a complete reversal of the former policy of reliance on the Portuguese to secure it from Muslim aggression through control of the Red Sea ports. All contacts with the Western world were broken, and it was the Muslims who now became the allies of the Abyssinians against what seemed to them the greater menace—the attempt of Europeans to undermine their national religion, the very embodiment of their national spirit. This isolation, besides causing religious regression and intensifying their characteristic national pride and xenophobia, aided the peaceful propagation of Islam.

During this time of internal religious troubles Islamic propaganda began to recover its equilibrium after the terrible shocks it had suffered, and was completely transformed. The whole attention of the Ethiopian Church had been concentrated upon the Roman Catholic danger to their national religious unity, and, when that had been averted, the Church had become involved in doctrinal disputes, a development which had been stimulated by controversies with the Jesuits. During this time Islam was progressing slowly but by peaceful means, especially amongst peoples only superficially influenced by Ethiopian expansion. Nor did its influence stop at the rapidly decreasing frontiers of the Christian kingdom; Manoel d’Almeida, who lived in Ethiopia from 1624–33, says that in his time adherents of Islam were scattered throughout the whole of the empire and formed a third of the population.

With the priests of the degenerate nationalistic Christianity of the wild highlanders involved in theological disputations, the simplicity and adaptiveness of Islam could not but appear attractive to the pagan peoples brought into contact with it. But Islam’s force of expansion amongst pagans in Ethiopia was helped by the fact that it was the religion hostile to that of the Amharic race who lorded it over them. In its original expansion amongst the Agao Christianity had absorbed such of their own customs and religious patterns as did not conflict with the essence of Christianity, whilst at the same time it had transmitted to them a new vitalizing Semitic religious core. But Amharic Christianity was now fixed and sterile. The result was that as it had become more and more fossilized to embody the spirit and form of Ethiopian nationalism, it was regarded by pagan tribes as the tribal religion of their enemies. Islam, on the other hand, opening its arms to embrace all and sundry who cared to join its brotherhood by the repetition of a simple formula, and accommodating as it was to their indigenous

---

1 C. Beccari, R.A.S.O., vol. xii (1913), letters nos. 13 and 23 to the King of Spain; J. B. Leuléphui, op. cit., p. 365.

practices, also gave new converts pride of membership of a universal religious system transcending all racial barriers, whilst their incorporation into the system opened up to them possibilities of deeper religious experience and greater control over the hostile world of spirits and demons.

Fasiladas, after expelling the Jesuits, attempted to form closer links with neighbouring Muslim powers. He sent an envoy to the Imam al-Mu’ayyad b’illah of Yaman in 1642 asking him to banish or kill any Portuguese he came across; and another embassy in 1647 to his successor, al-Mutawakkil al-’Ala’i, in charge of an Abyssinian Muslim, to inform the ruler of Yaman that not only did he desire friendly relationships with him, but he would not look unfavourably on the sending of Muslim missionaries to his dominions. A Muslim ‘alam was in fact sent in 1648, but he was greeted with so much opprobrium by the populace that Fasiladas advised him to return and sent him away loaded with costly gifts.1

The son of Fasiladas, Johannes I (1667–82), was alarmed by the progress of Islam and called a council at Gondar to decide what measures should be taken to resolve the religious confusion.2 In 1668 this council promulgated an edict of religious discrimination, which decreed that the Franks (descendants of the Portuguese) must leave the country unless they joined the national Church, whilst Muslims, who could not be expelled because they were an essential part of the economic life of the country, were forbidden to live with Christians and must inhabit separate villages or separate quarters in the towns. Thus the Muslims in Gondar, the new capital founded by Fasiladas far removed as he thought from the Gall frontiers, were compelled to leave the upper town and live in the lower quarter on the banks of the Qisha which they inhabit to this day.3 The Falashas were subject to the

3 Dr. Pocquet, who visited Abyssinia 1668–1700 to treat Isfais I, who was afflicted with some form of leprosy, writes: ‘Mahometans are tolerated at Gondar, but not in the lower Part of the Town, and in a separate Quarter. They are called Geberti, that is to say Slaves. The Ethiopiaans cannot endure to eat with them; they would not eat even of Meat that is kill’d by a Mahometan, nor drink in a Cup they have made use of, unless a Religious Man should bless it by reciting over it some Prayers and should breathe into it thrice, as it were to drive away the evil Spirit. When an Ethiopiaan meets a Mahometan in the Streets, he salutes him with his left Hand, which is a Mark of contempt’ (Pocquet, A Voyage in Ethiopia, 1709, p. 61). Pocquet also mentions a town called Emfess, a day’s journey from Gondar, which he says is ‘the only town of Ethiopia, where the Mahometans have public exercise of their Religion and where their Houses are mix’d with those of the Christian’ (op. cit., pp. 81–82). This may
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same rules as Muslims. This law could not at first have been very effective because it was renewed again in 1678.1

The real effect of these decrees was only to aggravate the danger from Islam. The Jabarti Muslims of the highlands joined the ranks of penalized communities like the Jews, Armenians, and Parsees. Debarred from owning land and engaging in agriculture they became proficient in commerce and handicrafts and drew the trade of the region still more completely into their hands. Since they belonged to a universal church and therefore, in contrast to other penalized minorities, carried within themselves the missionary urge, their social ostracism brought them into close association with all the subjected peoples, Falasha, Sidama, Galala, and Shangela, in their travels from market to market, and their Islam caused a slow social and religious fermentation amongst these peoples. Many of the Galala tribes accepted it as a social bulwark against Amharic nationalism when, had the Abyssinians sought to win them, they might by absorption have been drawn into the Abyssinian Church and nation.

A rather isolated incident from the reign of Isfais I (1682–1706), a great king who initiated many social and economic reforms and held up the disruption of the empire during his time, shows that the monarchy still had power to inspire respect from the petty Muslim coastal states. For centuries Abyssinia had employed Levantine merchants to export its produce and import foreign goods. In Isfais’s time these trade connexions were flourishing. The negroid Funj domination over the nomad Arabs of the Sudan assured the caravans security between Gondar and Cairo.2 The superintendent of this section was an

2 At the beginning of the sixteenth century an Arabo-speaking black tribe of unknown origin called the Funj suddenly appeared on the Blue Nile, dominated the Negroid agriculturalists of the Jofa and the Arab-Nubian nomads, brought the Christian kingdom of Alwa to an end in 1504, and as the ‘Black Sultanate’ controlled the Nile valley from Dongola to the sudan region and from Kordofan to the Abyssianian frontier. The new orientation caused by settlement at Gondar as a fixed capital directed attention westwards and northwards instead of southwards, and frontier troubles and raids were continuous, especially in the reign of Susane, when the Taka region was occupied. But on the whole the relations of the Sultanate and Abyssinia were comparatively peaceful, neither regarded the other as a potential menace threatening their independence.
Egyptian called al-Hājī ‘Ali. The traffic between the Red Sea ports and the East was in the hands of a merchant of Armenian origin called Murād, whose operations extended to Egypt, Syria, and as far as India. The Turks had made the head of the Balaw, an important Beja family of the Samhar whose chief centre was Arkiko (or Dokono), their na‘ib or deputy. In 1692 the na‘ib, Mūsā b. ʿUmar b. Ṭūmān, tried to extort a greatly increased import duty, and when Murād refused to pay he seized goods destined for the Negus which were awaiting at Ṣa‘ṣāwa. Ḣiyāṣu thereupon made an inland blockade of Ṣa‘ṣāwa and made preparations to attack the na‘ib, who thereupon collected the confiscated goods, added costly gifts, and went himself to the emperor at Axum, where he was graciously received and pardoned.1

(c) The Triumph of Regionalism

Collapse of the Monarchy. Since our chief concern is with the progress of Islam during this period we will content ourselves with a summary of the internal conditions in Christian Abyssinia as the background for our study of Islam.

The foundation of Gondar by Fasiladas was disastrous for the unity of such a physically tortured region as Abyssinia. The activities of the State had always been limited, but formerly, when Abyssinia had not had a fixed capital, the emperor moved from place to place with his whole court and, since it is the tābot which gives sanctity to the building, with his church too. Since the central state authority was mobile his potential power extended to the farthest regions of his empire. Gondar, on the other hand, is in the heart of Amhara, and though effective for the control of Begamder and to some extent Gōjām and Dāmoṭ, it was impossible for the king to make his authority felt in more distant provinces. A fixed capital enabled court intrigue to thrive more insidiously and coup d’état and the killing or imprisoning of monarchs became the rule. The kingdom of Gondar therefore slowly decayed, whilst Galla prisoners and mercenary troops drafted into the royal forces brought a further unstable element into the life of the Abyssinian capital, which soon came under their control.

Ḥiyāṣu II (1735–55) was the last Negus who had any semblance of authority, and even that was due to the influence of his mother and did not extend beyond the Amharic provinces and Gōjām. He was nick-named Ḥiyāṣu ‘the Little’ in contrast to his grandfather Ḥiyāṣu ‘the Great’. He waged war with the Funi kingdom on the Blue Nile (1735 or

2 Ibid., p. 165.
of the State had been a slow process and never completely successful, though it was helped by the mobility of the central government and the need to concentrate effort against the menace of the Muslim powers. But the widespread apostasy during the invasion of the Imam Ahmad Gräf, the security from external threat following his defeat, and the internal wars of religion, had still further weakened the bonds between region and region. The strength of the Solomonic tradition made the process of disintegration and separatism a long one, but gradually the distinctive peculiarities of each region had assumed predominance. Shoa, the very cradle of the Solomonic dynasty, is a good example. In Shoa, which was cut off from the rest of the empire by the Wallo Gallla soon after the death of Iyasu I, a small family grew from insignificant beginnings into the hereditary independent kingdom of Shoa, and it is from this local dynasty, through a later matrimonial alliance with a Solomonic, that the present Emperor is descended. Lästa became independent during the time of Räś Mikäl'el under an Agago dynasty which traced itself back to the former Zagwë royal house. Strangely enough Tigray, though the most powerful of them all and quite independent under successive rulers, never succeeded in retaining an hereditary dynasty.

All this time the empire had been shrinking as the Gallla advanced. They had surrounded and isolated many of the highly organized Sidama kingdoms from whom they had encountered fierce opposition, they had ascended into the upper valley of the Abäy and spread over a large part of Shoa; whilst others had ascended the escarpment from the valley of the Häwśh and penetrated into the highlands to form the Wallo, Yajju, and Réya groups.

The Gallla penetration of the highlands is important not only because of the part they played in the dismemberment of the empire by isolating provinces and providing the praetorian guards who dominated the monarchy, but also from the fact that they became Muslims. Cut off as they were from the main body of the Gallla they were influenced by the Abyssinians amongst whom they settled or whom they pillaged, but yet they were not absorbed. They adopted a semi-nomadic or even a settled agricultural life, they absorbed many Abyssinian social and political institutions, they lost their former democratic structure, they became powerful warrior tribes independent and antagonistic to each other, whilst many were recruited into the armies of the Negus and local kings as praetorians, and did much to accentuate the barbarization of the Abyssinians. At the same time all these tribes (Wallo, Yajju, and Réya) kept their Gallla identity, and during the eighteenth century they reinforced their independence by the adoption of Islam.

But so disunited were these Gallla tribes who penetrated and settled in the highlands that the monarchy was able to survive. Major Harris, who went on a mission to the King of Shoa in 1840, writes:

Although not nominally tributary to Gondar, both Birroo and Adaà Bille afford military aid whenever called upon, and the Wallo soldiery form the stoutest bulwark of the decayed empire. Were all these fanatic tribes of one accord, they could not fail to endanger the safety of Christian Abyssinia; but they are fortunately divided throughout by the same debts and private animosities which sever the southern Pagant. Hating Christian and heathen with all the dire invectivity enjoined by their creed, and shying both without mercy on every opportunity, the Wallo preserve all the superstitions of the latter, below whom they are in many respects debased by Mohammedan bigotry; thus affording a melancholy proof of what the whole Gallla nation must become, should it ever unfortunately happen that Abyssinia terminated her intestine struggles by falling under the grasp of a Moslem ruler. Intercourse with the northern states has imparted to the Wallo a higher degree of cultivation than is possessed by their countrymen in the south; and, passing nearly the whole of their time in the repetition of prayers, a proverb and general belief prevails, that their country can never be conquered by those who are not followers of the Prophet.¹

During this period of regional sovereigns (called the period of the mașṣef) from 1769 to 1855, the sacred character of the divinely ordained monarchy preserved the dynasty from actual extinction,² so that the Gallla, however much power they wielded, did not aspire to the throne, though it was possible for a bandit chieftain like Rës Kasa or the Shoa King Menelik to do so because they claimed Solomonic descent.

About 1840 political equilibrium seemed to have been reached and the new states to be fully born. The great protagonists had been reduced to four: Sähä Scäsë of Shoa, Wuhë (pronounced Ubyë) of Semën, Tigray, and Lästa;² Goshu of Gojam, and ‘Ali of the various Amhara

¹ W. C. Harris, The Highlands of Abyssinia (2nd ed. 1840), ii. 354-5.
² Major Harris writes (op. cit. iii. 34), 'although torn by civil war from one extremity to the other, the bond of the ancient Ethiopian empire is still not entirely dissolved and notwithstanding that the King of Kings has dwindled into the mere spectacle of imperial dignity—is deposed and restored to the throne at the caprice of every predominant ruler—his name at least is deemed essential to render valid the title of Ras, and through the latter, of the governors of all the dependent provinces'.
³ Ubyë, who was the sixth of the line of hereditary rulers of Lästa, gained control of Tigray after defeating Šab'agdi in 1831.
provinces (Dámot, Bégamder, Dambyâ, and the capital, Gondar). The Church was the only national institution which constituted a bond between the four regions, but it had reached the lowest ebb in its history. Since the death of Abba Qeritlos in 1830 it had been without an akâna, and when in 1840 Ubye sent an embassy to Egypt to acquire a new one, one of his reasons was to get him to sponsor a war against Râs 'Alt on the ground of his being a secret unbeliever. His arrival, write Ferret and Gallinier, 'filled the Christian population with joy. . . . Only the Muslims could not rejoice at the triumph of the Christian Church; they alone, in depression for their religious concern, viewed the arrival of the head of the Church as a disastrous event to the interests of Abyssinia.' Some of these kings received envoys from Western powers, with whom they drew up their own political treaties, and it seemed as though the imperial tradition was broken for ever. But that tradition still survived and the renaissance of its power, which led to the weakening of regional rulers, the unification of the empire, and an unprecedented expansion over pagan and Muslim regions, began with the appearance on the horizon of a menace which was common to all Abyssinia and its Church. This was the rise in Egypt, the Sudan, and the Red Sea of a great Islamic power seeking to extend its dominion over the whole of north-east Africa from the Nile to the Red Sea. Faced with such a menace the imperial tradition re-established itself amongst the Abyssinians as the one force of cohesion which could preserve their national independence and faith from extinction by Islam, and the vital forces of the country reoriented themselves around the throne. In addition to this threat the menacing advance of European powers into Africa further helped to cement and consolidate national unity.

The change began in 1853 when the Muslim-Galla supremacy was brought to an end by Kâsa, the bandit nephew of the hereditary chief of Kwâra. He had gathered around himself a force bitterly hostile to 'Alt and Islamic influence, and by his victories over Goshu of Göjân, 'Alt of Bégamder, Ubye of Tigray, and Hâyla Malakot of Shoa once more reunited Abyssinia, and, breaking with the Solomonid tradition, became King of Kings as Theodore III in 1855.

\[\text{Whom were the religious beliefs and attitudes of the people during this period?}\]

\[\text{What was the role of the Church in unifying the regions?}\]

\[\text{How did the external threat from Islamic powers influence the Abyssinian monarchy?}\]

\[\text{What were the implications of these events for the future of the empire?}\]
Islam in Ethiopia

It was a natural change in a transitional society for it strengthened their independence, reinforced the authority of the rulers, and facilitated the slave-trade.

The Galla in the Harar region, many of whom were now seminomadic or settled, had accepted a nominal Islam through the propaganda of that city-state whose political influence, however, they rendered weak and precarious, but the vast mass of the nomad Galla of the south and west (Artisi, Borana, and Leqa) were uninfluenced and retained their characteristic pagan institutions. Islam did not begin to spread among the Artisi until the second half of the nineteenth century.

In Abyssinia proper Islam was spreading rapidly since more and more of the immigrant Galla tribes began to profess it. Out of the anarchy which followed the death of Abs Milkal, a chief of the Muslim Yajju (Warra Shaikh) Galla called Ali (d. 1788) assumed control of central and north-western Abyssinia including the puppet emperor at Gondar and initiated a hereditary Galla dynasty of Begamder. These chiefs had to become nominal members of the national of God, used to lead the children and flocks around their churches crying at the top of their voices: "We invoke thee, O Mary!" (Amaazet de la pape de la Fo, xvii, 279).

The King of Entaya became a Christian in 1686 after an expedition by Sayja Dengel (Hist. Reg. Sarja Dengel, C.S.C.O., Ser. Arch., ser. ii, vol. iii, pp. 137-43). For two centuries the kingdom resisted the Galla, but in the end its king took refuge in Kaffa and the Galla were left masters of its Sidama inhabitants. Nonso was part of the kingdom of Entaya. It is extremely unlikely that the Mozas, as the Sidama Sleks are called by the Galla, ever were Christians. They live in the extreme west of Sidama territory next to the negro Masa and were pagan when conquered by Ras Tatsam in 1837.

1 W. C. Harris, op. cit., i, 591.
2 According to Gueldre Sellasie (Chronique du Rigne de Mentilii II, ed. M. de Coppet, 1937, i, 193) the family ancestor was Umar Shaikh who came from overseas during the time of the Imam Ahmad Gara and settled in Yajju. James Bruce gives us a vivid but exaggerated picture of Gusegal, the first historical figure of this family, whom he met in 1770. His son Ali was the first to become governor of Begamder with the title of Ras. Arnauld d'Abbadie, who travelled in Abyssenia 1836-38, wrote that Ali "voulut imposer l'Islamisme au ses sujets ca Begamder, mais cette tentative failut le peuple; il y renonca et... il mourut, recommandant a sa famille de respecter la foi de son peuple" (Douce aux dans la Haute-Ethiopie, 1865, p. 150). The following table shows the succession:

Guagui (d. 1777)

(1) Ali (d. 1788)
  (the Great)
(2) Ali Gaa (d. 1805)
  (Kafay's daughter)
  m. Merra Barento
  Geje
  (3) Guga (d. 1833)

(4) Imam (d. 1828)
  (5) Maryye (d. 1831)
  (6) Dori (d. 1831)
  (7) Ali (d. 1866)
  Alula
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Church for political reasons, but that did not modify their real sympathies. They favoured their co-religionists and some such as Ras Imam (d. 1828), son of Guga, openly supported Islam against Christianity. The last of the family, another 'Ali (son of Alula son of Guga), although nominally a Christian, appointed his uncle, who were fanatical Muslims, governors of great provinces where they introduced Islamic customs and made proselytes by persuasion and by force. 'Ali even tried to cult the rich 'Ali that the Imam Ahmad Gara by instituting pilgrimages to his tomb. The chronicler Dabata Zanab, who is naturally biased, writes: 'His relatives severely oppressed the poor; he was careless in rendering justice to all Abyssinians and in doing good. He feared not God and was Christian in name only, substituting magic (asmatl) for the Gospel of Jesus Christ.' The result was that the discontented Abyssinian clergy were foremost in fomenting revolts against the Galla supremacy which was not ended until Kasa defeated the last 'Ali in 1853. It was during this period of anarchy, when the morale of the Abyssinian Church was at its lowest ebb, that conversions to Islam in the highlands were most numerous. An exaggerated claim has been made that during 'Ali's rule one-third of the population of the central provinces joined Islam. Although this could hardly be true even if it included the Gallas, it does show that there were numerous conversions.

1 C. Ferret and Garilier, Papyre en Abyssinie (1847), ii, 241-4; G. Massias, op. cit. xi. 98. A fundamental law of the Ethiopian State was that princes had to be Christians, therefore Muslims who aspired to the status of nobility had to change their religion. Such conversions were only nominal and when made governors of provinces they did not make them to favour Islam. Massias writes: 'Ognao comprende que movente di queste conversioni essendo la sete di regnare, nel fatto non si ridussero che ad una formald aa externa, restando poi i nuovi convertiti veri musulmani nei cuori e nei costumi. E perciò accadeva che, elevati alla dignità di Rasa, si cercavano di musulmani, dando ad essi la maggior parte di impieghi e colmandoli di titoli, ricchezze e favori; e così l'Abissinia cristiana invasa e popolata da questa pretensia massa, passò col' andar del tempo sotto il giogo dell'islamismo' (op. cit. ii. 162).

2 Massias, op. cit. ii. 162. Ras Ali was by no means supreme among the Galla tribes. From the Journals of Isenberg and Krafft (1843, pp. 335-8) we learn that the Wallo Galla paid only nominal allegiance to him, that the seven Wallo tribes were always quarrelling together, that Imam Lisan, son of Amad, chief of the Warra Himano was considered as the defender of the Mahomedan faith, and Head of the Mahomedan party; and this is the reason for the attachment which all these tribes entertain towards him. He is the representative of the Mahomedan power in Abyssinia. He is the Muhemedo, as they significantly call him' (ibid. p. 147).

3 M. M. Moreno, La Cronaca de Re Teodorico, R.S.E. ii. 149. See also the account of Imam's father, called Amad (Ahmad) of the Warra Himano, who destroyed churches and converted Christians by force; H. Webl-Blunet, The Royal Chronicle of Abyssinia, 1769-1840, pp. 443 and 487-8; and C. Conti Rossini La Cronaca Reale dell'Africa dell'anno 1600-anni 1840 (Rome 1927), §§ 1-2, 14.

Other travellers speak of large numbers of Christians of the plateau joining Islam.' On the other hand, it must be remembered that travellers passing along the recognized trade-routes and staying at places like 'Adawa (Adwa) where a quarter of the population were Muslim,2 got an exaggerated impression of the number of Muslims; and such statements should be qualified by that of H. A. Stern who worked amongst the Falasha about 1860, 'the followers of the Arabian prophet, though not numerous, except in Gondar, are still to be found in small bands all over the country.' It was during this period of troubles that the conversion of the Tigré-speaking nomadic tribes in what is now called Eritrea began. These were Christian tribes and the two chief reasons for the change are those given by Plowden4 for the conversion of the Habib about 1820; these were the anarchic condition of the country and the influence of Muslim traders and missionaries. The decadence and utter apathy of the hereditary priesthood allowed Islam to infiltrate unopposed. In many districts priests who had died had not been replaced, churches had been neglected and had fallen into disrepair. The loss of priests, and especially the tabot, for which Abyssinian Christians have a superstitious veneration, gave them a feeling of religious insecurity. Having lost the religious safeguards which had formerly guarded them through the crises of life they were ready to turn to another faith which could help them to regain their stability. Further, as Lejean writes:

the fanatical nomads who surrounded them profited by their isolation to harass them and induce them by persuasion or by force to embrace Islam. These manoeuvres took on a systematic character under the influence of the ndib, whose fanaticism was here entangled with political machinations; the tribes having joined Islam could no longer refuse to pay them tribute, nor could they count on help from their co-religionists of Abyssinia.5

Traders were continually passing through their lands, setting up their markets at villages and traditional wayside centres and accustomed them to the simplicity and power of Islamic faith and practice. Then when the missionary urge reawoke in Islam at the beginning of the nineteenth century as a reaction to Western imperialism, through the influence of Wahhabism and the preaching of Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idris

---

1 See T. C. Beke, ' Routes in Abyssinia', J.R.G.S. xxiv. (1844), 51-52; C. M. Isenber, Abyssinien und die Evangelische Mission (Bonn, 1844), p. 36.
2 G. Sapeto, Viaggio e Missione Cattolica fra i Menso, i Boge e gli Habsh (Rome, 1857), p. 140.
4 Quoted below, see p. 160.
5 G. Lejean, Theodore II (1865), p. 236.

---
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al-Fäst, in a revival which sent missionaries throughout the length and breadth of Islamic Africa, all the Tigré-speaking nomadic tribes, whose ruling classes were certainly Christian, were claimed by Islam. The Bani Amir, who had been influenced earlier by the fugar of the Funj confederation of the Blue Nile into which they were at one time incorporated, were brought a more ardent Islam by Muhammad 'Uthmán al-Mirghani, a missionary sent out by Ahmad ibn Idris in 1817. The Mäya and Bait Asgede joined Islam about 1820 through the influence of traders and especially the Âd Shaikh family of missionaries; other Tigré-speaking tribes were still nominally Christian but coming under Muslim influence, and after the Egyptian conquest they were all, together with the majority of the Bilfen, to find it politically expedient to adopt Islam.

Travellers have given as one reason for the success of Islam in Christian regions the moral superiority of the Muslims over the Christians, but it is extremely doubtful if this would have any effect upon these peoples. Rüppell says that the Muslim Jabarti were more active and energetic than the Christians. Most of their children learnt at least the elements of reading and writing, whilst Christian children rarely received any education at all unless they were destined for the priesthood or monastery. He also says that if a trustworthy person were needed to fill any post a Muslim was usually selected.6

The spread of Islam as elsewhere in Africa was facilitated above all by commerce. The Abyssinian is a warrior or a peasant and despises trade, consequently Muslims controlled all trade from the markets of the great towns to the smallest wayside market,7 whilst all imperial trade connexions were with Muslim countries through the Muslim trading settlements along the coast.

During the time of internal troubles we should remember that Christian Abyssinia was faced by no direct menace from Islam such as would have served to unite all the Christians. The governors of Tigrai were arbiters of the ndib of Arkiko, the Sudanic Muslim confederation of Sennar was in a state of decadence and disruption, the petty oasis Sultanate of Ausa could hardly maintain its existence amongst the independent 'Afar tribes surrounding it, whilst Harar was a commercial and religious city-state of little political importance; and the Somali to the south lacked all political cohesion. The Galla were the real menace. As we have seen, the empire was exhausted after the

---

6 E. Rüppell, Reise in Abyssiniien (Frankfurt, 1833), 1. 327-8, 366.
7 Cf. Ferret and Gallinier, op. cit. ii. 421, G. Sapetto, op. cit., p. 140.
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devastation caused by Gräfin's invasion, when they first began to swarm over the south like locusts so that it was said, 'that which the palm-tree
wound hath left hath the locust eaten' (Joel 1:4). Yet the Christians
did not react against the Galla as a people who threatened their inde-
pendence, for their lack of any real cohesion and the early victories of
the emperors over them led the Ethiopians to underrate the menace to
Ethiopian nationalism that they actually were. But the influence of the
Galla through infiltration into the highlands was in fact deadly. If the
Christians had only regarded their conversion as an auxiliary to their
conquest, as the early Solomonids did with the Agao and Menelik at
the end of the nineteenth century, and claimed those kindred tribes as
brothers, the whole situation would have been altered. As it was the
decadence of the Church and the Abyssinian pride of race which set
up Christianity as a national possession did not allow this. So the Galla
split up the highlands, joined Islam, and brought about the collapse of
the monarchy and the temporary triumph of regional particularism.

The influence of Islam in Abyssinia at the end of this period was
such that Cardinal Massaia, who spent thirty-five years in the country
as a missionary, stated that were another Ahmad Gräfin to come and
unfurl the banner of the Prophet the whole of the country would
become Muslim. His statement certainly shows the extent of Islamic
influence, but his conclusion is wrong, because it was in fact an external
threat which once more led to the political unification of Abyssinia.

5. UNIFICATION OF THE ETHIOPIAN EMPIRE

(a) The Renaissance of Islam in the Nineteenth Century

The New Egypt and Abyssinia. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century new stirrings were evident in the life of African Islam which
were to threaten the independence of Abyssinia and lead to its unifica-
tion and an era of conquest. These stirrings showed themselves in two
spheres, the political and religious. The first was the remarkable
reign of Muhammad 'Ali and its expansion over the whole of the Nile valley and the Red Sea. The
second was a process of religious fermentation amongst the peoples of the
eastern Sudan, slow at first, but which was to burst out with
devastating suddenness into a vast conflagration of Mahdist fanaticism.

Muhammad 'Ali's totalitarian rule brought to Egypt such wealth
as it had not known since the days of the Fāṭimids. With this wealth

1 Massaia, op. cit. xi. 98.

he was able to initiate and partially accomplish an ambitious programme
of expansion. First he turned to the regions south of Aswān, and between
1820 and 1822 had brought under his rule without encountering any
effective opposition all the little chiefdoms, remnants of the Funj
confederation, along the Nile from Dongola to Sennār, together with
the nomad tribes of the Butāna in the east and Kordofān in the west.
In 1830 he founded the provincial capital of Khartoum at the juncture
of the two Niles.

Muhammad 'Ali's conquests directly menaced Abyssinia. Naturally
his supremacy was not felt by it. He had now established the political
unity of the Nile valley for the first time in history, he was extending
his rule towards its equatorial sources, and felt that the prosperity and
security of Egypt should be fully assured by extending his conquests to
those Ethiopian sources from which Egypt receives her great reserves of
water.

The first hint of these ambitions came in 1818 when his son Ibrahim
was appointed governor of the Hijāz and Abyssinia, which was included
because the sultan had leased Masawwā’ to Egypt. When Muhammad
'Ali undertook the Sudan expedition in 1820 he told Salt, then British
Consul-General in Cairo, that he intended to invade Abyssinia after
Sennār. Salt told him that the European powers would not tolerate
an unprovoked attack on the only African power that had preserved its
Christianity.1 Sabdarāt in the Gash region was reached in 1823; but
Muhammad 'Ali did not follow up his conquests in Africa, because,
like so many Egyptian rulers, he was diverted by the mirage of the
conquest of Syria. When his Syrian adventure failed through coming
up against Western powers and he realized that Egyptian expansion
must be confined to Africa, he was in failing health and his finances
were nearing exhaustion, yet he had sufficient energy in 1838 at the age
of seventy to travel up the Blue Nile towards the Abyssinian frontier.

The Egyptians had three points from which Abyssinia could be
harassed, Qalābāt and Ti̇ka in the east, and Masawwā’ in the west.
In 1838 the first serious conflict took place when the Egyptians raided
Abyssinian territory from Qalābāt and threw Gondar into a panic.2

1 Sabry, L’Empire Égyptien sous Muhammad-Ali (1830), pp. 66-67; J. H. Hall, The Life and
Correspondence of Henry Salt, ii. 68.
2 ‘Somar Chronicle’, see H. A. MacMichael, History of the Arabs in the Sudan, ii. 397.
3 Gondar was not sacked as is often stated. This is confirmed from both Sudanese sources
(cfr., MacMichael, op. cit. ii. 398) and Abyssinian sources (Budge, Hist. Eth. ii. 432). See also
P. Mengin, Histoire sommaire de l’Égypte sous le gouvernement de Muhammad Ali (Paris, 1839),
iii. 97-98.
It was said, probably without foundation, that an agreement had been reached between Muslim Gallà partisans of Ràs 'Ali and Egyptian emissaries who had penetrated there disguised as merchants to prepare the way for an Egyptian invasion. The raid caused much bitterness and accentuated religious hatred because so many churches were defiled by the Egyptians. Above all, it made an implacable enemy of Käss, nephew of Dajjich Kenfu, hereditary chief of Kwârâ, Chalga, and other frontier districts bordering on Senmâr, whose primary duty was frontier defence. Käss entered heart and soul into the border warfare against the Egyptians and the raid was avenged by Kenfu. Muhammad 'Ali intended to retaliate, but Ràs Ubyè of the Tigray complained to the French and British Governments about the infringement of Abyssinian territory, and they brought pressure to bear upon him to give up his ideas of conquest in Abyssinia.

After this, until the reign of Isma'il Pasha, Egypt abandoned any policy of direct conquest, though Egyptian influence consolidated itself on the border and began to penetrate the Eritrean lowlands where the Bâni 'Amir accepted her suzerainty. Kasala was founded by Ahmad Pasha 'Abû Adhâm' in 1840 as the capital of Tâka Province from whence raids were organized against the isolated Christian tribe of the Bîlên inhabiting the fertile valleys of the Kerê region. Kûf, forty miles from Kasala, was maintained as a frontier fort from 1852 to 1857, whence raids were made on the pagan Kunâmâ. In 1844 the Turks had got to a foothold on the Red Sea mainland by occupying Arkoko, only to be forced back on to the island, and in 1846 they leased Mâsawma to Muhammad 'Ali. The effect of foreign influence was to bring down bloody reprisals from Abyssinian chieftains upon the tribes in the Samhar plain and the valleys of the 'Ansebâ and Baraka who favoured the Egyptians, thus still further alienating them and opening the way to further Egyptian and Islamic influence.

Islamic Awakening in the Sudan. At the beginning of the nineteenth century there was a reawakening of Islamic propaganda which was most evident in the dervish orders. Most of the orders had fallen into a state of decadence and existed only as quasi-mystical schools, but through the teaching of Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idrîs (d. 1837), a Maghribi shaikh settled at Mecca, whose philosophy of life had been influenced by Wahabî teaching, new militant orders like the Sanûsiyya or worldy ones like the Mîrghâniyya were founded and the old orders were revivified.

For centuries Arabs from the Yaman, Hîzîz, and Ḥâdramawt had been infiltrating into the vast plains of the Sudan. Some had mixed with Nubian and Beja tribes between the main Nile and the Red Sea, producing mongrel Arabic-speaking Hamitic aristocracies like the Ja'ilîyîn of Shendi. Others in the Jâzîra, Kordofân, and Dârfûr had mixed with black tribes to form either sedentary agricultural groups with weak tribal ties or fully tribal nomadic cattle-breeding Baqârâ. All these tribes had come under Turk-Egyptian rule, and the work of propagandists was producing amongst them religious fermentation. At the same time the breaking up of pagan tribes through slave-raiding, recruitment into Egyptian regiments, and superficial Islamization, brought new religious potentialities into an already dangerous field. At this stage amongst all these disquieted and mutually hostile groups began to spread the new words, jîhâd and Mahdi, words which had been virtually unknown to the placid Islam of the Funj kingdom, and kindled a slow fire which was to burst out into a conflagration of Mahdist revolt and sweep the hated foreign oppressors out of their land.

Both these movements, the expansion of Egypt and religious fermentation in the Egyptian Sudan, were premonitory signs of the reawakening of the Islamic threat to a divided and weakened Abyssinia.

(8) First Attempts at Unification

The epic story of the rise to power of Kâss is well known to all who are interested in Abyssinia. He was a local chieftain who succeeded his uncle Kenfu in the command of the frontier province of Kwârâ and built up a powerful army whose only allegiance was to himself. He came into conflict with Râses Goshu of Gojâm and 'Ali of Gondar. By 1853 both had been defeated and he was ruler of Amhara and Gojâm, his only serious rivals being Ubyè of Tigray and Hayla Malakot of Shoa. Two years later, after defeating the Râs of Tigray, he was crowned emperor, taking the throne name of Theodore (TÈwÔdr̓s). Because of an old prophecy that a king of that name would appear to destroy Islam and reconquer Jerusalem.


2 The first literary reference to this legend is in the Fekkare Jbus (Interpretation of Jesus) which belongs to the period of the early Solomandis. It would be indeed strange if some form of the Messianic hope did not awaken in a country like Abyssinia.
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popular amongst a peasantry ravaged by long years of civil war, but his administrative reforms aroused the hostility of the feudal nobles. In the attempt to secure internal security he broke up the provinces into smaller units over which he placed his own governors. Naturally the feudal aristocracy reacted violently against this encroachment upon their power. Theodore realized that he had a difficult struggle before him and the rest of his reign was taken up with the attempt to crush both the nobles and the Galla. His unification having been carried out by force he had to rely on the prestige of his military might and fear of reprisals to maintain internal security. The rest of the story is well known. Revolts broke out continually and the rebels were pitilessly exterminated, his good qualities were submerged by the corruption of his nature in accordance with Acton’s law and he degenerated into a cruel tyrant.

In 1862 Egypt made another abortive attempt to invade Abyssinia from the Sudan under Must Pasha Hamdi. Theodore and the Egyptian general avoided meeting each other and an outbreak of smallpox forced the Egyptian army to withdraw to the Sudan. This was the year in which Theodore sent his famous letter to Queen Victoria, the ignoring of which by the Foreign Office led to Napier’s campaign. In his ignorance of European politics he thought of England as a natural ally against Muslim powers, whereas in fact England had just been allied with the Turks against Russia. In this letter he wrote:

My fathers, the Emperors, having forgotten the Creator, He handed their Kingdom over to the Gallas and the Turks. But God created me, lifted me out of the dust, and restored the Empire to my rule. He endowed me with power, and enabled me to stand in the place of my fathers. By this power I drove away the Gallas. But for the Turks I have told them to leave the land of my ancestors. They refuse, I am now going to wrestle with them.

When no reply was received Theodore imprisoned the British Consul and other Europeans. In 1867 the British Government sent an expedition under Sir Robert Napier. Theodore, having alienated the whole of Abyssinia through his cruelties, was deserted and unable to offer any effective opposition and committed suicide when the amba of Maqdala was stormed. The success of the British expedition had considerable effect on Egyptian policy.

Renewal of Egyptian Plans for Expansion. The death of Theodore

---

1 His attempts to convert the Muslims having failed he issued a decree in 1864 proscribing Islam and declaring that all Muslims who would not become Christians were rebels. "Cit acte," writes Lejean, who travelled in Eritrea 1862-4, eût sous gouvernement impérial et juste. Les musulmans étaient en Abyssinie dans la position fort subalterne qu’occupent les circons d’Orient dans les États musulmans. Restés depuis les siècles étrangers au milieu des armes, ils n’avaient jamais part aux troubles politiques de l’empire, et se contentaient de s’hibérner par le commerce, qu’ils avaient en partie monopolisé. Aussi, presque toutes les villes d’Abyssinie étaient musulmanes, soit en totalité comme Direitta, Emmata, Atlita-Ambo, Massau, soit partiellement comme Gonder et Mahder-Mariam. La minorité privée des musulmans était généralement supérieure à celle de la population chrétienne. On ne pouvait leur rohaperer que l’abominable commerce des esclaves, qui est peut-être le bout le plus nécessaire de l’islamisme; mais le négoce avait le droit de frapper de coupables convaincus de trahison, il n’avait pas celui de proscrir un culte tout entier. . . . La plupart se soumettent, comme à Gonder; d’autres (ceux de Direitta par exemple) quittent leurs maisons et leurs petites fortunes probablement acquises et se réfugient dans les lois (G. Lejean, Theodore II, pp. 124-6).


---


2 E. A. W. Budge, History of Ethiopia, ii. 492 ff.
marked the failure of the first attempt to reconstruct a unitary Ethiopian State, and when Napier withdrew the British force in 1868 the fate of Abyssinia was left to be fought over between Gobazé of Lästa, Menilik of Sho'a, and Bebes Käš of Tamberi, with Egypt watching her opportunity in the north. Out of the struggle Käš arose triumphant and was crowned emperor as John IV (1872–89). Sho'a, however, remained independent under Menelik who had escaped from Maqdala in 1865 and re-established himself on his throne. John had little opportunity for internal reform, for throughout most of his reign he was distracted by the encroachments of external powers, Egyptians, Mahdis, and Western nations, over all of whom he won a remarkable series of victories.

The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 brought an end to the isolation of Abyssinia and when Egypt under Isma'il Pasha (1863–79) revived the idea of its conquest, the attempt was not planned to take place from the Sudan but from the Red Sea coast. The ease with which Theodore had been overthrown by Napier's force led Egypt to underestimate the task of conquering the country. In 1865 the lease of the ports of Sawtikin and Masawa', which had lapsed after the death of Muhammad 'Ali, was renewed in favour of Isma'il. Egyptian rule was more energetic than that of the Turks and was welcomed by the nomads who had been suffering severely during the anarchy of the last years of Theodore from the raids of the hill tribes. Soon some of these hill tribes themselves began to seek Egyptian protection and when Isma'il appointed Münzinger, a Swiss adventurer, as governor of Masawa' in 1871 he initiated the scheme of throwing a bridge across the Keren hills to link up the Egyptian possessions. He first reconstructed and fortified Masawa' and then, making himself the 'protector' of the Bilen tribes, he was able to occupy the Keren–Bilên region in 1872. The Emperor John, although distracted by internal troubles, was near the point of declaring war on the Egyptians. At the same time the Egyptians were occupying the Somali coast from Zaila' (1870) to Cape Guardafui.

In the meantime Ahmad ibn Abi Bakr, the Amir of Harar who was visited by Richard Burton in 1855, had died (1866) and the throne had been usurped by Muhammad ibn 'Ali who was in league with the Galla and persecuted his own people, with the result that they appealed to the Khedive Isma'il. The expedition under Ra'uf Pasha which had annexed Zaila' and Berbera crossed the desert to Harar and annexed it in 1875, without encountering any resistance except from some of the Galla.

So ended the independence of the petty city-state of Harar after less than two centuries of existence.

Although the Egyptian occupation of the Harar region was but transitory, it had considerable effect upon the diffusion of Islam. The Galla of the region had tried to resist the invaders, but after various fights in which their primitive lances were of little avail against the firearms of the Egyptians they had to submit. The Egyptians managed to decay their chiefs into Harar and threw them into prison, then forced them to dissolve their parliament, deliver up their Abba Bokku, cut off their daggers or long hair, and submit to circumcision. A great number preferred to be killed rather than be thus humiliated, but after three or four years they were reduced to such misery that the majority submitted. Fekis were encouraged to travel in all directions to teach the social discipline of Islam, and the performance of the Islamic prayer was made obligatory under penalty of confiscation of property. That was the end of Galla supremacy in south-eastern Ethiopia.

In 1874, Egypt was left with a free hand by the Western powers to act as she pleased with regard to Abyssinia. Münzinger’s plans and Isma'il’s only hope of success were based upon a disunited Abyssinia, but John, who had no intention of allowing the country to lapse into the anarchy of Theodore’s later rule, had been consolidating his power.

In 1875 three Egyptian expeditions set out; one from Zaila' which, we have seen, succeeded in occupying Harar; another diversionary one from Tahura under Münzinger was annihilated by the Sultan of Aussa, who was in alliance with the Emperor, on the shores of Lake Abolada on the Hawash; whilst the third and largest which set out from Masawa' under 'Arağl Bey was also almost completely wiped out by John’s Tigreans at Gunet near the Mareb.

Egypt, faced by this loss of prestige, prepared a new expedition in 1876. In response the Emperor John proclaimed a mass levy which took on the character of a crusade against the Muslims. It was in fact the first time for centuries that the Abyssinians as a whole responded to a call to protect their land and faith, and the clergy were the most potent instruments of propaganda. The popular movement was such that even Menelik, who the previous year had been intriguing with Münzinger, felt he ought to send his complement of troops. The

3 According to Reh thickness, Meine Mission nach Abessinien (1883), p. 62.
Egyptians suffered a disastrous and ignominious defeat near Gura which sealed the fate of their imperialist pretensions. The peace which was arranged still left Egypt in control of the Keren area, but a few years later when the Mahdist revolt flared out in the Sudan, all her possessions in East Africa were abandoned.

The Emperor John’s attempt at Religious Unity. The defeat of the Egyptians consolidated John’s rule. In 1878 he settled relations with Menelik who was recognized as King of Shoa and Wallo but renounced his claim to the imperial throne. Although the unification appeared fairly complete John was faced with the eternal problem of creating a real unity which would endure after his death. He initiated reforms and endeavoured to revive the missionary impulse within the petrified state religion. He had seen the old fanaticism flame out against Egyptian aggression and felt that the only sound basis for his policy was religious sentiment, for this would make allies of the clergy and the people they could so easily inflame. Travellers have commented on his sincere but fanatical piety and there are indications that he would have preferred a life of retirement. He had married a Muslim woman called Halima, after converting her to Christianity, and when she died in 1871 he vowed never to remarry or take any other woman. General Gordon wrote of him, “Johannes, oddly enough, is like myself—a religious fanatic. He has a mission, and will fulfil it, and that mission is to christianize all Musulmans.”

In 1878 after his Shoa expedition he called a council of the Church at Borummeda (north of Dessie) to try to settle the doctrinal disputes which had agitated the Church for so long, and this Council also promulgated an edict which ordered the Dabra Libhons party to renounce their so-called heresy, whilst non-Ethiopian Christians, Muslims, Jews, Galla, Qamant, and pagans were ordered to join the national Church. Christians were given two years grace to submit, Muslims three years, and pagans five years. Shortly afterwards Muslims were ordered to build churches in the places where they lived and pay tithes to their parish priests. All officials of the State had either to accept baptism or resign their offices. The Imam Muhammad ‘Ali and Imam Abba Watta, the two most powerful chiefs of the northern and southern Wallo Galla, were amongst those converted and took the names of Mikael and Hayla Maryam respectively. Some Muslims removed themselves into Galla country or Muslim lowlands or pagan areas

---

1 See Massaia, op. cit. xi. 60. He also writes of the important part which Muslim women played in diffusing Islam, op. cit. xi. 97-98.
3 Massaia, op. cit. xi. 61-62. In John’s treaty with Menelik, Art. VI stated that Menelik shall rule the Wallo Galla Muslims; Art. VII that Menelik must build Christian churches in the Wallo country and introduce Christianity there (Wyke, Modern Abyssinia, 1901, 8-471). Menelik did in fact baptize the Imam Abba Watta of the Warra Fso and other chiefs.
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where they formed new diffusion centres. Others conformed, but conformity meant very little for all that was required was the outward sign of baptism and payment of tithes. Cardinal Massaia saw some of them go straight from the church where they had been baptized to the mosque to have this enforced baptism wiped off by a Muslim holy man. Further, these conversions were confined to men only and, since the women are the preservers of tradition, they could have little real effect. By 1880 some 50,000 Muslims, 20,000 pagans, and half a million Galla are said to have been baptized. The result of such enforced conversions was merely to increase the hatred of Galla and Muslims for the Christians. That such measures were contrary to the general tolerance of the Abyssinians is shown by Münzinger, who wrote in 1867: ‘L’Abyssinie est généralement un pays de tolérance: chrétiens de toute confession, musulmans, juifs, païens vivent très paisiblement ensemble et font même des prospérités sans que l’Église ou l’État s’en occupent.’ The attempt to impose a religion by political means always fails unless it is backed up by genuine religious feeling, and the Emperor John’s attempt proved abortive because it was little more than a political expedient to get unity in the highlands masquerading under a religious guise. Full religious freedom was restored to the Muslims in 1889 after the death of the Emperor John.

The Mahdiyya of the Sudan and Abyssinia. The vast Sudan possessions of Egypt were at this time in a state of utter misery through misgovernment and the slave-trade, and the stage was all set for an outburst of fanaticism. The Dongolawi slavers, of whom Zuhair Pasha was the chief, had organized the wild Baqqara (cattle-breeding Arabs) for the purpose of the trade, but these had lately been somewhat repressed by the activities of General Gordon. When, therefore, a Dongolawi feist, called Muhammad Ahmad, proclaimed himself the expected Mahdi in
1881, he was able, after he proved his divine mission by initial successes, to gain over both the more suppressed elements of the population who were easily fired to fanaticism by their misery, as well as the warlike Baqāra seeking new outlets for their lust for plunder.

In 1883 the British, in control of Egypt since the revolt of 'Arabī Pāša in the previous year, decided upon the abandonment of the Sudan. Qebrāf on the Ethiopian frontier fell to the Mahdist in 1884, but the Egyptian garrison continued holding out in Kasala, fearing that its fall would leave the way open to the sea at Maśawwa'. England sought, therefore, to gain the support of Ethiopia, and proposed that, in exchange for help in saving the garrison on the border, Egypt should cede the Keren-Bilen territory back to Ethiopia. The garrisons of Qalāḥ and other smaller places were relieved and Rās Alula was sent to relieve Kasala. Although he won a victory over 'Uthmān Dīqa at Kūfī, the Kasala garrison failed to take advantage of it and the city was taken in 1885 soon after the fall of Khartoum. Berbera, Zāla', and Maśawwa' now fell into the hands of European powers, whilst Harar, which had been evacuated by the Egyptians in 1885 and placed under one of its own chiefs, 'Abd Allāh b. Muḥammad, was taken by Menelik in 1887.1

In 1887 the Abyssinians became more active and Negus Tākla Ḥājmānūt inflicted a defeat on the dervish amir under Wād Arbāb at Metemma. The Khalīfa regarded this town as an indispensable frontier fort and in June of the same year an immense army of dervishes under Abū 'Anja and Zaki Tūmāl invaded Abyssinia and won a victory over Tākla Ḥājmānūt at Debra Sina some thirty miles from Gondar. The victors entered Gondar, burnt buildings and churches, killed the priests and monks, and carried off the women and children. John ordered Menelik to march against them. He took his time and when he arrived the dervishes had retired. About this time a dervish expedition was sent into the Wallega region in southern-western Ethiopia. It made contact with Galla leaders, such as Jotē Abīb Iggū of the Lēqā Qellēn then engaged in resisting a Sharo invasion and penetrated as far as the Gībē of Nōmno, but was defeated by Rās Gobana and forced to withdraw.2

In 1888 the Emperor sent a delegation to Omdurman nominally to pay his respects to the Khalīfa, but in reality to reconnoitre the land.

---
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sions, control of which he believed to be essential to the consolidation of his power and the safety of the trade-routes.

Whilst Emperor John's struggle against Mahdism and Italian penetration was going on in the north, other far-reaching events were happening in the south. Menelik's predecessors had been gradually conquering the fertile region of the Wallo Galla and John had recognized his right to it when, after six years of campaigns (1871–6), Menelik had finally crushed all resistance. Menelik then turned his attention to the conquest of the rich regions south and west of Shoa. He began in 1881 by sending an expedition into the Artu region which was not very successful, but he soon turned towards the basin of the Gibi and Omo. The key to western Ethiopia was the powerful Sidama kingdom of Kaffa which had fiercely defended its independence for centuries, but this he left until he had reduced all the surrounding countries. His first act was to save Kaffa from the attack of another king. The Negus of Gojam, Takla Haymamot, instigated by John, had been making excursions into the Jimma and Kaffa regions to try and counteract Menelik's expansion. The first attack on Kaffa by Ras Diressa in 1880 provoked desperate resistance from the Kaffan king Gallito and his son Kennito. This was followed by two more Gojamite expeditions, and in 1882 Menelik, to save its becoming a prey to the Gojamites, intervened by sending his Galla general, Ras Gobana, against them, and in a battle which took place on the territory of the Galla Gudru defeated the Gojamite army and took its negus prisoner. The Emperor John, seeing his policy of equilibrium in danger, now intervened and was powerful enough to order Menelik to present himself with his prisoner. For fighting without his permission John took the Wallo Galla territory away from Menelik and Agao-Meder from Takla Haymamot. The Wallo Galla now came under John who baptized its chief, Muhammad 'Ali, son of 'Ali Liban, under the name of Mikael, and put half the Wallo country under him. But John, to avoid alienating Menelik too much, proposed a marriage between his own son and Menelik's daughter Zawditu. In the agreement Menelik recognized John's son as successor to the imperial throne,1 but received the title of Negus of Kaffa, together with approval of his plans for annexing the Harar, Galla, and Sidama regions. Takla Haymamot having lost much of his power, the succession was hardly in doubt when John's son died soon after his marriage; and when John himself

1 Wydler, '83 to '87 in the Sudan (1888), i. 337; cf. Goëbré Selassie, op. cit. i. 186 n. 3.
died in 1889, after the battle of Metemma, Menelik proclaimed himself king of kings.

During this time Menelik's generals were proceeding with the conquest of the Gallā kingdoms between the Abyār and the Omo. In his conquest he evoked no national resistance from the Gallā; on the contrary, those who were spared for the time being rejoiced in the subjection of inconvenient neighbours. The conquest was also facilitated by a great pestilence which decimated these regions in 1878 during which two-thirds of the population of Gomma are said to have been swept off. The Gallā of Gudrun were the first of these kingdoms to be conquered by Menelik's general, Rās Gobana, in 1882. Soon afterwards Sultan Abba Jifar of Jimma agreed to pay Menelik tribute and to facilitate the settlement of Shoa troops through his territory. In successive years Menelik's troops occupied Guma, Gomma, Gērā, and the rich territories of the Gurāgē between the Ḥawāsh and Gībē. At the same time the numerous and mutually antagonistic Lēqa and Wallegga tribes of the south-west were subjected in various expeditions between 1887 and 1894, as well as the Sidāma territories of Hadiya, Kambāta, and Ṭambaro, east of the Gībē. Limmu, the last independent Gallā kingdom of the west, fell in 1891 and the little Sidāma kingdom of Janjero (Yamma) in 1894. The same year Menelik himself personally directed a campaign against the Walamo. The heroic kingdom of Kaffa, of which Kennto (Gaki Sheroko) was now king, still survived, but Menelik was able to send a great expedition under Walda Giorgis and subject it in 1897. After this the remaining Sidāma kingdoms east of lakes Marghariya and Chamo and the regions of negroid tribes, such as the Gimirra and Maji, in the south-west, were easily occupied. By 1899 the large southern Gallā tribe of the Boran had been finally conquered.

Menelik's object was the permanent occupation of the conquered territories. When Gallā principalities, such as the Jimma Abba Jifar and Lēqa Lakemti, yielded without resistance, he left them a measure of local autonomy and kept his promises of fair treatment; but when they opposed him his policy was one of ruthless extermination, as many districts which had been amongst the most fertile and flourishing in all Ethiopia bear witness. The population of Kaffa, for instance, is estimated to have been reduced by two-thirds.1 Those who succeeded in escaping the slaughter were sold into slavery or reduced to the status of

1 See Bieber, Kaffa, i. 168, 353 ff. for a description of the effect of the conquest. A more accessible account will be found in M. Perlman, The Government of Ethiopia, pp. 318-22.

The conflict of Christianity and Islam. The gobar1 Military colonies were established in all important centres and each soldier was given a number of gobar. Fields went out of cultivation and the forest began to encroach over cultivations and habitations. Christianity was re-established in these regions as the state religion and worship renewed in the churches that had fallen into ruin or been turned into mosques, and many new ones were founded. On the other hand, Islam was recognized in the south-western Muslim kingdoms which, with the exception of Jimma Abba Jifar, were organized as provinces. Muslims were not interfered with in the exercise of their religion, and Islamic courts were recognized as part of the judicial structure. In the case of Jimma, Menelik appears to have promised Abba Jifar that no churches should be built in his kingdom. After Abba Jifar's death, however, with increasing Abyssinian control, it became necessary to provide churches where the growing number of Abyssinian functionaries could worship.

The conquests of Menelik also brought into the empire many of the A'far and Somali tribes of the eastern plains which had been islazmized for centuries. When the Egyptians evacuated Harar in 1884–5 one 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. 'Ali 'Abd ash-Shakir was set on the throne by the Egyptian pasha and the British consul, but he did not long enjoy it. In 1886 he massacred an Italian expedition and the following year Menelik sent out a punitive expedition which defeated his small force at Challanoq and Rās Makonnen was appointed governor. Harar was the natural strong-point for control of all the neighbouring Gallā and Somali tribes. The Arusi Gallā had already been subjugated, but the occupation of Harar brought the Abyssinians for the first time into direct contact with the warlike Somali peoples. Aussa, north of Harar, was invaded and annexed in 1896, and the following year Rās Makonnen began a series of expeditions which annexed the lands of the Somali Issa, Ogadēn, Merrehil, and Awilān, as far as the Juba and Webi Shabell. The Abyssinians did not find conquest easy in unknown, wooded, and unhealthy country against the fierce and mobile Somalis, and it was not completed until 1900. It was during this time that a Somali suwadd of the Dulkahanta tribe, called Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah, initiated his jihād against the infidel Abyssinians of the north-west and the infidel British from across the sea.

Liyya's attempt at a Muslim Revolution. Although Menelik had
tried to destroy the old feudal system and put the organization of the empire on a new and firm basis, its stability depended upon his personal prestige and, once his firm hand was removed, the whole internal structure with the vast empire he had acquired was in danger of breaking into pieces. He had based his administration upon governors directly responsible to himself with limited personal authority, but no strong bureaucratic organization had been fostered, and the great regional barons were only awaiting the opportunity to regain their power.

Menelik had no direct heir and under the apparent calm of his later years the great feudatories, who were all related in some way to the emperor, were playing for power. One of the most powerful of them was Rās Mikä’el, chief of the Warrā-Hímāno of the Wallo Gallia, whom Menelik had married to his favourite daughter, Shoa-Aregash. Rās Mikä’el’s ambition was to secure the succession of their son, Lijj Iyāsu. He had the support of the powerful Wallo tribes and aimed at a revival of Muslim-Galla predominance. In addition to his own tribes he gained control of the Yajju and began courting the Muslim tribes in the east who had been incorporated in Menelik’s empire. For a time Ras Mikä’els influence was counterbalanced by that of Menelik’s first cousin Ras Makonnen of Harar, but that was removed when the latter died in 1906 leaving two sons, Hilma and Tafari, the future Emperor Ḥayla Sellasie.

When Menelik became paralysed in 1907 he nominated Lijj Iyāsu (b. 1898) as his successor. This was officially proclaimed in 1909 and Rās Tasamma appointed tutor and regent. On Rās Tasamma’s death in 1911 Lijj Iyāsu’s father, Mikä’el, became predominant, and the death of Menelik in 1913 gave him effective power. Lijj Iyāsu brought all eastern Abyssinia under his father’s control by having him crowned Negus of Wallo and Tigré in 1914, and the following year Begemder and Gojām were placed under his rule.

During the turbulent period just before Menelik’s death Lijj Iyāsu had begun the process which was to lead to his open adoption of Islam. When the European war broke out in 1914 these inclinations were encouraged by German and Turkish diplomats. He made the faqih construct a genealogy deriving his ancestry on his father’s side from the Prophet. He made prolonged stays in Harar where he adopted Muslim dress and customs. He put away his Christian wife, Romanë-Wart, and started a ḥartīm by marrying the daughters of ‘Afar and Gallia chiefs, including a daughter and niece of Abba Jifar of Jimma. He built mosques at Dire Dawa and Jigjiga. In 1916 he officially placed Abyssinia

in religious dependence upon Turkey, and sent the Turkish consul-general an Abyssinian flag embroidered with a crescent and the Islamic formula of faith. He sent similar flags to his own Muslim chiefs and promised to lead them to the jihād. He entered into negotiations with Muhammad ibn ‘Abd Allah, the Mahdi of the Ogaden, and sent him rifles and ammunition. He then issued a summons to all Somalis, some of whom regarded him as the Mahdi, to follow him in a jihād against the Christians, and went to Jigjiga to collect an army.

To the Christians the accession of Lijj Iyāsu meant from the beginning the advent of a new Gallia and thinly veiled Muslim dynasty. The Shoa were completely alienated by his policy and the Church, under the inspiration of Abūnā Mattewos, began a powerful agitation against the emperor and his father. When Lijj Iyāsu went to Jigjiga the Shon chiefs revolted, massed their forces, and marched on Addis Ababa. From the ababa they sought a dispensation releasing them from their oath of allegiance to Lijj Iyāsu. The ababa excommunicated him. ‘Free us from our oath of allegiance, because we will never submit to Islam’, the chiefs’ message ran, ‘we cannot deliver our country to the foreigner through the malice of Lijj Iyāsu, who is leading our kingdom to ruin.’ He was deposed by public proclamation on 27 September 1917, and the ababa declared Menelik’s daughter Zawditu empress, with Ras Tafari, son of Ras Makonnen, as regent and heir to the throne.

These events took Negus Mikä’el by surprise. He was at Ankober whilst Lijj Iyāsu was in Harar, so he marched on Addis Ababa at the head of his tribe of the Warrā Himāno, but was defeated and captured at the battle of Sagál near Debra Brehān. Lijj Iyāsu fled to the ‘Afar country and no more was heard of him until 1921 when he reappeared in Tigré, and was handed over to the Empress by a minor chief called Rās Güsa Ar’ayā.

(d) European Powers in the Region

During the nineteenth century the history of the continent of Africa was revolutionized through the penetration of European powers, its secrets were being disclosed by intrepid explorers, and gradually its fortunes were being linked with an alien world. Abyssinia no more than the rest of Africa remained free from the extension of the threads of the web of world life, but its reactions were different. The complicated story of the interference of European powers in Abyssinia is outside the scope of this history, but we are concerned with European

1 For a translation of the manifesto see L’Afrique française (1917), pp. 8–10.
control over the Muslim peoples of Eritrea and the Somalilands, the effects of which will be treated in a later section.1

The isolation which Abyssinia had imposed upon herself since the expulsion of the Jesuits was weakened during the period of regional separatism when many of the local kings received envoys from European powers and made separate treaties with them. It was finally broken by the British expedition to Magdala in 1868. Abyssinia’s danger seemed acute because as a result of the opening up of Africa it was once more exposed to foreign conquest, but the complete overthrow of the Egyptian expeditions in 1875 and 1876 by the Emperor John and above all the defeat of the Italians at Dogali by John (1887) and at ‘Adawa by Menelik (1896) preserved its political integrity until the Italian Fascist conquest of 1935–6.

The Muslim tribes of the surrounding lowlands having no cohesion suffered a different fate. Italy acquired the northern region now known as Eritrea, whilst the wide expanse occupied by the Somali tribes was partitioned by treaty between Great Britain, France, Italy, and Ethiopia. The first agreement between the British and Somali goes back to 1827 when a treaty was signed with the chief of the Harb Awal.

The Government of India occupied Aden in 1839 and the next year made an agreement with the Sultan of Tajura to acquire the islands of Musa and Al-Bab, and another with the Governor of Zaila2 to acquire the island of Awbad. The Island of Perim was occupied in 1858 and Sokotra in 1876. Italy’s first possession was Assab which she acquired in 1870. In 1874–5 the Khedive Isma’il obtained from the Sublime Porte permission to extend his rule over the Dankali and Somali coast as far south as Cape Guardafui, but Egyptian rule only lasted ten years and when the Mahdi’s revolt broke out the Sultan of Aden’s garrisons were withdrawn and Great Britain occupied Zaila2, Bulhar, and Berba. Italy landed a military expedition at Masawwa3 in 1885 and in 1889 signed the Treaty of Ucciali with Menelik which recognized Italian rule over the region north of the Mareb which they named Eritrea, a region they were able to retain even after their disastrous defeat at ‘Adawa. In 1889, by a convention with the Sultan of Obbia, Italy established a protectorate over his dominion. In 1901 a treaty with the Sultan of Mijurten extended the Italian protectorate up to Cape Guardafui and the Gulf of Aden. In 1902 the Sultan of Zanzibar recognized Italian rule over the ports of Banadir. Agreement with Ethiopia in 1908 gave Italy part of the basin of the Juba, whilst

1 See below, p. 275–82.

in 1920 Great Britain ceded her the province of Jubaland with the port of Kisimayo.

During this time Britain had extended her ‘protection’ over various Somali tribes. At the same time France, which was contesting British expansion from south to north of Africa by a west to east expansion, occupied Obock in 1881 and extended her rule over Tadjura and Jibuti in 1885. The same year at the Conference of Berlin the Great Powers solemnly agreed upon the partition of Africa. In 1888 the British and French held a convention and defined their territories of influence, and England renounced possession of the islands in the Gulf of Tadjura. The confides of the British Protectorate in Somaliland were finally established by agreement with Italy in 1894 and with Ethiopia in 1897. The territory of the Somalis was now wholly partitioned by treaty between Great Britain, France, Italy, and Ethiopia. It was soon after this that the Somali suwadi, Muhammad ibn ’Abd Allah, began his long crusade against Abyssinian and British imperialism.

The Mahdi of Somaliland. The rising of Muhammad ibn ’Abd Allah Hasan, called by the British ‘the Mad Mullah’ though he was neither mad nor a mullah, was an aspect of the anti-Western ferment which was running through African Islam during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, another aspect of which was the revolt of Muhammed Ahmad al-Mahdi against Turko-Egyptian rule in the Eastern Sudan. Like the Mahdi of the Sudan the Mahdi of Somalia found favourable soil in the fanaticism of the congeries of nomad tribes.

The initiator of this movement, Muhammad ibn ’Abd Allah, was born between 1860 and 1870 in the Dulfahanta country. His father belonged to the Ogaden Bah Gerti tribe. Muhammad, like many other Somalis, travelled in his youth on ships in the Red Sea and this brought him into touch with Westernism. He made several pilgrimages to Mecca where he joined the farīq of Muhammad Sa’lih. On his return in 1895 he settled at Berbera, claiming to have been appointed khalifa of the Sahabiyya in Somalia, with authority to propagate its doctrine, teach its ritual, and initiate new members. He did not adopt any of the characteristic features of the Mahdi, but began a vigorous propaganda calling the Somalis to a disciplinary religious life more in accordance with the precepts of Islam. His propaganda did not at first have much success amongst townspeople, in competition as it was with long-established farīq like the Qadiriyya whose adherents remained indifferent to his claims, and he soon transferred himself to Kerri where he founded his first jam‘a. From thence he moved to the Nogal valley amongst
his mother’s relations where he founded another jama’a at Kob Faradod. His chief difficulty in gathering a following was due to tribal allegiance and inter-tribal feuds, and realizing the necessity of uniting the Somalis with a common aim in order to drive out Westernism he laid stress on the one thing the Somalis had in common, that is Isam, claiming that allegiance to his rule dissolved all tribal allegiances. His movement therefore involved the same kind of revolution in the conception of society as that of the Prophet Muhammad and the Sudanese Mahdi. He refused to let his followers call themselves by the name of their tribes but adopted the unifying name of darwishi, with the outward distinction of white turbans. His forces therefore were not organized on a tribal basis and he gave new names to the corps he founded, such as the Hajattu ‘the Scratchers’. But he was not completely successful in breaking the binding force of kinship, whilst his aims were too limited since they were confined to Somalis. He recruited too largely from the Darod, and after the decline of his religious prestige began in 1904, his position degenerated into that of the terrorist leader of a powerful faction of darwishi.

He ruled his followers with no light hand. D. Jardine writes, ‘the Dervishes, collected originally from religious motives, subsequently by a political cry, more often by coercion, but chiefly by the opportunities for enrichment that the movement offered, were ruled by a terrible discipline’. Immediate death was the penalty for the slightest offence or disobedience, whilst he went well beyond the precepts of Islam in his ruthless mutilations. He was extremely bloodthirsty, seizing upon any pretext to murder, on one occasion mutilating and massacring 300 Somali women who could not pray. At the same time he was a great leader and a man of indomitable courage, and it was these qualities and his knowledge of Somali character which enabled him to retain his hold over his followers. He was a master of eloquence and excelled in the art of composing the impromptu poems which so readily inspire and inflame the Somalis.

He came out into open rebellion against the British in 1899, proclaimed himself the Mahdi, and announced the jihad against all infidels, in which term he included, besides foreigners, all Somalis who retained their old allegiances and refused to join him. His first raic was significant for he wiped out the Qaddiriyya fariga-settlement at Shaikh.1


The British sent four expeditions against him between 1900 and 1904 but, though his forces were continually defeated, the rebellion could not be crushed. The struggle was long and wearisome without possibility of a decisive result against an extremely mobile enemy in a vast and sparsely populated country which could not be occupied. Shaikh Muhammad Siilin, in whose name he was propagating his doctrines, repudiated him, and in 1909 sent him a letter which was circulated throughout Somaliland excommunicating him because he had violated the rules of the Siilabaya.

The final expedition against him was in 1920, in which year, whilst still at large, he died of influenza. The effect of his rebellion upon all the northern Somali country had been disastrous and the restoration to normal conditions and resettlement of the Somali tribes in their old territories occupied the British and Italians for many years.

(e) The Reign of Hayla Sellasse

The State of Ethiopia, as we have seen, was formerly a hierarchy which preserved its constituent parts intact. Menelik converted what had been sovereign independent states to the hegemony of one over the rest. It was the work of Hayla Sellase to begin the process of consolidation into a unitary empire divided into centralized provinces.

He began with great disadvantages under the dual system of rule with Zawditu, conservative and traditional, as empress, and himself, progressive and modern, as regent. At first their functions did not clash, for Zawditu concerned herself primarily with internal affairs and Ras Tafari, as he was then, with external policy. He entirely dissipated the atmosphere of suspicion which had enveloped Ethiopia’s external relations as a result of the designs of Lijj Iyasu, and was able to achieve for his country full international status by gaining its admission into the League of Nations. But he soon turned to internal affairs, for his great aim was to eliminate the deeply rooted causes of disunity and insurrection and establish new standards of government and communal life. In 1926 he obtained the concession of the Walla region as his fief in addition to that of Harar, he divided the army into autonomous bodies, relegated the old chiefs who were hostile to him and to his innovations to distant provinces, and as a result became arbiter of the great feudatories who had caused such internal instability. Filled with great ambitions for his country’s progress he was yet wise enough to proceed cautiously. In 1928 by a coup d’etat he assumed control and demanded

and received the title of Negus. The Yajju Galla were discontented with the move and revolted in 1929. This rebellion linked with another of Rás Gugsa Wolê, but was crushed by March 1930. Zawditu died two days after this revolt and Tafari ascended the throne as king of kings under the throne name of Häyla Sellassé.

The following year the new Emperor promulgated a constitution for Ethiopia. This confirmed the unitary conception of the State, increased the powers of the emperor, and instituted a Senate and a House of Representatives whose members were nominated by him. This was a move which at the same time greatly increased his power and brought the feudal chiefs under his direct control in Addis Ababa.

With regard to the position of Muslims in Ethiopia religious liberty is freely allowed. After a short period under Emperors Theodore and John, when Islam was proscribed and all Muslims who did not abjure it declared rebels, the decree was abolished and the profession of Islam allowed. However, Muslims, whilst they could develop commercial activities, were excluded from public and magisterial posts and from any part in the political life of the country, and clearly divided from the ruling caste. Their position was that of simple tolerance, but has improved greatly under the present Emperor. It is worthy of note that the constitution promulgated in 1931 gives no hint of an official religion of the State and established equal rights for any native of Ethiopia to civil and military rank (Art. 19). Social prejudice, however, tended to make the position of Muslims under Ethiopian rule inferior to that of the Christians, for nationality and religion are inextricably bound up together. Muslims, however, under the present régime can acquire land in most parts; they hold important positions in all regions where Islam is the predominant religion, and official recognition is given to the important Islamic festivals. Muslim delegates were included in the Ethiopian delegation to the Peace Conference of 1946, and take part in important state functions.

After the First World War the democratic idea was trying to effect, through the League of Nations, the beginnings of a structure for world organization. The shallowness of such hopes was to be demonstrated through events in Abyssinia. In 1935 the Italians broke their pledges given under the Covenant of the League of Nations, the Brand–Kellogg Pact, and the Italo-Abyssinian Treaty of 1928, and waged war upon Ethiopia. The causes of this, the sacrifice of Ethiopia by the Western powers in an attempt to ensure the peace of Europe, and the course of the military operations, are too recent and well known to need retelling here. Addis Ababa was entered on 5 May 1936 and a Fascist empire proclaimed. That empire had a viceroy at its head and was divided into six provinces; Eritrea enlarged to include Tigrai, Amhara, Shoa, Harar, Gallà-Sidîma; and Somalia also enlarged to include the Ogadén.

The Italian policy towards the Ethiopian Church was dictated by the way in which it was bound up with the Ethiopian nationalist spirit and aimed at weakening and undermining its influence rather than arousing resistance through overt persecution. Such massacres as that of the monks of Debra Libanos were confined to the early period of Fascist rule. This policy involved the active encouragement of Islam of which they constituted themselves protectors in a special sense. Mussolini’s speech at Tripoli in 1937 set the tone:

Fascist Italy intends to guarantee to the Muslim peoples of Libya and Ethiopia peace, justice, prosperity, respect for the laws of the Prophet, and wishes moreover to manifest its sympathy with Islam and the Muslims of the entire world.¹

Orthodox Islam was given official recognition. The Muslims had formerly possessed no well-built mosques, but the Italians built them wherever there were Muslims, whether in the majority or in a minority. In places like Maşawa and other coastal towns which had long been islamized old mosques were restored. In Abyssinia proper they built the great mosque at Addis Ababa and repaired those at Soocota, Chelga, Daharek, Islâmè, and Dangela. They built others at Lake Hayq, Desyllè, Metamama, and Gondar. In the south mosques were built at Harar, Dire Dawa, Jigjiga, Mieso, Asba Liittorio, Gobba, and many others in Gallà and Sidîma regions. Qadis were appointed over various districts to deal with matters coming under the shari’a. Although the least possible was done for Amharic, Arabic was introduced into all schools set up for Muslims and was also used in official decrees in the Jimma and Harar regions. In Jimma, which was then planned as a great Islamic centre, a higher school (dér al-‘ilâm al-islâmîyya) was founded for teaching fiqh (jurisprudence).

Italy’s domination over Ethiopia was short-lived. She entered the war on 10 June 1940 and by April of the following year its East African phase was over. Italian Somaliland and Eritrea within their former boundaries came under British military occupation, the Tigrean addition being restored to Ethiopia. Häyla Sellassé was restored to his

¹ A. Bertola, Il Regno dei Califi nell’Africa Italiana (Bologna, 1939), p. 162.
country as emperor. As a provisional measure until the end of the war the British forces held 'reserved areas' which were of strategic importance in Ethiopia itself, but the last section, that of Ogaden inhabited by Somalis, was handed back in October 1948.

The outcome of the Second World War with its aftermath of revolutions and uncertainties has made it clear that basic changes are taking place in the civilization of the world. What place Ethiopia will have in the new Africa cannot be predicted. After the anarchy situation which prevailed in Ethiopia for so many centuries it is impossible for any truly democratic and constitutional government to materialize even in our time; nor could such a government hope to fulfill either the immediate or the deeper spiritual needs of its peoples. The overwhelming need of the country is primarily for social justice, for such constructive material achievement as will not upset social foundations, and for that unity which only an autocratic government could impose upon a land whose every characteristic leads to disunion. So only can habits of confidence in rulers, good-neighbourliness, and lawful behaviour be engendered which, without change from the organic to the organized type of life characteristic of Western society, might in time lead to a new form of political structure.

6. CHARACTERISTICS OF ISLAMIC PENETRATION

(a) The Expansion of Islam in North-East Africa

Apart from the Meccan refugees of the first hijra who made no impression because Islam as a propagating agency was not then formed, the first Muslims who came to the East African coast were merchants, and the trading-stations where they settled as they stretched their trading relations inland became centres for the diffusion of Islam. In these stations they set up Qur'ān schools whose promising pupils were sent for further study to places like the Hāramain, Cairo, and Damascus, in each of which their numbers were sufficient to justify special risālas being set aside for them. 1 It was mainly through these coastal towns that the nomad tribes of the plains were influenced. The Beja tribes, most of whom are outside the area of our survey, were also influenced by the Islamic current coming from Egypt.

Until the great extension of Amhāric rule under the early Solomonids in the fourteenth century the Christian kingdom was small in extent, and surrounded and interpenetrated by pagan tribes with whom it was continually at war. Islam therefore had full freedom of expansion for many centuries, yet, although it spread through the Sidāma kingdoms and into eastern Shoa, it never claimed the soul of the Sidāma. Some of the nomadic 'Afar-Sahi tribes became nominally Muslim during the fourteenth century, but to this day Islam has not revolutionized their lives. This seems to be chiefly due to the fact that although the Red Sea was so narrow Muslim Arab tribes have never migrated into this region. The process of Islamization was not accompanied by a parallel process of arabization as in North Africa and the Eastern Sudan into which whole tribes migrated, chiefly from Egypt. The contrast therefore is remarkable between the Hamitic tribes arabized and islamized in the Sudan and those of this region who remained Hamitic in language and culture. The weakness of Islam in Ethiopia was at a later stage due to the strong cultural cohesion of the Christian State under its king of kings which dominated the plains, but for centuries there was nothing to stop Arab tribes from crossing the straits and spreading over the plains. One cause of their failure to do so was the unattractiveness of the Dinkali plains, for, compared to the Sudan, very little of the Ethiopian plains is of a type to attract even nomadic Arab tribes. Also their natural migrational trends took them northwards and so eventually, like the Bant Hilāl, through Egypt to North Africa and the Sudan.

Arab traders, artisans, and adventurers were the chief medium of Islamic expansion; and coming as they did as individuals and not as tribes they naturally lived in close touch with the natives, adopted their language instead of imposing Arabic, and intermarried with them. Zaila especially became a diffusion centre and trading relations were established with the highly developed Sidāma kingdoms of the vast and fertile regions of southern Ethiopia and resulted in superficial Islamizing of the ruling classes of the kingdoms as far west as Ḥadya around the River Gībē and northwards well into Shoa and along the eastern edge of the plateau. Farther south Maqdīsū, Merca, and Brava became diffusion centres amongst the nomadic Somali.

During all this time Islamic penetration remained peaceful until the rise of the Abyssinian Muslim kingdom of Ifāt, whose desire for expansion was not fundamentally religious. It is true that Islam was used as a rallying cry, but there was no genuine fanatical religious fervour until the rise of the amīra in the Zaila region at the beginning of the sixteenth century, when it was adopted as the battle-cry of nomadic 'Afar and Somali tribes seeking to burst out of their arid plains.

The wars of these Muslim Sidāma kingdoms with the Abyssinians,
which lasted from the fourteenth century until the second half of the
sixteenth century, prevented the founding of stable cities in the interior
which could become cells of propaganda. Apart from coastal towns like
Zaila', Harar was the only inland city able to maintain itself as a Muslim
centre and develop the Islamic arts and commerce. During this period it
was the increasing political predominance of the Christian kingdom
which prevented the spread of Islam. So superficial was the Islam of the
Sädäm kingdoms that after the Galla invasion, which resulted in the
absorption of many Sädäm into Galla tribes and the pushing back of
others who fiercely defended their independence, scarcely a trace of the
religion was left amongst them.

The conquest of the Imäm Ahmad Gräf seems to have had little
permanent effect upon the religious complexion of the highlands. Some
colonies of Muslims were left behind and a few converted groups re-
mained permanently Islamized, but even before the conquest many
groups of Abyssinian Muslims were inserted among the Christian
Ambasara, especially in eastern Shoa. When Galla tribes flowed up into
the highlands they were gradually influenced by these Abyssinian
Muslims and joined Islam. These Muslims of the highlands, together
with Wallo, Yajju, and Räya Galla, were persecuted by the emperors
Theodore and John as part of their policy for the unification of
Abyssinia and were converted to a normal Christianity.1

Harar, however, continued as an independent city-state and a centre
of commerce and of Islamic learning. Through its traders and propa-
gandists Islam was spread amongst the surrounding Galla tribes. It also
influenced more distant Galla, especially those who conquered Sädäm
kingdoms in the Gibe region; Gomma being the first to be converted
early in the nineteenth century. The fact that all these states followed
the Sha'lcite madhhab shows that they were influenced through
Ethiopian Islam and not of that of the Sudan which is Mál kit. Since
Islam was introduced by merchants throughout southern Ethiopia the
word naggädi 'merchant' is the universal term for 'Muslim'; for
instance, the league of the 'Four Muslim' states of the south-west in

1 The conversion of Muslims to Abyssinian Christianity was mainly by force during the
reigns of Theodore and John, but there have been many peaceful conversions. The town of
Tedese (Sagamit district of Eritrea), which has a population of about 3,000, traces its descent
to the ndäb of the Balaw. They were formerly Muslim but were converted to Christianity by
the founder of the monastery of Ena Johannes in this district. The people of Bait Mēka
district of Takale Aga) were also Balaw who, as a result of mixing with immigrants from
the Tigré, became Christians. Again, the people of Doki Altes in the Seri were once Muslim
pastoralists who arrived in this region ten generations ago, settled down as agriculturists,
and were converted to Christianity.
elements which spread about the country during the nineteenth century, on the other hand, have tended to keep themselves distinct from the people amongst whom they settled. In Jimma, for instance, although they married with Galla women, their progeny form a distinct element of the population. All the same these Yamanites have done effective work in spreading Islam in Galla regions. Another decisive factor in the social, economic, and religious diffusion of Islam in East Africa has been the slave-trade. The Hamite turns Muslim with little dislocation to his own soul, whilst Islam and the acquired fiction of an Arab ancestry, give a cohesion to life and allow his raiding instincts full scope. The Hamite even more than the Arab has been the instrument of the slave-trade in Africa.

Another factor, about which we shall have more to say later, has been the way Islam has adapted itself to African mentality. As Cecchi, writing about the little Islamic kingdoms beyond the Gibie, observed, 'Islam for these peoples ... is a religion which better than Christianity has adapted itself to their way of life'.

Since the totalitarian conception of Islam has caused education to be essentially religious, Muslims, wherever their religion has spread, have always concentrated on education. Although teaching may be confined to little more than the recital of passages of the Qur'an and the prayer formulae, this system of educational concentration upon religion is one of the factors which helped Islam so much to dominate the life of the peoples it has converted. But in this region, although so close to Arabia, Islam has been unusually weak in spreading its system of education. Al-Umar remarks that no schools existed in the Muslim Sidama kingdoms, and we have noticed how completely their Islam was erased after the Abyssinian conquest. For long the Islamic educational system was confined to the coastal towns and Harar city, but during the nineteenth century north-east Africa was affected by the reactionary revival

1 The history of slavery in the Empire of Ethiopia is such an unfortunate one that the writer has been careful to avoid overestimating the part played in it by the Muslims, who were its chief agents. Whilst the Church counteracted the institution of slavery, it should be pointed out that men were not wasting even in this barbaric Christian State who condemned slavery as contrary to the spirit of Christ's teaching by pointing out that 'in Christ is neither slave nor free'. The philosopher Zara's Ya'qub (d. a.d. 1600) reproaches Islam for destroying the equality and brotherhood of man by sanctioning the slave-trade since all mankind address God as 'Father' (Philosophi obserwani, C.S.G., Ser. Arab., ser. i, vol. xxxii, p. 11). Abyssinian Christianity therefore had the seeds of reform within it, whereas the tragedy of Islam is that, although the evils of the trade and the lot of slaves may be mitigated, the practice of slavery itself cannot be condemned because it is sanctioned by the Qur'an, the very word of God.

2 Cecchi, Da Zali a ille frontiere del Caffa (1886), ii. 345 sqq.

then taking place in Islam and Qur'anic education spread widely. Teaching shaikhs of all kinds started schools in Muslim centres, especially in the kingdoms around the Gibié, in the Harar region, throughout Eritrea and Somalia, and in the Jabarti and Yamanite colonies. This side of Islamic culture has received a notable stimulus in those regions which have come under European rule.

(b) Abyssinian History and the Challenge of Islam

Our study of the history of Islam in Ethiopia has been dominated throughout by the history of Christian Abyssinia. Nowhere has there been any escape from it. In fact, Islam in the region would have no history without Abyssinia. Now that we have approached the end of our historical study we may consider how it came about that this Monophysite Christian fortress was able to survive to become, as Professor A. J. Toynbee has put it, 'one of the social curiosities of a latter-day Great Society'. He instances as peculiarities of modern Abyssinia: 'the survival of her political independence in the midst of an Africa under European dominion; the survival of her Monophysite Christianity in the borderland between Islam and paganism; the survival of her Semitic language between the Hamitic and Nilotic language areas; and the stagnation of her culture at a level which is really not much higher than the level of the adjacent Tropical African Barbarism'.

Some subtle factor in the consciousness of the people seems to determine the essence of what we call a national consciousness. Neither common blood, common culture, religion, language, nor political organization can in themselves make a nation. The Greeks, for instance, had a complicated ancestry, spoke different dialects, and clung to the autonomy of separate city-states, yet behind all these factors making for separatism they felt a sense of oneness against the rest of the world. So it has been with Abyssinia. The physical configuration of the country, two main languages—Amharic and Tigrinya—the separate autonomy of regional rulers, all made for regional separatism, and yet the Abyssinians—Tigreans, Amhara, Gojamites, and Shoaans—are a nation, as is shown by the national resistance evoked by any external threat from Muslims, Egyptians, and Western powers to their independence.

The controlling factor in her recognition of herself as a nation was Semitic blood and Semitic-Christian tradition. As far as physical

Ancestry was concerned the Semitic factor was negligible. The Semitic invaders of northern Abyssinia were not numerous, they came as colonizers and settlers, and a process of assimilation with the Hamites took place. The victory of the Semite was not wholly won by force; it was the imposition of a new Semitic sentiment of unity of life upon an alien people. The controlling factor therefore in Abyssinian historical tradition is the Semitic tradition which includes, besides the linguistic and cultural element, the fictional tradition of Semitic blood. To the earlier Semitic tradition was added subsequently the influence of Monophysite Christianity which became a state affair, the binding force of a very precarious political system.

In the highlands many forces helped the resistance against Islam. The Agao had been made essentially one people sustained by pride of race and an indigenized Christianity, which, as we have seen, is the method that Islam uses. On becoming Christians the Agao carried over into Christianity the same vigour by which they had defended their ancient pagan heritage, and at the same time they moulded the alien faith to suit that heritage, with the result that Islam when it presented itself was without the usual appeal that it has for Africans. The Abyssinians had already acquired a super-tribal consciousness, an anti-foreign sentiment which made Islam appear inimical and dangerous to their own tradition and culture. The persecution of those whose faith differed from that of the ruler consolidated the community feeling, a common enemy being the only means of uniting the Abyssinians. In the conflict of Islam and Christianity it was a matter of faith against Islam of one racial and cultural tradition against another. A most important factor in the maintenance of this racial tradition was the Solomonid legends and traditions, which gave a common foundation, not only consolidating the monarchy but giving a sense of racial superiority. The former institution of the matriarchate together with the cult of the Virgin Mother, reflecting as it did an Agao cult of a pagan goddess, gave the Abyssinians an attitude to women utterly opposed to that of Islam.

At the same time the Ethiopian pride of race was, after the Muslim conquest of the sixteenth century, to hinder the effective propagation of Christianity, until, with the formation of the great empire of

---

Menelik, we find the army once more imposing the religion of the dominant race upon conquered pagan populations. Another important factor was the physical environment. As Professor Toynbee remarks, all the peculiarities of modern Abyssinia "derive from the same cause: that is, from the virtual impregnable quality of the mountain-festness in which this Monophysite fossil is enshrined." It was this impregnable of the highlands which enabled Abyssinian Christianity to survive the successive dangers of an Islamic domination by nomadic tribes, the outpost tentacles of the Ottoman military power, the locust-like invasion of the Gallia, the designs of the emergent totalitarian state of Ethiopia under Haile Selassie I and his successors for the unification of the Nile valley, the threat of the Baqqa Arabs under Mahdism, and, finally, the menace of Western imperialism which was imposing itself over the whole of Africa.

The survival of Abyssinia was due to these two factors, the first of them the national spirit based upon the legendary foundation and the common faith, and the second physical impregnable. An external threat to Abyssinian independence has always been effective in evoking some form of national resistance which was able to make use of interior lines and the physical configuration of the country. The Islamic threat has been less serious than that of the Gallia hordes and Western imperialism. Islam has gained little through actual conquest and in its peaceful penetration in the region its gains have been chiefly from paganism. The Gallia invasion was so serious because many tribes settled in highland regions into which they had penetrated, but they ceased to be a real menace when they, too, succumbed to regional separatism and turned their hands against all men including their own brother Gallas. Their acceptance of Islam was a measure to enable them to retain their own identity, but most of those in the highlands have succumbed to the dominant Semitic language of the plateau and in time will be absorbed into the Monophysite fold.

In our age the rise of Fascism in Italy led to a time to the domination of Abyssinia by a Western power in 1935–6, when the Italians waged war on the poorly armed Abyssinians with all the deadly weapons of the Machine Age. The Italians found in Ethiopia two opposing cultures:

---

2 It is because Amharic is a literary language that it must eventually dominate the empire. Hence the government's refusal to allow any other language than Ge'ez and Amharic to be printed in the Ethiopian script. The Bible Society's version of the Scriptures in the Galla in this work is proscribed. The schools of the missionary societies must teach Amharic primarily though they may use the vernacular in the early stages.

---
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that of Abyssinian Christianity and that of Islam. By their recognition of Islam they hoped to secure the alliance of the Muslims against the resistance of the Amhara. But the Italians could not complete the systematic 'pacification' of regional resistance because they entered into the imperialistic sphere in an age when other imperial nations, like the British, were evolving their policy from trusteeship, through partnership, to the eventual freedom of African peoples. Thus even in the modern world this 'social curiosity' still survives.

3

Tribal Distribution of Islam

I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE this is not a treatise on anthropology we shall only give a very general sketch of the mode of life and social structure of the Muslim tribes, together with an account of what is known of their conversion to Islam.

One of the dominant impressions which arises out of a study of the communities of the region is a realization of the profound power of culture — of the outlook on life — over the less profound influence of kinship and even environment. In physical type many of these peoples vary very little, yet one can easily distinguish between, for example, the Ethiopian Muslims (Jabarti) and the Ethiopian Christians of the great plateaux, although both are of the same physical type, speak the same language, and live in the same environment, by such things as their manners, facial gestures and expressions, by their very bearing and manner of speech. These differences are not derived from physical factors but are ways in which their different outlook on life expresses itself and constitute a distinct cleavage between people whose racial make-up, language, and environment may be the same. The depth of such cleavage varies. It is naturally not so definite between the Jabarti and their Christian neighbours as it is between tribes which in addition to religious culture also differ in their idea of kinship, social institutions, language, and environment. Again, it is less distinct amongst those tribes of Eritrea which were converted only during the last century from Christianity to Islam. The members of these tribes show no fanatical bias against transition from one religious system to another; whilst one will find Christians and Muslims within the same tribes, using the same social rites, and wearing both Islamic and Christian amulets.

The unity which many of the tribes of Ethiopia possess is not an underlying material unity of race or kinship. The general feeling of unity based upon the common factors of language, religion, and political organization is far more powerful than kinship, though normally some fiction of kinship is asserted; thus the 'tribal' group loses real consciousness of its diverse origins, though family tradition retains it in various
forms. The traditional political system of the Kushites is based on the kinship group and not on the tribe, consequently any larger organization than the kinship group is very unstable and this instability may lead to fresh organization. Members of larger groups also may be both within the group and outside it; for instance, although the Ad Shaikh sections of the Bani 'Amir belong politically to that federation, their deeper loyalty is to the Ad Shaikh of the Shihel with whom they have no political relationship. The cultural map of the peoples of north-east Africa has never been static and is in fact being redrawn all the time. The migrations of the Somali and Galla in particular have led to far-reaching social readjustments amongst the sedentary groups upon whom they overflowed and in their relationships to each other. Everywhere cultural boundaries overlap. Thus we have mixed Galla and Somali (e.g. Gerri, Nolè, &c.) associated in one tribe, still speaking their own languages so that it is not certain which language will triumph. Again, many Galla in the highlands associated with Amhara have become, or are becoming, Amharic-speaking. The Galla of Soddo, through bordering on the Aymalle, no longer speak a pure Galla but a mixture of Galla and Guragge, their Christianization has brought in new elements, but their customs and mode of life are still Galla.

The causes of the great changes that have taken place in the constitution and organization of these peoples has more usually resulted from the impact of one society upon another. Such impact has three possible outcomes: it leads either to extermination, or assimilation, or to some form of the caste system. Examples of all three will be found in the history of the societies of this region. Complete extermination is virtually impossible, but a people may be so broken up and scattered or forced into slavery as to disappear completely as a distinct group. The Do‘ba is an example of a tribe that has completely disappeared. Assimilation is the commonest. The Galla who occupied the Gibe region did not displace the former Sidama population but absorbed them. At the same time the Galla themselves were not unaffected for they adopted many of the beliefs and institutions of the Sidama whom they

1 Brigadier Longrigg writes of Eritrean tribes: “the use of the word ‘tribe’ for these communities is more convenient than proper. If the tribes of the Arab world are taken as the norm, with their peculiar patriarchy among equals and singleness of loyalty based on tradition and the needs of life, then the ‘tribes’ of Kerem and the Sahel have no claim to the term. Their economies are tribesless, their traditions essentially those of the family and not those claimed origin geographical and diverse; and the self-mastery relationship is farther still from the essential democracy of the Arab” (S. H. Longrigg, A Short History of Eritrea, 1945, p. 66).

2 See above p. 81 n. 2.

assimilated. The same thing happened with the Somali migration into Bantu country in southern Somalia. Again, the indigenous population may be conquered by invaders who neither exterminate it nor coalesce with it, but retain it as a subject or depressed caste. Such are the primitive castes of hunters scattered about the region or the smith caste of Tomal amongst the Somali and Tumtu amongst the Galla, retained because the conquerors are afraid to learn the art and therefore despise it. The classes among the Tigre-speaking tribes are another kind of discrimination; it is no rigid caste system, for with the passage of centuries the distinction between the classes weakened into the status of noble and plebian, and will eventually disappear. On the other hand, an indigenous people may admit whole tribal sections of peaceful immigrants seeking protection to live with them on sufferance as allied strangers, clients, or serfs. The dominant group reserves rank, position, and certain vocations, such as the bearing of arms, political authority, and ownership of land, as its exclusive preserve. In time this distinction too may weaken, as between the Asa Māra and ‘Ado Māra of the ‘Afar, and eventually, when all acquire the fiction of a blood-tie, will disappear altogether.

A study of the history of the conversion of pagan societies to Islam shows that they all follow the same prescribed pattern. We have as a rule only native traditions and they relate how a Muslim saint of noble Arab ancestry settles among a pagan tribe and is told by the Prophet in a dream that he is the chosen instrument of its conversion. Inspired by this vision he proves the power of his God through the miracles he performs and gains the recognition of chief and people. He marries the daughter of the chief and his son succeeds to the chieftainship of the tribe; thus by peaceful means or the jihad the whole tribe goes over to Islam.

These accounts are extremely untrustworthy and yet as an indication of the mode of conversion they are true. Apart from the chronology and the nobility of the exile this has always been the mode of conversion in Africa and continues to this day. Muslim pedlars or adventurers of diverse origins settle amongst a pagan tribe, marry into it and rear families, and quite naturally, whether pious Muslims or not, through confidence in their religious superiority, united with their ability to assimilate themselves into tribal life, first win over the chiefs and through them their subjects. The ease with which Islam, with its simple formulae, apparent lack of disruption of tribal life, and pagan sentiment, together with the acquisition of new power by the convert, can be
accepted, make the change not so formidable and revolutionary a step as it might seem.

The reasons which caused the Christian tribes of Eritrea to join Islam were much more diverse and complex and almost all the following factors entered in. In the first place there is a general tendency for nomad tribes to accept Islam once it is presented to them because of the territorial freedom of its worship not tied to a fixed church building and priesthood, and because it makes so few demands for change in their habits and mode of life. Further, conditions in northern Abyssinia were extremely unsettled during the last two centuries. Christian tribes were cut off from their own main Christian tradition and neglected by their priesthood. Many also absorbed Muslim vassals into their social structure who soon came to outnumber the Christian master-class. But above all they were influenced by Muslim trading relations, by 'holy' families like the Ad Shaikh and Mirghani, and later by Egyptian political influence. These tribes are especially interesting because, having been converted to Islam but recently, Islamic elements have been superimposed upon their former Christian system, whilst in their social life and superstitious background they retain elements which belong to their former pagan way of life and thought.

2. ABYSSINIAN MUSLIMS (JABARTI)

Other than the Muslim tribes, described in the sections which follow, there are families and villages of Muslims who live on the Abyssinian plateau and speak Amharic, Agao, or Tigrigna as their native tongue. It is as a convenient term for these groups that the word Jabarti is used in this book. This, however, is neither the historical nor the modern usage of the word. It was first used as the name of a region for, as we have seen, the Muslim historians spoke of the territory of Zaila as the land of Jabarta; then the term was extended to all the Muslim kingdoms of southern Ethiopia, and, finally, to all Ethiopian Muslims.2

2 See above p. 59. This is confirmed by Ibn Taghririm who, in giving the genealogy of Badaky, one of the Adalite rulers, derives him from Umar ibn Walama's al-Jabarti (Muslim. ed. Poppier, vii. 4). The Abyssinians derive the term from gãdr (plur. agiher), 'servant (of God). On the meaning of the word see E. Cursilli, O.M. v (1925), 614 ff.

When we read that there is a ruya (leggad or portico) for the Jabarti at the Ahab in Cairo (Kátem Tádīn, vi. 233; Al-Jabarti, iii. 161) the word is used for Ethiopian Muslim in general and it is so used in this broad sense in Abyssinia today, but they do sometimes use it in the narrow sense adopted in this book. Edimm (edîmm) (plur. edîmix) and medgadda are also used by Abyssinians as general terms for Muslims. The popular nickname is 'back-rinters' (Arab. gÕt tôv iïtôh, Galla Islam abdii garma). The Ethiopian Chronicle uses the term malanqy (cf. Bassett, Études, pp. 14, 21, 100), whilst the general Ge'ez word was basabala, basaballa, lit., 'to cry rahyu', 'to pray', 'to preach', etc. (see Dillman, Lezén, col. 562).

It must be clearly understood that in no sense is it the ethnic name of a people.

The Jabarti, in the sense of an Islamic diaspora to which we are restricting the term, consist of families or groups scattered amongst or mixed up with the Christian population of the highlands, from whom the ethnical point of view they cannot be distinguished, although the cultural cleavage causes a distinct difference. They are Ethiopian Muslims who speak the language and preserve the general customs of the region in which they live, observing the shari'ah only in matters connected with the religious cult, personal status, and family law. 3

Such Muslim villages are scattered all over the highlands. They are strong in the northern territories of Ḥamasên (5,900), Akelë-Guzâa (3,800), and the Serâî (9,200). The chief family of these Jabarti claim descent from 'Uthmân ibn 'Affân, the third Khalîfâ, and his wife Ruqayya, daughter of the Prophet, who were amongst the refugees to Abyssinia of the first hijra. They had a son who remained with his mother in Abyssinia. What seems to be genuine is the emigration from the Maghrib of a certain Shaikh Adam al-Kinâni who propagated Islam and whose tomb at 'Abî 'Adth in the Tigray is a Jabarti shrine. Naturally, with such claims to noble descent, his descendants, who live at 'Abî Itâ in the Serâî, are held in great honour by the rest of the Jabarti.

Other Muslim villages are at 'Abî Tëgemes in Tigray; Awasa in Semën (Berok Waha group) near 'Abî Arkai, many of whose people are traders whilst others engage in agriculture and cattle breeding; Dariça in Bogamder; many villages around Lake Asangi; Ebbena in the basin of the Reb near Dabra Tabor; the Ido district south of Dabra Tabor; Maraara near Aammita, and families in the Muggia (Agao) region. In Shoa the district of Tôtôsi just south of Dabra Berhân, whose inhabitants are Amharic-speaking, is Muslim; whilst farther to the south-east, on the borders of Gambà-bêt, groups of Muslims are numerous. Then there are groups in the chief towns such as Asmara and all other towns in Eritrea; Debèrek, Dara, Islâmé, Dangela, Deyjë, Addis Alem the Muslim suburb of Gondar, at Sokota, once the seat of the ruler of Lâsta, and at Addis Ababa, where
out of a total native population of 86,468 in 1938, 5,324 were Muslims. The strength of Islam in these towns is shown by the fact that the Italians built mosques in them all.

The conversion of some of these groups may well go back to an early period of Muslim propaganda when the sultanate of Shoa was flourishing. Some Jabarti derive their conversion from Ahmad an-Najashi, an Abyssinian disciple of the Prophet of the time of the first hijra, whose tomb in the Tigray is still an important place of pilgrimage. The presence of other groups, especially villages of agriculturists, certainly goes back to the invasion of the Imam Ahmed which left many Amhara, Agao, and Tigreans permanently Islamized. Others derive from families of Muslim traders who have settled in market centres and become more civilized in language and customs, but not in religion. Some of those in the north (Hamase, Akele-Guzai, and Serai) who all speak Tigrina, were founded by families of the Balaw.

In general, the Jabarti live on friendly terms with the Christian population who surround them, for they speak the same language and bonds of mutual interest link them together. Many of the chief families consequently have allied themselves by marriage and the wife has usually adopted the religion of her husband. On the other hand, they have sometimes come into conflict with the central government or local rulers, and, as a result of an outburst of anti-Muslim feeling caused by reaction against highland Galla or in consequence of an external threat from the Egyptians who were helped by the northern Jabarti, they have sometimes been persecuted and subjected to humiliating laws. Imperial decrees have deprived them of resiti, which is the hereditary absolute land-right of an individual family within the yuda. Resiti-owners are known as restayyat and form a kind of landed aristocracy: the Muslims could hold land only as tenants (seddie in Akele Guzai) or by right of purchase (warka). They have until recently been excluded from positions of authority and rank, and for a short time, under the Emperor John IV, were not allowed to witness in court, as though they were slaves. But in general, although they were regarded as inferior in status, they were not badly treated and the land laws did not weigh on them much more heavily than they did upon many of their Christian neighbours.

The Jabarti are on a much higher level than most Muslims of northeast Africa. They are mainly artisans and merchants, for the Abyssinians, with their pride of birth and contempt of labour, left such occupations to them, but there are also a great many groups of cultivators. The Jabarti do not display the fanatical zeal often shown by nomads, because their prosperity is dependent upon stable rule and peaceful conditions. They are not very rigid in prayers and fasting and few, if any, go on pilgrimage. The headman of the village is called the shaikh and arbitrates on religious law, but many villages have someone they call the qadi who is usually the teacher at the Qur'an school and imam of the mosque (masjid) which is a simple hut like their houses but kept in somewhat better repair. The qadi is maintained by gifts in money or more generally in kind given at the chief festivals or when a child reaches certain stages in the memorization of the Qur'an. In madhab they are divided between the Malikiyia, Hanafiya, and Shafiyyia. The attitude of the Jabarti to women has been influenced by their environment. They generally have only one wife, their women are unveiled, held in great honour, and enjoy considerable liberty.

3: AD SHAikh

The history of the formation and growth of the Ad Shaikh is recent enough to be known and, although not a large tribe, merits a special notice because it shows the way Islam can spread through the influence of a holy family and how it favours the growth of new political groupings under the cloak of religion. The tribe traces its descent from a Sharif Husain who emigrated from Arabia some sixteen generations ago. However this may be, and they do not claim to be shu'afa, their history begins with the arrival in the Sahil of Shaikh Al-Amin (generally corrupted to Lamim) ibn Hamad at the beginning of the nineteenth century. He gained a great reputation through his alleged miracles amongst the Muslim Tigreans of the Christian Bait Asgade who came to seek his baraka. The Kantebai of the Bait Asgade gave his

2 The tomb of Ahmad an-Najashi is situated some 30 miles south of Adigrat. We know that it existed in the sixteenth century because it was visited by the Imam Ahmad (Fat, p. 127).
3 The sedi pact is concluded for indefinite periods and are difficult to terminate. Dr. S. F. Nadel writes: The sedi is said to have originated in the parts which the Muslim immigrants on the plateau concluded with the land-owning Coptic groups. . . One of the most dangerous features of the sedi dispute is the religious antagonism which they may easily evoke. The Christian landowners, in demanding the termination of sedi, are trying to oust the alien Muslim from the Christian-owned land. The Christians frankly admit their fear that this interminable lease might obscure the "sacred" rights and privileges of reste—rights and privileges from which all aliens must remain excluded. The Muslims, on their part, accuse the Christians of wishing to deprive them of the ancient rights acquired by their forefathers. Claims and counterclaims are both justified, and the disputes over land threaten
daughter in marriage to Shaikh al-Amin in order to secure his goodwill, and this process of obtaining wives from that tribe was continued by the Shaikh's very numerous family. They, on the contrary, never gave their daughters outside their own family on the ground that the Bait Asgadæ were Christians, and when the Bait Asgadæ eventually became Muslims through the influence of the Ad Shaikh the custom was still kept up. Thus, since they could have four wives and an unlimited number of concubines, the family increased very rapidly. In addition to this method of increase, the reputation that they gained as a 'holy' family drew within it whole families of Tigre vassals and escaped slaves; consequently they adopted the same aristocratic system of masters and serfs as the other Sāhil tribes from whom, whatever their origin may have been, they are now indistinguishable. Further, their animal wealth also grew rapidly through the gifts brought by people from all over the region to secure their intercession with God and man, whilst the Egyptians, during their rule, did not require them to pay tribute. The family exploited its holy character by the usual means and they were accustomed to perform the dhikr of the Qadiriyya tarīqa. Shaikh al-Amin became the centre of a special cult and the Sāhil tribes invoke his name in the same way as the Mirghaniyya do that of Sayyid al-Hasan at all crises in life.

In time, as the tribe grew, sections split off from the main body in the Sāhil and moved to Embaremī in the Samhar, the Anseh, and the Baraka where the Garabit (1,200) and the Faidāb (3,700) are now sections of the Bani 'Amir. In 1931 the main tribe in the Sāhil numbered 7,115 amongst whom, of course, the true Ad Shaikh are in the minority. They are all pastoral herdsmen and have two permanent summer camps in the Sāhil to which they return after following the winter pastures. Few of the family, except for those in Embaremī, now exploit their baraka and consequently the tribe has been displaced from its former pre-eminence in Eritrean Islam by the Mirghaniyya family.

4. BANI 'AMIR

The Beja are one of the great ethnic factors of the northern part of our region between the Nile and the Red Sea. During the first centuries of our era a powerful movement of expansion carried them west-
wards into the kingdom of Meroë, northwards over the Egyptian frontier and southwards into the kingdom of Axum. With the decline of the kingdom of Axum they overran large tracts of its former territory, so that today many Abyssinian peoples speaking Tigrinya claim a Beja origin (e.g. Tedre in the Akelé-Guzāl and Dekk Itās in the Serai).

The main body of the Beja who remained in their old territory between the Nile and the Red Sea came under Islamic influence through the infiltration of Arab traders and adventurers from the Rab'a and Juhaina who took Beja wives and settled amongst them. Such Arabs were soon absorbed but surrounding Islamic influences caused the Beja gradually to adopt a nominal Islam, along with which they acquired the usual fictitious Arab lineage and changed from a matriarchal to a patriarchal social structure. At the same time they preserved their racial characteristics and customs and most of them of their language, so that they scarcely differ from the Beja described by Ibn Salīm a thousand years ago. There are today four main groups which are federations rather than tribal units: the Bishārīn, Amār ar, Hadiendiwa, and Bani 'Amir. Of these, if we except the Balaw and the many odd groups mixed with other tribes in the plateau region, only the Bani 'Amir exist as a definite tribal federation in the region we are studying.

With the expansion of the Funj Confederation of Semnār in the sixteenth century the Beja tribes, roaming in the vast area between the Baraka and the Eritrean Sāhil, came under its control, which however amounted to little more than the right to nominate the chiefs. The tribe now known as the Bani 'Amir was then forming. Racially it was a very mixed tribe because the valley of the Baraka has always formed a highway. It was a conglomerate comprising Tigré sections from the hills assimilated to Beja groups in mode of life but retaining their Tigré language, all of whom, Tigrē and Beja alike, were under a dominating class of Balaw, who claimed as their ancestor an Arab called 'Amir Ibn Kunnu from whom the tribe derives its name. In the seventeenth century, when they were incorporated into the Funj Confederation, the family of the Funj agent, who belonged to the Ja'aliyyīn of Shendi district, constituted a new aristocracy, the nabāhī, whilst in the course of time all the various tribes, including the Balaw, came to be known as tigrē. The chief of the tribe, the digīl, received from the Funj as symbol of his authority the three-horned cap which he wears to this day. Certain of the assimilated Balaw and other elements were once Christian, whilst all the rest of the Beja were pagan. They were influenced sufficiently to adopt a nominal Islam by the fujūrāt of the Funj kingdom, but the religion only got a real hold over them during the first half of the nineteenth century when Muhammad 'Uthmān al-Mīrghānt and his sons preached their farsīya amongst them. During the Mahdiyya many of the Bani 'Amir sections, and notably the Bait Ma'da, Sinkatkīnā, Khassa, and Lebbat, fought against the dervishes, though most had subsequently to pay allegiance to avoid extermination.

The Bani 'Amir number roughly about 60,000 in Eritrea and 30,000 in the Sudan. They are a loosely knit federation of tribes under a paramount chief called the digīl. The digīl always has a deputy with the title of shāhīk al-ma'sā'ītīh chosen from a particular family, whose authority limits that of the digīl. Some sections of the tribe speak the Semitic language, Tigrē, known locally as Khassa, whilst others have retained their Hamitic language To-Bedawee; others (e.g. the Gurashāb and Kokudu-āb) are bilingual. Their mixed origin is further shown by the fact that some sections are of Hadendiwa origin, others come from the Ād-Shaikh, from Tigrinya families, from negroid groups, and from Arabian immigrants. The vast majority are nomadic pastoralists who travel far afield during the dry season in their search for grass. A few sections south-east of Aqordat (Ād Sala, Ād 'Āl Bakhtī, and Tawlijāb) have settled down to an agricultural life. The Tokar cotton cultivation scheme in Sudan territory relies for its pickers upon the seasonal migration of 12,000 Bani 'Amir and Ḥabāb from Eritrea.

1 According to Münzinger (op. cit., p. 288) the ancestor of the Nabēb allied himself to the ruling family of the Balaw by marriage and his family grew in power until it gained full control. Their own custom is to go back to a Ja'aliyyīn of Shendi region of the Sudan, Āl 'Qalīm (Shāhīk Ādam Āl-Jamīd) whose son 'All married a daughter of Chief Muhammad Ibrīs Adanī of the Balaw. The tribe consisted of various units more or less related by marriage ties, and the digīl family claim descent from 'Akkasa wa'd Nasa. 'Akkasa was a Ja'aliyyīn and was assisted against the Balaw by a Funj army which drove out the Balaw from their stone-built towns so that they were enslaved and became tigrē.

2 A century ago the Ād 'All Bakhtī and Bait Bīyāl (or Bīyl), originally sections of the Deka Teshīm of the Hamārān who migrated to the Baraka two centuries ago and became tigrē of the Balaw, still preserved Christian customs in their proprietary rites.

3 Khasa is an ancient caste (Fgy. 'Ily') for the region from the Nile (3rd cat.) to the Red Sea. They are referred to in an inscription of 'Ishaq (D.A.EF. iv. 33. 1. 9). A Beja tribe called al-Khassa, described as north of Sabara, between the Nile and the Samhar, was known to Ibn Sa'd, Geographia d'Abulfeda (1348). ii. 215, 257; cf. Ad-Dimashqi, ed. Mehem, pp. 111, 137, 269.

4 Proceedings of the Northern Sudan Advisory Council, 22 May 1947, p. 50.

---

2 Münzinger says the Balaw gained supremacy 500 years ago: Ostafrikentische Studien (1864), p. 286.
The members of the ruling caste, the nablâb, do not form separate communities but are distributed amongst the various sections, and as such have been the chief unifying factor within such a mixed tribe. The proportion of nablâb to tigrâ varies considerably; the Daggâ clan, for instance, numbers about 4,000 of whom 400 are nablâb, whilst the Ad Okud who number 6,500 have only 250 nablâb. The ‘commons’ are known either as tigrâ, or the Khasa, or ‘the Arabs’ which is a most confusing term, or the nsetuna ‘those who belong’. They were originally serfs in status, but the old distinctions have in general broken down, though the tigrâ still have certain obligations to perform to the nablâb and a nablâb woman would never be given in marriage to a tigrâ; nor may a nablâb herd or milk his own animals. At the eighteenth tribal gathering held in 1947 an outstanding feature was the demand of the tigrâ for emancipation from their nablâb masters. The tribes are divided into a number of badana each under an ‘umda, which in turn are subdivided into ḥiṣa or kinship-groups under a shaih.¹

Most of the Bani ‘Amir now pay religious allegiance to the Mirgani family whose chief centres are at Kasala and Keren, but sections of the Ad Shaihk who joined the Bani ‘Amir have also exerted a considerable religious influence. A recent religious figure who arose from the Ad Shaihk Fai-Faidab was Sayyid Muṣṭafâ waḍ Ḥasan (d. 1941) whose grave at Agordat is a well-known resort for people seeking his karâka. Another revered religious man is Shaihk ‘Amr of the Ad Shaihk Ḥamid. The Ad Sharaf (1,000) who live amongst them are a distinct tribal group claiming an Arabian origin and exerting a strong religious influence.

The Bani ‘Amir follow their own customary observances (fawdâf, sing. sâḥif), which, in spite of the verse origins of the tribe, have developed a general uniformity. Decisions taken by the trika courts and by the tribal qâdis follow customary lines rather than the sharî’a. They retain many magical rites, the Ajdâb clan (tigrâ), for instance, being noted for their powers as rain-makers and rain-stayers.

5. BAṬ ASGADÊ (ḤABĀB, ĀD TAKLÊS, AND ĀD TAMÃRÝM)

These three Tigré-speaking tribes of Eritrea, Ḥabāb (25,000), Ād Taklës (10,000), and Ād Tamârým (7,000), although they trace themselves back to a common ancestor Asgâdê, who according to tribal


The original arrivals in the Rora Baqa did not find their new homeland empty, and the nomadic tribes of Beja and Ge’ez origin who were already there became in time subject to them, and so the distinction arose between noble and serf. Hebtês placed his tribe under the authority of the Negus who invested him with the tribal drum (nogirút) and other symbols of authority, but in time, since the Negus was unable to exercise any real authority, such links ceased, the payment of tribute lapsed, and they remained virtually independent until they came under Italian rule.

The political organization of these tribes is tribal with a ruling caste and a serf caste similar to that of the Bani ‘Amir. The serfs consist of two distinct groups, the Tigré and Hadandoi. The Tigré are the original population of the country (the Asfâda, Almeđa, and Ḥaffara) upon whose labour the rulers lived like parasites. These Tigré were nomadic pastoralists and had been converted to Islam before the arrival of the Bait Asgâdê who were Christians. The Hadandoi were slaves whom the Bait Asgâdê brought with them. Tradition relates that Asgâdê had with him a priest and a slave called Hamdo of Haso origin. The descendants of Hamdoi (called Ād Hamdoi, transposed to Hadandoi) are this other serf grouping and their obligations to the master class are not so onerous as those of the Tigré who were treated as little superior to slaves.

The Ḥabāb and Ād Tamârým are nomadic and pastoral, living in
once Christian, we have not only the names of the tribes, but also the ruins of churches in their lands, for example, at Ḥagara Nāğrān. In addition to this there are numerous Christian formulae and customs among them which also attest to their Christian faith. The account of their conversion is as follows.

About 100 years ago Kantēbāy (i.e., the reigning) Gāweg of the Ḥabḥb, accepted Islam, in the belief that this religion would bring him good luck and long life. He said to his priest: 'Destroy the Ţābēt!' But the priest said, 'I dare not destroy the Ţābēt of Mary.' Then Kantēbāy Gāweg took the Ţābēt with his own hands and broke it up with an axe. Following this the priests accepted Islam, and all their descendants are shaikhs of the tribe to this day."

Whilst conversion was due chiefly to political and economic reasons, the Ḥd Shaikh played a considerable part in the actual process for they had acquired great prestige amongst the tigrē vassals of the Bait Aṣgādē, many of whom split off and joined the Ḥd Shaikh tribe. The need to maintain friendly relationships with such a fervently Muslim tribe and with the Egyptians in control of Masawwa and the Sudan whose emissaries, the Nā'īb family, were at work throughout the region, induced them to join Islam. At first they kept up links by marriage with their kinsmen in the Ḥamāsēn, but today religious and economic differences have caused such contacts to cease. With the decline in the religious prestige of the Ḥd Shaikh the majority of the Bait Aṣgādē joined the Mīrghaniyya ṭārīqa.

---

1 Quoted from E. Littmann, 'Bemerkungen über den Islam in Nordabessinien', Der Islam, I, 60–70.

2 Another reason for the change of religion which has been given is that it was adopted because of the natural necessity for a nomad tribe to use camels as domestic animals, since this was against Abysinnian custom. (Journals of Kerkhoven and Krafft, 1843, p. 95 et al. von Münißinger, op. cit., p. 140). This seems scarcely credible since the Tigre sorci, who alone dealt with animals, were Muslims before they attached themselves to Christian overlords, and there would never be any difficulty about their dealing with camels.

3 Rassam, who travelled in the region in 1864 to try and secure the release of the captives of Magkla, was told still another tale. He says that they had been left without priests, and an invitation to a sumptuous repast, prepared for them by their Muslim neighbours, sufficed to seal their adoration of Christianity. It is a curious fact, that in these regions partaking by Christians of animal food slaughtered by Mussulmans is regarded by the latter as an outward and visible sign of conversion to their faith and mu'amara. The reason seems to be this, that when Christians slaughter an animal they repeat the words, 'In the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost'; whereas Mohammedans simply repeat the formula, 'In the name of Almighty God!' (H. Rassam, Narrative of the British Mission to Theodore, 1869, I, 83).
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6. MANS A AND BA IT JUK

The Mansa are cultivators living in small permanent settlements east of the Bilên some thirty miles north-west of Masawwa. ¹ They are divided into two groups, the Bait Abrué or tribe of Abraham, whose chief centre is the village of Abna, and Bait Eighaçıq or tribe of Isaac, whose centre is at Meblah. The ruling class is of Sahó origin, hence their social organization is aristocratic with a ruling caste (shenâgâle) and a servile caste (tigrêt). In each section a chief (kantébâl) is elected. The Mansa were independent until the reign of Fâstiladâs when they became more or less dependent upon the emperor, and the kantébâl was invested with the symbolic golden bracelet, robe, cap, sword, and tribal drum. But with the decline of the monarchy they came more and more under the influence of local chieftains such as the Na'îb of the Balaw of Arkiko and the Râs of Tigrai. In 1874 they came under Egyptian rule, and in 1889 under that of the Italians.

The Mansa ruling class were originally Christians and resisted Islam for a long time.² But during the nineteenth century, in consequence of the ruthless raids of Rás Ubéry of Tigrai, they became less resistant to the widely divergent missionary propaganda emanating from the two families of the Na'îb and the Ād Saiâk, and later were subject to political pressure from the Egyptians. The chief reason for the change, however, seems to have been the loss of their tâbôt which was not only a religious but a tribal symbol. They did have churches and one priestly family, but the priests were accustomed to travel with them during their tribal migrations to and from the plateau, and they carried the tâbôt about with them so that a church could be set up wherever they were.³ During the troubles of the nineteenth century the tâbôt, which was a block of wood, had been hidden by the priest in a cave to save its falling into the hands of their enemies. When he was able to return to reclaim it he found it destroyed by white ants. The tâbôt has a most important symbolic value in the life of a Christian tribe and its loss meant that the Mansa ceased to carry out the rites of baptism and Holy Communion. The only Christian customs they retained were the wearing of the maitb, which is the braid of blue silk worn around the neck by all Abyssinians, observance of the two sabbaths, the festivals and saints' days, refusal to eat the meat of an animal killed by Muslims, and the prohibition against eating camel or drinking its milk. These are still observed by those who have not joined Islam.

Left without their traditional safeguards the Mansa were open to propaganda by Islamic missionaries. Many of their tigrêt were already Muslims, but the first of the ruling class to change was Jamîl of Ejsâ who, travelling into the Baraka region in search of a kidnapped daughter, joined Islam at the missionary centre of Qarân in the Mogarâh valley. The next was Dašt of Jâgin, then Be'lâm (d. 1907), the Kantébâl of the Bait Abrué. He had been imprisoned by Râs Makonnen in 1870 and, hoping to get aid in his internal tribal feud, went to Saiâkh Muhammâd ibn 'Alî b. al-Amin of the Ād Saiâk at Embêmâ and, professing himself 'disgusted with the Christians of Abyssinia', embraced Islam, together with his sons and some followers (1873/4). In 1884 a Muslim leader of the Bait Eighaçıq, named Muhammâd of Hasama, became Kantébâl of that tribe. Afterwards, through marriage ties or for material reasons, most of the tribe as groups or individuals joined Islam.

Islam has scarcely modified the social life of the Mansa who observe many Christian customs and keep Christian festivals. For instance, they still invoke the name of Mary in their rain-making ceremonies. Their distinguishing characteristics as Muslims are the use of Muslim names, the performance of jâlât, keeping the fast of Ramâzân, and abstinence from eating the flesh of animals killed by Christians.

Since then both Swedish Evangelical and Roman Catholic missionaries have built up churches of converts to a large extent from Islam, for change of religion is no terrible crime amongst these tribes, which are now strong influences in the life of the tribes. In 1931 the religious distribution was as follows:⁴

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aby. Church</th>
<th>Rom. Cath.</th>
<th>Protestant</th>
<th>Muslim</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bait Abrué</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>3,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bait Eighaçıq</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,775</td>
<td>2,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>5,175</td>
<td>6,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ These figures are not now accurate because the church built up by the Swedish Mission (Evangeliska Forskningsstiftelsen) numbers about 1,000 adherents, whilst the Roman Catholics have also increased.
7. BILÉN OR BOGOS

The high plateau north of the Mareb (Gash) is an appendage of Tigrai cut off from the main part of the province by the Mareb. The southern part of the plateau which drains into the Mareb is called Hamäšen, the northern part which drains into the 'Anseba, a tributary of the Baraka, is called Bogos. At some early date Agao from Tigray and Lästa migrated into this tongue of high land and won it from the Baria and Tigrè tribes established there. The Baria were displaced and migrated to the region they now occupy.

These Agao are the Bilén, sometimes called Bogos. They were agriculturists, organized only in kinship groups and not as a tribe. They absorbed some of the earlier Tigré-speaking inhabitants as serfs, but contrary to the experience of other groups of immigrants they retained their own language and imposed it upon their serfs. The two chief waves probably gave rise to the two tribes of Taqwe and Gabré.

1 C. Sapeto, op. cit., p. 223.
2 The Bilén were in this region by the beginning of the fourteenth century if the itinerary of St. Eustathius, a contemporary of 'Amad Suey I, through 'the land of the Bagas' on his journey to Alexandria can be relied on (cf. C. C. de Winkelhauw, C.S.C.O. 1st Aeth., vol. I, p. 37). It is, however, probable that Bogos was only the name of the country to which the Bilén migrated at a later date. C. Conti Rossini conjectures that the first wave which carried them from Lästä may have been due to the invasion of the Queen of the Hamylus at the close of the tenth century; other Agao migrations may have taken place during the civil wars leading to the fall of the Zaqwè dynasty of Lästä in A.D. 1270 (cf. C. Conti Rossini, 'Sovra una tradizione bilén', C.S.A.L., 1867, 153–6). Local traditions show that they were continually being joined by other Agao families escaping from local oppressors or the consequence of blood feuds.
3 The Gabré Tàrkè claim descent from Bosogn ('son of Boss') of which the word Bogos is said to be a corruption; others claim that it is derived from another ancestor called Bokustè or Bokura.

TÉRIBL DISTRIBUTION OF ISLAM

Tàrkè. In addition to these two tribes is a third small tribe, the Báb Janjérèn, which though now speaking Bilén, is not of Agao origin but grew up around a family of the Ad Sawra, a Sàhî tribe. They live under the patronage of the Báb Taqwe and follow their system of customary law.

The Bilén were formerly all Christian and were nominally under the Ràs of Tigray to whom they paid tribute, but in fact they had neither priests nor churches and lived in their highland independence of any external authority, though often boys and girls tending their flocks were captured and sold as slaves. But when the Egyptians gained control of the Gash region their peril increased. In 1850 Ilàs Bey, Governor of Tàka (Kassa Province), reached an agreement with the Bànì 'Amir and they made a joint raid on the Bilén which failed. In 1854 Khusraw Bey made another better-planned raid which took the Bilén by surprise. A large number were killed and nearly 400 women and children carried off into slavery. But Father Stella, a young Lazarist missionary working amongst them, took the matter up with Plodwen, the British Consul at Masaawa, who succeeded in getting the Egyptians to set the captives free and pay compensation for the cattle which had been carried off.

In this state of things, having nothing to hope from the Abyssinians involved in their own internal troubles, the Bilén began to change their religion in the hope that this would save them from the raids of the Egyptians and the Bànì 'Amir. The first tribe to be converted to Islam was the Báb Taqwe who were more directly menaced. On the other hand, many of the Báb Gabré Tàrkè joined Roman Catholicism in the hope that this would bring them the protection of Western powers. The occupation of Keren district by Münnzinger on behalf of the Egyptian Government considerably facilitated the movement to Islam within both tribes. After the Mahdist revolt the Egyptians abandoned the region and it was occupied by the Italians in 1888 who naturally encouraged the Roman Catholic mission, whilst the Swedish Evan-

1 Plodwen wrote (about 1848), 'Musaiga is, I think, the most northerly spot (in Biléland) where a church actually still exists, but I am pretty sure that there are now no priests' (W. C. Plodwen, op. cit., p. 120) whereas the French Consul wrote, 'Les Bogos se disent chrétiens par tradition héréditaire, mais ils n'avaient ni prêtres ni célébrations lorsqu'à l'autel le hasard providentiel amena chez eux un jeune missionnaire piémontais, le P. Giovanni Stella' (G. Lejean, Paysage aux deux Nils, 1865, p. 154).
3 Münnzinger, Geschichte Studien, pp. 199–200; G. Douin, op. cit., iii. i. 47.
4 See letter of Münnzinger to the Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs in 1884, quoted by Douin, op. cit., iii. i. 279.
The custom of marriage relationships between the different clans has not been affected by their adherence to different religions or sects, the religious problem being solved by the wife's adoption of the religion of her husband.

The Bilên are mainly agriculturists living in small hamlets of from four to five houses. They have an aristocratic system with a ruling caste (simager), the original immigrants, and a serf caste (miseru), who are the former inhabitants of the region, together with various groups who have voluntarily sought the protection of the Bilên. These castes are hereditary and no matter how rich a serf may become he cannot change his status. He has no definite rights even to change his lord, but changes do take place with the goodwill of the lord. He has obligations and duties to discharge to his master some of which if they are required of him may be onerous, but he enjoys freedom of movement and can live where he likes. He has definite legal rights within the tribe, he can inherit, witness in court, and contract marriage without the consent of his lord. The lord, too, has obligations of protection and assistance to render to his vassal. In general the land belongs to the vassals, which may show that the local inhabitants originally submitted willingly to the control of the Bilên.¹

Their social régime is patriarchal and the office of chief is hereditary, but the actual government is by a council of old men and chiefs of sections. They have a code of customary law (Fatha Magireh), but this has been greatly modified since their conversion to Islam and coming under Western rule. Their women, however, still do not inherit and their position seems little better than it was in the past.²

¹ On the relationship between master and serf see C. Conti Rossini, Principi di diritto consuetudinario dell’Eritrea (Rome, 1910), pp. 537 ff.

² "La vertu des femmes est estimée très haut, et celui qui leur porte outrage est assimilé au meurtre. Mais la femme, non respectée comme un être humain, n’est seulement comme propriété: personnellement elle est ... assimilée à l’hypothèse, l’animal le plus méprisé de l’Éthiopie" (Reclus, Nouvelle géographie universelle, vol. x, pt. i, p. 233).

The Mârya, some 25,000 in number, live north-west of the Bilên, in the middle valley of the ‘Ansâba. They claim to be descendants of a Saho warrior who, with a group of soldiers, settled amongst Tigre-speaking peoples during the second half of the fourteenth century and gradually, as the family increased through intermarriage, became a ruling caste and adopted the language of their serfs. The tribe is split into two sections, the Mârya Qâyîlah or ‘Red Mârya’ (8,440) and Mârya Şallîm or ‘Black Mârya’ (16,560).¹ These must represent two migrations, for the ‘Black’ are traditionally regarded as the ‘first born’, but both sections are noble and intermarry freely. The distinction is now entirely a territorial one, for the two groups live in strictly defined plateaux or rare divided by deep ravines whose physical features have affected the numbers and wealth of the tribe. That occupied by the Black is lower in altitude, hotter, with red soil and abundant water. They are able to keep camels and have vast numbers of goats which feed on the shrubs. The Red region is more elevated, colder, with black soil and little water. They have no camels but keep many sheep for which their pastoral conditions are suitable. Both tribes balance their pastoralism by cultivating the land around their semi-permanent encampments. They live in small groups of families of nobles and their tigré who care for the animals and do the cultivation. Since their region also includes low valleys towards the Baraka they do not have to travel long distances and their encampments need only be broken up when they wish to leave the cultivable land fallow.

Their social régime is aristocratic like that of the Bilên, but the chiefs of the tribes wield greater authority. Each tribe is entirely independent with its own hereditary chief (but only the chief of the Black is called shum) and there are a number of section-chiefs in each tribe. The descendants of their common ancestor Mârya constitute the nobles (shumgalla or woleed shum) who, contrary to the custom among the Bilên, can never lose their nobility by crimes against the tribe. The obligations of the tigré-serfs to their masters are strictly regulated. They only can care for the animals and cultivation of the tribe. They have to supply their masters with butter, milk, and grain, make special offerings of animals at the marriages and deaths of nobles, and help them
to pay off blood money, which with the Mārya is very high, amounting to 800 cattle. Under Italian rule the more onerous duties of the tigré have been considerably lightened, but the distinction between master and serf is still very strong.

The Mārya were once Abyssinian Christians and some of their clans (e.g., the Ḥad Tē-Miḳăl, a section of the Red) still bear Christian names, whilst ruins of churches are scattered about their land, as, for example, at Erota. For centuries they were isolated and quite independent of Abyssinian rule. In time their priests died and were not replaced, the agents of the Balā family were carrying on commercial activities along with Islamic propaganda, and their tigré mostly adopted Islam. Finally, between 1820 and 1835 the ruling class also thought it politically expedient to join the religion. The adoption of Islam has considerably influenced the life of the tribe and has weakened many old customs; for instance, the right of the first-born son to inherit his father's estate to the exclusion of the daughters has been modified. On the other hand, it has scarcely begun to influence the rigid noble-serf relationship, though this will eventually change under the new ideas brought in by European rule.

9. MINOR GROUPS IN ERITREA

(a) Ḥad Savra, Ḥad Mu'allim and Bait Māla

These small groups are inhabitants of the Sāhil along with the large Bait Asgādā groups who have already been described. The first two live along the Red Sea coast of the Eritrean Sāhil and the third in the foothills in the north of Eritrea north-west of the Ḥabāb. All three claim an Arab origin. The Ḥad Mu'allim (1,000), as their name implies, grew up as a 'clan of teachers', and at one time were a thriving source for the supply of teachers for the Qur'ān schools of the region. They are now breeders of camels, sheep, and goats. The Bait Māla (Maalla), who are Beja pastoralists speaking Bejawi, were converted to Islam as early as the middle of the fifteenth century. They number about 2,700 and formerly formed part of the Bani 'Amir federation but are now independent. During recent years some groups have settled down to cultivation. The Ḥad Savra, who speak Tigré, differ from most of the other tribes of the Sāhil in having a democratic organization. They have a council of chiefs, called Abāy or Gjāl, as their ruling body.

1 Münzinger, op. cit., p. 233.

(b) Tribes of the Samhar Plain

The Samhar is the coastal region of Maṣawwa' extending inland to the foothills and some fifty miles north of Maṣawwa'. As is natural this region has acquired a mosaic of tribes who are uniform in religion since they are Muslim, but speak various languages, Tigrē, Tigriña, Saho, 'Afar, Arabic, and Somali. Most of them are semi-nomadic and pastoral, who cultivate in the winter mainly along the banks of the few rivers and in the summer follow their flocks and herds. These groups have no caste system, but follow the tribal system ruled by a council of elders who elect a shaikh.

For centuries the region was controlled by the na'ib family of Balaw origin who lived in the towns of Arkiko and Maṣawwa' and the villages of Otumlo, Moncullo, Zaga, and Embēremi. The Balaw are of Beja origin and groups of Balaw are scattered all over Eritrea mixed amongst other tribes. They formed the ruling class of the Bani 'Amir during its formative years until they were supplanted by a Jā'aliyyin family from the Eastern Sudan. Since the sixteenth century their chief centre was at Arkiko (formerly known as Dogono or Doñona) where the Turks recognized their influence by appointing the chief as their na'īb or deputy. Because of this position and their control of the Samhar the Balaw figure prominently in the history of the region. During the Egyptian occupation one of the na'īb family was appointed Sirdar of the troops at Maṣawwa'. These Balaw of the Samhar were also a considerable influence in spreading Islam in Eritrea. Through their services to the Rās of Tigrai the family were given fiefs in the highlands which became centres for the spreading of Islam, their agents travelling widely in the Sāhil and other parts collecting tribute and trade dues.

Other tribes of the Samhar are the Aflenda (2,500) who live to the north of the plain. They are semi-nomadic, of Beja origin, and speak Tigrē; one group, the Ḥad Egel Shaikh, have two distinct classes of nobles and plebs. The Meshaliti (1,600) are a mixed group, now all speaking Tigrē who live on the lower Wakiro and are cultivators and pastoralists. The Ḥad Ha, of Saho origin but speaking Tigrē, are pastoralists moving between the Ailet plain to the plateau of the Mansa. Other small unimportant groups are the Ḥad Shāma, Ḥad 'Askar, Nabara, and Waria (Wairā), all of whom speak Tigrē.

1 The Muslims of Tigrai south of the Mareb are called Balaw in the Fartā al-Habaraka (p. 319), 'they belong to the tribe of the Balaw who inhabit Tigrai and are Muslims'. The author has undoubtedly confused the Balaw with all the Tigréan Muslims.
(c) Tribes on the Sudan Border

These include the Sabdarat (3,000) who are pastoralists but cultivate a good deal of millet and speak both Arabic and Tigré. When the Turks occupied Kasala in 1842, they were under the protection of a family claiming descent from a sharif of Mecca, but today the distinction has almost disappeared through intermarriage. Two tiny tribes are the negroid Keft (600) in the hills of Alkota with a language of their own, and the Bitima (150) now speaking Tigré. The Hlanqa, who live in the Kasala region, migrated originally from the Serail and were Tigré-speaking until recently when they adopted To-Bedawé from the Beja tribes around them. They were once a powerful tribe but continual wars reduced their numbers. Early in the nineteenth century they were divided in allegiance between the Funj resident and a fek of Hlanca-Jamuliyya descent, then followed years of conflict with Hadendiwa, Abyssinians, and Mahdists. Under British rule they have been recovering in numbers and prosperity.

(d) Islands off the Red Sea Coast

The largest group of islands in the Red Sea is the Dahlak archipelago to the east of the Gulf of Masawwa. The chief inhabited islands are Dahlak which gives its name to the whole, Nokra, Nora, Dohol, Harat, Kubari, Daraka, and Dimbarik. The people of Dahlak were the first East Africans to be converted to Islam in the eighth century A.D. and numerous gravestones in Kufic and later forms of the script have been found there. For a time it was a semi-independent kingdom of considerable commercial importance with its own navy controlling the central Red Sea. Great cisterns for the storage of water are found carved out of the rock. The climate of Dahlak must have been as unpleasant then as it is now, for the poet Abu'l-Fadl Nasr Allah al-Ishandari writes: 'The worst country is Dahlak, whoever lands there dies there. It is necessary to say that it is under the guardian is Malek b. Shaddad.' Today it has lost all commercial importance. Its inhabitants are Tigré-speaking and so poor that they are unable to increase their diminishing stock by contracting marriages with families on the mainland. Amongst them live groups of Arabs, ex-slaves, Sudanese, and 'Afar. Apart from the goats, camels, and donkeys which

---

1 Yaqut, Kitab al-Buldan, ii. 534.
2 The figures of the 1931 census give a total of 2,475 inhabitants of the archipelago, composed of Tigré 1,875, Arabs 475, and 'Afar 225.
Egyptians occupied the coastal towns, and the following year the Sultan of Aussa wiped out the Egyptian expedition under Münzinger. The Egyptian occupation of the coastal region lasted only ten years and left no traces. Aussa itself, being protected by deserts, was comparatively free from raids from the highlands and the Abyssinian power left it alone until the time of Menelik when, as a result of its sultan having formed treaties with the Italians, it was invaded in 1895 by a Shan army and forced to pay tribute. But even so, no Abyssinian force dared to penetrate beyond the fringes and the 'Afar were continually contending even for the possession of these. A strip of land along the coast from Massawwa to Assab, about forty-five miles wide, separated from Abyssinian Danakil by a thin line of hills, became part of Eritrean territory and was garrisoned by the Italians. Lord Rennell mentions the good behaviour of the 'Afar and the cooperation of the Sultan of Aussa with the British Military Administration. After the region went back to Ethiopia things must have deteriorated, for in 1944 an Ethiopian expedition was sent against Aussa on the grounds of the insecurity of the trade-routes and its sultan captured and brought to Addis Ababa. He died whilst in captivity and one of his relations was made sultan. The position of Aussa remains as a semi-independent sultanate tributary to Ethiopia. The other tribes north of Aussa pursue their own free way.

The number of 'Afar in Eritrea was estimated in 1931 at 19,270 (Asa Mura 5,045, 'Ado Mura 14,225), in French Somaliland at 12,341, and about 60,000 inhabit Ethiopian territory. The 'Afar are of medium height, lithe, slender, and well-proportioned. They have an oval face with fine regular features of the European type. Their eyes are fierce and penetrating, their noses narrow and straight or aquiline, their lips generally thin, their chin small and pointed, their skin deep coffee-coloured. Their hair is coarse and curly but never woolly and the men allow it to grow in a fuzzy mop. They are vivacious, bold, and courageous, but living in a country where life is so precarious has made them suspicious, treacherous, and bloodthirsty. 'No man may wear a coloured loin cloth, a comb or feather in his hair, nor decorate his knife with brass or silver until he has killed at least once.' As Nebiit says, 'The Danakil kill any stranger at sight. The taking of life has become a habit of their nature.' But in the perpetual struggles that go on between clan and clan one must realize that it is not due to any natural bloodthirsty nature, but a form of the perpetual struggle for existence in an appalling natural environment. They have a particularly bad reputation for attacking caravans and massacring expeditions, but no nomads living in such a land could possibly resist attacking or levying toll on caravans passing through their country from the coast to the highlands. Their women when young are pretty and graceful, but since they are treated as beasts of burden they age very rapidly. They wear long brown skirts, leave their breasts uncovered, and if married distinguish themselves with a piece of black cloth worn round their heads.

The 'Afar are divided into two main groupings, the Asa Mura or 'red-men' and the 'Ado Mura or 'white-men'. The 'reds' are regarded as the nobility whilst the 'whites' are thought of as an inferior stock. Now the distinction arose is not clear. It has been claimed that the 'reds' are descendants of conquerors from the Abyssinian plateau. Tribal tradition, however, gives the south-east as their place of origin. They may be descendants of a more recent immigration from overseas, but it is more probable that in the turmoil that followed the invasion of Ahmad Grani many of his southern 'Afar followers meeting the advancing Galla were forced to migrate into the Dankali desert where they imposed themselves upon the others and gave rise to the distinction. The distinction is scarcely that of two castes as amongst the Tigre-speaking tribes, for the dispersion of the population in the grim fight for life would not allow of such a formation. Their relationship is rather that of noble and plebeian. Many of the 'Ado Mura tribes, such as the Dahrimela and Belesuwa, are powerful and independent tribes, but the 'red' and 'white' distinctions do cut across one another in Asa Mura tribes such as the Damothia. In such cases the authority of the nobles is political and economic since the chiefs and heads of kinship groups are naturally 'reds', and territorial rights are vested in them, though the 'whites' own herds and have rights of grazing on the 'reds' land.

The 'Afar are divided into a large number of tribes and kinship groups, but no one has yet been able to get the distinctions clear because of their aversion to strangers. The chief tribes of the Asa Mura are the

---

1 L. M. Nebiit, Desert and Forest (1934), pp. 68-69.
2 Lord Rennell, British Military Administration in Africa 1914-17 (1948), p. 147.
mainly for the purposes of defence, whilst further modifications have taken place, especially along the coast where coastal ‘Afar grouped themselves into the sultanate of Rahaita and the minor shaihkdoms of Beilul, Meder, Edd, and Buri. In Ethiopian territory were formed the sultanate of Aussa whose Sultan exercises a vague kind of authority over the southern regions; the minor sultanate of Biru, and the shaihkdom of Tajura.

The chief of the tribe is called dardar and sub-chiefs rās. These offices may be hereditary or elected. In groupings such as the sultanates and shaihkdoms just mentioned, where leadership has become hereditary, two branches of the dynastic family hold office in turn. The dardar being from one branch and his deputy (bulaite) who succeeds him from the other; whilst the dead chief’s son becomes bulaite, thus assuring his eventual succession to power. The authority of the chiefs of tribes is extremely vague and limited since all important decisions are made in the kalām or general assembly of the tribe. Some, such as the Ḥadārem, have no tribal chief at all. Amongst the nomads of no true political organization exists, nomadic life has exaggerated the individualistic characteristics of the ‘Afar, and he respects no authority. But he is not self-conscious as an individual. He has no individual sense of crime. Crime is a collective responsibility of the group to which he belongs and the reaction is either a compensation from the kinship group or, if another tribe, a war of reprisal.

Nomadic life is static and the ‘Afar is an extreme example of this, so closely is he adapted to his environment. The equilibrium of the forces of man, animals, water, and grass in his life are so exact that all his energies are absorbed in the struggle for mere existence and he has no energy left for the arts or for the effort involved in uprooting and seeking a new life elsewhere. That is why he is such a fine ‘specimen’ if viewed in his life in his own deserts and a demoralized and useless individual if seen outside them.

What little sense of unity the ‘Afar possess as a people has nothing to do with kinship, for as we have seen they are not an ethnic unit. It is based on the factors they do possess in common, which are language, religion, and way of life. But even these have never enabled them to combine against a common enemy such as the Galla or Abyssinians, whilst they live in perpetual bloody struggles with one another.

The ‘Afar are essentially nomadic herdsmen. Living in an infertile country of desert, lava streams, volcanoes, and salt depressions, no other life was possible, and even that was precarious and did not allow large
concentrations, so that there has been considerable infiltration northwards into more fertile regions, and this gave rise to the Saho groups. Their livestock consists chiefly of goats, some tribes rear camels, and a few in specially favoured areas have cattle. The majority with their goats and meagre camels migrate long distances in search of the scanty herbage, but the few cattle-owners of the Damohleta cannot move far from the richer grazing grounds of the Buri peninsula. The goats are tended chiefly by women and children whilst some of the men remain nearby on the watch. The majority stay in their village, though some are always on the look out for the approach of strangers. A few groups on the shores of the Red Sea are sailors and fishermen in the service of the merchants of the coastal towns. Some agriculture is done by the Modaito in the Assa region where the Hawash forms a series of little lakes whose annual flooding irrigates the surrounding land and leaves a deposit of mud. The Dahemla also extract salt from the depressions in the torrid central regions which from earliest times they have traded with the Abyssinians in the hills.

Their huts, which are used chiefly for shade in the heat of the day and for the storage of their meagre food and possessions, are poorly built, hemispherical in shape, made of the interwoven ribs of palm leaves, and covered with a coarse matting. They are situated in open ground near wells and are the semi-permanent centres of their migrational movements. Some live in natural caves in parts where the soil is tufaceous or pumice. The diet of the ‘Afar consists chiefly of sour milk and sometimes a porridge made of dura flour. Only at festivals when an animal is killed do they get the opportunity of eating meat. They drink also an intoxicant which they extract from the don palm.

The ‘Afar do not hold God in any great awe. They think of Him, not as an omnipotent king, His powers are so obviously limited, but rather as a great shaikh worthy of following if He shows qualities of leadership and generosity. Since He shows little of either He is not taken into account very much. It is far more important to keep on the right side of one’s tribal saint. The ‘Afar cannot be called fanatic Muslims; their hatred of strangers is due to other causes. They are extremely lax in the practice of their Islam and many remnants of their former paganism persist. They rarely pray, do not keep Ramadán strictly, and cannot read Arabic. The nomads keep strictly to themselves, mix little with other tribes, and never with non-‘Afar if they can avoid it; they have no teachers so they have very little chance of learning anything of their religion. The Islam of those in the coastal towns has been more crystallized through mixing with others better versed in Islamic regulations.

Tribal Distribution of Islam

II. SAHO

These tribes are grouped together because they all speak the same language which is allied to ‘Afar, but they are of various origins and vary in organization, tribal law, and customs.¹ The majority live on the eastward mountain slopes of Akele-Guzãi, Shimezaana, and Agame. They are mainly pastoralists, migrating in winter towards the coastal region, whilst in summer they travel across the Tigrinya-speaking country far to the west across Akele Guzãi and across the Mareb in the Hazamo plain to the Serai. Such migrations in the past led to some groups settling on the plateau and changing their language to Tigrinya or Tigre (e.g. the ruling class of the Mansa and Mârya), whilst the contrary process sometimes took place, the Saho language being adopted by Tigre- and ‘Afar-speaking sections (e.g. Tero’s Bait Mosê). The westward movement and gradual settlement of these tribes is going on continually.²

The constitution of these tribes is democratic with an elected chief. They have no caste-system. They remained virtually independent of both the Tigreans and the na’tîb of Arkiko although they sometimes paid tribute to both. They appear in traveller’s tales as wild and feared robbers dominating the Samhar and the eastward mountain slopes. Plowden says they are fanatic Mahometans, without exception,³ but now under Western control they have become peaceful nomads.

The largest tribe is the Asaorta (18,000) who migrate between the sea and Akele-Guzãi and derive from an early wave of ‘Afar migration.⁴ They dominated other peoples they found in the area and remained pagan for a long time. Mount Falûm was the centre of their ancient pagan rites where they still make a yearly sacrifice of a white cow.⁵ They are now all Muslims through the influence of Arab immigrants, whose families became ‘holy’ sub-groups within the main tribe such as the Me Embara, Bait Khalifa, and Bait Shaikh Muhammed. Many

¹ On the origins of the Saho tribes see C. Conti Rossini, ‘Studii su popolazioni dell’ Etiopia’, R.S.O. iii. 85a–3.
⁴ The earliest reference to them (also to the Hare and Taro’s) is in a British Museum MS., dated A.D. 1425-6 as Ashkawil when they occupied the same area they do now and must have been nominal Christians under Zar’s Yilqob (see C. Conti Rossini, R.S.O. ix. 452-5).
⁵ Reinsch, Die Saho-Sprache, ii. 112.
of them joined the Mirghaniyya ṭariqa during the nineteenth century.

The Assorta are divided into five tribes, whence their name kown 'arē, 'the five houses', each of which has a separate chief. They are essentially mountain dwellers and are semi-nomadic in a state of transition to a sedentary life. Their migrations follow a regular pattern. They remain in the plain in winter for as short a time as possible when they do some cultivation, but they cultivate much more on the plateau where many sections are now sedentary, living in permanent houses of stone and thatch. The others only put up primitive tent-like shelters.

The Mini-Fērə, 'Sons of Mina', seem to be a fusion between Saho and an Abyssinian garrison placed in the country to bar the way to Saho migrations northwards. It is interesting to find that they now have two legends as to their tribal origins; one of which derives Mina from royal Abyssinian stock; whilst the other, invented after they became Muslims, traces his ancestry back to the Prophet. The Mini-Fe're live between Senna and Arafali and number about 11,000. Some of them were once Christian and agrarianists who live on Mount Soira (especially the Asa Yofo'a) remain Christian, but the majority had adopted Islam by the beginning of the last century. They are divided into three sub-tribes, Faq'a-t Harag, Rasamo, and Gasso. The first is a semi-religious tribe whose chief acts as ḍadi in appeal over the decisions of the other chiefs.

The Tero'a (Tor'ua) who are the most northerly of the Saho, live between rivers Hadass and Alda and migrate between the Hamassah and the coast. They were originally Tigre-speaking but have changed to Saho. They are divided into two sections, Bait Sarah (or Sarah 'Arē) and Bait Mose (or Mose-t 'Arē), the latter being bilingual.

The Hazu or Hoso (4,000) live east and south-east of the Mini-Fērə migrating between the Gulf of Zula and the River Endelî. They are fully nomadic and never cultivate, but live at feud with the Danakil and with their neighbours in Irob. They have a chief who has the title of Ona and ten sections are under a shan.

The Debri-Mela, 'People of the Mountain', who number about 1,000, live south of Akelé-Guzzâ on the mountain-chain of Mount Mola. They are divided into two sections: the Aladês on Amba Debria who speak Saho and are also pastoralists and Muslim; and the Lab

2. Reindisch (op. cit. ii. 293) derives the name from ra'awu, 'to graze', cf. Ar. ar'awu.

Hale who are settled cultivators, bilingual, speaking both Tigrinya and Saho, and have remained Ethiopian Christians.

Another large Christian Saho tribe are the Irōb (about 10,000) who live in Abyssinian territory in the eastern Agame, south of the Debri-Mela and the Endelli river who migrate on to the plateau as far as the region of Debra Dāmo. They are gradually adopting the language and mode of life of the Abyssinians amongst whom they live. The family of Sab'agādīs which played an important role in the history of Tigrai during the early nineteenth century belonged to the Irōb.

There are many other smaller Saho tribes, the Idā (1,200), Iddāf (1,000), Bardotta (900), Assabat 'Arē, all of mixed origins, and other definitely 'Afar tribes who now speak Saho such as the Reza Māra and Bellesuwa. Certain other small tribes which claim an Arab origin need mentioning because they are partly responsible for the conversion of the Saho to Islam. The Intil'Ashik 'Arē, a branch of the Me-Embera, are a 'holy' tribe, their centre is at Donaghb, but they have members scattered about all the tribes as Qur'ān teachers and mediators in disputes amongst the Saho. The Bait Kilafa, Bait Qidd, and Bait Shaikh Mahmūd are small groups of very mixed origin, lento a unity by common association; the Bait Kilafa, for example, being composed of families of Sudanese, 'Afar, Dassamo, and Assorta. The Bait Qidd have the privilege of providing the ḍadi for the five Assorta.

The constitution of the Saho tribes is democratic, they have no caste system and elect their chiefs, whose authority, however, once they are elected, is respected. They have their own system of tribal law which varies in each tribe. They are observant of religious practices and knowledge of the reading and writing of Arabic is fairly widespread, especially amongst the Assorta. All alike will be found wearing amulets and telling their rosaries. They are very jealous of their women who live a most secluded life in their huts.

12. Sidāma

Before the Galla invasions the peoples, whom for convenience' sake we call Sidāma, inhabited almost the whole of the southern part of Ethiopia. In the east they extended towards the Webī, in the west as far as the valleys of the Sobat and Diddessa, in the north they occupied

1 'Sidama' is the term used by the Galla for all non-Galla peoples, similar to the Somali usage of qada for non-Muslim, and therefore means 'foreigner'. Amongst the natives of the region Sidama is the name of a single tribe. Europeans use the word as a convenient term for those peoples of Kushitic origin who belong to the linguistic family of which the Kauficho language is the most widespread and this has been its usage throughout this book.
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much of Shoa, whilst in the north-west they crossed the Blue Nile and reached as far as western Aga-a-Meder. As the Abyssinians expanded they absorbed certain groups of northern Sidama, whilst they placed military outposts in the centre of their region (e.g. the Gurage who are perhaps a fusion of the two peoples). As we have seen, the formation of Sidama states, whose ruling classes accepted Islam, kept the Abyssinians back for a long while, until, after the consolidation of the Solomonid dynasty, they effected a military occupation of a large part of the Sidama regions. Then came the Galla invasions which brought the Galla into northern, north-western, and eastern Sidama territory, many were absorbed and Sidama-land was reduced to little more than the Omo and great Rift Valley regions. The majority of Sidama have retained their paganism through all these changes. The chiefs of Hadja and Biti, we have seen, accepted Islam in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but it was only a veneer and vanished. The Abyssinian conquests of the fifteenth century led to the conversion of some groups to Christianity, but the Galla invasion and the subsequent long period of isolation, which lasted until Shoa expansion under Menelik, resulted in the triumph of their paganism. Since Menelik's conquest official Christianity has been adopted by many, whilst during the nineteenth century Islam made progress amongst the eastern tribes of Hadja, Alaba, and Tambaro.

The incorporation of these Sidama states into the Ethiopian Empire has had two effects. The chiefs of the pagan states had to accept a nominal Christianity, but those who claimed to be Muslims were left alone; secondly, it opened up direct contact between them and other Muslim centres which were being affected by the reawakening of Islam in southern Ethiopia during the second half of the nineteenth century and apparently caused further decadence of their paganism. But it is true that the Sidama, like the Galla, easily adopt a foreign religion without in any way giving up the paganism of their ancestors. So far the two religious currents have been contending for the souls of the Sidama have failed.

Islam then is still rare amongst the Sidama and is only professed by

Enya was converted to Christianity by Sarra Dengo in 1586. The invasions of the Galla caused Christian Sidama to take refuge in Kaffa whose kings claimed to belong to it until 1854 (cf. Bieber, 'Die Geistige Kultur der Kaftsch', Rev. Ét. Éth. et Soc., 1909, p. 455; Kaffa (Vienna, 1921), i. 175-4, li. 419-444; Massais, op. cit. v. 55-66). Major Harris reported many survivals of Christianity amongst the Sidama (The Highlands of Ethiopia, 1844, ii. 76-79). The people of the islands of Ziway seem to have been Christians from very early times and although they had no priests still preserved their churches and their ornaments until the conquest of Menelik (cf. Gombré Selassie Chronique du règne de Menelik II, 1936, i. 335).
four tribes of the eastern Sidama, the Tambaro, Alaba, Gâro (Bosha), and Hadiya, though Islamic influence is strong in all the trading centres of the region. The Tambaro, who speak the same language as their northern neighbours the nominally Christian Kambata, formerly formed the southern part of the large Muslim kingdom of Hadiya conquered by the early Solomonid monarchs. It was an independent state at the beginning of the Saoan conquest with an elected chief Negita who had been converted to Islam.

The Hadiya, who call themselves Guodela, are the remains of the ancient Muslim kingdom of Hadiya who, as a result of the Galla invasion and subsequent isolation from other Islamic centres, reverted to a practical paganism. They border on the Gurage in the north, the Gurage Ulbarag and Kambata in the east, the Tambaro in the south, and the River Omo in the west. At the time of Cecchi’s visit (1878) Hadiya was divided into two principalities. The northern, called Qabena (Hadiya Wambe by the Galla), was an autonomous state under ‘Umar Baksa, an adventurer from Chaafa who had made himself chief with the title of Imam. He became a Muslim, Cecchi says, to aid him in opening up commercial relationships with the kingdoms of Jimma and Limu, and he made Hadiya into an important commercial centre, where were gathered together merchants, soldiers of fortune, deserters, and displaced persons. These people, when they were not engaged in war or slave-trading, amused themselves day and night in two or three huts bearing the pompous names of mosques, eating, drinking, sleeping, singing praises to Allah or His Prophet, and, during our stay there, lacerating our ears with yelling and the sounds of timbrels and drums. ‘Umar Baksa made his subjects send their sons at the age of six or seven to school in these mosques, where under the direction of various masters, amongst whom was an ‘Afar, they learnt to write and recite the whole of the Qur’an by heart’. It is as a result of this policy that

1 Kambata is first mentioned as an independent state by d’Almeida, ‘Notas pela parte de subosseu, Cambole pelo do sul, Bally pela de suette’ (R.A.S.O. vi. 402) and Tambaro probably separated itself at the same time.

2 See E. Corulli, ‘Note su alcune popolazioni Sidama dell’ Abissinia meridionale’, R.S.O.

3 Guodela was formerly the name of the southern part of Hadiya, for a song in honour of Negasa Amda Syon speaks of him carrying his conquest throughout Hadiya as far as Guodela; Guidi, ‘Le canzoni ge’er amarilla in onore di Re Abissini’, R.R.A.L. ser. ii, vol. v. (1889), song ix.

4 It is probably that they were performing the dako because they were adherents of the Qadiriya tarika.

5 A. Cecchi, Da Zolle alle frontiere del Congo (1882–7), ii. 51–52; cf. also p. 57 on ‘Umar Baksa’s propaganda amongst the pagans of his kingdom.

Hadiya became more or less Islamized. He was succeeded in 1878 by Hasen njamo, son of one of ‘Umar’s companions, who, allyimg himself with other Muslim chiefs in the south, put up a fierce struggle against the Saoan conquest. He was conquered by Fitawrari Habba Givorgis and the country incorporated into the empire. The southern principality, lying between the River Omo and the Tambaro (called Hadiya Tufa by the Galla), submitted peacefully to Menelik’s general and in consequence obtained much better treatment than the northern.

Whilst the Hadiya are Muslims in name they still practise their old pagan cult. Their sky-god is called Wa’a, which is obviously equivalent to the Galla Waga. Their living cult is bound up with the various genii who live in trees and springs. Since the conquest of Menelik their Islam has been given new life through wider contacts with other Muslims.

The Alaba, who live between the River Billate and Lake Awassa and whose language belongs to the same group as the Kambata, number about 40,000. They are agriculturalists and Colito (Guliti) is their market centre where there is a mosque. They are mentioned (under the form Halaba) as part of the kingdom of Hadiya in the Chronicle of Zar’a Ya’qob (1434–68); and by P. Antonio Fernandez, who travelled in this region in 1613, as a little state, tributary to Ethiopia, adjoining the Kambata, governed by a Muslim who took Fernandez prisoner. During the succeeding period of isolation their Islam died out, but it was again preached amongst them about 1830 by a Shaiwick Kana, who, like so many of the missionaries of this region, claimed to be a descendant of Shaikh Husain. In consequence of the eastern influence they have adopted the Qadiriyya tarika.

The Bosha, who are called Gâro by the Galla, are a Sidama people, first mentioned in the songs in honour of the Negus Yeshu (A.D. 1419–29) as one of the countries paying a tribute of gold. They were among the people converted to Christianity by Sarha Dengel during his expedition of 1586–7. They were conquered by the Mecha Galla towards the end of the eighteenth century and their former wide area became restricted to the south-western region of the kingdom of Jimma, north of the Gojeb and west of the Omo, where they now live,

1 J. Perruchon, Chronique de Zar’a T’al’eqob (1893), pp. 16–22.
2 D’Almeida, Historia Aethiopica, R.A.S.O. vi. 74–75.
3 M. Menso, Nuove Notizie sull’ Aba e sugli Alaba’, R.S.E. i. 54–55.
5 Guidi, Historia Geografia Galla (1997), p. 201. They are also mentioned by d’Almeida, and Beccari, R.A.S.O. v. 23, ‘O rio Zebbe... nasce em huma terra a quem chamam Boba no reino de Narell, que he o mais austral deste imperio’.
which became a kors of Jimma when it was conquered by Abba Gomol, father of Abba Jifar II, during the first half of the nineteenth century. They escaped absorption and remain a Sidama people speaking their own dialect of Kafficho, but also speak Galla. They have all become Muslim.¹

Most Sidama regions have some Muslim minorities chiefly commercial. The rulers of the former kingdom of Kaffa placed very severe restrictions upon the entry of foreign merchants. Two markets only were open to them, that of Bonga for Christian merchants (amos), and Kaya for Muslims (neggade). Those Muslim merchants who wished to settle permanently in the country could not stay in Kaya but had to build huts at Tonkolla (15 km. to the east). The last Kaffar king, Kenna, is said to have joined Islam in the hope of getting help from his Muslim neighbours, but even if this were true Islam did not gain any hold over his people. F. J. Bieber gives a few indications of the Islam professed in Kaffa. He says that the neggade there are descendants of immigrant merchants from Darfura, Gondar, and Tigrai who settled down, married local women, and now speak Kafficho. They have a mosque at Tonkolla where prayer and Qur’anic recitations are performed, but Islam is not professed by the true Kafficho.⁴

It was the policy of the Italians to strengthen Islam in southern Ethiopia, and the list of places where they constructed mosques in Sidama-land at least shows the trading-centres where Muslims are concentrated, though these are not Sidama:

In some regions of Galla-Sidama, as, for example, in the territory of the Omoro, the Muslims were regarded as pariahs; the toughest work and the most abject duties were reserved for them, their faith for years was the butt of insults and contempt on the part of all. They had almost no gadisi and the few they had enjoyed neither consideration nor authority. The Italian conquest has definitely given them dignity, independence, and tranquility: they have gadisi and mosques and complete liberty in the exercise of commerce and the practice of their religion. In the Sidama territory, where the Muslims had only miserable mosques, the construction of a dignified mosque in Dale has been made possible by a government contribution. Also in the residency of Hula the construction of a mosque has been started and another built at Cavallanza, an important Islamic colony. Enlargements have been made to

¹ Annali dell'Africa Italiana, ill (1940), 710. Not all these places are in Sidama territory, Maji (Maé), which was formerly an important market for slaves, is the principal centre of the group of pagan tribes known as Gimira.
² The word Gurage means 'land of the left-hand' from Isenberg and Krapf, op. cit., p. 97.
³ C. Conti Rossini, Etiopia, pp. 132-3, Storia, i, p. 283. The traditions of some tribes state that they are descended from soldiers of the Negus Zaraq, i.e. Zar'a Ya'qob.
was abandoned following the Galla invasions. 1 Shan priests, however, continued to visit some parts of the country 2 and the kings of Shoa always laid claim to it. Säha Selläsé (1813–47) conquered some of the tribes and took the title of Negus of Gurage. 3 Menelik sent his first expedition into their country in 1875 and seized five districts, but the conquest was not completed until 1889. He divided the country into fourteen provinces, eleven 'Christian' (since chiefs of all pagan tribes were required to be baptized) and three Muslim. The Shan conquest, carrying with it a new influx of Abyssinians, brought Christianity back to the Gurage, many Christian groups now exist, the State religion is making continued progress and churches are being built all over the region. The Capuchin mission at Endaberg has built up a Christian community. Islam has also been persistently infiltrating into the Gurage country through proximity to the Hadya and through the influence of traders, for the whole of the commerce of the region is in the hands of Muslims, especially the Warjibé. The town of Silé (pop. 2,500), which lies at the foot of Mount Gurage, is the chief Muslim centre. The majority of the Gurage, however, remain pagan, but there seems little doubt that these will become Christians. Amongst the Chaha is a clan of sorcerers called Moet who are held in awe by all Gurage, Christian and Muslim alike. Azaïs and Chamard give the following table of religious distribution: 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Dominant religion</th>
<th>Other religions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaha</td>
<td>Pagan</td>
<td>Muslims and some Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guleto (Gicts)</td>
<td>Pagan</td>
<td>Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadeba</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>Pagans and some Muslims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walane</td>
<td>1/3 Christian</td>
<td>Pagans, no Muslims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muher</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>Pagans and Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akelli-Kabena</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eja (Ela)</td>
<td>Pagan</td>
<td>1/5 Muslims and some Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eneamos</td>
<td>Pagan</td>
<td>Some pagans and Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gogot</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Some pagans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Släpsi</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Some Christians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guomar (Gwemaro)</td>
<td>Pagan</td>
<td>Some Muslims and no pagans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massan (Urib)</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The Gomaro (Gwemaro) were converted by Sara Dengel (Gesell, Histoire Géorgale, p. 203). On the survivals of this ancient Christianity amongst the Muher see Cecchi, op. cit. ii. 96. P. P. Azaïs shows how Christian elements are embedded in the paganism of the Gurage (Le paganisme dans pays Gurage, Revue d'ethnographie, 1910, pp. 51–73).

2 Isemberg and Kräpf (op. cit., pp. 178–81) report that priests of the Gurage were still numerous in the time of Säha Selläsé.

3 Isemberg and Kräpf, op. cit., p. 250; W. C. Harris, The Highlands of Ethiopia (1944), iii. 27.


Of the tribes not mentioned in this list the Gwena (Gura), Magar, Yacheret, Entagna, and Ulbarag remain predominantly pagan; the Inor, Aymalle, Nunnara, and Damro are Christian; and the Urujo are Muslim. There are some scattered Muslim groups such as those of Kwotar between the rivers Wabi and Walga, north-west of the Qabena. They consist of elements of various tribes with a predominance of Eja. Many of them belong to the Qadiryya tariru. The commercial centre of Amaya in Nonno territory is a village of Muslim Gurage.

The Gurage are settled agriculturalists who also depend to a large extent upon their flocks and herds. They are intelligent and industrious workers, and in Addis Ababa the word Gurage is equivalent to 'porter'; for many of them, as well as Sidama like the Walamo, travel there for work when their cultivation allows them. They have fine regular features; the men dress like the Abyssinians, but the women still wear skin robes and ornament themselves with metal objects. The Abyssinians regard the Gurage as inferior, but often take wives from them for their women have a reputation for beauty.

14. OROMA OR GALLA

(a) Culture Contact and Change

The name Galla is a nickname probably meaning 'emigrants' which is disliked by the people themselves. 2 Their own name is Oroma from ilm 'Oroma' 'sons of Orma' after their eponymous ancestor.

We have seen how the Galla first marched into Bäi in the reign of Lebna Dengel and, taking advantage of the confusion and social vacuum left by the devastations of the Imám Ahmad, broke like a tidal wave over Ethiopia. At this time they were a loosely knit confederation of tribes whose highly developed political organization represented a tribal symbol in which the soul of the people was incarnated. But as a result of their irruption into a historical region they escaped from the nomadic society's normal state of being a people without a history and exposed themselves to new forces of change and disintegration.

At the time of their migration they were nomadic herdsmen, ignor-
ant of the use of metals and the horse, but they acquired both these in Abyssinia and their cavalry armed with long lances and throwing spears became the terror of the peasantry armed only with swords and shields. They scattered or subjugated many of the Sidama tribes and pushed themselves into the western districts, some even settled between the higher courses of the Baro and Diddessa; they penetrated into Abyssinia proper, into the southern districts of Shoa, and as far as Lake Hayq and the frontiers of Angot and cut off Shoa from Amhara and Tigray. They were enrolled as praetorian guards by the emperors and founded military colonies. Bruce thought that they could have conquered the whole country had they not met with smallpox during the reign of Iyasu the Great. But the real reason for their failure was that life in the highlands changed the Galla; it split up their tribes and because of their lack of cohesion they were not able to establish a Galla State before the Abyssinians, under Theodore, at last recovered their moral and responded to the challenge.

The Galla of the highlands who mingled with Sidama and Abyssinians gave up the strictly nomadic life and gradually adopted many of their customs and cultural features, but without losing their own national characteristics and independence. During the second half of the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries shahidoms and principalties grew up with characteristics of their own. Among such powerful Galla groupings were the tribes in the Wallo and Yajju regions in the heart of the highlands between Lasca and Shoa, amongst whom the Galla system suffered profound transformation for they took over the galt and feudal structure of Amhara society. Many became Amharic-speaking or bilingual. These Galla all adhered to Islam about the middle of the eighteenth century and religious fanaticism was added to racial antagonism. On the other hand, the many small Galla tribes who occupied a large part of the State of Shoa were converted to Christianity before the time of Menelik. South-west of Shoa in the Gibe regions genuine principalties were founded upon former Sidama kingdoms whose peoples also joined Islam early in the nineteenth century. Thus two Muslim blocks were formed, that of the Wallo, Yajju, and Raya in the heart of Christian territory and the group in the Gibe valley in the centre of pagan societies. The Galla tribes surrounding Harar city were also gradually influenced to Islam. This movement

intensified during the short Egyptian occupation, but they were scarcely modified in their social structure until Abyssinian institutions were introduced after the conquest of Menelik in 1887.

The vast masses of Galla of the south were not subject to this process of social change. They remained nomadic herdsmen under their own republican form of government and because of this they remained pagan. The shock of the ruthless military conquests of the Abyssinians which broke up much of their tribal constitution and customary sanctions, opened the way to Islamic infiltration amongst the Arusi tribes through emissaries dispersed from the missionary centre of Harar. The Boran, however, are still wholly pagan and have absorbed other tribes who fled before the Shoaan conquests.

We can follow the evolution of many of the Galla tribes from the stage of pastoral nomadism to cultivation, with the parallel process in the political sphere of evolution from a democratic to an aristocratic system, and in the religious sphere from paganism to Islam or Christianity. These powerful conquerors, at first united by ties of blood and highly developed principles of social and political life, for nomadism demands a high standard of social behaviour and conformity, lost this solidarity; and as a result of their dispersion and social change this vast confederation of sister tribes became an agglomeration of enemy brothers. Once the Amhara recovered their unity the Galla's lack of cohesion caused them to fall into a state of vassalage as the Amhara's subject fulahin or tribute-paying pastoralists, from which condition they are emerging during the present régime towards a state of greater equality with the ruling Amhara.

(b) The People

By reason of their dispersion over a vast territory and through intermarriage with indigenous peoples the Galla ethnical type was considerably modified. Some tribes still exhibit truly Hamitic physical characteristics especially since they mixed with other Hamitic tribes like the Sidama, whilst others in the south-west are strongly negroid. The majority show every variation between these extremes.

In general, the Galla is intelligent, good-tempered, and now relatively peaceable, though he is very courageous when forced to fight. He has great powers of endurance in resisting fatigue and cold. The staple food of the agriculturalists is either grain or musa enete. They drink beer and coffee and have learnt from the Abyssinians how to make hydromel. The plough is often used for cultivation, but in some
parts all the work is done by hand. The nomadic Boran, who are
essentially herders of cattle, lively mainly on cow's milk which they
drink curdled. They also keep some goats, sheep, and a few loading
camels. Their villages consist of a thorn zariba containing inner cattle-
enclosures and semi-spherical grass huts for from ten to eighty families.
 Those near the perennial wells are permanent. During the rains they
wander only to a distance of from two to three marches and make
villages where they find water and grazing.

The Galla family is patriarchal and the father has the right of sale
and life and death over his children. The eldest son has a superior posi-
tion and takes two-thirds of the inheritance, the second two-thirds of
the remainder, and so on. Adoption is common and the tie is such that
the adopted son enjoys the rights of the first-born even if a son is born
subsequently. Marriage is exogamous and by purchase, the price being
generally paid in cows. It is indissoluble once the final sacrificial cere-
mony (rako-kako) has been performed. The wife has few rights in Galla
law, she may not inherit, but her social position is good, she goes about
freely, has considerable influence, and travellers have contracted her
position with that of Afar and Somali women. Monogamy is the general
practice, but richer men who can maintain separate husbands are sometimes
polygamous. The levirate is maintained by most pagan tribes and a
widow passes to her husband's brother together with her children.

Oromo or the Galla language is the most widely spoken language
in Ethiopia. Considering the vast expanses of country over which it is
spoken where the tribes are separated by formidable physical barriers
and even other language areas, the language has remained remarkably
uniform. The various dialects into which it is divided have not yet been
thoroughly studied. They have been divided provisionally1 into two
main language groups: (1) southern, spoken by the Bararetta and
Kofira-Galla who live on the banks of the Tana river in Kenya;
(2) northern, which is divided into the dialects of:

Machcha, spoken by the Limmu, Guma, Gomma, Jimma, Gera,
Leqa, Laqamti, and Nonno;
Tulama, spoken throughout Shoa;
Borana, spoken by the Wara Dayi of Italian Somaliland, Borana,
Jamjam, Arusi, Itu, and Karayu. The dialect spoken by the
Wallo seems to belong to this group.2

2 The following are the translations of the Scriptures into Galla: J. L. Krafft, Mark (1841)
southern dialect); Krafft, Psalms (1872) (Nonno dialect in Ethiopian characters); Gesellino

Institutions of the Pagan Galla. Some idea of the social, political,
and religious structure of the pagan Galla is necessary in order to un-
derstand the Muslim tribes. The general pattern of their pagan institu-
tions was originally much the same, for the Leqa in the extreme west and
the Boran in the extreme south even today have almost identical forms.
But considerable changes have taken place in the islamized sedentary
groups as a result of their contact with Sidama and Muslim institutions
and through the superimposition of Abyssinian political institutions.
However, as we shall see, Islam could not completely abolish the tribe's
ceremonial expression of its members' corporate emotions, and the
characteristic institutions of Galla social life are not yet uprooted for
the gado-system which is central to it lingers on in all the former
Muslim monarchies of the south-west, amongst the Muslim tribes of
Harar and Arusi and, of course, amongst the unmodified pagans such
as the Boran and Leqa, though with the imposition of Abyssinian
political institutions it has lost actual political importance.

The political and social organization of the pagan Galla will be but
briefly sketched since it is those forms which are more easily displaced,
whilst the more purely religious, social, and personal elements will be
referred to in a later section since many of these continue to exist in
Galla Islam in some form or other, though of course with changes of
emphasis, terminology, and means of expression, which have modified
their inner significance in Galla life.

The Galla have a special social organization which must have had
its origin in the age-groups of the Hamitic Nilotes. Every Galla tribe
is divided into groups called gada whose number varies from tribe to
tribe.1 East gada is made up of all the males of the tribe who are to be
initiated at the same time. Membership of a gada does not depend on
age but is hereditary. The periods of initiation are in general: (1) doppole
twenty-four years; (2) quandola eight years; (3) luba, subdivided into two
four-year periods called raba and guda.

The Abba Beke (holder of the sceptre) is the chief magistrate. He
is elected from among the members of the gada in passing from the

Nesib, The Holy Bible (1899) (B.F.B.S. Ethiopic characters); Calvagio, Matthew (B.F.B.S.,
1888, Ittu dialect); and the Gospel of St. John (in the Bararetta dialect).

1 On the gada-system see E. Cettulii, The Folk-Literature of the Galla of Southern Abyssinia
(1929), pp. 167-81; 'I rit di iniziazione nella tribù Galla', R.S.G. ix. 480-93; 'Ancora
dell'ordinamento delle tribù Galla', L'Africa Italiana, v (1928), 25-31; Le popolazioni del
bacino superiore della Ushi', in Duca degli Abruzzi, Le Esplorazioni delle Uhi-Ushi (Milan,
1932), pp. 155-71; and D. Pecchi, 'Note sul sistema della Gada e delle classi di età presso le
second to the third periods and remains in office until the end of the gada-period; luba, therefore, indicates the members of the gada whose Abba Bokku is in power. The Abba Bokku was assisted by a council which included all ex-officials and elders. Other magistrates were the Mosti who executed the decrees of the assemblies, and the Abba Dula (father of war) who was only appointed to the office for a particular expedition. The Abba Bia are a new class of landed proprietors who grew up amongst the sedentary tribes with the decline of democratic rule; they are members of the council which advises the Abba Bokku and exercise minor functions.

These institutions still have significance in the social structure of many tribes, although under Abyssinian rule they have lost actual political importance. The Abba Bokku is still elected and, though he can no longer enforce taxation, his people will contribute to his support voluntarily during his tenure of office. The tribes which have been most modified are those of the Abyssinian highlands (the Muslim Wallo, Yajju, and Raya and the many Christian tribes of Shoa). The Wallo still elect an Abba Dula for a particular raiding expedition during which he has full authority over all the tribes involved, though a great chief like Negus Mikael is the normal leader in a large tribal war. Amongst the Wallo and Raya, whilst election to the office of Abba Bokku under the old republican form lapsed, the chief of the tribe was nominated by an assembly of notables, received the title of bokku, and was invested with a baton (bokchich) as symbol of office. After Menelik's conquest the chiefs were invested with Abyssinian titles, but are still known as bokku, whilst the village headmen are called bokkicha. Amongst the monarchal states of the Gibi it was the Mosti who became king, and the Sultan of Jimma is still called by that title, whilst the institution of the gade has been profoundly modified. Before the conquest of Menelik the Chercher territory (Harar Province), whose Galla population were settled Muslim agriculturalists, was divided into bokku over each of

---

(c) Muslim Galla Groups

(a) Galla of the Abyssinian Plateau

The so-called Galla region in the highlands has been the scene of many encounters between races and religions and therefore exhibits considerable ethnic heterogeneity. It was once occupied by Christian Amhara, as many ancient churches such as that of Dabka Egzi'a Bëher on the island of Lake Hayq bear witness, but Islamic influence was spreading even before the invasion of the Imam Ahmad Grani for the Dob'a of the eastern borderland were islamized pagans. Grani's invasion left 'Afar-Saho groups in eastern Tigray and abyssinian clans in eastern Wallo and Shoa permanently islamized. A second wave of invasion which passed through the valleys and passes of the region was that of the Galla. Tribes travelling up the Hawash ascended into the highlands by the valleys which descend into the Dankali depression; those who ascended by the Borkenna eventually settled in the Wallo region, those who travelled by the Millé are the Yaju, and those by the Alal and Golima are the Raya. The Wallo Galla occupying the region between Shoa, Amhara, and Tigray separated these countries and thus aided the dismemberment of the empire.

The Galla, having arrived in a paradise of perennial pastures and abundant water, became permanent settlers and were profoundly affected by the new environment in which they found themselves. From the Abyssinians amongst whom they settled and with whom some intermarried, they added agriculture to their stock breeding, changed their language to Amharic, and took over the galdi and feudal organization of the society in which they found themselves, which completely modified their own democratic constitutions. From the Muslims of these regions all the Galla tribes adopted Islam during the period of their regionalism as a means to avoid the complete disintegration of their social body and maintain themselves over against Abyssinian imperialism. This religion was professed by the chiefs of the Wallo during the first half of the eighteenth century, but their subjects remained pagan and many of them were still pagan in the nineteenth century. We have

1 H. Weld Blundell wrote in 1905 of the chief of the Lecha Nagamet, 'the present chief who began life as "Gumma", was baptized with most of his followers and soldiers, and blossomed out into Dejasech Gebra Efnabeheher, or "servant of God". They still maintain, however, the system of an eight-year epoch or division of time, and the ceremonies of the bateau (or eight-year period), still continue, though the power of the baku, within Abyssinian jurisdiction, has been merged into that of officials appointed by the King.' (H. Weld Blundell, 'Exploration of the Abai Basin', Geog. Journ. xviii. 1905.) The bateau referred to is really the sacrificial ceremony at the end of the second period of initiation by which the right is acquired to take part in the deliberations of the tribe (cf. Cerulli, Folk-literature of the Galla, p. 141).

2 On the gada system practised today in Jimma Abba Jifar see Cerulli, E.O. i. 87 ff.
already seen how these Galla tribes grouped themselves into two main federations, the Wallo and the Yajju, and occupying as they did key positions between the great Abyssinian regions, they were able to dominate the political scene from 1756 to 1853 and bring about the disintegration of the empire. Their influence caused a strong anti-Galla reaction under Theodore, which was continued under John and Menelik who completely destroyed the Muslim Galla political power. In spite of wholesale baptisms Islam still exerts a strong hold over the Wallo and Yajju, but in time the influence of Amharic and Christianity will lead to the disappearance of the Galla language and possibly their Islam.

The most northerly of these Galla are the Raya who are also called Azēbo. These are not different tribes, they call themselves Raya, but are called Azēbo by the Tigreans probably from the name of the country they occupied. They inhabit the great plain in the east of the plateau which is watered by the Ala and Golima rivers. Ascending these rivers at the end of the sixteenth century they dispossessed the Dob and inherited their occupation of raiding the caravan routes between Tigray and Shoa. They did not attain the same loose cohesion as the Wallo and Yajju and consequently did not play such a great part in the politics of central Abyssinia as the others. They were the allies of Ras Kasa against the Emperor Theodore, but when Kasa became the Emperor John IV they were included in his campaign for religious unification; he sent expeditions against them and depopulated parts of their country, in which Tigreans settled and introduced agriculture. They started their raids again but were subjected by Menelik, and in the 1935–6 campaign they helped the Italians as irregulars.

They were pagans when visited by Pearce, and were converted to Islam as recently as the first half of the nineteenth century. They are essentially pastoralists but do a good deal of cultivation, Corbeta being a typical example of a Galla village of agriculturalists. They still speak Galla, but many understand Tigriña through the settlement of Tigreans amongst them. Their political and social order has been greatly changed since they entered the highlands. The gada-system of age-groups and most other characteristic Galla institutions have gone, though they still elect a war leader (abogas, formerly the abba dula) whose term of office only endures during the particular raiding expedition for which he is chosen. All travellers who have visited them speak of their ferocity, a reputation which endures to this day. They have always been the inveterate enemies both of the Afar down in the plains and of the Abyssinians in the hills. They enjoyed complete independence until the time of the Emperor John IV, who devastated their country, but even after that they continued in their ways, were never completely subdued, and aided the Italians during the war of 1935–6.

The Yajju live south of the Raya and north of the Wallo, having Ausa to the east, Amhara to the west, and Lāsta to the north. Waldir is the chief town in their region, and others are Mokaret and Merta. They live in semi-tropical country of whose fertility Wydde writes:

Ras Woly told me Yajju was entirely self-supporting, and required nothing from any other country but firearms and cartridges. That they grew their own cotton, dyed it, and manufactured it; they tanned the hides and skins that they required; they smelted their own iron for making spears, swords, knives, and agricultural instruments, they made their own pottery, and that they had every grain and oil seed that was required, and they had never suffered from starvation and they grew more food than they knew what to do with, and raised more cattle than required for local consumption, in fact that it is without exception the most fertile and happy country in Abyssinia, and one of the most healthy.

The people of Yajju seem to be some type like the Afar, who were probably Muslim before the Galla invasion, with whom the Galla intermarried and to whom they have transmitted their language. Like the Afar and Somali they wear feathers in their hair after their first killing, and their graves are adorned with a stone for each man killed. Wydde thinks they are a cross between the agricultural original owners of the country and the pastoral peoples, as they seem to combine the agricultural and pastoral life, living by their flocks and by agriculture in which irrigation plays an important part. It is possible that the towns of Nathaniel Pearse, ed. N. N. Hall, 1831, i. 94] the Raya chiefs were elected and remained in office seven years, but the chief cause was the new social and political environment which gradually imposed new institutions on them.


foundational element of the Yajju group were 'Afar-Sahof peoples who had penetrated this region both before, as well as during, the great Muslim conquest, after which they were conquered by Galla. A process of mutual absorption took place, shown in hybrid tribal names like the Warra Shaikh; the Galla social and family life was profoundly modified, and so their religion after they accepted Islam, but the Galla language and traditions predominated, whereby the Yajju continue to regard themselves as Galla. The Warra Shaikh family which produced Ra’s Guga and ‘Ali, whose control over central Abyssinia strangled the empire, was the chief branch of the Yajju. It has acquired the usual legend tracing its descent back to ‘Umar Shaikh who came from across the sea.’ When Hāyā Sellası became King of Kings the Yajju were discontented with the move and rose against him towards the end of 1920, but the rebellion was crushed by Ra’s Mulugeta.

Wylde writes of the Yajju:

The people are nearly all Mahomedans and the rule regarding drinking, made by their prophet, is not rigorously enforced, as they say, Mahomed did not forbid the use of liquor but the abuse of it, and if they get a trifle too much sometimes giving alms and being charitable will wipe away the offence… My Somali servants, being strict Mahomedans and saying their prayers the orthodox number of times each day were horrified at the laxness of their co-religionists.2

Next comes the region of the Wallo Galla, defined by the Bachilo which separates it from Amhara, by the Blue Nile from Gojām and by the Wanchit and Jama from Shoa, in the north-east by the Mille and in the east by the Dankali plain. Galla, however, are not the only inhabitants of the Wallo region though it has become customary amongst travellers to call all its Muslim inhabitants Wallo Galla. Many Wallo do not belong to the Galla ethnic group at all. This is especially the case with the Wallo of the highest regions of the plateau in the east and south, the Amara-Saint region west of Dessi, the massifs of Legambo and Legaida, and the Warra Ilu plateau. These, from the ethnical point of view, are Abyssinians, between whom and the genuine Galla the common link is Islam. It seems that in these little-known mountainous regions the environment has tended by a process of mimeticism to reduce and eliminate the contrast between the original inhabitants and the debris of invasions or migrations, so that the original type predominates.

1 Guébő Sellası, Chronique du royaume de Minkilik II, i. 198.
both soap or its substitute the shipti unknown. The men are a fine race, thickset and large-limbed with plenty of hair about them, a great comparison to the northerners who have little hair either on their faces or bodies; the women are round, fat, ungraceful, broad-buttoned, large-armed, coarse, ugly things, and about as unlovely as the female sex possibly could be, but at the same time good-tempered and always laughing. Their mouths being great gashes across their faces filled with wonderfully even white teeth, but their dust and smell are simply unbearable; no beauty is to be looked for south of Yejju, except amongst the Amharans or true Abyssinians, and I cannot make out how the eastern and western Gallas belong to the same race, as the women of the western Gallas are slight, graceful little things with pretty hands and feet, and the eastern have large feet and hands of the most hideous shape, and their hair is also of a much coarser description.  

Christian islands, however, have been left behind in this predominantly Muslim region, and official influence since Menelik has caused the principle centres (Dessie, Warra Ila, and Akasta) to be inhabited chiefly by Christians, whilst Christian villages are scattered around the country except in the eastern part, where even the market town of Batié is Muslim. The vast majority of the rural population of the magnificent valleys of the region are Muslim.

A hundred years ago Isonberg and Krąpf, after describing the Wallo as bigoted and fanatical Muslims, continue:

The Wallo Gallas are much engaged in saying prayers and in blessing the country. They observe a custom I have never seen with other Mahomedans. They assemble early in the morning, say their prayers, take coffee, and Tohá (sort of tea), and smoke tobacco. This ceremony is called Wdétcha. It lasts on Wednesday and Friday till after midday. They believe that they receive revelations from Allah on the Wdétcha. On such occasions they particularly request from the Allah that he will give them cows, clothes, and whatever they want; that their Chief may find gold and silver; and that he may daily become stronger. I once heard them praying in this manner.  

What little can be learnt of their religion today shows that it is largely based upon superstitious practices. Illiteracy is general and even Qur’ân-schools are very rare. Although the majority of the Wallo are still attached to their Islam the assimilationist policy of the present government is seriously weakening its hold. The ruling families of the Wallo are the only Muslim Gallas who have ever made any pretensions  

1 Wydler, op. cit., pp. 382-3.
2 Journal of Isonberg and Krąpf, pp. 323-4. The leader of prayer (Arab. Imam) is called abha gari. The adaptation of the pagan wodîja ceremony to Islam is mentioned later, see p. 262.

of Arab descent. They claim that their ancestor came from Persia and have pretended to the title of shirif. From this family came the Negus Mika'el (Muhammad ‘Ali) who was baptized by Emperor John with whom he served against the dervishes. Subsequently he submitted to Menelik II and assisted in the defeat of the Italians at ‘Adawa. The pro-Muslim Emperor Lijj Iyasu was his son by a daughter of Menelik.

(B) Galla of the Upper Gibé

The Galla who conquered regions like the Lëqa and Walleqqa where the conquered peoples were weak or which were sparsely inhabited, retained their old tribal system based on the gada unmodified, but those who came up against the Sidama kingdoms of Enàrya and Bosha (called Gëro by the Galla) of the upper Gibé were transformed both in social life and religion.  

Their own tradition relates that this region was conquered around 1700 by six Macha tribes, detached from the mass of Galla migration south of the Abš. This region is intersected by numerous rivers which formed the boundaries of a number of Sidama kingdoms. Each of the conquering Galla tribes settled in one of these regions and their rule became territorial. Gradually as they settled to an agricultural economy the Galla fused with the subjected Sidama and both became unified in the gada system, whilst the Galla adopted many of the religious conceptions and institutions of the Sidama. During the second half of the eighteenth century and the beginning of nineteenth five monarchies emerged: Jimma, Gëra, Gomma, Limmu, and Gumá: a form of government utterly foreign to the Galla. The religious life of these Sidama-Galla peoples, now all speaking the Galla language, next acquired a new orientation, for between 1840 and 1870 these kingdoms adopted Islam through the agency of merchants coming from the Warjîbe of Shoa, from Darîta in Bëgand, and from the Egyptian Sudan. This change of religion was natural in that it helped to reinforce the independence of the states against both Sidama and Amhara, strengthened the authority of their rulers, and facilitated the growth of a thriving trade in slaves. Cerulli writes:

The slight diffusion of Islamic culture and the survival of pagan beliefs in the Islamism practiced by these peoples, resulted in giving little evidence in those early times of a change of religion. But the Egyptian and Sudanese merchants sided... by Khedive Ismail began to form local centres of religious  

1 In 1703 Iyasu I made an expedition against the Macha Galla who were ravaging the country of the Gibé and Enàrya (R. Basset, Étiopie, pp. 55, 165-6).
culture. The first among these centres was Jimma Abba Jifàr. From these centres originated the first fanatics and the first attempts at rebellion.1

Shortly before the conquest of Menelik these states headed by Guma began to raid the pagan states of Lèqa Horda, Lèqa Billo, Nolà Kabbà, and Hanna Gafàrè, who leagued together as 'the Four Pagans' (ārfa Ōromàa) which caused the other coalition to distinguish itself by the title of 'the Four Muslims' (ārfa naggàdà). All these small Muslim and pagan kingdoms were conquered by Menelik between 1882 and 1897 and in consequence brought closer into touch with eastern Islamic centres such as Harar, which resulted in a considerable development of their Islam both in the direction of orthodoxy and in the influence of the dervish orders.

The first of these states to accept Islam was the little kingdom of Gomma, situated in the very centre of this group of states, whose capital was Haggaro. The reigning family was the Awallini, who claimed descent from a Somali shaikh called Ntr. Husain who emigrated from Maqdishu about 1780 and settled among them as their qallichà or magician-priest,2 whilst according to another account the family was descended from a Muslim who came from Gojam.3 Major Harris wrote in 1841 'in Goma the Moslem faith is universal'.4 At the time of Cecchi an abba bokka was on the throne assisted by the queen-mother.5 This traveller found it the most civilized of these states, he wrote: 'The Gall of Gomma were the first (of these states) to embrace Islam. Both old and young always memorize the Quràn which is taught by migrant Muslims who put on the guise of learned men. In spite of all this they still preserve deeply imprinted traces of their pagan superstitions.6 Gomma was conquered for Menelik by Beha Abū in 1886. The country is very fertile, producing ìf (tragositias abesitica), maize, coffee, and cotton; whilst its people have a reputation for intelligence.

Limmu Enàrya was the next of these petty Galla states to be converted to Islam. It occupied part of the region of the old Sidàma State of Enàrya and covered the mountainous territory between the valley of the Gibe of Enàrya and the Diddessa, and had Sàka for its capital. The Sidàma kingdom of Enàrya is included among the kingdoms con-

2 Cecchi, Da Zeila alle frontiere del Caffa (1886–7), ii. 239.
4 W. C. Harris, op. cit., iii. 251 ff.
5 See Cecchi's account of this kingdom, op. cit., ii. 239 ff.
6 Cecchi, op. cit. ii. 240.
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quered by Yeṣāq between 1412 and 1428.7 It was converted to Christianity by Sarà Dengel in 1586.8 It defended itself vigorously against the Macha Gallà invaders and Iyàsù I came to its aid in 1703.9 It was conquered by them at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Tradition says that the conqueror was Teso, son of a Gallà of Ellikà, sister of a Muslim named Sa'id. He was succeeded by Boko, who remained pagan, but his son Bofin was converted to Islam by his uncle Mukhtar, the nephew of Ellikà. In 1841, when Major Harris wrote,4 the king was Ippà, son of Abà Gomol, who resided at Garuka and reigned from 1825 to 1861.3 He was generally known as Abà Bagibo after his war-horse. Cecchi says that he was a great magician, but in his declining years he lost his warlike spirit and along with that his magical powers weakened, whereupon Muslim merchants and adventurers who had been penetrating the country for some years previously succeeded in converting him to Islam.5 When the Roman Catholics opened a mission in this region in 1846 Abà Bagibo said to them, 'had you come thirty years ago, not only I but all my countrymen might have embraced your religion, but now it was impossible.' Cecchi also tells us that the only mosque in the country was a hut in the grounds of the royal enclosure where the king of his time, Abà Gomol, a fanatical Muslim, spent some hours each evening and much of Friday in prayer; but there were some shaikhs who had considerable spiritual authority, under whom were teachers of the Quràn known indiscriminately as fugara or qallichà.6 Naturally the mosque of the people was then as it still is under a village tree at some spot hallowed by tradition. The people in general remained pagan or Christian for a long time,8 but are now all Muslim. Dejach Wolde Giorgis conquered the state for Menelik in 1891 and built the Church of St. Markos near the palace (mastera) of which Massàa gives a description. The son of the last king was educated by Wolde Giorgis and converted to Christianity.10

The hilly region of Guma, lying to the west between Géra, Gomma,
Ilu Babot, Wallegga, and Limmu, was under the royal family of the Adami. The kings reserved for themselves the former elective title of Abba Dīla (Father of War), as well as the Sidāma royal title of donacho. Jawe Oncho (d. 1879), King of Guma, was converted to Islam between 1854–60 through merchants who came from Shoa and Darita Māryām (in Bēgämder) and he imposed his profession upon his subjects. Guma became the most fanatical of these states. Islam was used as a pretext by Abba Jūbir, son of Jawe Oncho, in his war against the pagans of Kaba in 1882. Guma was conquered by Menelik in 1885, but Fírissu, the heir to the throne who had fled to the Hijaz, inspired by a Gomma shaikh of the Mirghaniyya called Shaikh 'Abd ar-Rahmān, returned in 1899, proclaimed a jihad against the Christian Amhara, and maintained the war for two years. He was eventually caught and executed in Jimma, but all the Muslims of the region revered him as a wali. The prevailing tariqa in Guma is the Qādiriyya, but as a result of Shaikh 'Abd ar-Rahmān’s preaching a group of Mirghaniyya has been formed.

Of the other former monarchies in this region, Gēra lies west of Jimma on the left slope of the Gogeb valley. It is a land rich in pastures and forests and produces coffee. Its former capital was Chālla or Gira. The kingdom enjoyed a period of prosperity under Abba Magāl (d. 1878) at whose court Massaia stayed in 1859 when he founded the missions of Chālla and Afallo. This king joined Islam as a result of the visit of Abba Jūbir, the son of the King of Guma, to his court in 1866. Abba Jūbir was the bearer of a circular letter from the guardian of the tomb of the Prophet in Al-Madīna. The Galla rulers of Gēra had, it seems, absorbed Christianity from the former Sidāma population along with their system of government, for Cecchi records that Abba Magāl succeeded in converting his brother to Islam by inducing him to eat meat killed according to Islamic rite (which, as we have already mentioned, was for Christians and Muslims equivalent to apostasy, but was disregarded by pagans), "in spite of the fact that his father, on his deathbed, had cursed those of his sons who had apostatized from Christianity."

After his death his widow gezzit Gümmi tyrannized over the country as regent for the last king, Abba Rago, who, with his mother, was made prisoner by Dejjsach Besha Abūd in 1887 and died in captivity at Jimma.

The governors whom Menelik appointed over these four sub-pro-

3. Cecchi, op. cit. ii. 309 n. 2.
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Vinces had full powers and they and the Amharan soldiers lived off the land, though former Galla chiefs (Abba Kor) were given some degree of local authority. The status of Jimma Abba Jifar, the last and most important of these monarchal Galla states, was different, for, since it submitted to Menelik peacefully, it was allowed full local autonomy. Founded upon the old Sidāma kingdom of Bēsha, it covers an area of some 25,000 sq. km. with about 300,000 inhabitants. It lies in the valley of the Gibe and is confined within the area formed by the course of the Omo to the east and south, by Mount Botor in the north-east, and the mountains of Limmu and Gomma to the north and west. It is plateau country, one of the most fertile and loveliest regions of Ethiopia, well populated, and cultivated for maize, vegetables, cotton, and coffee.

After the Galla conquest the Sidāma were assimilated into the Galla system and the Galla took over many of the institutions of the Sidāma including that of monarchy and a territorial system of rule. Authentic history does not begin until the reign of Muḥammad ibn Da’ud (1861–1934), better known as Abba Jifar II, who succeeded to the throne at the age of fifteen. The king had the Galla title of meti as well as the more recently adopted one of sultan, and the central part of his insignia was an armband of gold. The heir to the throne (as in Gēra) bore the Sidāma title of donacho. Abba Jifar’s accession coincided with the wars between Negus Takla Haymānūt of Gojām and Negus Menelik of Shoa. When Menelik extended his rule over Jimma in 1883 Abba Jifar was left on the throne because he submitted quietly and, except for one period in prison because he was suspected of helping Hasan Injamo of Hadiya, he was able to maintain good relations with Menelik. He also assisted his army to conquer and devastate the Sidāma kingdoms of Zinjarā, Koul, and Kafta. Abba Jifar was zealous in developing Jimma commercially, he lightened taxes and customs dues and especially facilitated the work of the naggādis or slave-traders so that Jimma became the chief slave-market for south-western Ethiopia, where the light brown Galla girls who commanded such a high price in the slave-

1. For an account of the system of Amharan rule over these regions see Cerulli, E.O., vol. i, chap. ii.
2. The other Jimma tribes (Rārē, Gobбо, Tibā, Argo, and Qādisā), who live between the Godiri, Limmu, and Lēja, are pagans or Monotheists.
3. Abba Jifar ‘lord of the dapple-grey horse’ was the war-title of Takt, King of Jimma. The first ruler is said to have been Abba Pano, who was followed by Magāl, Rago, Jifar I, Rebo, Boks, Gorno (or Gomo) who conquered Gēra and a part of Zinjarā. He was the father of Jifar II.
markets of Arabia could be purchased. The country was divided, following the Sidama system, into seventy districts (koro), each governed by an Abba Koro and the whole area was surrounded by a thorn fence (gudëna), pierced by gates (këlu). Abba Jifar tried to make Jimma a centre of Islamic studies, for he was regarded as a strict Muslim, and encouraged faqarë to settle there and teach.

In his later years the old sultan retired from active rule and left the government in the hands of his grandson Abba Jawbir. In 1933 the Emperor appointed a governor to the Jimma region, all effective power was taken away from the sultan and the open conduct of the slave-trade suppressed. During the Italian occupation the sultan and chiefs welcomed the Italians to whom planned to make Jimma the great trading-centre for the south. They built the town now called Jimma (formerly Hirmita) and a great market centre some distance from the old Jiren where the miserable ‘palace’ (matera) of the sultan is situated. On the reoccupation in 1941 a governor-general of the Province of Kaffa-Jimma was appointed and the Sultan Abba Jawbir became a purely nominal figure.

A mixture of peoples live in the Jimma area though now all are Galla-speaking. In the middle of the eighteenth century the province was peopled by Sidama, then followed the migrations of the Galla who kept the former inhabitants as a subject people and intermarried with them. The result of this intermingling is unattractive physically and morally. The Galla degenerated through the influence of the rich valley life and of Islam and they lost their characteristic Galla qualities. Their women are veiled except for those of the chiefs to whom seclusion of women is a matter of social prestige. Parts of the region were occupied by immigrants from Shoa, Gojam, and Wallo, from the last of whom Abba Jifar drew his bodyguard. Tigreans are found at Gara, near Kullu, and at Adwas, south of Jimma. Abba Jifar encouraged Yamani traders who flocked to his country to enjoy the profits of the slave-trade. There they married local women and their descendants, forming a distinct element of the population, comprise the trading element of Jimma. Probably 30 per cent. of the population of Jimma town are connected with trade. Jimma is still the chief trading-centre of the south-west and a great market (called mendera from Arab.-Pers. bandar) is held every Thursday when some 8,000 people congregate. Jimma is a great coffee-producing area and small trade-

villages are scattered over the region. Other articles of trade are cotton, skins, and furs.

The conversion of the Jimma people to Islam was principally the work of merchants coming from the Egyptian Sudan by way of Metemma and Rosfeirs. The Sultan Abba Gomoi, father of Abba Jifar, accepted Islam about the middle of the nineteenth century and forced his pagan subjects to a nominal profession. They keep many remnants of their former paganism, and the social life of some groups still gives the impression of a pagan community. In the town itself are four simply built hut-mosques, but rarely does one see anyone praying in the new mosque built by the Italians near the market. The writer visited one Quràn school in the Mendera which had thirty pupils under a Yamani shaikh which did not differ from any similar school in Muslim Africa. Other shaikhs teach the Quràn in their houses and each group of villages is said to have someone who teaches the Quràn in return for help in the fields. Needless to say all the boys learn to recite mechanically without understanding the meaning of the Arabic. The prevailing madhab is probably the Shafi’ite, but many follow the Hanafi which is introduced from Gondar by one ‘Abd al-Hakim who is regarded as a tool.

Apart from these five former principalities many of the other Galla tribes north of them, such as the Nonno, have Muslim minorities. The D'adalle, who inhabit a region just north-west of the Hadiya, are all Muslim through the influence of that Sidama tribe.

(y) The South-eastern Galla (Harar Province)

We have already noticed when studying the history of Islam in Ethiopia that Harar was the only Muslim city in the interior which became a permanent centre from which Islamic propaganda radiated over southern Ethiopia. It was here that the Galla first made contact with Islam. In the early years of their conquest they proved a grave menace to the very existence of Harar, but it survived as a petty city-state with its own language and commercial and religious life, but with little political influence beyond the immediate environs of its walls, which it owed to the wisdom of Ambr När who was awake to the seriousness of the Galla migrations. Its religious and cultural influence, however, was by no means restricted, and it has done more to spread Islam over southern Ethiopia than any other agency.

The political isolation into which Harar was driven by Galla and

---

1 Eka (Sidima) also equivalent to customs houses (M. Cohen, Études d'éthiopien méridional, 1931, p. 306). This system of closed provinces was a characteristic of the Sidama tribes of southern Ethiopia, from whom it was taken over by the Galla conquerors.

1 Cerulli, E.O. i. 24–25.
Somali tribes gave its inhabitants a strong impulse to religious fanaticism. No strangers were allowed to enter the city and consequently we know little of its life until its defences were first breached by Richard Burton in 1855 in the guise of a Muslim merchant. But we may take his description of it as a holy and commercial city, with its saints' tombs, schools of learning and well-stocked markets, a centre of pilgrimage and the slave-trade, a breeder of migrant kulturträger who were the missionaries of Islam as far as the kingdoms beyond the Gibe, as applicable to the previous two centuries.

Nearly half the inhabitants of the Province of Harar, most of whom are now self-consciously Muslim. They all claim to belong to Barentu, the second great Galla group, and the relationship of the tribes is shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribe</th>
<th>Subtribe</th>
<th>Subtribe</th>
<th>Subtribe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barentu</td>
<td>Umbana</td>
<td>Umbana</td>
<td>Umbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galla</td>
<td>Nolé</td>
<td>Babille</td>
<td>Ala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 sub-tribes</td>
<td>2 sub-tribes</td>
<td>2 sub-tribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daga</td>
<td>Addi</td>
<td>Addi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorso</td>
<td>Yeti</td>
<td>Yeti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illi</td>
<td>Akele</td>
<td>Akele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oromo Karallé</td>
<td>Gondaha</td>
<td>Gondaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutecha</td>
<td>Melatta Babbo</td>
<td>Dembi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Nolé and Ala are the largest of the Kallo group. The Nolé, who consist of Oroma and Somali mingled together, each speaking their own language, live between Belana to the north-west of Harar and the Dankali desert. Most of the Ala are south and south-west of Harar, another group who are pastorist and agriculturalist live between Harar and Dire Dawa. The Oborna live west of Harar with Nolé to the east, Itu to the west, Nolé and Ania to the south, and Ista to the north. The Babille, who are mixed with Somali, live east of Harar in the mountainous massif of Gondudo and its valleys. The Ania group cover a wide extent of territory south-west of Harar, with Ala to the north, Itu to the west, Arusi of the Wabi to the south, and Somali to the north. The Chercher comissariat west of Harar where the Galla

1 The population figures for the Province of Harar under the Italian administration were: Galla 46.8 per cent; Somali (including Dankali) 31.2 per cent; Amhara 20.1 per cent.; Arusi 0.16 per cent.; cf. F. Santacreta, L’Harar, p. 93.

2 Azai and Chambrard, op. cit., pp. 76-80.

(8) The Arsi or Arūsi

The Arsi (called Arūsi in Amharic) are one of the great Galla groupings living in the vast region north of the Sidamo and Borana and south of the great plain of Karayu through which the Hawsh flows, between the Sidama in the west and the valley of the Ramī in the east. They derive themselves from the seventeen sons of Arsi, and consequently feel themselves to have a common ethnic origin, but they are much mixed, especially in the south, with the former Sidama population. They are primarily a pastoral people. Certain mixed groups are agriculturalists and cattle-breeders living in permanent settlements from which at certain seasons the cattle are driven in search of pasture, but they become increasingly pastoral in the south where the country is less suitable for agriculture. They are a warlike people and have a reputation for savagery, and were only conquered by Menelik's generals after three arduous campaigns. In the region of Aselle and Huruta the gabur system was instituted after the occupation and proved a heavy burden on the population. They have, however, recovered under the rule of the present Emperor in numbers and prosperity. In

number 217,309 out of a total population of 320,263 contains a mixture of tribes: the Itu who are still largely pagan, Ala, Jaso, Nomé, Kallu (or Deder), and Meta.

The Islamic culture of these tribes varies very considerably. Some are fervent Muslims, whilst others retain pagan rites which can in no way be reconciled with Islam. Azai and Chambrard write of the Galla who live on the right bank of the Chulul, near Mount Gorogarbi, that 'Islam is deeply implanted in this fertile plain and its teaching is widespread, because, whilst in many of the Abyssinian Kottama (fortified settlements) there are no schools, here the smallest Muslim village has its own, with its Kabir to gather the children in the precincts of the mosque and teach them to read the Qur'ān'. On the other hand, most of the Itu and Ania are only partially converted to Islam, though they call themselves Muslims. They practice the galma, a definitely pagan rite, and the cult of Attě, the goddess of fertility, which also cannot be islamized. These have disappeared amongst most of the other Galla of Harar Province. The tudāja is practised by all, though with Islamic introductions since this is a ceremony which can be islamized. All the Barentu regard two kinds of snakes, which are called ilma (son) and abko (grandmother), as tabu.
1925 the tribes were still organized under a *gada* system of five cycles of eight years each. They are polygamous, and Azaïs and Chambard ascribe this, on doubtful grounds, to Islamic influence. In the principal centres of their region are colonies of Abyssinian Christians, Arabs, and Somalis.

Major Harris wrote in 1841 that the Arusi were all Muslims, but that is impossible, for many have remained pagan to this day. Islam made great progress amongst the Arusi tribes during the second half of the nineteenth century under a missionary of the Ahmadiyya called Shaikh Nûr Hussain. When Memelik sent Râs Dârge to conquer them in 1882 their resistance was organized by this shaikh who proclaimed a *jihad*. A large proportion of the Arusi are emphatic that their religion is Islam, but observance goes little beyond the observance of Ramadan in a faint way and avoidance of eating meat killed by a non-Muslim.

Dr. E. Cerulli gives the following religious distribution. In Arusi Province,

some few families living in the Awâsd plain and some families living in centres where there are Abyssinian soldiers are Christian, naturally of the Monophysite belief. All the Arusi tribes living east of the Cilalo between the Awâsd and the source of the Wabi are pagan. All the tribes living west of the Cilalo and on the western watershed of the Galamo, that is to say the great majority of the population of the Arusi Province, are Muslim. In the Province of Bâli, the peoples on the right bank of the Wèbi from its source to the height of Laggio are Christian. Those who live in the region south of Gobba as far as the curve of the Ganâlë Deria are pagan. All the people living in the valley of the Wabi to the valley of Laggio, and those of the basin of the Web are Muslim: therefore the majority of the people of the Province. . . . It is worthy of note that the Muslim Galla designate the pagans in this region by the name of ‘Awama’, a word which is of uncertain origin. In reality, however, traces of paganism and pagan rites are also plainly visible in the Christianity and Islam of these peoples.

Characteristic features of the paganism in their Islam are the pil-

---

1 Azaïs and Chambard, op. cit., p. 209.
2 Ils prennent des femmes en proportion de leur richesse. . . . Sans doute faut-il voir là une influence musulmane et aussi la nécessité d’avoir beaucoup d’enfants pour garder les troupeaux, car, en général, les Oroono ne pratiquent pas la polygamie, sauf quand ils sont musulmans (Azaïs and Chambard, op. cit., p. 212).
3 W. C. Harris, *The Highlands of Ethiopia*, iii. 258.

15. The Somali

In the northern part of the area of our survey we have given a brief description of a number of tribes who because of the conditions imposed by the nature of the land they inhabit show great linguistic, ethnical, and cultural diversity. On the other hand, its southern part offers much more uniform conditions of life and the Somali tribes who form its chief inhabitants are a distinct type, speaking a single language.

The Somali are a very large ethnical block whose habitat today includes a strip of territory in French Somaliland, the whole of British and Italian Somalilands, the Ethiopian Province of Ogaden with parts of Bâli, Harar, and Arusi, and part of north-western Kenya. The northern Somaliland which declines towards the Gulf of Aden begins with an arid and barren coastal strip between the sea and the maritime hills. The foothills which follow are equally unpleasant. Next comes true nomad country, undulating plains covered with coarse grass and intersected with broad sand streams. This is followed by the main mountain range and the plateau which slopes southwards through a vast expanse of very different and much pleasant country to the rivers Wèbi Shabellë and Jùba which flow throughout the year.

Historical Outline. The Somali for long occupied only the African coast of the Gulf of Aden in what is now British Somaliland, whilst the southern part of their present homeland was occupied by Bantu tribes (the *Zanj* of the Arab geographers), some of whom were displaced by Galla. By the beginning of the sixteenth century the Somali had adopted Islam through the settlement of Yamanite and other Arabs in the coastal commercial centres; and during that century a great movement of expansion took place among all the eastern Hamites, whose members were continually increasing. Since new religious influences have so often precipitated the irruption of nomads, the conversion of

---

1 In classical times the Somali were known collectively as *Bâlaphos* and are so called by the Arabic geographers of the Middle Ages, who also mention individual tribes by name (e.g. the Hawiyya by Abu'l-Fida, ii. 252 and Ad-Dimishqi, ed. Melchert, pp. 111, 151). The name still survives in the town of Beersheba in British Somaliland. The word *Somali*, which is of unknown origin, first appears in an Ethiopian hymn by Abuna Negus Yebyà’s (1444–50) vicevers (see Gudzi, *Le caravanserai ess-amariffa in onore di Re Abisina*, *R.E.A.L.*, vol. v. (1885), hymn ii. v. 70) and is used frequently in the *Fustâf al-Habanka* which was written about 1540/50. The *Fustâf* also names separate tribes who joined the Isam Ahmed.
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...live in French and British territory, in Ethiopian Ogaden and the northern parts of Italian Somalia. The Hawiyya (Ajurran, Gaggundabe, and Gurgaate) occupy the whole of the Shabelli valley, and the Sab (Rahanwen, Dijil, and Tuni) live in the south-west (Banadir) between the Hawiyya and the Juba river. Amongst the northern Somali live three tribes of outcastes, the last remnants of pre-Hamitic aboriginal peoples. In central and southern Somali regions are remnants of the pre-existing Bantu inhabitants, having the status of serfs, who have assimilated the language of their conquerors and with whom they are now federated (e.g. the Shidda in the middle valley of the Shabelli with the Mobileni Somali; and the Shabelli in the middle Webi under the Ajurran). Poverty at home has forced large numbers of Somalis to seek work abroad, and they will be found along the Arabian coast and the Persian Gulf, in ports of India, Marseilles, Liverpool, Cardiff, and elsewhere.

The large northern groups of pure Somali origin ascribe their nobility, not to purer racial origins, but to an Arab origin. Now whilst it is true that many Somali tribes have absorbed some Arab blood this has in no way affected their peculiar characteristics. They are extremely proud of being Somali and though they may delight in the fiction that they are descendants of the Prophet or his companions and have constructed elaborate genealogies, they do not consider themselves Arabs, and inter-marriage with Arabs today is almost unknown. Many tribes have intermarried very considerably with Bantu and Gallia since large numbers of the peoples conquered in their expansion remained as serfs, were absorbed by the conquerors and gave rise to Sab groups; but in spite of all this the Somali form a very definite ethnical and cultural type and are extremely proud of their race.

The foundation of society amongst the true Somali is the rër (or her) or large kinship-group, which is self-contained and consists of a group of families, the offspring of a common ancestor by whose name (Habr A, Habr B, &c.) the rër is known. When the rër grows large it tends to split up into several rër with new names, whilst the whole group constitutes a new tribe. The individual's loyalty is not confined...
to his own ṛṭr but extended to the whole tribe to which he belongs by birth, whose privileges he can claim and to which he has obligations to perform. In such a system primogeniture plays a special part, and this assures a privileged position to the ṛṭr descending from the eldest son of the common ancestor, which generally provides the chief of the tribe. If another Somali tribes or a group of non-Somali origin joins the tribe, they are regarded as ‘clients’ and remain in a position of inferiority. Economic and political necessities may force a ṛṭr to migrate to other regions where it is autonomous, but the sentiment of common descent persists and forms a definite link with other members of the same tribal family.

On the other hand, the southern Sab (e.g. Raḥanwēn and Dijil) which consist of mixed somalized negroid-Galla agricultural groups, have a different system. Various causes, their mixed origin, security, historical or environmental reasons such as possession of cultivable land, pastures and watering places, have caused groups of varied origins to federate. Such a federation, not having a common ancestor, will often adopt the name of the locality they inhabit. Examples are the Ṣaḥi Ḍafet, ‘the Five Dafet’, Dafet being the name of the place and not the ancestor; Ṣadda ṛṭr Egān, ‘the three tribes of the red-land’ (Tunni) in the region between the Wehi and the Bravan coast. Along the Somali coast were also various small sultanes (Majērīlān, Hoby, Maqdis, Brāva, Ḳiṃū), whose sultans once had the powers of constitutional monarchs; but these are outside the normal organization of Somali society and under European rule have lost all political importance.

In the true Somali organization each ṛṭr (ḥṭr) has a chief chosen by the elders. He is assisted in governing by a šīr or committee of elders which deals with communal matters such as migration, grazing, and watering. The tribal chief’s title varies considerably (ḥbr or ṣbr, ḵ ład, ḵ ṣām (Ar. ḵ ṣām, guarantee), ḵ ṣām, ṣawār), his effective power is very small, depending upon his personality, prowess as a leader, liberality and family prestige, in other words, it depends upon tribal public opinion. It is generally weak because it is the ṛṭr and not the large tribe as such which is the foundation of the social system, whilst the nomadic life develops the independent and individualistic spirit of the tribesmen who consider themselves the chief’s equals.

The tribe as such has hardly any legal function since the patriarchal group is the outstanding feature. The elders’ court (ṣagale) settles civil and criminal cases as well as social problems according to tribal custom. The acceptance of Islam has led to an accommodation of tribal custom to the shari’ā in certain spheres, but the two often clash. The northern tribes, for instance, still retain the levirate. According to the shari’ā a widow is free to marry whom she pleases, but tribal custom decrees that she shall not marry outside the family of her deceased husband. She is usually expected to marry one of her husband’s brothers, but has some right of choice. This custom is called dīma1. In regions where there is a shari’ā judge (ṣaddār or ḡādi) the council will often send matters concerning personal status to him or seek his advice. In towns and settlements customary law cases come before a committee of elders (also called šīr) which has power to decide criminal and civil cases. European control has meant a strengthening of the shari’ā because the government has given executive power to the ḡādi as a recognized official of the established legal system. Feuds between tribes are a normal part of life. Actual clashes are not now so frequent amongst the tribes under European rule, but they are kept alive by disputes over blood-money,2 which of course are ṛṭr and not individual matters.

Mode of Life. The Somali may be divided into two categories whose ways of life and Islamic outlook are utterly different. The majority group are the nomadic herdsmen of the forest and steppe regions; and the minority group are the agriculturalists and townsmen who live in urban centres or in settlements and villages along the rivers. The townsmen were the first Somali to be Islamized and for centuries have been in touch with Muslim culture. They are organized into communities bound together, not by tribal ties, but by bonds of citizenship. The townsmen play an important part in the life of the nomads whose representatives travel regularly to the towns to barter their sheep, goats, and oxen, and other produce such as hides and butter to satisfy requirements they cannot produce for themselves, such as rice, dates, and cloth. The community centres of the townsmen are the mosques and coffee-houses. In these they conduct all their affairs from marriages to business transactions. The organized Islamic life of this group is much more intense in contrast to the religious indifference of the nomad. We have already

---


2 The Arab term ḡaṣṣa and the Somali ḡaṣṣe are used for the compensation for murder or manslaughter; whilst the Somali ḡaṣṣa is used for injury or assault.
mentioned the village group organization of the agriculturalists, whilst another most important recent development, that of religious community collective-farms, will be mentioned later. The nomads of the ṛṟ ṛṟ live a communal life with their flocks and herds continually moving within their respective grazing grounds in search of herbage and water-holes. The men, assisted by the children, care for the herds, milking the cows and camels, taking them to pasture, and returning them to the cattle enclosure (zārība) at night. Their animal husbandry displays considerable knowledge, they watch where their best beasts graze, care for them when they are ill, and remove ticks and other pests. The watering-places are their communal centres where they discuss the affairs of the ṛṟ ṛṟ in the shade of the trees. The women attend to domestic duties, food preparation, wood collection, and butter making. It is also their duty to pull down and re-erect the hut during their periodical removals, but the men erect and repair the thorn zārība in which the cattle are kept.

Religion. The South Arabianes have naturally had continual trading relations with the east coast of Africa. The kingdom of Saba' possessed commercial establishments along the coast of Bandirir especially for the incense trade and the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea shows that these ports were in the hands of Arabs in the first century A.D. Islam, as we have seen, was carried to the Somali coast at an early date through these Arab trading relations. Coastal towns such as Zalla' and Maqdishu were developed through Arab and not Somali commercial enterprise. These centres had varying lengths of independence, and in time the Arab immigrants lost their racial characteristics and became completely Somalized though strongly Muslim. Ad-Đimishq (1256-1327) wrote: the island of Berbera is inhabited by black Muslims who follow the Zaidite and Shāfī'ite rites. Maqdishu, which was at first almost entirely composed of Arab immigrants, resisted the process longest. It remained independent throughout the period of the Ottoman-Portuguese struggle and was only occupied by Saif I of Oman in 1698 for a short period. By this time it was completely somalized, even the ruling clans changing their name, the Muqri clan, for instance, which has always provided Maqdishu with its qādir, becoming the Rā ē Fağhī.

From these centres the coastal tribes were first influenced, but the islamization of the tribes of the interior was a very slow process, in which Islam had to contend against a virile paganism and especially a body of customary law which is still even in our day resisting the encroachment of the shāri'a. Gradually these tribes accepted a nominal Islam, but they remained independent and mutually antagonistic tribes until the nineteenth century when France and Britain in 1884, Ethiopia in 1886, and Italy in 1889 occupied the whole of Somali territory.

In religious knowledge and practice a vast difference will be distinguished between the nomads, on the one hand, and the townspeople and villagers on the other. Orthodox Islam is naturally strongest in the coastal towns which have long been in touch with the wider Islamic world. In these towns schools of learning developed and scholars went abroad to study in other centres. In the interior the only Islamic centres are the collective farm tariqa settlements.

The nomadic Somali is by nature neither fervently nor fanatically religious. The rising of Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah at the beginning of this century did not grow and gain impetus on religious grounds, and the call to the jihād as such did not awaken response in either townsman or peasant or nomad. As in the Sudan so in Somalia it is the Hamite-Negroid mixture which is more stirred by religion. The true Somali has tended to accept the exterior forms of Islam whilst remaining comparatively unchanged in his inner life. Islam satisfies him just because it does not attempt to revolutionize his inner life. He rarely prays, few seem even to know any prayers other than the fātīha, but he is prepared to perform certain formal duties of Islam provided that they are easy to carry out and affect neither his social customs nor his real interests. If he does pray he prefers to pray communally or in the open if he is seeking a reputation for piety. What he enjoys is anything belonging to the social side of religion such as the mālid celebrations of his favourite saint. He loves to take part in his own imperfectly Islamized

---

1 See below, pp. 238-9.
2 The commonest type of nomad tent is the gērī, a temporary hut of sticks bent to make an arch and covered with matting. In the coastal towns the huts (called 'arāb) are made of wattle and daub, matting or grass.
3 The Somali have a tradition (see G. Révoil, La Vallée du Darrer, 1882, pp. 315-16) that one Jibari b. Isma'il was shipwrecked in A.D. 75 on the coast and lived in the grove of Qūwūs near Cape Guardafui. Acquiring renown through his powers of discovering hidden treasures he was able to marry Dubara, a relation of the King of Dur. He had a son named Harti (Dito) who was the ancestor of the Dibbahans, Dedich, Mijretiti, and Warangiti tribes. Tradition also relates that in the fifteenth century a Ṣarīf Ṣiḥāb b. Ahmad left the Heermamavt with forty-four saints and landed at Mahadhir on the windward coast. He settled down at the town of Mpt near Burnt Island, where his tomb still exists, and became the father of noble families claiming Arab ancestry through the children of Magaqa, producing the Ba Hār Magaqa tribes, and through an Abyssinian woman whose sons founded the Ba Hār Habashi tribes. L. Robecchi Brocchiati, Nel Paese degli Arumi (Milan, 1903), pp. 14-17.

pagan rites and ceremonies, which he feels to be really necessary, as
formal prayer is not, to keep him on the right side of potent influences
in the unseen world. 1

The priests of the nomad are the wadadis who are itinerant friars;
but even these, with the exception of some few who may have studied
at tariga settlements, are invariably ignorant. Little real study goes on
even in the tariga settlements where the day is spent on the cultivation.
Most members never even learn to read or write, for they know by
heart the hymns and asurad they have to sing or recite after prayers or
at the dhikr. Sir Richard Burton writes of one of his companions:

This worthy never prays, and can neither read nor write; but he knows a
chapter or two of the Koran, recites audibly a long Rāṭīb or task, morning and
evening, whence, together with his store of hashed Ḥadith (tradition), he
derives the title of Wadad or hodge-priest. 2

This is as true now as it was then. The majority of the wadadis cannot
write a letter in intelligible Arabic, but they have mastered sufficient
sections of the Qur’ān for use in impressing and for prophylactic pur-
puses, for their chief business in life is to treat illness and devise amulets
(harṣ, Arabic harṣ) which will guard the wearer against the evil eye,
or help him to acquire a woman or wealth or children. Dr. Drake-
Brockman writes of the wadadis:

These people, who are easily distinguished by their headgear, which con-
sists of a small grass-woven skull cap round which is rolled a turban, and
the usual cloth trousers worn by most Mohammedans, are, as a rule, a quiet, well-
behaved, and unoffending class, who either live in small colonies known as ‘tarikas’,
or wander from village to village throughout the year, entirely depend-
ent on charity for the necessities of life. . . . These itinerant priests must not be
confounded with the self-seeking products of the coast towns, who only
preach the Word as a means to an end. 3

16. MUSLIM NEGROID TRIBES

(a) Baria and Kunama

In the Barentu area of south-west Eritrea are two negroid tribes, the
Kunama 4 who number about 15,000 and inhabit the inhospitable

1 On the state of Islamic knowledge and practice amongst the ‘Isa see L. Robechi
2 R. F. Burton, First Footsteps (mem. ed.), i. 17.
4 The Kunama are called Badin or Bāzin by the Abyssinians and Bāza by the Sultanese.
They are mentioned by Arabic authors, Ab-Ya-qūl (Hizz. ii. 218), Ibn Ḥawqal (ed. H. Kramers,
i. 55, 57), and Maqrizi (Khitāf, i. 310, 315).
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region between the Gash and Setit, and the Baria (9,500) who live
north of the Gash. They are remnants of tribes which were at one time
much more widespread in the lowlands extending as far as the River
Atbara 1 and have been gradually pushed into their present habitat by
Beja pressure. These two pagan peoples were regarded as legitimate
prey by all the surrounding tribes. They have been raided regularly by
the Banti ‘Amir and other Beja tribes from the north and west and by
Abyssinians from Tigrai and Amhara country. Organized raids by the
Abyssinian royal forces are recorded in 1585 by Sarra Dengeel and in
1692 by Iyāsu I.

Both tribes are sedentary agriculturalists living in large permanent
villages. Their languages, so far as our present knowledge goes, are
unrelated to any other languages in Africa and to each other. The Baria
are entirely Muslim but most of the Kunama are still pagan, their rites
being similar to those of some Nuba groups of southern Kordofan. 2
Although many were converted to a nominal Islam during the last
century they can scarcely be called self-consciously Muslim. Others
have been influenced by Roman Catholic and Swedish Protestant
missions, both of which have formed churches. 3

The Baria are divided into two main sections, the Nerē of the Hajar
(Mogolo) district and the Mogarēb, so called from the district of that
name. Before the Egyptian occupation they were independent tribes
though they paid some tribute to the Banti ‘Amir, but after the founda-
tion of Kasala when the Egyptians became dominant in the region they
paid them tribute.

Lejean, who travelled in Eritrea 1860–64, writes:

Vers 1836, les Égyptiens étaient venus à Koubat pour prêcher l’islamisme
à coups de fusil aux Barae: ils avaient rasézé quelques villages, enlevé
force captifs, et les avaient relégués en liberté sur leur promesses de se faire
musulmans. C’est pour cela que le village frontière de Mogolo et un autre
voisin ont, seuls parmi les Barae, embrassé l’islamisme. 4

From this time Islam made considerable progress amongst the Nerē,

1 Eutropstonous (396–134 B.C.) and other Greek writers mention the Myodphos and the
Blemmyes between Memel and the Red Sea. Their name for the River Atbara ‘Mophobos prob-
ably meant ‘river of the Baria’. They appear under the form Bīrāṣ in the inscriptions of the
Aramaic kings ‘Āzāli (D.A.E. iv. 35) and Ḥaṭtīl Dā’īl (ibid. 45). They are mentioned by
many Arabic authors, ‘Abd Allāh b. Ḍā‘ūn al-Aṣwāni (Maqrizi, Khitāf, ed. Weitz, iii. 259–61);
Ibn Ḥawqal (eds. H. Kramers, i. 55; Maqrizi, Êlimān, p. 25) and Qalqashandī (Sudh., v. 301).
The word Bīrāṣ has become the equivalent of ‘sheerl amongst the Abyssinians.

2 On their paganism see A. Pollera, I Bara e i Cumi (Roma, 1911), pp. 78–87.
3 In 1915 the religious distribution of the Kunama was 5,160 Christians, 7,000 Muslims,
and 3,140 pagans.

especially at Bisha and in the villages of Shilko and Hebredda, whose inhabitants in any land dispute put their cases either before the qaḍî of the Bani `Amir or the qaḍî at Kasala. In 1861 the Baria were raided by the Abyssinians of `Adi‘-Abo who burnt Mogolo. In consequence the unfortunate people had to pay tribute to both Abyssinians and Egyptians. Abyssinian pressure also caused a temporary set-back in the movement to Islam, but later when Egyptian rule strengthened the movement to Islam became stronger until it affected the whole tribe. Under Italian rule it was able to recover in numbers and prosperity.

The Baria are divided into clans like the Kuna, but during the Egyptian régime in the Sudan they acquired a paramount chief who was given the official title of `āṣir. Their language seems to have been subjected to Hamitic influence in its grammatical forms, though its vocabulary remains pure. Islamic conceptions have overlaid many of the original features of their pagan culture. More especially it has caused radical change in the structure of family life, for this is the first thing to be affected by Islam. Marriage customs and relationships have been changed and observers report that the former freedom and equality of women has been replaced by complete subjugation. Descent is now counted in the paternal line in contrast to the Kunama who retain the matrilineal system. At the same time their social life is bound up with a deep substratum of animistic beliefs and practices. They pay great attention to talismans, curses, and incantations, their rain-makers (al-fājr) still exist, elaborate death ceremonial are observed, and their clans retain their magic powers.

(b) Bani Shangūl Region

The term Bani Shangūl is applied to the tribes occupying that part of Abyssinia which lies between the Blue Nile and the Sudan border. These peoples border upon the Como and the Lēga Sibu Galla on the south and east, and with kindred tribes of Berta in the Sudan Fazogli region on the west; in the north the Blue Nile divides them from negroid tribes living west of Agaomeder. They speak various dialects kindred to those spoken by the Berta of the Sudan, and many are quite clearly an islamized section of the Berta. The Abyssinians call all negroes Shāqqā, and the Arabic-speaking Sudanese came to call this particular group the Bani Shangūl. These Berta are a confedera-

1 Cf. G. Dounin, Histoire du Règne du Khédive Ismaïl, vol. iii. pt. i. p. 44.
2 Chataway has suggested that Bana is not Arabic but is a corruption of kasla, the Berta word for 'hill', S.N.R. xvii. 122.
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tion of mixed blood, but regard themselves as belonging to a single stock.

Islamic influence first penetrated into the region through the Funj kingdom of Sinnar which claimed a vague overlordship of its people, but, as in neighbouring regions like Guba which are still pagan though under a Muslim governor, Dejazmach Abū Shāk, it had little effect upon the religious complexion of the country. The rulers of both Fazogli and Bani Shangūl were a branch of the Hama rulers of Kellī, and a sister of Dawar Ma‘īs, second king of Kellī, founded the Bani Shangūl line about 1720. These various negroid groups were converted to Islam by fekis from the Eastern Sudan who married the daughters of the chiefs and whose descendants constituted an aristocracy of masters, the rest of the people having the status of slaves. These aristocratic groups are known as Watūf (literally ‘bats’), and constitute about ten per cent. of the population of the Bani Shangūl region. In the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, of course, the Berta subjects are no longer slaves.

This area was visited in 1835 by J. Russegger, an Austrian sent by Muhammad ‘Ali to report on the gold resources of his dominions. He found that this whole region was called by the Arabs dir al-Berta, that among the natives of the Dui range and neighbouring countries are many Donquyāl jallāba (traders) who carried on the gold trade in particular. These Danāqūla were much looked up to by the negroes, and propagated a knowledge of Arabic, protecting all travellers other than white men. When Beltrame, an Italian missionary, visited the Bani Shangūl region in 1855 he found there two chiefs, Shaikh al-Fadil, a Ja‘alíi refugee who had taken part in the burning of Isma‘īl Pasha at Shendi in 1821, whilst the other was a Berta. Beltrame’s description shows that the people were Berta with a ruling aristocracy of Ja‘alīyyin and that Islam was gaining ground. A Donquyāl (Rikābiyya) slave-trader, Shaikh Khōjālī, later became the most powerful chief in the area, and another Italian traveller, Matteucci, speaks of meeting him in 1878. After the conquest of Menelik in 1898 Shaikh Khōjālī succeeded in preserving its autonomy subject to the payment of a tribute of alluvial gold. Later the whole region was unified into one province under Khōjālī. The Italians formed a Bani Shangūl Com-

1 Cf. Chataway, S.N.R. xiii. 255;
2 See J. Russegger, Reise in Agypten, Nubien, und Ost-Sudan (Stuttgart, 1844), ii. ii. 576.
3 Quoted in S.N.R. xvii. 218-23.
misssariat comprising the region inhabited by Berta, Gamosha, and Watjavit.1

The chief of these political groups, living along both sides of the Khor Dabus (or Yabus) is the Khoshali tribe whom the Galla call Shaqale. The ruling class pretend an Arab origin though as we have seen they are Donopolawi mixed with negroid Berta. Their Berta subjects are arabized to the extent of calling themselves Muslim, though the majority of their customs are frankly pagan. They are bilingual, speaking Sudan Arabic as a lingua franca as well as their own dialects. Cerulli writes:

Their Arabic is, naturally, that of the Sudan; and, as always happens in Muslim countries, the foreign domination, in this case Abyssinian, has necessarily led to the favouring of Arabic to the detriment of the local Berta dialects, either for immediate practical reasons or indirectly, provoking by reaction a major feeling of Muslim solidarity.2

The chief activities of these people, apart from their basic agriculture, are the caravan trade with the Sudan, which includes the slave-trade,3 and gold-washing during the rains. They are Shafi'iite in madhab and the fartiqs of the Eastern Sudan have many followers amongst them, the prevailing one being the Tijaniyaa.

(c) Bantu and Somalized Bantu Groups

In southern Somaliland, especially along the banks of the Juba and

1 The Italians divided this Commissariat into two residencies whose chiefs and population were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residency di Acosa:</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Chief</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arosa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shiikh al-Khajji</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfoclo</td>
<td></td>
<td>At-Tum Muhammad</td>
<td>5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coralifia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anir Rabtor</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baghfr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shiikh Nabi Ali</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalii</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shiikh Mahomad Hammid</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Residency di Becca:       |             | Shiikh 'Abd al-Khaliy | 35,000     |
|                          |             | Muhammed al-Annix     | 7,000      |

2 E. Cerulli, E.O. ii. 112.

3 M. Perham writes: 'Every year slaves found refuge and took out freedom papers across the border. In 1953, for example, 245 slaves from Beni-Shangul and Guba gained their freedom in this way in the Sudan; and a whole village of 136 people fled and were settled near Roseries. Indeed, the Watjavit and even the government itself, were for years a great problem to the Sudan Government because of their encouragement of poaching and slaving expeditions. In 1929 Khoshali's wife was sentenced by a Sudan court to ten years' imprisonment for her share in a great slave kidnapping conspiracy extending into the Sudan (The Government of Ethiopia, p. 327).'

Shabeli, live various groups of negroid agriculturalists belonging to the Bantu group, some of whom have adopted the language of their Somali overlords, whilst others speak Ki-Swahili and other Bantu languages. These negroes are the remnants of the original inhabitants of the fluvial region of Somaliland who were overwhelmed by the wave of Somali conquest.1 Though they were freed by the Italians from actual slave status some of them continued to regard themselves as morally subject to Somali tribes (e.g. the Shilfa to the Molliben), whilst others formed themselves into autonomous villages or federations of villages, such as the Elay of Baidoa and the Shabeli.

These Bantu groups comprise the Wa Gosha, Gobawein, Wa Boni, and Ribi in the Juba region; and the Shilfa, Shabeli, Dube,2 Makane, Rir 'Isa, Kwoale, and Giddu in the Shabeli region. Most of these groups adopted Islam from the Somalis2 and, whilst it may rest very lightly upon some of them whose social life remains distinctively pagan, others have been deeply influenced, for Islam was able to give them the spiritual stability which they had lost when their tribes were broken up.

17. MINOR GROUPS

(a) Arabs

Arab immigrants are found all over the region, in the coastal towns from Masawwa to Maqdishu and in all the chief commercial centres in the interior.4 Coming mainly from the Yaman and Hadramawt they have been impelled through poverty at home to seek their fortunes abroad. The social handicap which they suffered in their new environment through having to contend against the instinctive prejudices of the natives amongst whom they settled compelled them to take whatever opportunities were open to them. Since the Abyssinian is essentially either a warrior or a land-hungry peasant, the immigrants became traders or artisans of various kinds, especially bricklayers and carpenters. A large number of them are temporary immigrants and do not bring

1 On these groups see E. Cerulli, 'Gruppi etnici negri nella Somalia', A.A.E. Liv (1934), 177-84.

2 The Dube and Shabeli are often referred to as the Adone (correctly Addo), but this is merely the Somali Darodi word for 'slave' and is their designation for these northern groups; cf. L. Robecchi Erischielli, Somalia e Benadir (Milan, 1899), pp. 417-71.

3 Some have remained pagan, e.g. the Wa Boni who are not Bantu, cf. Guida, p. 280.

4 In Masawwa', for example, the Arabs numbered 4,700 out of a total population of 9,000 in 1931; in Harar Province (pop. 5,177,533) they number 5,545 of whom about 1,000 live in Harar city; in the Jibuti administrative area of French Somaliland there are 4,013 Arabs out of a total population of 12,986, most of whom live in the town of Jibuti.
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blished there in the time of Burckhardt (1814). Other colonies are found at Tessanai, Nogara, Agordat, Kerem, Asmara, and Masawwa'. In Asmara there is a large settlement of Sudanese from the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. The 1931 census for Eritrea put the total of westerners at 3,700 whilst the British after their occupation estimated them at about 8,000. Takrür are also found in the Ethiopian provinces of Wálqayt and ‘Adi ‘Abó. These westerners are robust and intelligent workers, but are despised by the local tribes.

(c) The Argobba

The people known under this name consist of two isolated groups speaking the same Semitic language, about whom little is known. The Argobba North, who number about 2,000 to 2,500, are first mentioned in the Fu‘ah. They live in the region of the Bokkenna, a tributary of the Hawai, which is part of the former kingdom of Ifāt. Their chief still retains the title of Walasma’ and Major Harris refers to a Walasma’ Abadaz as the hereditary governor of Argobba subject to Shoa, whose job it was to maintain good relations with the Afar in order to facilitate the caravan traffic to Harar and the coast. The Argobba South (300–400) live on the hills south of Harar between the Besidimo and Gobelli valleys amongst the Ala Galla. Their tradition relates that they were led to this region by a Shaikh ‘Umar two hundred years ago. O. Neumann says they ‘are strict, even fanatical Mohammedans’.

(d) Outcaste Peoples

Scattered about north-east Africa are various pariah castes. They are remnants of former aboriginal negroid peoples who have not been absorbed and live amongst the peoples who subjected them as primitive hunters or performing despised and feared occupations such as smithery or magic.

The Wayso are a hunting caste, who live on the banks of the Abay and the southern and western shores of Lake Tana and ply the rafts made of bundles of papyrus (called tunkut in Amharic). They are Muslims but are despised by their co-religionists. R. E. Chessman writes of them:

WAITOS are now converted to Mohammedanism and speak Amharic. Their

1 Fu‘ah, p. 175.
2 W. C. Harris, op. cit. i. 343–51 ii. 346.
5 H. Rassam, British Mission to King Theodore (1869), i. 334.
original language and the rites and ceremonies of their old beliefs are forgotten. The cult of the hippopotamus is one of the few survivals of ancient custom; they eat the flesh and no man can marry until he has killed one.  

Others say that they are still practising pagans. Mittwoch says that they are unacquainted with the Qur’ān, but use such Arabic phrases as al-hamdu lillah and celebrate the feast of ‘Arafā on the 10th Dhu’l-hijja. 2 Their Islam is purely superficial and they have merely absorbed a few oddments from Islamic culture. They do not circumcise and eat flesh such as the hippopotamus which is impure to Muslims.

Amongst the Somali live various tribes of outcasts. The chief of these are the Miijān, a serf-caste who are hunters or trappers and also act as hewers of wood and drawers of water for the Somali tribes, amongst whom they are scattered; the Yibir, a sorcerer-caste who exist on the fees they are paid for charms and amulets; and the Tomal who are a smith-caste. About these outcasts Kirk remarks, ‘they profess to be Mohammedans like pure Somalis, but the Midgans are very lax in their religion, being unclean in the matter of the meat they eat’. 3 These castes, by an Islamic rationalization, are regarded as being in a perpetual state of ritual impurity (najāsa). They do not form separate groups but live amongst the various Somali tribes.


Special Characteristics of Islam in the Region

In our study of the religious life of the Muslims of this region we shall need to distinguish between various layers. The topmost layer is that of traditional orthodox Islam. Although Arabian centres are so close, this influence has yet been very weak, probably because no permanent Muslim Kushitic kingdoms were able to develop as cultural nuclei from which Islam could radiate. Apart from the coastal towns where orthodox Islam is strongest, only the city-state of Harar has been able to maintain a continuous influence throughout the centuries.

Then there is the influence of an esoteric Islam which has been creeping in, especially during the last century, through the emissaries of the dervish orders. Consequently the performance of the dhikr and practices connected with saint-worship are becoming more and more the focal centre of their Islam than formerly and are bringing a fervour and devotion into the religion of the people which could never be evoked by orthodox Islam.

But stronger perhaps than either orthodox or esoteric Islam in its influence upon their actual religious life is the pre-Islamic sediment. As in the rest of Muslim Africa there has been a symbiosis between this sediment and Islam. Although they feel themselves to be true and loyal Muslims superstition and magic pervade their Islam and reveal the influence of their former Kushite paganism. The various peoples of the region are at all possible stages of the Islamic path, but everywhere can be seen the process by which Islam assimilates those ineradicable rites and beliefs which it is powerless to abolish by attaching to them orthodox interpretations and explanatory Muslim legends.

I. THE ORTHODOX SYSTEM

(a) Orthodox Observance

The aim of orthodox Islam is the maintaining of Muslim solidarity by the formation of a collective mentality. It seeks to canalize and direct religious feelings so that they become conventional. This is the primary aim of Muslim education, but in addition to the formal education as the means of preserving the Islamic cultural tradition, there is the educational influence of the whole milieu into which the individual is
born, for this determines his life and ensures social and cultural continuity. The numerous events of social and family life, circumcision, marriage, and death, each have their prescribed usage. Again there is conformity in manners, dress, bearing, mode of speech, and the expressions employed. All these religious and communal relationships are directed by the šari'a, the great fossil-bearing strata of the Islamic structure, because this is the primary means of unifying the group. Outward observance is the important thing, and the community is limited to this and not to interference with the inner life which is a matter between the individual and God. The genius of Islam is the preservation of individualism through all these means of maintaining the religious-social unity. The very means for the formation of a collective mentality, such as prayer, fasting, and the pilgrimage, are truly individual acts, and each Muslim keeps his own individuality and learns to respect that of others within prescribed Islamic limits. This preservation of a measure of individualism has not normally led to schism for two reasons: because of the tremendous force of Islamic collectivism, and also because Islam allowed for other formations, within the religious body, yet outside that ruled by the šari'a, formations which catered for pressing needs of the spiritual life unsatisfied by the formal means of worship.

The religious fraternities are the outstanding example of such formations; though of course the leaders of these fraternities, in order not to have the religious authorities against them, must affirm first of all their spiritual descent through orthodox Šafi doctors. Orthodox Islam, therefore, is of paramount importance in the life of the Muslim community, whilst its influence upon the deeper life of the spirit is correspondingly weak.

Although Islam does not in principle recognize tribal and national differences and loyalties, in fact the various peoples put racial prejudices before the religious feeling of fraternity. Antagonism and hatred often exist between peoples and tribes and this may be carried over into places where they are obliged to live together. Throughout the towns of this region, as in most urban centres of African Islam, adherence to Islam does not lead to unity of leadership and worship amongst different cultural groups. Although they are all Muslims and may be closely associated in other ways, the various peoples have not mixed and each lives its own distinct communal life. This also includes racial discrimination in religion, each group having its own saints, religious leaders, and places of worship. Harar city is a good example; its population, apart from two thousand Christians, consists of twelve thousand

Hararis proper who speak the unique city language, ten to fifteen thousand Galla, a thousand Arabs, and a thousand or more Somalis. Within the city’s ancient walls these various peoples have not intermingled. Although Islam is common to all they do not practice it in common. When they pray they congregate in their own places under their own imāms. They have distinct Qur’ān-schools, and, since the introduction of the Ḥanafiyya madhhah, they are often distinguished in rite.

The effect of Islam upon the position of women varies according to the depth of the Islamization. In general, the greater the hold of orthodox institutions the lower becomes the status of women. There are, however, notable exceptions. The position of women amongst many of the Jabarti and in Hararian society is much higher than amongst most Muslims. The comments of Muḥammad Mukhtar, an officer who was in Harar during the Egyptian occupation, could be applied to the women of Harar of today:

Chose remarquable... la femme est très respectée, au moins autant que chez les nations chrétiennes. Elle a beaucoup d’influence sur son mari qui est aux petits soins pour elle; ce que la femme veut, le Harrari le veut et son moindre désir est obéi comme un ordre et sur-le-champ. ... Elles sont les premières à aider leurs maris à gagner le pain journalier et dans ses travaux manuels.1

He also says that the Hararits, with the exception of the amīr, had only one wife, whilst divorce was practically unknown. As a natural consequence, he adds, they are virtuous and chaste.2

The influence of orthodox Islam is exercised by official religious representatives such as qādis and mosque functionaries; by students who have studied in Harar, Jimma, the coastal towns, and abroad, who on their return set up Qur’ān-schools wherever there are any Muslims; by ‘holi’ families claiming Arab descent who have been a great factor in spreading and consolidating Islam; and by Yamanite and other trading-colonies which usually have a shaikh teaching the recitation of the Qur’ān.

The towns are the chief centres of organized Islamic life. Mosques are found only in cities and towns. Villages generally have a space under a tree consecrated by usage for congregational prayer. In southern Ethiopia the men, if not working in the fields, gather together at midday in these places, perform the salat and continue sitting in it.

---

1 Mohammed Mukhtar, 'Notes sur le pays de Harar', Bulletin de la Société Khâdîvale de Géographie, i. 365.
2 Ibid. 366-7.
circle, chewing kář and mumbling prayers. On Friday nights the so-called learned and pious often pass the whole night under a tree or in a mosque chewing and mumuring their prayers. The Friday prayer is naturally the best attended and some love to leave the dust on their forehead as a sign of their piety.

How strictly Ramadán is kept it is difficult to say. In towns and amongst families like the Ád Sháikh who have a reputation for piety to keep up it is universally observed, but some of the nomad tribes are very lax in keeping it. The Galla have a practice of purging themselves during the days preceding the fast in order to expel, not only the impure food and forbidden drink they have consumed throughout the year, but also the pagan practices in which they have indulged. As elsewhere overeating is the rule during Ramadán and the food bill of the townspeople doubles itself. Each region or group has its own Ramadán specialty. In the south it is kóři and fittéfett (meat soup and crumbled

1 Carka edulis or cleastra edulis. The word is pronounced gár in Arabic, kář by Muslim Ethiopians, chór by Christians, and gářa by Galla. Maqářa (Jinna, p. 7), who speaks of its usage amongst the peoples of Híst, especially by scholars to keep them awake over the dryness of Muslim law, calls it jár. The district of Hará is the chief centre of its cultivation. Chewed in small doses it causes a pleasant insomniousness, in larger doses a slight intoxication, in flavour it is slightly bitter and stimulating.

Kat is first mentioned in the ‘Wari of Amma Sibá’ (Perruchon, p. 331), when Šarád-Din, boasting of what he will do when he conquers the Christian kingdom, says: ‘I will take up mussače (or Musuló, the capital of his kingdom, and I will plant chór there’), because the Muslims love this plant’. Al‐Umári (op. cit., pp. 11-13) gives an interesting account of its usage in Híst. According to tradition, Sháikh Isrá’ål Abú Záháru introduced kář into Yaman from Abyssinia. Isrá’ål Abú Záháru, ‘was one of the forty-four Harami saints who landed at Berbera, set in solemn conclave upon Amla Kembre or Holy Hill, and thence dispersed far and wide for the purpose of propaganda. He travelled to Hará about 1340, converted many to Al‐Islam, and left there an honoured memory. His name is immemorial in Al‐Yaman by the introduction of Al‐Umar (R. F. Burton, First Fostat, p. 49). This account is purely legendary because Al‐Umar (loc. cit.) writing about 1345, gives another account of its introduction into Yaman in the reign of Al‐Mu‘aṣṣarr Dá̀d who personally found good reason for rejecting it. The Muslims of Hará have a legend that two saints who used to past the night in prayer often found themselves dropping off to sleep, so they prayed God to give them something to keep them awake. Whereupon an angel appeared and revealed the shrub to them.

Kat usage is spread over South Arabia and the Muslim regions of Abyssinia (except amongst the ‘Afr). It is not used by Christians, but plays a great part in the social life of the Muslims, and great chewings take place at the festivals of birth, circumcision, and marriage, and at tomb vigils. It is the first thing offered to a guest. Many Muslims have become weakened from excessive indulgence. It is not chewed by many women except witches and wise women. Muhammad Mokáśr (loc. cit., pp. 969-97) describes a kář party he attended in Hará, which lasted from nine to eleven in the morning, during which chapters of the Qur’án and prayers of the Prophet were chanted. Many of the Muslims of the south, when they wish to cultivate their fields, call the people of the neighbourhood together and then drink the infusion made from coffee rind called kóřa and chew kář from six in the morning until ten. Then stimulated by the kář they can work until evening without stopping.
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bread; they drink hája (an infusion made from coffee rind), tea, and milk, and pass as much time as possible during the day in sleeping.

In spite of the proximity of the holy places very few perform the pilgrimage to Mecca, but those who hold religious and teaching offices try to go because it enhances their prestige amongst their ignorant and superstitious co-religionists.

The usual festival celebrations are observed throughout the region. Nothing very unusual has been noted about the practice of the highland Muslims and coastal townies. For Al-Id al-kabír or Aráfo (the last word is extended to the whole month of Dhi-l-hijja in southern Ethiopia and Somalia) and Al‐Id ar-ṣaghír they first perform the salát in the open air outside the town and listen to the imam preach a khuţa, then return in procession to slaughter their victim (daţhýa) of whose flesh some is eaten by the household and some given to the poor. During the festivals they put on new clothes, make social calls, visit saints’ tombs and family graves and, if connected with a tariqa, perform the Khák. In Addis Ababa they organize horsemanship displays in the city itself and on the plain of Wel-Wóha for three days.

Teaching sháikhí of various kinds run Qur’an-schools in all Muslim centres. The terminology employed over such a wide area varies considerably. Sháikh (pl. sháikí) and faqír (pl. faqúr) are universal in the north, where also the Northern Sudan faíd (pl. faídã, not fáqúr except in the specialized sense of ‘juris-consult’) will be heard. Wádd (pl. wáddí) is universal amongst the Somalis; kalb (Ar. ‘the exalted’) in Hará and amongst the Galla of southern Ethiopia. The Hará are also called mūmí for grade of teacher inferior to the kalb. Wherever a settled Islamic community exists there is someone who has memorized the Qur’án and runs a school. He owns a plot of ground, cultivates with the help of his pupils, and leads the prayers at the traditional place under the village sacred tree. Often he is the local witch-doctor, he dispenses amulets, cures diseases, and invokes saints and spirits alike. He is the very centre of village life, he keeps alive the spirit of Islam and helps to maintain the village’s pride in being a Muslim. The teaching given is very meagre. Except in the towns no one learns the whole of the Qur’án and many of the teachers only know certain sections. The boys
normally learn small portions by heart without knowing the meaning, together with the ritual prayers and ablutions.

(b) Islamic Law and Customary Codes

As elsewhere in Islamic Africa the effective operation of the shari'a, the canon law of Islam, is very limited and is always subordinate to the code of the rulers whoever they may be, whether European or Muslim. Sir Richard Burton writing of Zaila' under Muslim rule in 1854 says:

"The Kazi has the administration of the Shariat or religious law: he cannot, however, pronounce sentence without the Governor's permission; and generally his powers are confined to questions of divorce, alimony, manumission, the wound mullet, and similar cases which come within Koranic jurisdiction. Thus the religious code is ancillary and often opposed to 'Al-jabr'—the tyranny—the popular designation of what we call Civil Law. Yet in Al-jabr, despite its name, generally preferred by the worldly wise."

A further limitation of the shari'a derives from the fact that it is subordinate to the local custom of many of these tribes, though gradually, especially in the towns, amongst the tribalized and in mixed settlements, it gains greater hold. When Muslim regions came under the rule of Western powers they introduced a new judicial system, but recognized both the shari'a and customary law in civil matters and both qadis and tribal courts were allowed to function. European rule, however, has tended to strengthen the shari'a to the detriment of tribal custom. Similarly in Ethiopia a separate system is provided to deal with matters of Muslim civil law.

The Kadi's and Naibis' Councils proclamation (No. 62 of 1944) repealing an earlier, but almost exactly similar, law, provided for Muslims by setting up Kadi's and Naibis' councils with jurisdiction over questions regarding Mohammedan marriage, divorce, guardianship, succession and Wahf gifts. Appeal was to lie from the Naibis' to the Kadi's council and thence to a court of Shariat, consisting of not less than three judges nominated by the Minister of Justice. The decision of this court was final. Thus in matters of Muslim civil law there was a self-contained system which was not under the High

1 R. F. Burton, First Footsteps, pp. 88-89. Cfr. also Muhammad Mukhtar, writing of Harar under the emirs before the short Egyptian occupation, 'Les habitants de Harrar sont tous musulmans imposés des principes religieux les plus sévères, les plus austères, tirés entièrement de la voie de Chafea. C'est dire que les Kadi's jugent tous les procès et que leur pouvoir est absolu; seulement, comme leurs jugements devenaient avant tout plaire à l'Émir qui savait le maître de s'occuper de tout, politique, justice, etc., il s'ensuivait que la plupart du temps, pour être agréable à leur maître, ils rendaient des arrêtés tout à fait injustes' (Bull. Soc. Khilicates de Geographie, i. 364).


3 These are not to be confused with the Northern Raya (see above, p. 194), but are a branch of the Boran living east of Shaffa. (See the region between lakes Hula and Suana.


belong to it. It is weakest in Eritrea. Its wide diffusion is due to the region having been most influenced by the Islamic current coming from Arabia. Eritrean tribes like the Bani 'Amir which have been converted by emissaries from the Eastern Sudan belong to the Mālikite rite.

During their brief occupation of Eritrea, coastal settlements on the Red Sea, and the Harar region, the Egyptians introduced their official Hanafite code and the Italians thought it simplest to keep it on. This is, therefore, strongest in these towns and in Eritrea. In Addis Ababa there are two Hanafite mosques, and after the short Egyptian occupation it gained a foothold in the predominantly Šafi’ite Harar. A few ‘Ibaḍīs will be found amongst Somali immigrants in Eritrea and amongst Ḥaḍramawtīs, whilst there are Zaidites amongst the immigrants from Yemen, though most of these have either changed or pretend to be Sunnī.

The distribution of the madhāhib is as follows:

Šafi’ite
The ‘Afar (Danakil) of Asab, Rahaim, Eddi, and Beilul.
Immigrants from Yemen; Somali immigrants in Eritrea.
Sections of Ḥaḍramūt (i.e. those Ḥaḍramawtīs who are not ‘Ibaḍites), Ad Dāhir, Ad Mu‘allim, and certain Alabas.
Northern Galla (Waloo, Ajjila, and Raya).
Harar city and the surrounding Galla tribes.
Galla in south-west Ethiopia (Gumma, Gera, Gomma, Jimma, Limmu, D̲ ḫaṭṭāl) and the Aruṣī.
Gurage.
Sidama (Tambaro, Abasa, Hadiya, and Gero).
Bani Shangul.
Somali in general, with few exceptions.

Hanafīe
Maṣāwwa’, Arkilo, Monkello, Otumlo, Zula, Aitut, Asas, Gumhot, Asab, and other coastal towns; Islands of Dahlat; Arab immigrants from Hijāz; Indian Muslims.
Saho tribes (Tero’s, Asorta, Mini-Fere, and Hace).
Ad Tamrāyam, sections of the Ḥabīb, Ad Mu‘allim, Ad Dāhir, and Ad Taklīs.
Mansa and Bait Ijak.
The ‘Afar of Buri.
A quarter of Harar city.

1 The Italian census of 1931 gives the following proportions between the madhāhib in Eritrea: Mālikites, 205,083, 65 per cent.; Hanafites, 274,677, 26 per cent.; Šafi’ites, 28,442, 9 per cent.
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Malikite
Ad Shaikh of the Sāhil, Baraka, and Embēreni.
Bani ‘Amir.
Sections of the Habīb.
Bara and Konama.
Algedên, Šahdar, Ḥalanqa, and Afenda.
West and East Sudan immigrants.
Wayço of Lake Tana.

The institution of waqf (pious endowment) is weak compared to most Islamic countries. In Harar city and all the coastal towns, which have been most in contact with Arabia mosques and established Qur‘ān schools will normally possess a waqf of books and some supporting property. The land belonging to a farq, settlement is waqf for all practical purposes and passes from khalifa to khalifa by virtue of his office.

2. THE DERVISH ORDERS

(a) Propagation of the Orders

The basis of the religious orders (tariqa, sing., tariqa, ‘path’) in Islam is the belief that the believer who desires to attain communion with God needs the guidance of one who is experienced in the ‘path’ thereto, one who has been blessed by God on earth by special virtue (baraka), and who can act as an intermediary between the disciple and God. The founders of the tariqas were such guides and their spiritual descendants inherit their baraka and continue their functions to this day.

The religious orders based their doctrine on medieval Shi'ism to which they contributed nothing in the way of original doctrinal elements, although they gave new stresses and emphasis to particular elements of Shi'ism. On the other hand, they considerably developed certain Shi'ī practices and modes of devotion and evolved new methods and forms; whilst, as they spread into Africa and were absorbed by peoples with a primitive cultural heritage, their spirit and aims underwent a further transformation.

The method of following the Shi'i 'path' (tariqa) has always depended upon the peculiar tendencies of the shaikh, thus in north-east Africa, as in other parts of the continent, the original mysticism of the orders was vulgarized to suit the mentality of primitive peoples, thaumaturgy was exalted at the expense of theosophy, whilst mystical exercises degenerated into orgiastic dances. No real apprenticeship was required before initiation. All that was demanded was the learning of the liturgy
of the order, whilst initiation was simplified to the taking of a solemn oath of allegiance to the shaikh. Nor did they demand much discipline from the neophytes in the way of retreat, prayer-tasks, and fasting. On the other hand, mass performance of the regular services with the dhikr song and dance was exercised immoderately in the attempt to produce psycho-physical effects; whilst the local shaikh of the order was venerated to a degree little short of deification.

The orders are a late importation into the religious life of East African Islam. Al-'Umari, who collected his facts about a.d. 1332-3, says that in none of the seven Muslim kingdoms of southern Ethiopia were there a single madrasa, khānaqāh, riḍāt, or sūkūr. The Qādirīyya was the first order to be introduced by Yamanite and Ḥadramawt immigrants into training centres such as Mašwa, Zaila, and Maqdisu, and thoroughly established itself in the coastal regions. One Sharīf Abī Bakr ibn 'Abd Allāh al-'Aydarūs who died at Aden in a.h. 929 (a.d. 1523) is said to have introduced it into Harar. As a result of this early diffusion and through becoming the semi-official farīqa of Harar it is the most widely diffused order in this region.

No other orders were introduced until the nineteenth century, but when at the beginning of that century, as part of the reactionary movement then taking place in Islam, new orders were founded and the old ones revived, this region was also subjected to new propaganda, though it was rather attenuated compared to that taking place in other African regions. The re-awakening of the propaganda force of the orders goes back mainly to a remarkable man, Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idrīs al-Fāsī (1760-1837), who acquired great fame in Mecca and became the teacher of a number of men who branched out into new orders. The ideals and aspirations of these leaders diverged considerably, but they were all inspired to ardent missionary zeal and pushed their orders into Muslim and pagan Africa. The most famous of his pupils, Muhammad ibn 'Alī as-Sanūsī (1827-1859), scarcely influenced this region, chiefly because his order was not well established in the Arabian homeland and he made Cyrenaica his main centre. Those orders, however, which rooted themselves in Arabia itself soon began to spread into East Africa.

The spirit of these new orders was different. The old ones like the

1 Al-'Umari, Masālik al-Aḥār, trans. Goudhey-Demolongu, p. 3.
2 Paulitschke, it is true, speaks of widespread Sufi activity in this region (Ethnographie Nordafrikanische, p. 13; see also H. Duveyrier, La Confrérie imamite de Sidi Mohammed ibn 'Alī es-Senūsī, Paris, 1886, p. 50), but it seems clear, especially since he speaks of the Senūsī-establishments of the Qādirīyya, that he has confused the Senūsīyya with other orders.

Qādirīyya had no centralized organization but were esoteric schools working chiefly in Muslim regions, filling the void which orthodox Islam with its rigid legalistic attitude to life left in the hearts of the African Muslims. These new orders, however, were full of propagandist zeal, their spirit had changed, less stress was placed on teaching, rather the aim of each order was to increase its power by augmenting the number of its adherents and canalizing all authority in the hands of the shaikh. Thus certain orders tended to acquire political power; the Sanūsīyya, for instance, became an independent organization in Cyrenaica and Wadai' not subject to any other authority, whilst the Mirghaniyya in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan maintained a powerful hold over adherents under the rule of a foreign governing body and is today of great political importance.

Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idris himself did not found a farīqa and the one which appeared under his name has had a relatively minor influence. It was spread in Somaliland chiefly by Shaikh 'Ali Maye Durogba of Merca (d. 1917) and has developed a number of agricultural settlements. It has also a centre in southern Ethiopia amongst the Arusi Galla through having assumed guardianship of the sanctuary of Shaikh Husain, but has scarcely affected the Arusi although an unsuccessful attempt was made by a Somali, al-Ḥājj 'Abd Allāh 'Īsā, to establish settlements amongst them.

Sayyid Muhammad 'Uthmān al-Mirghani (1793-1853) was sent by Ahmad ibn Idris into the Egyptian Sudan at the beginning of the nineteenth century and preached amongst the Banū 'Amir in Eritrea in the name of his master. After the latter's death he set up as an independent shaikh of his own order, the Mirghaniyya or Khatmiyya. But his son al-Ḥasan (d. 1860) is chiefly responsible for its present influence amongst the Sudan tribes, the Banū 'Amir, and other Eritrean tribes, and founded the township of al-Khatmiyya, part of Kasala, as the seat of the order in East Africa.

Another of Ahmad's pupils, Ibrahim ar-Rashid (d. 1874), founder of the Rashidiyya, who claimed to transmit the authentic Ahmadiyya, did not himself acquire much influence in this region, though there is a khalīfa at Mašwa who fills the post of imām at the mosque of one of their holy men; but Ibrahim's pupil, Muhammad ibn Ṣalih, in 1887 branched out into a derivative farīqa, the Ṣalāḥiyya, with its seat at Mecca, which became very influential in Somalia through the preaching of a Somali, Muhammad Gáled (d. 1918), and the widespread formation of collective farms, generally known as farīqa settlements,
along the banks of the rivers. The movement of the Somali Mahdi, Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allāh al-Hasan, had its origin amongst the Ṣāḥīhiyya.

The founder of the Rahmāniyya, a branch of the Dargawiyya (Ṣāḥīhiyya), Muhammad b. M. b. Mas'ud b. 'Abd ar-Rahmān al-Fāsī (d. 1857), built a zāwiyah at Mecca in 1857 and afterwards preached along the coast of the Red Sea from Sawalīk to Maṣawāa', where his khālīfah, Almād al-Hajānī al-Ghafrūnī, made himself independent. This branch order (Ghafrūnīyya) seems to have disappeared during the Mahdiyya.

The Sammāniyya was introduced amongst the Jabarti on the Eritrean plateau by a Māhrabī shaikh, Adam al-Kinānī, who is buried in the Serāī near 'Abi 'Addī. A shaikh from the Egyptian Sudan also propagated it amongst the Galga of Jimma Abba Jīfar and Limmu Enārya, but it has not acquired much influence in south-western Abyssinia.

The Ṭijāniyya is the most influential order amongst the Galga of Jimma Abba Jīfar and Gomma, where it was imported by a Sudanese shaikh. It is also active in the Bani Shangul area and in Guma, though in the last its influence is secondary to that of the Qādiriyā.

Other orders of minor importance are: the Shāhīhiyya (a mystical school rather than a definite order) which has zāwiyas in Maṣawāa' and Asmara; the Rifā'īyya amongst the Arabs of Somalia, especially Maqdishu and Merca, whilst a few other followers are to be found in the Gībē valley region. Some of the Ād Shaikh and Arab immigrants in Eritrea belong to the Ḥaddādīyya which was imported from the Ḥadramawt.

(b) Organization of the Orders

Since none of these orders originated in this region the shaikh resides elsewhere, but authority is delegated to khālifas to act as his deputies in teaching and initiating new members. These regional khālifas normally acquire such authority and prestige that they eclipse the actual shaikh in the eyes of their local followers. The khālīfah names his successor before he dies, or if he fails to do this an omen taken on his grave settles it. The successor is never chosen by the actual shaikh of the mother order, though if the link has not been broken his approval is usually sought. Although the hereditary principle is not necessary or invariable the khālīfah will normally succeed by one of his sons since he is supposed to have his father's baraka dormant in him which,

once the khālīfah has chosen him, whether in the flesh or from the tomb, and he is formally installed, becomes active.

The authority of each regional khālīfah (generally referred to as the ṣayḥīkh) is founded upon a chain of tradition which has two divisions: sīlit mat baraka (chain of benediction) which connects him with the founder of the order and sīlit mat wālī (chain of initiation) which connects the founder with the Prophet. It is the practice of some of the orders to recite these chains as part of their spiritual exercises.

The tariqa is given by the khālīfah to others by a formal initiation ('ahd, covenant) which is usually accompanied by a dhikr-recital and followed by a feast. Before the assemblage of affiliates the khālīfah holds the novice by the hand under his cloak, and, repeating the formula after him sentence by sentence, the novice swears to perform the duties incumbent upon a good Muslim, to accept the khālīfah as his spiritual leader and guide by the baraka of Shaikh so-and-so, the founder of the order. The khālīfah in accepting him as a novice assures him of the protection of the Prophet and of the founder, then he leads him aside and repeats in his ears in a low voice the sacramental formula (la iļahu illsllaḥ (there is no god but Allah) three times, and adjures him to repeat it one hundred times after each of the ritual prayers together with the phrase astaghfir Allāh, 'I ask God's forgiveness'. These 'prayer-tasks' are called wurd (sing. wūrād), ḥaṣāb (sing. ḥāṣab) or ṭawātib (sing. ṭawātīb) and consist of such short forms or litanies or prayers composed by the founder and other eminent Ṣāḥifs. As the initiate advances along the path' his shaikh gives him longer tasks to perform and new prayers to recite; whilst at the same time he is instructed in his duties towards God, his shaikh, fellow members, and the community of Islam. At the initiation the novice is often given a siyāda, which is a piece of skin for use as a prayer-mat which he carries about over his shoulder, a vessel made of bark and fibre containing water for his ablutions, and a hundred-head tasbih or rosary to enable him to perform his prayer-tasks.

A member who has been formally initiated and received into the tariqa is known as a murid or 'aspirant', but this word is only used on formal occasions such as the 'ahd. Members of the tariqa settlements are always known as ikhwān (brethren). Dr. Cerulli says that three grades of initiation higher than that of murid are known amongst the

1 A brief description of an initiation ceremony is given by Babolchi Bricchetti, Somalia e Benadir, pp. 423-4.
2 E. Cerulli, 'Nota sul movimento musulmano nella Somalia', R.S.O. x (1923), 19.
fertile land mainly along the rivers especially suitable for agriculture which is shunned by the nomadic Somali because it is malarial and infested with the tsetse fly. In these settlements (called iam'a 'community', corrupted to jam&m'a by the Somalis) they collected around them groups of followers who were chiefly somalized Bantu together with outlawed members of Somali tribes. The Italian government encouraged this process of settlement since they introduced a stable element into a predominantly nomadic environment whose influence would be in the interests of law and order and against rebellions like that of Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah. The land is owned by the whole community as a kind of collective farm and each of the ikhuun is assigned his specific duties of work on the land and care of livestock. The shaikh of the iam'a has full powers conferred on him by the regional khaliifa and allocates the work. Sometimes he allocates a specific portion of the land to a particular 'brother' to cultivate, but more generally the fields are divided into six groups in each of which each member has to work one day a week.

These settlements are centres of propaganda and teaching and have attracted somalized Bantu and dispossessed racial elements who are prepared to settle to agriculture. They have also offered a new home to the Somali who is outlawed from his tribe. Normally such exclusion, due to crime within the tribe, offers little hope of survival (compare the critical situation of the Prophet Muhammad until he was invited to Yathrib), but the religious community, if he can stick the life, offers him reintegration in a new society. The iam'as have taken advantage of tribal disputes to extend their holdings and have often been a cause of friction with nomadic tribes who originally roamed their land over questions of watering, boundaries, and tribal allegiance.

(c) Qädiriyya

The Qädiriyya is the oldest self-perpetuating order in Islam and there are few parts of the Islamic world where it is not active and none where the name of its founder, 'Abd al-Qädir al-Jiläli (A.D. 1077-1166), is not revered. It was the first order to be introduced into northeast Africa and consequently is more widespread than the more recent orders. It entered through the commercial and maritime relations that existed between the coastal towns and other Islamic countries. It is strong in the Harar region and became very widespread in Eritrea, chiefly through the activities of the Ad Shaikh.

The people of Mašawwa' believe that 'Abd al-Qädir al-Jiläli him-
self died on the peninsula where there is a mosque in his name and his anniversary (ziyārat al-jilāt) is celebrated on the 11th Rabī‘a’ l-Awwal. The order is said to have been brought to Harar by a shari‘ Abū Bakr ibn ‘Abd Allāh al–Idrās (or ‘Ayyarās), called al–Qub ur-Rahba (the Divine Asia), who died at Aden in a.h. 909 (a.d. 1503).1 It is the predominant farīqa in all the coastal towns and in Harar whose amīru gave it official recognition. It has jamā‘as (congregations), equivalent here to zāwiyas, but not landowning settlements scattered throughout the territory of the former amirate as far as the Awash in most of which the leaders seem to be Somalis, for the true Hararis will not live outside their walled city. The order has no centralized organization, but most jamā‘as, including those in south-west Ethiopia,2 are affiliated to mother-zāwiyas in the Harar region. One of the chief centres is that of Shabebe, east of Harar, at the head of which was a Somali shaikh, ‘Abd Allāh b. Mu‘allim Yūsuf, author of a collection of treatises (rasā’il) attacking the Sālihiyya entitled al–majmū‘ al–muḍārakā. The Hararis are not prohibited from using awrād (liturgies) belonging to other farīqas and told that the writer who recite the worm at-Tijāni morning and evening and awrād from a Tijāni manual.3

The order has spread amongst the Muslim Gallu of the Artūsi region from the Webb and Wabi, and ‘Abd ash-Shakūr, amīr of Harar (1883–94), had a mosque built on the holy site of Shaikh Ḥusain and dedicated to ‘Abd al–Qādir al–Jilānī.4

The Qādiriyah was introduced into south-west Ethiopia by a Somali shaikh and has acquired a considerable number of adherents. In Jimma and Gomma, where the Tijāniyyah is the dominant farīqa, it is not very strong, but in Guma it is predominant. It has also spread amongst the Limmu Ennya, the Guraghe, the Alaba, Ṭambaro, and Ḥadiya (Sidama).

Whilst the order had been long established along the Somali coast it does not seem to have spread inland until 1819 when Shaikh Ibrahim Ḥasan Ijbreah acquired lands and established a centre which grew into the town now called Bāḍera on the Juba, whence the whole settlement came to be called the jamā‘a (the Arabic jamā‘a) by the Somalis. This

1 He is mentioned in the Farīqa al–Hakasha (text, p. 13). He is still venerated in Aden and the Ḥijrama of as well as in Harar and was the author of a book on the wearing of the khāqīya (nūbi) called al–lā‘a‘ al–lā‘if fī ka‘īfīyat lūn al–khāqīyāt al–ṣawā‘irīyya.


3 The poem is included in the collection majmū‘ wa al–qaw‘ād’ by Sh. Ṣalmān b. Muḥammad al–Din of Brava.

4 Author of khasar al–qaw‘ād (The Tree of Truth) included in the collection of lives of contemporary Somali Qādiriyah shaikhs, called al–majmū‘ al–muḍūrakā, Cairo, a.h. 1338.

1 On these Somali shaikhs see Cordill, R.S.O. x. 12–14.
During the same period the order acquired followers amongst the Wallo and a ṣawīya exists at Dessié.

(d) Ahmadiyya

Sayyid Ahmad ibn Idris al-Fāst (1760–1837), founder of this order, played an important part in the reactionary movement in Islam at the beginning of the nineteenth century. A reformer, as well as a mystic, he aimed at Islamic unity and was in sympathy with the Wahhābs. He therefore tried to reform the more extravagant practices and doctrines of the Sūfī orders and laid great stress on a sound knowledge of the Qur’ān and the šarīʿa as the essential basis to all seeking to enter the mystical path. His biographer writes:

When he was certain that his teachings had taken root in the souls of his companions and had circulated in their blood he sent them to different countries as missionaries of conciliation and propagandists of unity and peace, for the uniting of Muslims and the revival of religion. He achieved complete success through their propaganda in Islamic countries. He chose each one for the particular region in which he thought he would be most successful. This wise selection made his mission a brilliant success so that you could hardly fail to see anywhere where he did not have either a disciple or a novice.1

Ahmad’s success incurred the violent opposition of the ‘ulamāʾ of Mecca and he had to retire to Sabyā in Astrar where he died in 1837.

The order was brought to East Africa about 1870 by a Somali shaikh, ‘Alī Maye Durogba, who was admitted whilst in Mecca on pilgrimage. After his return to his homeland he devoted himself fanatically to spreading its doctrines and organizing a jamāʿa. He acquired great fame through his visions and the miracles he performed and obtained many missionaries especially from the tribes of the middle Shabelli region. His propaganda was specially adapted to the mentality of the Somali, little more being required of them than ability to recite the shahāda, perform the ritual prayer and certain aṣwār, pay the required dues, and, since his death, go on ziyyāta to his tomb. He died at Merca in 1917 and the anniversary of his death (5th Safar) is a great festal occasion. Thousands go on ziyyāta to his tomb at Merca from all parts of Somalia. The festival lasts fifteen days and culminates in a great dhikr on the actual night of 5th Safar, when they form an immense circle and, to the accompaniment of singing, recite their formulae in raucous sawilke voices accompanied by rhythmical swaying of their bodies until daybreak. Once they have got well worked up large numbers fall foaming to the ground in induced epileptic convulsions. Somehow or other adherents of this order have assumed guardianship of the tomb of Shaikh Husain in Bali where they have a ṣawīya.

The adherents of the Ahmadiyya are not as numerous as those of the Šālīhyiya and Qūdīyya, but like the former the order has acquired lands and founded agricultural settlements. Its leaders take a somewhat greater interest in teaching than do the Šālīhyiya.

(e) Šālīhyiya (Qūdīyya)

When Ahmad ibn Idris died in Sabyā, Ibrāhīm ar-Rashīd (d. 1874), one of his pupils, claimed to have been appointed his successor and the dispenser of the true Ahmadiyya, whilst other pupils such as Muhammad ibn ‘Alī as-Sanussī and Muhammad ‘Uthmān al-Mirghāni claimed to have received permission from their master and the Prophet to found new fāhīs.

It is possible that the Ahmadiyya-Qūdīyya was first introduced into Somalia by one of Ibrâhîm’s sons or pupils because Robecchi-Bricchetti, referring to the important settlement of Hen in the centre of the Ogaden, says that it was founded by Sāʿīd (ibn Ibrâhîm ar-Rashīd about 1890.1 Ibrâhîm was succeeded by his nephew Muhammad ibn Šālīh (d. 1919) and it is through a Somali pupil of his that the order achieved its present wide diffusion in Somalia where it is known as the Šālīhyiya. This pupil was Shaikh Muhammad Ġūlād ar-Rashīd (d. 1918) who was appointed regional ḥalīf by Muhammad ibn Šalīh. He settled amongst the Shūlā in the middle of the valley of the Shabeli, obtained land, and founded a ṣawīya-settlement. Subsequently he founded another amongst the Ajurān, but later returned to the Shūlā region and founded the ṣawīya misra where his son and successor, ‘Abd al-Wāḥid, continues to function. Another active missionary was ‘Alī Nairobī (d. 1920) whose centre was at Bandar Sālām, on the Jūba river south of Bārdëra. The order is active, too, in British Somaliland where it has a number of settlements centred round the tomb of the dead founder-shaikh,2 but has not spread outside the Somali region.

---

2 He was so called because he belonged to a 1960bōhantā sectional which had migrated into north-west Kenya.
3 The chief fāhīs in British Somaliland (some of which are Qūdīyya) are at Berbera, Hargeisa (founded by a Shaikh Mattar from Harar), Zalla, Shaikh, Berati, Haki, and An Barkhaila.
The theoretical rules of the Ṣāliḥiyah are: renunciation of all earthly vanities and aspirations (thus they are sometimes seen with shaved heads because the Somali is extremely proud of his hair); solitude and isolation as far as possible from all non-Adept; avoidance of coffee, tea, and tobacco (this prohibition is strictly observed); the social drill of congregational prayer; and the recital of litanies (adkār and aurator) at specific times of the day in solitude and in congregation. These rules were not very suitable to the Somali temperament and the order spread more rapidly amongst the somalized Bantu and slaves than amongst the true Somali. Soon agricultural groups of freed slaves began to form and attract Somalis outlawed from their tribes. In this way its political influence spread through the life of the land and it was used as an instrument to stimulate fanaticism in national uprisings such as the rebellion of the 'Mad Mullah' and that of the Sayyid Muhammad Yusif in the valley of the Wol against Abyssinia in 1917. The 'Mad Mullah' claimed to have been appointed khalifa by Muhammad ibn Ṣāliḥ and derived sufficient prestige from this to initiate his propaganda amongst the Somalis, to suit whom he modified certain precepts of the order. He had undoubtedly been initiated by the Shaikh during one of his pilgrimages, but Muhammad ibn Ṣāliḥ repudiated his claims in 1904. Since his death the process of building up settlements has been proceeding steadily. Apart from de-tribalized people of the settlements, the Ogaden and Dūbahanta sections of the nomadic Somali belong to the order.

(f) Mirghaniyya or Khatriyya

The founder of this order, Muhammad 'Uthmān al-Mirghani (1793–1852), was sent by his master Ahmad ibn Idris into Egypt and the Sudan as a propaganda agent and preached amongst the Bani 'Amir in 1817. After the death of his master he set up as an independent shaykh, completely modified the rule of Aḥmad, developing his theory of the Khatriyya as the seal (khatm) of all tarīqas, and sent out his sons to proselytize in other regions. Al-Ḥasan was sent to Sawākīn, from whence he travelled into the Sudan where he was conspicuously successful. Amongst the Beja tribes of Eritrea he won over the Bani 'Amir, the Ḥalanga and Ḥabāb, all of whom had been first influenced by his father. He settled amongst the Beja at Kasala where he founded the township of the Khatriyya which he made the African sea of the order.

---


(g) Tijāniyya

The Tijāniyya was founded in 1781 by Ahmad b. M. b. al-Ṭāhir I. He was very active in the Maghrib spreading his creed, and his emissaries acquired a great following in the Western Sudan.

Al-Ḥājj Yūsuf of Jimma, who was initiated whilst on pilgrimages in Mecca by the West African khalīfa, Alī Ḥāshim, introduced this order into the Jimma Abba Jifar kingdom early in the present century. He seems to have been mainly responsible for its present influence. He gave the order to Sultan Abba Dula, father of the present Sultan Abba Jawbi. Abba Jawbi himself was originally initiated into the Qādiriyya, but afforded official protection to the Tijāniyya, although the Qādiriyya strongly opposed its influence. Yūsuf's son, Abū Ahmad Nur, is the present khalīfa. The order has also spread into Gomma, Gēna, and Guma.

E. Cerulli writes: 'It may appear remarkable to find establishments of the Tijāniyya of southern Tūnīs (Algeria) at Jimma, but it was brought here by a shāīkh coming from the Sudan and received a most favourable reception, so much so that today it has become the most authoritative'. Whilst West African Tijāni influence from Dambodillo (Sayo) undoubtedly came into Jimma before the present century, the writer's own inquiries led him to believe that the chief reason for its rapid spread was the work of al-Ḥājj Yūsuf and official recognition by the sultans. Emissaries from the Sudan have carried the farīq amongst the Bani Shanqūl where it is the prevailing farīq.

In the Jimma area the Tijāni hold their assembly (ḥadra) every Friday night (their Thursday evening) between salāt al-ʿāyır and salāt al-magrib. The normal performance is the dhikr, then the fasting, followed by the recitation of the Prophet's birth story (mawlid an-nabī). Each member in turn sacrifices a sheep and the performance is usually beside his hut. The mawlid for some unknown reason is only sung during four months (Rabiʿ I and II, Jumada I and II). The birthday of at-Tijāni is celebrated yearly when special modīr and the mawlid an-nabī which he wrote are sung. The daily litany (dhikr al-mawqūf) is supposed to be recited by members every morning and evening and is often recited after one of the afternoon prayers. It consists of ab-irtīghfar, salāt 'alaʾn-nabī, and at-tahlīl, each recited one hundred times.

1 Alī Ḥāshim, a pagan of the Tijāniyya, was a political refugee from Nigeria who settled at al-Mūsīta in 1902. He died in 1934 and was succeeded by his son Ḥāshim.
2 E. Cerulli, E.O. i. 96.

(h) Sammāniyya

This order, which is an offshoot of the Khalwatiyya, was founded by Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Karim as-Sammāni (1718–75). It was introduced into the Egyptian Sudan by Shaikh Ahmad at-Ṭayyib ibn al-Bashir (d. 1843) and from there it was brought to the Jabarti on the Eritrean plateau by Shaikh 'Abd al-Karim as-Sammāni who is buried in the Serait near 'Abi 'Addi. It has also some followers in south-western Ethiopia where it was introduced by a trader descendant of Shaikh Ahmad at-Ṭayyib called Sharif Husain as late as 1920. He died at Gondar where his tomb is visited. His son Muhammad is now khalīfa in Jimma but he has not a strong following. The order also numbers some adherents among the Limmu Enayya.

3. SAINT WORSHIP

(a) Saints and their Tombs

Although the Muslim offers God salāt, the formal ritual prayer, because it is His due, the homage of the slave to his master, yet his innermost aspirations and yearnings are directed to his saint or to the Prophet, whilst his devotional life is expressed through the practices in visiting the shrines (ziyāra), through the dhikr of the religious confraternities and in islamized indigenous rites.

The saints are men believed to have been specially favoured by God during their earthly life, who continue after their death to provide a link between Him and the material world. They are believed still to inhabit the places where they died and also to visit other places where they have signified their presence by appearing to the believer in a dream.

Whilst the orthodox, in their concern for the preservation of the unique deity of God and avoidance of shirk (the association of others with God), deny that there can be any cult of saints other than paying them honour and seeking their intercession with God, the vast majority regard the saint as an actual object of worship and the source of the blessing they seek.

As elsewhere the Muslims of this region are inertere devotees of saints. The saints whose tombs are scattered all over the Islamic region were rarely, and in the case of nomads never, born amongst the people in whose territory their shrines are situated. They are men who came from outside, claiming in many cases to be descendents of the Prophet, wearing an aspect of piety, asceticism or learning, and ready to prove possession of thaumaturgic powers. These claims impressed the uncul-
tivated people amongst whom they settled in the villages and plains, in town, country, and desert. They performed their prayers scrupulously, they taught the children, worked cures, they brought down rain. All alike, nomad or villager, were credulous of their learning and respected their baraka or wonder-working powers. Sometimes they were the first propagators of Islam in that part, more commonly they brought new life into the Islam of the people; but, however ignorant they actually were, they were a symbol of the wider Islamic culture amongst illiterate peasants or nomads. They deserved to be honoured when they died. When dead they became more fully charged with supernatural power, and the local centres of that power were their tombs.

Their descendants often formed holy families which lived under the shadow of their saintly ancestor, inheriting his baraka, and exploiting it. Some remained small families attached to the shrine and thrived on the gifts of the pilgrims, others in nomad areas formed the nuclei of new social groupings, some (e.g. ‘Ad Shaikh) actually developed into tribal groups taking the form of the society they grew up in, whilst others were scattered amongst the tribes as clans of teachers (e.g. ‘Ad Mu’alim) or qiṣṣa and religious functionaries or wonder-workers.

The more famous of the dead saints received from their devotees well-built tombs whose whitewashed cupolas shine in the sun across the wide plains or from the summit of a mountain. Inside such a tomb is the actual grave, usually a plain cement or mud mound, sometimes more elaborately got up. Passages from the Qur’an are inscribed on the walls and on the covering of the grave. In them are other relics of the saint, his shoes and cloak perhaps, his Qur’an or book of awrād, also offerings which are of no use to the tomb guardians and property which has been deposited for safe keeping whilst the owner is travelling, for which a premium is paid to the saint when the property is reclaimed. These are the more famous tombs. Often all the tomb consists of is an enclosure surrounded by a simple wall of stones or mud with the grave marked by head and foot stones, and, if no convenient tree is available, with a long stick sticking out on which bits of rag from the visitor’s garment are tied to keep the saint mindful of the devotee and his requests. Often cemeteries grow up around the tombs. The more famous tombs become cult centres, whether or not the saint was connected with a farīqa, and pilgrimages are made to them on the anniversary of the saint’s birth or death. These tombs are an integral part of the life of the people amongst whom they are situated.

The practices involved in ziyāra to these shrines, although each has its own unique local usages, follows normal Islamic practice. Worship at the shrines takes two forms: visits in honour of the saint and visits to secure his aid. The word ziyāra is especially attached to the annual pilgrimage, whose practices involve the procession round the tomb, visit inside, with the appropriate prayers, eulogies chanted in his honour (sometimes performance of mālīd with a dhikr and recitation of Qur’ān), sacrifices and communal festival meal. Visits to seek the saint’s help, in obtaining a child or healing and the like, involve making a conditional vow and when the petition is fulfilled votive offerings must be made otherwise the blessing will recoil on the votary as a curse. The shaikh in charge and his family direct the worshippers in the circumambulation, the appropriate prayers of praise and thanksgiving, and the form of making a vow; he supervises the offering of votive sacrifices and receives a portion on behalf of the saint.

Tombs and shrines are most numerous in the coastal towns and Harar region where Islam has been long established, but tombs are scattered about in every Muslim region. Not only have actual persons been canonized, but sometimes legends have grown up around some name or an unknown grave for which there is no authentic claim, whilst others are survivals of former pagan cult shrines. Foreign saints who are universally revered by Muslims are not very popular, ‘Abd al-Qādir al-Jālān being the only really popular one owing to the widespread influence of the Qādiriyā, for the practice of the orders and the veneration of saints are both aspects of one phenomenon. Sometimes a local saint of the same name, ‘Abd al-Qādir, has been confused with him. At Maṣawwa’ they claim that he died at the place of the mosque dedicated in his name, and his anniversay (ziyārat al-jalān) is celebrated by pilgrimages and the accompanying ceremonies on 11th Rabi’ al-awwal. Jibāti has a maqām dedicated to him which is the only place of pilgrimage to which the wild ‘Ta’ Somalī are admitted.¹

The most revered saints of Harar are the Amir Nûr ibn al-Mujāhid, the saviour of the city after the collapse of the Imām Aḥmad’s armies,² who is regarded as its patron saint, and Shaikh ‘Umar Abādīr.³ The Amir Nûr is venerated by the Hararis so much because of the way in

---

¹ R.M.M. iv. 140. A maqām (lit. ‘place of standing’) is a place which a dead saint visits, usually indicated to a worshipper in a dream.
² See above pp. 91-5; E. Cerulli, Studi Etiopici, i. 46-48; R. F. Burton, First Footsteps, ii. 12.
³ The names of seven other saints buried near the various gates of Harar are given in R. F. Anais and R. Chambard, Cinquantaines de recherches archéologiques en Éthiopie (1931) p. 7.
which he identified himself and the fortunes of Islam with Harar city. His tomb is situated between the Fandila gate (Bab al-Fut‡h), the French hospital, and the house of Amir 'Abd Allah. Its construction is similar to that of the tomb of Shaikh Husain. It is under the guardianship of the 'ulama of Harar who have the duty of regulating the pilgrimages and ceremonies performed there. The anniversary of the amir's death is celebrated in Rabl al-awwal (which month is called in Harar nadi movilad).

Nothing certain is known about Shaikh 'Umar Abd al-Bakri, whose tomb is in the southern quarter of the city near the Bisdino gate (Bab as-Salam). Tradition says that coming originally from Jidda he was one of the first propagators of Islam in the region. From Harar his cult has spread into Limmu Emirya.

Another early missionary was Shaikh Ibrahim Abü Zahurbü who went to Harar in a.d. 1430, converted many to Islam and was buried at Zaila where his tomb close to the Ashurbura gate is still a goal of pilgrimage by many Afar. He was traditionally one of the forty-four saints of the Hadramawt who, after a solemn meeting at Awilya Kumbo, so called in commemoration of the gathering, dispersed to preach Islam. In Harar he became a ṣāḥib-adict and they attribute to him its introduction into the Yaman. He performed numerous miracles, amongst others that of being transported in the air to Mount Ḫikim near Harar where Shaikh Husain's son is supposed to be buried.

Another famous saint of Zaila is Sa'd ad-Din, the martyr king of Adal. His tomb used to lie on the island and Sir Richard Burton described it as 'a mound of rough stones surrounding an upright pole. It is still popularly venerated, as is proved by the remains of votive banquet, broken bones, dried garbage, and stones blackened by the fire.' The tomb has now been completely washed away by the encroaching sea, but there are many other shrines dedicated to him scattered about the town. Other tombs in Zaila are those of Shaikhs Ibrahim ibn al-Ḥakim, 'Abd al-Qadir, and Shaikh Dini, son of Sa'd ad-Din.

Somailand has large numbers of saint-creations since each local ṭarqa-group celebrates its own founder. Such practices are very popular amongst the mixed groups of somalized negroes who are more easily carried away by the enthusiasm of mass ṣiyāra gatherings and by the dhikr practices than are the true Somalis. Two widely popular saints are Shaikh Uweis and Shaikh Sufi who have been mentioned as propagators of the Qədiriya amongst all these mixed agriculturalist groups. But according to Cerulli, 'the most popular saint of Somaliland is Au Hilit whose veneration perhaps carries traces of former pagan beliefs'. Au Hilit, according to the Hawiya legend related by Cerulli, was born among the Rahwanës and became celebrated for his piety. When they were carrying his body to bury him his corpse took to flight and, after some adventures during which it was rejected by the people of Galada, it alighted amongst the Shidla who received it with honour and offered sacrifices. In return for their recognition Au Hilit gave them the priceless gift of the River Shabli. Such tales of saints seeking their own final resting-places though usually by other means than flight are common amongst the Somalis. A saint who is venerated by the Isq and Hab Awwal is Au Barkaddal, who Dr. Cerulli has suggested may be identified with Yusuf Barkatula, ancestor of 'Umar Walasha', founder of the Ifat dynasty. Local tradition, however, says that he died early in the sixteenth century.

Others who are venerated as saints because they were the introducers of Islam and the symbol of tribal solidarity are the ancestors of the various tribes. At Maat (or Mahet) is a tomb to Shaikh Ishaq, ancestor of the Ba Hab Magadle tribes. At Bur Hakkaba is the tomb and ṣawūya of Shaikh Mu'min who was a notable missionary and became the ancestor of the Rër Shaikh Mu'min which provided the ruling dynasty to the Elai (a tribe of the Rahwanës). Another tomb in the Arora valley is that of Ahmad Fugara, founder of the Fogorotto (fugaro'), a sub-tribe of the Asaorta. The association of a former pagan

---

1. On this saint see E. Cerulli, Stadi Enigmi, i. 48-50, and L. Rebboni-Birichetti, Nell' Harar (1896), p. 133.
5. R. F. Burton, op. cit. i. 54. The inscription dated a.h. 1115 (A.D. 1742) which Burton read on the wall of his mosque has disappeared (see Paulitschke, Harar, p. 65). The tomb of Sh. al-Hakim on the hill of the same name, south-east of Harar, is said to be that of the son of Sh. Husain. It is mentioned by Cecchi (Da Zaila alla frontiere del Caffa, ii. 619) and Mohammed Dukhtar ('Notes sur le pays de Harrar', Bull. Soc. Khéridoule de Géographie, i. 360) both of whom call him Shaikh Ibrahim al-Hakim.
holy place with a Muslim saint is seen at the tomb of Shaikh 'Abd Allâh at Follôha, a locality in the region of the Dasamo, a sub-tribe of the Mini-Ferî, where they sacrifice a white cow yearly in honour of their special jinni. The Raḥanwâni pilgrimage to Bûr Ébi, which is not far from Bûr Hakaba, is not associated with a particular saint.

This hill is the goal of a picturesque pilgrimage by the Raḥanwâni on the Day of 'Arafa. Each rock, each opening, each path, has a name and meaning; there is the Grotto of Fâtmâ, the rock of Sîdî Ahmad ibn Idrîs, the cave of Sh. Husain Râmysille, the Grotto of Shaikh 'Abd al-Qâdir al-Jilânî, the Mosque of Abûl-Qâsim. The pilgrims ascend in the evening by an easy path, stopping every moment, praying and whining the whole night, with their foreheads covered with earth which keep on until time rids them of all traces.

All the Eritrean tribes and towns have their saints either connected with the orders, such as Muhammad Ḥâshim al-Mirghanî whose hûliya (anniversary of death) is celebrated in Jumâda’l-Âkhirah; or with holy families, such as the tombs of the Ād Šaikh al-Āmin of which that of Shaikh al-Āmin is the centre of a special cult. The tomb of another of the family, Muhammad ibn ‘Ali (d. 1877) at Embâremîn near Masawwâr almost rivals it as a place of pilgrimage. A famous shrine honoured by the Jabarti and Saho is that of Ahmad an-Najîsh in Agâm. This tomb is visited by the women of the Assorta who wish to obtain children. First a goat or a kid is sacrificed and the woman remains some four or five days praying for the saint’s help; after which she leaves the cemetery, strips herself, and rubs earth taken from the tomb over her body. Another shrine much revered by the Eritrean Jabarti is that of Adam al-Kirânî at ‘Ahi ‘Addî.

Tombs are also scattered about the enclave of the five Muslim principalities of the Gîbè region. One of these is that of Shaikh ‘Ali Derâr on the hill of that name near Kumb. Cerulli remarks that hills of this formation were generally the seat of a pagan cult, so that it is legitimate to suppose that the tradition is another instance of the taking over into the local Islam of a former high place venerated by the inhabitants.

Places of manifestation (Ar. kâyûn or mûsûn) where saints have appeared to people in dreams are common in all these coastal cities. Dr. Drake-Brockman writes of Zailä:

The Zeylai are very superstitious, and as scarcely a month goes by without someone seeing the apparition of a Sheik, whereupon a shrine is on at once set up

by himself or by his friends on the spot, it can be imagined how common these structures are all over the town; sometimes they may be seen right in the middle of the thoroughfare, but more commonly they are within the precincts of some enclosure. I have heard on good authority that there are three hundred and forty-four of these shrines in the town.

The Somali Hawiyya have united this form of manifestation with a pre-Islamic cult of spirits called gashin. They are heaps of stones now venerated as the enlightening-places of saints and it is usual for passers-by to add their contribution to the heap. Such a gashin dedicated to a Somali saint Au Mâdî is found in the territory of Bâlî ‘Addo at the place where, when the time of prayer arrived, the camel carrying his corpse stopped and refused to move until the attendants had performed the prayer.

(b) Pilgrimage to the Sanctuary of Shaikh Husain

The sanctuary of Shaikh Husain in the plain of Goba merits a longer notice since it is one of the most interesting religious phenomena in north-east Africa. The foundation of the original sanctuary goes back to the old Muslim Sidâmî kingdom of Bâlî and today local Hararî tradition claims him as the first missionary to the country. When the Gallaa conquered Bâlî in the sixteenth century they took over the cult of the shaikh as it had been developed by the Islamized Sidâmî and into it they assimilated many of their own beliefs and practices. The result is a strange amalgam of Islamic saint-cult and Mecca pilgrimage ceremonies with Kushitic pagan-cult and Gallaa Abba Muda pilgrimage ceremonies. The sanctuary has been visited by a number of travellers, but the ceremonies have only been fully described by Dr. E. Cerulli from whose invaluable account most of the material which follows is drawn.

The main pilgrimage takes place in February of each year, the anniversary of the saint’s death, and bands of pilgrims will be found arriving from all over the region. The sacred sites are grouped in two distinct

1. L. Reinisch, Die Saho-Sprech (Vienna, 1899), ii. 131-2.
2. Gaddy, p. 592.
3. See above p. 152.
5. See above pp. 151, 236.
6. See Cerulli, L.O. i. 24-25, 63; ii. 10.
sections: the village which contains the tomb and the valley of Kachamsare. The entrance to the sacred zone is marked by two trees of the species called hallo by the Galla, where the pilgrim gets his first view of the sanctuary and recites the Fatihah. Then the way opens out into the arid plain of Shaikh Husain with, on the horizon, a view of the hill of Dodola which, the Galla say, the saint caused to be miraculously transported from Gedeb. Near the pool of Dinkiro, fed from a miraculous spring, is the mosque of the shaikh, a huge square stone building, forty feet across, the walls being projected above the roof at the four corners so as to form parapets, while from the centre rose a handsome dome thirty feet high. The tomb was surrounded by a high stone wall, and this again, together with two other stone buildings, was within a square a hundred and fifty feet across, surrounded by a wall ten feet high, and having a large, handsome gateway.¹

The remains of the saint are in a crypt surrounded by four stone columns. Within the area is also the qubba of the father of the shaikh, a mosque said to have been partly constructed by the saint which has a phallic monolith in its courtyard, and a mosque dedicated to 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani which was constructed by Amr 'Abd ash-Shakir of Harar (reg. 1783-94) and is in charge of a Somali shaikh.

A path, which is flanked by various venerated symbols (the footprints of the dove and mule, and the tree of Abūl-Qasim), leads to the valley of Kachamsare where the pilgrim visits the grotto of the snake, so called from a formation due to the action of water on the rock, before entering which he burns incense. Other objects in the grotto petrified by the shaikh according to tradition are a nude woman in the act of combing her hair and a group of horsemen, regarded variously as Amhara horsemen or Ittu Galla who tried to invade the region. Other places to be visited are the ʿerab of the sinners, from which the pilgrim collects pebbles and earth called jowara; the valley of the sinners into which he throws the pebbles, after which he is in a state of ritual purity; a wishing-cave from which the pilgrim collects grass and utters his wish; the skull for contemplation; the honey grotto where water, symbolic of the honey made for the saint by his bees, trickles out of a black rock; and a precipice which opened up to engulf a sacrilegious person who had dared to spy upon the Shaikh conversing with the Prophet.

The custodianship of the tomb is the hereditary charge of a Somali family who have joined the Ahmadiyya tariqa. They hold the various offices, one is the Imām ('Imām Shaikhj)' who is the head of the whole sanctuary; another al-Ḥajji Mahmut, teaches Islamic law in the school attached to the chief mosque; whilst the third, Shaikh 'Abd al-Qadir, is the qadi of the sanctuary. Donaldson Smith gives an account of what appears to be a ḍhikr, but which from the description recalls the Qadiriyia rite rather than the Ahmadiyya, unless, as is quite likely, the Ahmadiyya rites have degenerated through contact with the Qadiriyia in this remote place:

Led by an old man with long grey hair, they went through such contortions as I never believed human beings capable of: All were provided with long sticks in lieu of spears, which they crossed with one another, making a deafening sound, at the same time singing and shouting to the accompaniment of a huge bass drum. They clapped their hands, danced, and twisted themselves into all manner of mad shapes.²

The Abba Muda was formerly the supreme religious authority of the Galla and pilgrimages to him were a prominent feature of Galla religion. Some Abba Mudas are peculiar to certain tribes, others common to all the tribes. The most celebrated is that to the Abba Muda of Dallol on the left bank of the Ganale Doria, which is visited by the southern Aaya Galla after circumcision.³ The Islamized tribes of Arusi and Bali each have their own muda on the summit of a mountain or near a spring. Pilgrimages are made to these muda by members of the tribe, though not for instruction, but only to seek his intercession to enable them to obtain their desires as with a Muslim waqt. Considerable modification has taken place through the islamization of the old Galla pagan cult. It is probable that the localization of the muda is due to the influence of the original Sidama inhabitants of the region who were assimilated by the Galla. Many of these mountains now have Muslim names like Abūl-Qasim, 'Abdii, Amnu Nuri, and Lāzmīn al-Bahri.⁴ In such a sphere of religious confusion it remains doubtful, as Cerulli observes, 'whether in reality the assimilation of ancient pagan

¹ A Donaldson Smith, op. cit., p. 52.
² A Donaldson Smith, op. cit., pp. 55-56.
³ An account of this pilgrimage is given by E. Cerulli, loc. cit., pp. 143-4.
⁴ Mount Abūl-Qasim is the muda of the Qali tribe, but owing to its association with the cult of Shaikh Husain it is visited by all the pilgrims. Neumann says there is in it a dozen or so caverns which are inhabited by pilgrims during the pilgrimage season, whilst not far off is the grave of Abūl-Qasim, a descendant of Shaikh Husain, 'made in an artificial bowre situated in a wonderful tropical forest full of lianas and palms. The grave is covered with glass beads and ornaments of copper and brass. Similar ornaments are to be seen on some trees in the forest, and no visitor would dare touch these holy objects' (Neumann, loc. cit., pp. 377-8).
in those parts which have only been Muslim for 100 or 200 years they are dispensed chiefly by means of a spirit-world retained from their former paganism.

The forms of pagan political and social organization are gradually displaced through Islamic contact, but the more purely religious, social, and personal elements continue to exist in Kushtie Islam without exception, though of course with changes of emphasis, terminology, and means of expression, yet with their inner significance in people's lives scarcely modified. The peoples hold, for instance, the universal belief that the soul survives death, but local colour decides what particular form or embodiment their belief takes. Further, all these peoples continue to make a definite distinction between the group in its everyday life and its 'sacred' state when ceremonies are being performed collectively and various taboos are in force. We have shown that the laws governing family life are always modified in time and changed into conformity with the shari'a, but at the same time the pagan transitional rites (Van Gennep's rites de passage) at birth, marriage, circumcision, and so on, are retained, but so linked up with Islamic festivals as to make the latter hardly seem Islamic at all. Circumcision, for instance, because of the accompanying ceremonial, resembles a pagan initiation ceremony and it is often the custom, as amongst the 'Afar and Beja, for all the boys of the age-group to undergo the operation on the same day.

The religion, then, of many of these peoples, such as the Islamized Galla, is in a most peculiar state of transition. Myth and legend, with their idealization of both nature and tribal history, are not easily displaced and continue to exercise a powerful emotional influence upon the life of the tribe; some of these elements are in a process of de-spiritualization, whilst others are being reoriented by the new Islamic influence.

(a) The Concept of the Supernatural

The supreme deity of the pagan Kushites of the plateau regions was the sky-god whose name amongst the Agao was zär. This word still survives amongst the Bilën (jär), Gonga (dära), and the Kafficho (yer). It survives also as an evil spirit in the Amharic zär, Somali sär, and the Hadiya jär. The Galla call their sky-god wäqa, the Gurage wäqät, the Hadiya wä'ä, the Somali in general eëba, and the Hawiyya Somali wäq. The titles yero, wäq, and eëba were transferred to Allah

---

1 E. Cerulli, loc. cit., p. 145.
2 E. Cerulli, E.O. i. 48. E. Cerulli mentions three works published in Cairo on the life and miracles of Shaikh Hussain: Kifah va'd al-qulub fi dibr manqub wa siddi il sayyid u'a shukri'ah nisbatu'ah, 1380; Kifah ma'had al-wâr wa-tahârat al-agrâr; and Nihâyat ash-Sharâ'if, p. 88. E. Cerulli, "Publicazioni recenti dei Musulmani e dei Cristiani dell'Ethiopia," O.M. viii (1928), 429-32.
when they became Muslims. The word for 'sacrifice' amongst the Hauywa Somali is waq-dii, 'offering to the sky-god'. It was a simple process to change their conception of the sky-god to Allah because He is a remote conception to begin with, and popular Islam in its accommodation with animism, whilst avoiding the sin of shirk (polytheism), was ready to accept all the subsidiary realm of spirits as well. In so far as Islam offered something akin to animism the new religion could easily become the spiritual possession of the animistic Muslim. Once it has been accepted the new doctrine has the opportunity to gain greater hold and gradually influence the inner life. On the other hand, the former god may degenerate into an evil spirit, like the zar of the Abyssinians and the zar of the Somali, whilst patron spirits or patron saints may take the place of the former patron god of the group in their communal religious life.

The Agao zar rite is found throughout the highlands and therefore has been absorbed by the Muslim Gallaa. Through Abyssinian slaves it has spread into other Muslim lands, the Hijaz, Egypt, and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. E. Cerulli writes:

'These beliefs about evil genii (zar) are widespread among the Christian Abyssinians, and certainly from very early times. From Abyssinia the slaves who have been carried away into slavery in Arab countries have also spread the zar superstition amongst the Muslims of Egypt and Arabia. If the idea of a genius which invades human beings is common to peoples of diverse origins, the Abyssinian belief that the zar can be forced to go out of the body of the possessed through the performance of special rites is, in Christian Abyssinia, of Kushitic origin.'

The zar ceremony has inherent powers of syncretism. The Gallaa have introduced into it both pagan and Muslim elements. The drinking of the blood of the sacrificial victim may be a Gallaa element, whilst the girding of the head with its perfume is most certainly Gallaa. The zar ceremony is called waddafa, the Gallaa name for communal prayer.

1 Similarly the prophet Muhammad classed the ancient gods of the pagan Arabs among the ism, see Qur'an, xxviii. 158.
2 Cf. Sianook Horgenrode, Mecha (1876, ii. 224-8.
3 Cf. P. Kähle, 'Zar-Bezeichnungen in Egyptians', Der Islam, iii (1912), i-41, 189-90.
5 E. Cerulli, E.O. ii. 35.
8 Ibid., pp. 336-7, 440.

The zar is chewed during the performance, and some of the zar spirits called up, not only by Muslim Gallaa but by Christians, are Muslim. Shaikh Muhammad Zaid, who died in Tambien in 1932, was a famous master of zar ceremonies. The Arabs and Swahlil of the East African coastal region south of Somali territory practise a performance similar to the zar called Ngoma ya Pepe; Pepe being the equivalent of the zar-spirit and fundi or mgonga is the title of the officiant.

The zar ceremony amongst the Somali differs from the zar and is probably the survival of a pagan sacred dance. Besides rites of exorcism it seems to include others seeking the actual incarnation of the spirit. The 'Afar Asa Mara, who unlike the Somali do not have a wide range of dances, perform an oracle dance called the jeule. The jeule, who may be a man or a woman, is an ordinary member of the community who is able to fall into a trance and deliver oracles. For its performance the men form a close circle and chant and clap their hands until the jeule, who is seated nearby covered with a shamma, enters the circle, then the dancers, without moving their feet, bend forward chattering faster and faster until the jeule in a trance answers their questions.

Along with the cult of the sky-god the Kushites believe in the existence of a whole realm of subsidiary spirits who are localized in certain trees, streams, and hills. Amme, the Galla goddess of fertility, is a kind of minor deity and the cult survives amongst the Muslim and Christian Gallaa alike. She is invoked as the Mother Creatress (ya oyo umu) and also Marém or Maram, a fusion with the cult of the Virgin Mary professed by the imperfectly christianized Sidama whom they assimilated. A male goat is sacrificed to her in September, the Gallaa new year. The Omelü reverence Talaha, the spirit of the River Omo. The southern 'Afar localize a spirit on Mount Ayelu, an isolated volcano in the south of 'Afar-land dominating Badhu. On its summit is a rectangular walled enclosure which they visit on pilgrimage after the rains, sacrifice sheep, and pray for the fertility of their animals and success in war. Another mountain sacred to the 'Afar is Gur'ali, north-west of Aussa, to which pilgrimages are made. The 'Askar-Asaaraa, who are fervent
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Muslims, have a jinn on Mount Falém to whom they make an annual sacrifice of a white cow. Tribes composed of both Christians and Muslims combine in these rites on 'high places' which are retained from their former paganism. The Mine-Ferghi, for instance, join together on Mount Dağatti 'Ali at the season when the migration of the coastal pastoralists into the mountains begins, on which occasion a member of the Ahmad Gasha section sacrifices two goats and an ox. In the winter months they sacrifice a white cow on Mount Barano.†

The term jinn, which corresponds approximately to the Ethiopic jinn, has spread through the Qur'ânic sanction for their existence to include all local spirits with vague and generally impersonal individuality. They partake of both human and animal qualities. The term is extended in every islamized region to include whatever manifestation appears to have no natural cause and of course anything thought to have an unknown supernatural origin. If a man is killed by a spear the cause of death is obvious, but if a man falls off a rock he may well have stumbled over a jinn, or if a woman gives birth to a monster: is clear that she has had relations with a jinn. Springs especially are regarded as inhabited by spirits and are usually the centre of cults whose object is to keep them placated, for they are not necessarily hostile to mankind; the water may even have creative or healing properties, the spirit of the spring will become a saint and be accepted as orthodox.

A feature of Galla religion assimilated from the Sidама is the hujib, or sacred grove, in places where a spirit has localized itself. These have their special custodians and are centres of pilgrimage where sacrifices of cattle are made. The Arusi Galla and Sidamа venerate the spirit of the source of the Wēbi Shebeli which is surrounded by a hujib of junipers where the spirit of the spring is worshipped. It is gradually being islamized and is now under the care of a Muslim of the Adamonte, a sub-tribe of the Farasa (Arsi). Sycamore trees are especially venerated by all Kushtic peoples. The 'Afar, Galla, Sidamа, and Somalis all make offerings to them. The Galla regard them as the abode of nature spirits (ayana). The trees are adorned with offerings such as food, clothes, and honey. Isenbeg and Krapf write of the Yajju Galla:

I also observed another extravagant superstition, which we could scarcely expect from Mahomedans. They pay great respect to certain trees. There was

1. L. Reinisch, Die Saho-Sprache, ii. 131-2.
3. For example: 'He created Man from clay like pottery; and He created the Jinn from a flame of fire' (lv. 13-14), and the whole of Sura ut-Jinn (xiii).

a tree in Mersa which they particularly hold in great reverence. My people, desiring to sit down under its shadow, were immediately driven away, lest the Adbar should be angry. Adbar means keeper or watchman. They grease this tree, and perform religious ceremonies under it. Nobody dare touch or damage the tree without risking a severe punishment.†

Every household of the Galla has also its own tutelary genius. Amongst some Somalis Awrwali is a spirit consulted by women before matrimony. She is said to have been a former black queen of the Habb Tadjala tribe. Her spirit dwells in certain mounds of stones (an important one is a Murhi) upon which the men throw stones and where women place a rag from their skirt. Similar cauris amongst the Hawaiya are the gashin, formerly connected with a pagan cult, now the places where a Muslim saint alighted when he visited their country. It is customary to add a stone when passing the spot. The Somali word gud (Galla goll, Kafficho goll, Amharic goll, genus loci), which today means 'fortune†, is also the name of a former spirit. No contradiction exists in the mind of the believer as to the compatibility of their beliefs in spirits with the sovereignty of Allah. If you ask an animistic Muslim Galla what is the relationship between Ayyt and Allah his bewilderment shows that such a question had never before entered his head.

Mixed up with these beliefs in spirits are remnants of former fetish beliefs which must have been assimilated by Kushites from other peoples. Certain animals or trees are the special home of certain spirits. The crocodile is regarded as an incarnation of Talahi by the Orniti, the lion is sacred and cannot be killed by certain Galla, whilst the snake-cult is widespread amongst the Galla. These beliefs go underground when they are converted to Islam, but linger on in other forms such as food-taboos and special sacrifices. The Mantan (Somali), for example, sacrifice a camel, ox, sheep, and lamb at festivals, but each animal must be offered by a special clan.

Belief in the buda (wer-wolf), Tigrina fabi, Ar. fabi, physician), a malignant man who transforms himself by night into some animal and

1. Adar is the plural of dhar, normally 'earth', but which J. B. Batsman (Dictionnaire Aménagé-Français, Diredawa, 1929) gives the meaning of 'protection', and then especially in Shoa, 'arbres consacrés aux génies et sous lesquels, deux fois par an, on tue des moutons en leur honneur'. Certain divinatory writings are called hayka adbar. These Galla must have adopted the belief in adbar from the Abyssinian.
4. E. Cerulli, R.S.O. x. 7.
goes about seeking victims, is common all over the region. Such a kadu has powers of the evil eye, belief in which is universal. Amongst the Somali the chief of the tribe is often credited with the ‘hot-eye’ (kadu).

(b) Forms of Religious Behaviour

The priest amongst the pagan Kushites was either the head of the family in family ceremonies or the chief of the clan in corporate functions. Considerable modifications have taken place, but the peculiar functions of the patriarch or chief have survived in some form or other. Such practices did not require any accommodation to Islam for the Islamic sacrificial acts which acquire significance amongst the imperfectly islamized, are performed by the head of the family. All the hereditary chiefs of the Somali tribes are accredited with magical powers. The silver baton of the Sultan of Aussa is regarded as a magical object in which something of the chief himself is enshrined which is conferred on envoys on special missions.

The chief religious act amongst the Galla is the wadda, the family or communal prayer-gathering which is accompanied by a feast of bread or roasted corn and coffee, beer or hydromel, a portion of which is offered to Wileya (deity or numen). It may also include the sacrifice of a sheep. Such a ceremony was linked with Islamic festivals without any far-reaching social readjustment. Prayer amongst the Muslim Galla continues to be a communal affair and the word wadda is normally used by the Wallo and Raya Galla for the Islamic evening prayer. But the word has also degenerated for it is used of an assembly of zar-worshippers or sorcerers. Zervos writes:

The Muslim sorcerers have their own ‘society’. If anyone wishes to obtain a favour or draw down a curse upon his enemies, he invites several old men of the village, buys them kdi and passes the whole night with them singing, praying and curing if it is an enemy or blessing if it is a question of a benefaction. This is called making wadda. The interested party seats himself in the middle of the kadras who spit kdi on his head crying ‘yaklam’ (may it be fulfilled). In general, the wadda lasts the whole night.

As pagan groups became more complex through contact with other peoples special classes differentiated themselves which took the place of the group functioning as a whole. Religious and secular leadership split and magician-priests, living under rules which separated them from the rest of the group, became special clans. The Galla have a wide range, for they were peculiarly ready to import magical practices from others such as the Sidama with whom they were in contact. Normally, except in the case of Islam, such adoption of foreign religious elements did not involve any wide social readjustment.

When these pagan peoples adopted Islam the Muslim shaihk took the place of the magician-priest as the holder of this store of magical lore, but he was often called by the same name. The Yajju and Raya Galla still call their shaihk or qadi by the title of galtichu which is the former name for their heathen magician. Similar is the Somali usage of the word wadda. In the same way the Muslim Galla have transferred the name for the house of a sorcerer (daraa, lit. (sacred) enclosure) to the zaddiya of a shaihk. The transference of the name was natural since there would at first seem to be little difference in their functions, for both were the repositories of religious knowledge among an ignorant and superstitious people. Gradually Islam has transformed the basis of their knowledge by introducing Islamic magical arts and in the course of time elements of Islamic law, such as the correct mode of slaughtering animals. It is these men who provide the amulets which all wear to guard against or conciliate unseen powers. To them they have recourse if illness or misfortune befalls them. They discover the agency and, by means of exorcism, with sacrifice and offerings, effect a cure. Amulets are worn by everybody from the Beja in the north to the somalized Bantu in the south. The principle employed is that of assimilation of the sacred force by contact. They are thought of as emanations of the divine power and consequently the more powerful the baraka of the person who provides them the more effective will be the protection and therefore the greater the cost. Theisiger writes that the ‘Afar youths and children in Badhu, ‘wear a piece of skin round their necks, wrists and ankles. This they are given by the witch doctor of the tribe to bring them luck in killing’. The Galla who imposed themselves upon Sidama regions incorporated into their social structure Sidama castes of

---

1 On the wadda as practised in Harar Province, see Asali and Chambard, op. cit., pp. 100.
2 A. Zervos, L’Empire d’Ethiopie (1933), p. 93. The Chronicle of King Theodore (R.S.E. ii. 161) records how a Muslim galtichu of the Warra Himano called Shaikh Yisif held a wadda to fortify the people against Theodore.
3 In Ethiopia and Abyssinia amulets are generally called haddi; in Somaliland gorra (Ar. qirta) ‘neck amulet’; gadde ‘arm amulet’; Afar warara; Galla biri (Ar. biri). The Somali also use harari, kuduro, and muridum for the whole amulet-pouch containing bones, roots, or claws in addition to the written charm.
healer-magicians. 1 These are no less respected than the Muslim fajar which reputation is to a large extent based upon their reputed magico.

powers. They profess to cure all illnesses, which are regarded as the effect of evil spirits, by means of their evocation, exorcism, and the use of remedies extracted from herbs.

The islamized magicians know sufficient of the Qur'an to be able to recite some of their ritual purposes or to use it in making amulets, but follow traditional rites in other magical practices such as foretelling the future. As in all Islamic countries the practice of khaira or istikhara, 'divination' or control by fore-knowledge, is universal. The days of the week, the date of the month, and the months of the year are all auspicious or inauspicious for certain acts and a qallaha or waddā or shakh is always consulted before the date for travelling, contracting a marriage or the like, is fixed. Divination from the entrails is practised by Muslim Gallia. Sir Richard Burton writes of the Somali:

The fal (reading fortunes in the rosary) acts a prominent part in Somali life. Some men are celebrated for accuracy of prediction; and in times of danger, when the human mind is ever open to the 'faceries of faith', perpetual reference is made to their art.2 They have traditionary seers called Tawuli ... who, by inspecting the feet and bones of slaughtered cattle, 'do medicine', predict rains, battles and diseases of animals. This class is of both sexes: they never pray nor bathe, and are therefore considered always impure; thus, being feared, they are greatly respected by the vulgar. Their predictions are delivered in a rude rhyme, often put for importance into the mouth of some deceased seer. During the three months called Ragal the Koran is not read over graves, and no marriage ever takes place.3 The reason of this peculiarity is stated to be in imitation of their ancestor Ishak, who happened not to contract a matrimonial alliance at such epoch: it is, however, a manifest remnant of the pagan's suspicious and inauspicious months. Thus they sacrifice she-camels in the month Sabulh, and keep holy with feasts and bonfires the Dabshid or New Year's Day.4

In their funerary rites certain outward accommodations are made to

1 Cf. Cecchi, op. cit. ii. 240–4, who calls them nadi which is really the name for the spirits which are conjured up.
2 R. F. Burton, First Fossates, I. 40.
3 Dr. Drake-Brockman writes: 'The Somali in the interior will usually marry at any time of the year, but those at the coast who have been more in touch with Arabs, refuse to marry during the three months collectively known as "Ragal"' (which correspond to the months Rabib al-Akhir, Jumadil-AI-Ati, and Jumadil-AI-Qadin). The Somali who adhere to this custom have no other reason for doing so than that they consider it the correct thing to do, if they are to be recognized as good Mohammedans' (op. cit., p. 144).

Islamic prejudices. The religious ceremony is confined to men, though women often follow the corpse to the grave, the Fatiha is recited and Qur'anic portions read, whilst the orientation of the grave follows the Islamic custom; but their beliefs connected with the life after death go very much farther than Islamic beliefs as is shown by their practices. The Somali believe that it is necessary to provide food and clothes for the dead by sacrifices and distribution to the poor, and it is the practice to ensure regular sacrifices by making testamentary provision in the will. At certain unlucky periods when the moon is in ill-omened asterisms those who die are placed in bundles of matting upon a tree, the idea being that if buried a loss would result to the tribe.1 The nomadic 'Afar have not adopted the Muslim recessed grave, but build waqadla, which are platforms of stones upon which the corpse is laid and then walled up. The coastal tribes, except for famous warriors and in thinly populated areas where there is no one to dig a grave, have adopted the Muslim grave (kabar, t. qabr). They also frequently commemorate the dead by a special memorial called das.

The influence of pre-Islamic practices is especially evident amongst all agriculturists in the cycle of seed-time and harvest: in the ceremonies of inauguration, death and rebirth of the land, first day of labour, first day of harvest, rites to protect crops against the evil eye, rites to ensure good rains and a fruitful harvest; all of which are associated with pagan supernatural sanctions controlling the process of fertility. Islam is yet too superficial in the lives of many of these peoples to have absorbed these ceremonies or re-set them as allowed rites such as istiqal (prayer for rain).

Most of these people believe that rains can be obtained or stayed by magicians. Rain-making (räh-dan) amongst the Somali is performed by making a sacrifice in sacred places hallowed by tradition which are probably the ancient centres of pagan rites. They have a great rain-making ceremony called lak which is performed at the beginning of the season of the great rains. It is undertaken by the whole group, each räh making its own contribution of animals for the feastings, and consists of a great communal prayer, Qur'anic recitations by waddā, prayers for rain and sacrifices. The whole festival lasts ten days and is a great occasion for the gathering of families and räh-chief to discuss communal affairs.3 The Galla rain ceremony (roya) is universal amongst Muslims as well as pagans. It consists of a solemn procession of women and children who go about chanting prayers in search of a special grass

1 I. d., p. 81
from which they weave wreathes. Magic is often associated with particular clans or families. Amongst the Hadîya (Muslim Sidîma) the rain-makers (amînches, pl. anîam) constitute a clan who enjoy special privileges and rights but are subject to certain taboos such as prohibition from cultivating, shaving, buttering the hair, and having relations with women other than their own wives. The Ajudî clan (Tigrî) of the Banti 'Amir are noted for their rain-making powers. Amongst the 'Afar the chief of the tribe is the rain-maker, as is shown by Thesiger's description of the installation of the Shaikh of Badhu:

The Shaikh of Badhu is always the eldest male of the two ruling families of the Asbouna and Badogalet, sub-tribes of the Madima. On being invested with his office he changes his name, and is believed to receive the power of controlling the rain. The Dantali are fully convinced that it always rains on this day, even from a clear sky.

The Shaikh is clad in a red and white cloth. He is smeared with ghele and may not now put his feet upon the ground. He is carried in a special chair some 200 yards towards the rising sun and back. . . . On his return the chair is placed upon a bed outside his hut. Then earth from the summit of Mount Ayelu, the sacred mountain, is rubbed upon his hands, earth from beneath a large fig tree upon his feet, and clay from the bottom of the Awash River on his forehead. The Shaikh is next saturated with ghele, and the crowd fight to touch him. For a week he will not drink water nor take a bath. They bring a red and a white goat and two bulls, one red and the other white. The Mesara then lift up the red bull, and holding it over the Shaikh they cut its throat so that the blood flows down upon him. The Asoda then kill the red goat in like fashion. The Shaikh's son or nearest male relative kills the white bull and the white goat and his tribe smear themselves with the blood. More ghele is poured over the Shaikh, first by the men, next by the women, and finally by the children. When the ceremony is over every one indulges in an orgy of feasting. 2

Many Hamitic cattle-rearing tribes (Banti 'Amir, Habab and Galla) have a milch rite. 3 Milk possesses virtue which is not only lost if the customary observances are not carried out but may have harmful consequences to the drinker.

A very popular festival which goes back to paganism among the

---

3. It has been suggested that the cow was originally the totemic ancestor of the clan.

---

Somali is the celebration of the dâb-shid (lit. kindling fire) or New Year's Day. Popular tradition shows its pre-Islamic origin by calling it ‘Id fur’ân, ‘the Pharaonic festival’. It is also called rita. Amongst the Islamized Bantu population at Afgan it is called ‘the feast of beating’ because of the thrashing matches which take place, presumably to expel evil influences. The purpose of the dâb-shid is to remove or ward off evil influences. It begins with the kindling of a fire outside each hut and across this the head of the house must jump or cast his spear. 1 It is an extremely popular and widespread observance; the ‘ulama have never dared to risk popular resentment by foregoing it and it has been assimilated by proclaiming that its performance is an expiatory act for sin. During the ceremony divine protection is sought for good crops, abundant pastures, and fertility of animals and women.

Pre-Islamic practices show themselves in the methods used for taking oaths because this is done upon what is really holy and to be feared. Just as a pagan will swear falsely by the high god but not by his spirits, so the imperfectly Islamized Muslim will swear falsely by Allah on the Qur'an, but not by a pagan symbol or on the tomb of his saint. In each case this distinction is due to the nearness of the spirit or saint and the remoteness of God. Sir Richard Burton writes that the oath on stone is regarded by the 'Isa and Gudabírisi Badawin as even more binding than the popular religious adjurations. When a suspected person denies his guilt, the judge places a stone before him saying 'Tabi! (feel)'; the liar will seldom dare to touch it. Sometimes a Somali will take up a stone and say 'Daghabá' (it is a stone), he may then generally be believed.

Ordeal by fire is resorted to in grave matters by the 'Afar and Somali to prove the truth of a witness. The 'Afar method is to place a red-hot iron axe between the hands of the suspected person and make him hold it for a time decided by the judge who bases judgement upon the state of his hands. 2 R. F. Burton writes:

The Somali, as usual among the heterogeneous mass amalgamated by Al-Islam, have a diversity of superstitions attesting their pagan origin. Such for instance are their oaths by stones, their reverence of cairns and holy trees, and their ordalies of fire and water. . . . A man accused of murder or theft walks down a trench full of live charcoal and about a spear's length, or he draws out
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1. The Berbers of north-west Africa have a similar fire ceremony on the 'udhaa, the 10th Muharram, equivalent to the Muslim New Year's Day. See E. Westernmark, Ritual and Belief in Morocco (1926), ii. 65-69.
2. R. F. Burton, First Feetsteps, i. 145 n. 1.
3. A. Pollers, La Popolazione Indigena dell' Eritrea, pp. 349-8. The Imam 'Alí used this method during the sack of Lilibe (cf. Basset, Purã, text, p. 374.)
of the flames a smith's anvil heated to redness: some prefer picking four or five cowries from a large pot full of boiling water. The member used is at once rolled up in the intestines of a sheep and not inspected for a whole day.\(^1\)

The somalized Bantu of central and southern Somaliland have kept many of their former pagan customs. The people of Balguri, 'El Qode, and Sigale (near Merka) have a fertility ceremony called the *jimado* which remains completely pagan.\(^2\) Both the Sigale and Balguri people keep the image of a cow roughly carved in wood and about the size of a calf in a hut which is placed in charge of the oldest inhabitant. They celebrate the *jimado* at Sigale six days after the *dab-shid* (New Year) with the participation of the people of Balguri, then a week later at Balguri when the Sigale and 'El Qode assist. The ceremony begins with the recital of the *fatiha* (the sole Islamic introduction) before the hut where the fetish is kept, after which a cow is slaughtered and eaten and prayers offered that their flocks and women may be fruitful. Then the guardian opens the hut and pulls out the cow, around which they perform dances and sing songs in its honour. The festival lasts from Sunday to Wednesday morning when the *fatiha* is recited again and the cow taken from Sigale to 'El Qode with singing and dancing along the way. Afterwards it is returned to Sigale and again locked up. The only other occasion when the fetish is brought out is during the rains of the *dir* season when it is carried to the bank of the Webi and left there alone for an hour.

Certain imperfectly Islamized Somali have through living in the same communal environment as the Galla been re-paganized. Many years after the Boran occupation of Dirri there was a migration of Islamized Somali from the east into the eastern Boran territory. These at first drove the Boran back, but those who penetrated farthest came under Boran influence and were reduced to the status of a subject tribe. These are the Gubbra Migo who are camel-owners like most Somali tribes (gubbra in Boran means 'slave'). Their relationship to the Boran is peculiar. They are divided up amongst the different Boran tribes, live in the same settlements and call themselves Boran, but cannot intermarry with them. They have their own peculiar customs but practically all trace of Islam has gone.

Other tribes of Somali origin in eastern Bili who have lost their Somali characteristics through mixture with other peoples are the Carrara on the right bank of the Webi between Dare and Daro, the

---


---

Sarar on the left bank of the Webi Gestro, and the Gurra (Garre or Guur) between the Webi Gestro and Dumale;\(^3\) other Gurra inhabit the El-Wak oasis in the Northern Frontier District of Kenya.\(^2\) The process of paganization amongst the Gurra has not gone so far as to eliminate all trace of Islam. They are a pastoral people owning camels, cattle, and sheep and have maintained their independence; those east of Muddo speak Somali, those around Muddo speak both Somali and Boran, whilst those farther west speak Boran only. Similarly Islam grows weaker and weaker as one goes west, until among the most westerly tribes only a few chiefs pretend to pray. They still call themselves Muslims, but the only traces left are that they use a corruption of the Muslim salutation instead of the Boran *gari*, eat what is *halal* and keep their women's heads covered.\(^3\)

### 5. THE ASSIMILATION OF ISLAM BY PAGANS

We are now in a position to consider the impact of Islam upon indigenous cultures and their reaction to it. In our study so far we have had to take into account two cultures: that of the impinging culture of Islam and the African culture which received the impact. We have had to bear in mind also the modifications wrought on the recipient culture by the aggressive culture, and also the reverse process—the modifications brought about in Islam through its need to adapt itself to the mentality and mode of life of its new adherents. The problem is complicated both because the Islam presented to pagans was already paganized or, if that is too strong a word, at any rate peculiarly adapted to Africa; and also because of the growth of such mixed populations as the culture amalgam represented by the mixed Galla-speaking peoples of the Jimma Islamic enclave.

The Islamic civilization as presented to the pagans of the region is anything but uniform. First, the most casual traveller can hardly fail to notice that certain features are found in distinct groupings, that is, they occur together in certain areas but not in others. Thus the Garre and the Boran, the Galla and the Boran, the Gurra and the Boran...
to realize that there are two main cultural levels in the Islamic society of Africa: that of the nomadic herdsmen and that of the villages and towns. The Islamic culture of the majority of the nomads is in its most primitive form; they are in fact the most primitive people of the whole region. Amongst them the distinctive features of Islam—ritual prayer and fasting, the observance of the *ṣaḥīḥ* and the *ṣalā*—and social customs such as the segregation of women are unknown. They never pray, neglect their religious duties, and follow their own customary law. Their chief Islamic characteristics are the keeping of Rāmādān, profound respect for holy men and their shrines, and enthusiasm for the *jihād* when preached to them by the right man. The nomads, traditional enemies of cultivators, have practically no Islamic influence upon pagans unless they erump out of their desert and steppe homeland and obtain political domination over settled societies, when, with the change in their own life, comes emphatic change in their Islam and its imposition upon conquered peoples. As Nöldeke points out, 'Bedawīn, who are lukewarm about religion, no sooner adopt a settled mode of life than they become transformed into bigoted Muhammadans'. In this region the nomadic outburst under the Imām Aḥmad Gāfūr failed, in contrast to the Fulbe outburst from the western Sahara over the Western Sudan which resulted in the setting up of new Islamic states. As we have already shown the nomads' part in the Islamization of north-east Africa has been largely passive and unconscious, either through the absorption of pagan peoples into a Muslim tribe's own social structure or through their expansion over settled regions.

From the beginning Islam has been based upon the city as is shown by the Qur'ānic legislation which is primarily urban. It is urban Islam which preserves and transmits Islam in its most distinctive sense. In Africa this transmission is through actual contact at the markets in the towns and by the wayside, through itinerant merchants and hedge priests, and through Qur'ān schools set up in villages.

The rapid conversion of pagans to Islam during the last century is not difficult to understand. Islam is disseminated by people possessing a form of world outlook who are at a higher cultural stage than the pagan, people who are or have become Africans and are therefore not so distant or distinct as Europeans. Islam has the overwhelming advantage of rarely finding itself in direct contact with pagans whose cultural level is so far below, or at any rate so different, as to preclude a friendly understanding. It is true that a world of difference exists between fully developed urban Islam and primitive Islam in Africa, but there is a series of gradations in the Islam of Africa which act as insulators absorbing Islamic radiation and passing it on, diminishing, to pagan societies. The psychological shock involved in the change of religion is thus reduced to the minimum. Islam does no violent uprooting but shades off into a long series of gradations and the Islam which actually touches the pagan is often little removed from paganism. Since, however, Islam is a universal religion its ultimate effect upon tribal cultures is a gradual disintegration and gradual transformation of the whole society upon which it impinges, but the process is such that the disintegration and reintegration seem natural since they are but the reverse and obverse of one process. The new culture gives immediate values without displacing the old. It is like tribal life on a wider pattern without territorial and linguistic barriers.

The problem of defining limits in certain of these societies passing through a transitional stage is almost impossible. Yet, although at no single point in the process can anyone draw a definite line and set up a boundary stone inscribed, 'Here paganism ends and Islam begins', there is a stage where one can say, 'This man is a Muslim, not a pagan'.

Three stages in the assimilation of Islamic culture may be observed in pagan societies subject to Islamic radiation. First of all, the stage by which the pagan merely adopts superficially certain elements of the material culture of Muslims, none of which elements are specifically Islamic. Such things are the adoption of the Muslim form of dress, ornaments, and food habits such as tea, coffee, or *qat*-usage.

The second stage involves the assimilation of actual religious elements of Islamic culture. This assimilation is facilitated by the pagan's belief in impersonal power resident in and working through persons and things (the phase of religion known under the term of *Dyanism*). This makes him ready to test and make use of any new technique of supernatural control which comes into his experience. Consequently it is concerned primarily with the pagan elements in Islam. The itinerant Islamic magician (fākh, *wâdâd* or shāikh) finds the pagan only too ready to believe in his alleged powers and to buy his charms, protective amulets, and fortune-giving talismans. He treats illness or averts disasters by the established Islamic methods of incantation, an integral part of which is the use of incomprehensible Arabic formulae as magical charms. The pagan appreciates such methods and readily employs them because they work with the automatic precision which he associates with his own traditional magical rites. So far this assimilation has
with Muslim ideas and colour Muslim institutions by giving them a magical or materialistic interpretation. Naturally such syncretism weakens genuine religious life for the elements which have been assimilated in turn assimilate Islam to their own standards.

Thus it will be understood that although, as we have shown in the previous section, such an immense disparity exists between the religious and social life of many of these peoples and the doctrine and law of Islam we are not thereby to conclude that they are pagans and not Muslims. It has been pointed out that whereas St. Paul says, 'he is not a Jew who is one outwardly' (Rom. ii. 28), the Prophet’s doctrine was, ‘he is a Muslim who is one outwardly’, in other words who pronounces a fixed formula and observes a fixed rite. Thus it is that we often find fierce loyalty to Islam combined with utter ignorance of its teaching and complete laxity in the performance of even primary religious duties. They may not know how to pray but they divide mankind into believers (mu’minin) and unbelievers (kafirin). We may find it difficult to distinguish between their customs and manner of life and those of pagans if we examine them in isolation, yet if we look at their life as a whole we shall find that it is Muslim. We have to see it dynamically in terms of the process of modification of the old culture, of the persistence of many old institutions (methods of oath-taking and rain-making), ideas and sentiments (reverence for high places, springs, the cememore), and the gradual evolution of a new Islamic culture interwoven with elements of both cultures. The test is a psychic one. Some subtle factor in their outlook on life has changed. Many naive and primitive ideas of life have gone. Pagan life-sanctions have been transformed into Islamic sanctions. Although they may believe in a vast realm of spirits they now believe in only one God. The only possible criterion is to know whether they themselves claim to be Muslims because that is the only way of knowing in what they ultimately place their trust. Within they have done with paganism though they have not outwardly broken with it. They have no knowledge of Islamic law, they may never pray, their customs and superstitious beliefs betray their animistic heritage, but if they pay reverence to the Law and to those who do claim to know the Law they are certainly Muslims.

In order to understand what happens when Islam claims the souls of pagans it must be realized that Islam does in time re-create the entire life of the new believer. His life has a new basis and that must lead to entire renewal. This does not necessarily happen quickly and indeed it may take centuries to change the life-basis of a whole pagan people.
Now the method by which this is done is both through the acceptance of a new inner re-creative principle whereby the new religious symbols give a new context and driving points to religious life; and, secondly, through the encroaching demands of Islamic law. Typical of the operation of the first in the pagan-community-become-Muslim is the bifurcation of the social-religious cult. The actual pagan ceremony (e.g. the Galla *waadaaju*) may be retained, but the pagan prayers are changed to Muslim prayers and the whole purpose of the ceremony therefore acquires a new orientation. The second, however, is much more profound in the long run. Gradually the convert acquires a number of legal ordinances which in time lead to the complete transformation of his whole social and family life. Since an institution like the family has its roots in all aspects of life, the change from a matrilineal to a patriarchal family, to choose an extreme example, must affect the whole basis of social life. For the individual it is much more the attempt to fulfill the Muslim’s religious and social duty which entangles him more and more deeply in the web of Islam.

Islamic law therefore clashes with customary law, but it may be centuries before it assumes predominance. What Islam requires primarily is reverence for the Law even though it is not observed. What Islam does in the first place is to accept customary law, just as on the spiritual plane it accommodates itself to certain forms of animistic belief. But this accommodation to customary law is less deep than its accommodation to animism because there has been from the beginning an inner connexion between Islam and animism, whilst the link between Islamic law and customary law is much weaker. Expediency comes first. Orthodox Islam insists as soon as it can on certain minimum requirements chiefly connected with family life, and then customary law and the law of the ruler, since they cannot be got rid of, are allowed to exist alongside Islamic law. The greater the hold that orthodox Muslim institutions gain over the people the greater the influence of Islamic law. European control of Muslim Africa during the last century has helped this process very considerably. The Western rulers with their reverence for a code were ready to seize upon the structure of the *shari’a* to regulate the social and family life of peoples who up till then had been nominal Muslims, and by their recognition of Muslim education and enforcement of the *shari’a* they turned sedentary groups into more orthodox Muslims. This is what happened under British and French control of Eastern and Western Sudan. In north-east Africa, too, Islam has been considerably strengthened in the regions that are under European rule—the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, the Somalilands, and Eritrea.

6. THE INFLUENCE OF WESTERNISM

European control has considerably influenced the periphery of the life of the Muslim peoples of Africa, though such influence cannot compare in any way with that which it has exercised upon pagan tribes. Islam, being a world religion, has its own material and social culture, which has assured a measure of cultural stability to African Muslims with a primitive background as well as those of the East with thousands of years of civilization behind them. In this region the peoples who came under European control were mainly Muslim and we need to consider what changes have been brought about in their lives by such rule.

The reasons which led European powers to take control of these largely barren territories were never exploitation, but on grounds of national prestige or because of strategic considerations. Consequently in their control these powers were primarily concerned with the maintenance of public security and took relatively little interest in effecting other changes in the mode of life of the people. The changes which have taken place are rather the incidental effects of the link thus forged with the Western world civilization than the deliberate intention of the Western rulers. The result is that these territories are many decades behind the more favoured regions of East and West Africa in material culture.

La Côte Française des Somalis is of importance to France simply as the port terminus of the railway which French enterprise built to the capital of Ethiopia. British Somaliland, similarly, is a barren land suitable only for the nomadic life. Zaila', former port of Harar, Berbera, and Bendor, retain some of their age-long value for the dhows commerce in gums and perfume, but most of their ancient transit trade with Ethiopia was destroyed in favour of Jibuti after the construction of the railway to Addis Ababa. What little external trade the Protectorate has is largely based on the export of hides and skins. So poor is the country that it has always had to be subsidized by grants-in-aid from the British treasury. Eritrea, the oldest Italian colony, is not only the most advanced but also the most populated since it includes highland regions suitable for the support of a settled agricultural population. It was the most favoured of the territories of the former Italian African Empire, where a considerable European settlement took place. But the
tribal chiefs and many of their former functions. They are taxed, it is
ture, and sometimes chiefs are arbitrarily changed, whilst the gradual
suppression of inter-tribal raiding made life more drear. But, on the
other hand, they have gained many advantages. They are richer, for
their flocks and herds have increased. Life on the whole went on much
the same as before. They did not regard foreign rule as humiliating
since it did not until recent years bring them the curse of a national
consciousness. Whilst it is true that the culture of no people that has
come under Western rule can be regarded as stationary, no root changes
such as would revolutionize the whole structure of society are yet in
motion. Changes are taking place under the conditions of Western
rule, such as in the relationship between master and serf amongst the
Tigre-speaking tribes of Eritrea, but these are natural changes to which
the social structure can accommodate itself gradually. The greatest
changes are taking place in the towns, and that is due to the education
and new ideas brought in by the occupying powers and has stirred in
a minority the beginnings of a national consciousness. The quickening
of the tempo of life by the extension of facilities for rapid communication,
the acquiring of new internal security and of new social amenities, have
created new needs in the lives of many, but the institutions of tribal
life have moulded themselves to suit them without any basic change.
The make-up of the tribes has never been static and under European
rule some have been strengthened and united, others have weakened
and disintegrated. All this has been regulated by Western legislation.
Islam has tended to claim the sympathy of Western rulers, partly
because it represented a higher civilization, and it has been long before
they realized how unappeasable it is opposed to Western culture and
that it is in danger of leading Africans up a blind alley. Consequently
Islam has enjoyed special consideration by European rulers which has
favoured both the consolidation of orthodox Islam and its spread amongst
pagan peoples. Administrative necessities have tended to strengthen the
Islamic system, as we have already pointed out, because, whilst the
Western rulers introduced civil codes on European lines, they seized
upon the shari'a as a ready-made code to regulate the religious and
social life of any people who could, however superficially, be called
Muslim. Qadis were appointed over urban and rural communities and
attempts were even made to extend their jurisdiction to many nomadic
tribes, though this process was very gradual and tribal qadis, if they
were accepted, were obliged to apply a good deal of tribal law. In
this connexion the contrast has often been noted between European
governments' recognition of tribal law (e.g. the lex talionis) when they dealt with Muslim tribes and their prohibition of such practices when they had to deal with pagan peoples.

The new factor of secularist materialism has affected only a tiny minority who have been more deeply influenced by Western intellectual currents. Modern materialism, the enemy everywhere of religious faith, has not undermined the traditional moorings of the faith of the vast majority. The whole social and religious structure of these peoples remains fundamentally what it was. Changes are taking place, but it is only too easy to exaggerate their extent and profundity.

Whilst the standard of life of many of these people, especially the Eritreans and the townpeople everywhere, was definitely raised, European powers did little in the way of education and that little was intended merely to cope with their own administrative need to have local functionaries. Amongst the nomads nothing was done, nor could be done, in the way of education. Elders and chiefs alike were opposed to the spread of Western educational methods. One of the changes in British Somalland brought about by the war was a modification in this attitude. Lord Rennell writes that, 'Before 1939 the introduction of education was opposed and in 1938 the Director of Education was stoned out of the one existing government school. Yet, in 1944, a full educational programme was initiated and increasingly welcomed.' By 1945 seven elementary schools had been opened catering for 410 boys and at Shaikh a primary boarding-school was opened. An attempt was also made to improve the standards of Qur'an-schools of the traditional type by providing them with grants-in-aid. The wave of enthusiasm for the development of self-governing institutions which swept British administrators after the war reached this territory. The first step towards associating the Somali in the government was taken in 1946 when an Advisory Council for the British Somaliand Protectorate held its first session at Shaikh. At this Council for the first time in history chiefs and akils with four shaihks representing the religious community met under the presidency of the Military Governor to discuss wider aspects of the country’s administration.

In Italian Somalland under the temporary British administration some desire for educational facilities manifested itself. In 1944 there were two Arab and Somali schools in Maqishu attended by 290 Arabs and 190 Somali. The following year a nine-months teachers' course was started to help overcome the shortage of teachers, and schools were opened at Gallau, Merka, Afgoi, and Lugh. Eritrea also experienced considerable educational progress under the British military administration and between 1943 and 1946 twenty-three schools with an attendance of 1,571 were provided for the Eritrean population.

The only nationality which these peoples could be regarded as possessing was the vague and general one constituted by the idea of common origin, by common language and customs, and adoption of the same religion. Such common factors could, if given the requisite stimulus, become the germ and core of more authoritative agglomerations. Since one of the results of the spread of the Western materialistic culture in most Islamic countries under Western rule has been the awakening of some form of nationalism it can scarcely be expected to have completely missed this region, large sections of which have come under the rule of Western powers. The development of nationalism has little to do with a basis of geographical unity. More generally it is ethnic and cultural unity which is the important element as in Turkey, Iran, and in the Arab countries of the Near East where the idea of nationality and of race fuse themselves. Another important element is a sedentary agricultural population, and a third is the existence of urban centres. The usual ingredients therefore for the growth of nationalism are urban centres with some Western-type schools in the midst of an agricultural population who possess a general ethnic unity. Egypt has all of these, as well as the geographical unity conferred by the sedentary region of the Nile valley from the Nubian reach to the Mediterranean.

But little of this is offered to the Muslims of our region. If we take ethnical unity first, we find it amongst the Gallau, Afar, and Somali. As we have seen, the Gallau, who overflowed upon Ethiopia as nomadic invaders, proved themselves unable to unite to overthrow Amhara sovereignty. The only factor which could have unified them was Islam which has spread rapidly amongst them during the last 150 years. At the present time a gradual process of absorption of the Gallau who settled in the highlands (the Christian Shoaan and Muslim Wallo Galla) is going on and in time they will be practically indistinguishable from Amhara. The Muslim Yajju and Ray are an unstable element in the process towards unity for they have always been ready to burst out into rebellion, but they constitute provincial problems and are no real danger. The Muslim Gallu of the south-west based on Jimma are no danger on their own, though they might act as a secondary centre of agitation based on Harar. It is the people of the south-east, who are
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1 Lord Rennell, British Military Occupation in Africa 1941-47, p. 479.
predominantly Galla and Somali, who are most likely to develop ideas of sectarian nationalism because of the influence of the permanent centre of Harar, regarded as the capital of the region; and in April 1943 there was considerable agitation in Harar for the regional independence of the whole province.  

The Somali have ethnical, linguistic, and religious unity, but they are chiefly nomads who could not normally set up a state unless they could flow over another sedentary society. Those who live in towns or have travelled abroad learnt new ideas, but above all the changes brought about by the war and the influence of social and political movements in other Muslim countries did not fail to exercise an increasing influence on the trend of affairs, and a Somali Youth League was formed which aimed at breaking down the barriers between the Somali and uniting the tribes and the lands in which they live. When the Committee of Investigation sent by the 'Big Four' Powers in 1947 visited Somalia this Youth League campaigned for the trusteeship of Somalia by the Four Powers for a period of ten years in preparation for independence and the union of all the Somali lands. It was well led and obtained support throughout the country from the educated and urban classes, and, through the influence of chiefs and elders, from almost all the tribes except the Sab confederacy who, because of deeper rivalries, were opposed to the Somali Youth League programme. It was this rivalry which resulted in the riot whilst the Commission was there in which fifty-one Italians and fourteen Somalis were killed. The United Nations General Assembly agreed in November 1949 that Italy should administer her former colony of Somalia under United Nations trusteeship for ten years after which the territory will become independent.

As for the 'Afar, they also are nomads, alike in religion, customs, and mode of life, but with no conception of 'Afar unity at all. Even Abyssinian aggression could not unite the mutually hostile tribes. The one sedentary and permanently settled region is Aussa which has been able to maintain itself as a small independent principality. The 'Afar present an administrative rather than a political problem.

Of the tribes of Eritrea only the Christian agriculturists of the highlands are unified ethnically, linguistically, and geographically, and have been subject longer to Western influence. Through living under one administration they have developed a greater feeling of solidarity than have the Muslims, the majority of whom are nomads, divided in languages and customs. The Committee of Investigation which visited Eritrea in 1947 found little evidence of the growth of an Eritrean nationhood, and a movement for union with Ethiopia which began in 1942 had secured a strong hold upon the Christians of the plateau. Only the small educated group of Muslims in the towns amongst whom tribal allegiance is weakening and for whom Islam can provide the binding force, find themselves being brought more together by common interest and aspirations; and their opposition to the proposal for Ethiopian rule resulted in the formation of a Muslim League which succeeded in banding together many of the important tribal leaders. The Muslims' demand was for the ultimate independence of Eritrea after an interim period of trusteeship in which, since numerically Muslims and Christians are about equal, they could expect to have an equal share in the government. The Committee estimated that some 45 per cent., that is the majority of the Christians of the plateau region, favoured union with Ethiopia, whilst 40 per cent., that is a majority of the Muslims, were followers of the Muslim League seeking an independent Eritrea. Serious questions of policy are involved in the question of its future and this is the reason why the question is not settled at the time these lines are being written.

1 Ibid., p. 48.

2 See Al-Ahrām, 4 Apr. 1948, translated in O. M. xxviii. 102.

3 Cf. International Affaires (1949), pp. 50–52. A similar riot took place in October 1949, though with less loss of life.